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However suggestive studies of the rhetoric of 
formal historiography have been, they have 
not as yet caused modern historians in gen­
eral to view and to use historical narratives 
from the past in new and quite different ways. 
And however much they may undertake to 
assess the importance of the literary styles, 
precommitments, and world views of the au­
thors of the texts on which they depend, most 
professional historians persist in regarding 
historical writings essentially as the means of 
getting at past "reality," which they continue 
to see as the primary object of interest. 
In the field of Islamicate history, where 
scholars have tended in the main to use 
historical narratives almost exclusively as 
unstructured mines of largely uninterpreted 
factual information, the handling of sources 
has been particularly problematic; for the 
criteria that serve to establish the validity of 
the facts that have been extracted from his­
torical narratives have remained largely ex­
ternal to the works themselves. Rarely do 
they relate in any way to the internal 
dynamics of the sources, or take into account 
the interaction of an author's mind with the 
materials he treats — considerations that 
have long been of singular importance in 
European and American historiography. And 
because systematic methods and precise ana­
lytical categories with which to address such 
questions are virtually nonexistent, the util­
ity of the facts drawn from historical writings 
remains severely limited; and the place of 
these sources in the history of ideas suffers 
serious neglect and goes largely unap­
preciated. Traditionally, the student of Is­
lamicate history has, instead of asking what a 
premodern Muslim author was trying to do 
and how he went about achieving his goals as 
a historian, been largely content merely to 
seek out from his sources whatever informa­
tion that they provided and that he found 
useful in solving his own historiographical 
problem. 
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Note on Transliteration 
The system of transliteration of Persian words (including Arabic words in 
Persian) used in this work follows the Library of Congress Persian Romaniza­
tion system except in the following five cases: 
h instead of h

s instead of s

z instead of z

t instead of t

z instead of z

A few Persian words and names that have common Anglicized forms have not 
been changed, e.g., Tehran, Said Nafisi, Turkestan. 
Where Arabic words appear in Arabic, the Library of Congress Arabic 
Romanization system has been used, except in the following five cases: 
h instead of h

s instead of s

d instead of d

t instead oft

z instead of z

Note on the Islamic Calendar 
The Islamic calendar has twelve lunar months and a total of 354 or 355 days: 
Muharram 30 days Rajab 30 days 
Safar 29 Sha'ban 29 
Rablcah I 30 Ramadhan 30 
Rablcah II 29 Shawwal 29 
Jumadah I 30 Dhu'l-Qa'dah 30 
Jumadah II 29 Dhu'l-Hijjah 29* 
For every thirty years, thirty-one lunar years elapse. The first Muslim year is 
considered by Muslims to have been 16 July 622 of the Common Era (C.E.), 
when the founder of the Muslim community, Muhammad, emigrated from his 
native town of Mecca. This emigration was called the hijrah, so a year of the 
Muslim calendar is referred to as A.H., after the hijrah. The entire system of 
dating is called hijri dating. 
This work frequently retains the system of double dating, for example, 
fourth/tenth century; 1393/1973; 7 Shawwal 421/8 October 1030; the first date 
given is the hijri, the last the Common Era. Sometimes the hijri year may be 
linked to two C.E. years, for example, 1387/1967-68, because the Muslim 
year 1387 ran from 11 April 1967 to 31 March 1968. This double-dating 
system is retained primarily because the hijri years communicate as much or 
more than the Common Era ones for many Islamic ists. 
*Thirty in leap year. 
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Toward a Mode of Criticism for 
Premodern Islamicate 
Historical Narratives 
"It is easy to cut to pieces a dead elephant." —Yoruba Proverb 
INTRODUCTION 
However suggestive previous studies of the rhetoric of formal historical writ­
ing may have been, they have not forced today's historians to view or to use 
historical narratives from the past in new and different ways.1 Professional 
historians, however much they may try to weigh the importance of the styles, 
precommitments, and world views of the authors on whose narratives they 
depend, still look upon formal historical compositions essentially as a filter 
through which to view past "reality," their true focus. 
In the field of Islamicate history, where scholars have tended to use histori­
cal narratives almost exclusively as unstructured, uninterpretive mines of 
factual information, the handling of sources has been particularly problemat­
ic.2 The criteria of validity for the facts obtained from historical narratives are 
largely external; rarely are they related to the internal dynamics of the work 
from which the facts have been taken or to the interaction of the author's mind 
with the material he has presented, matters that have long been important in 
European and American historiography.3 Systematic methods and categories 
of analysis through which such questions could be approached are virtually 
nonexistent. The usefulness of facts mined from historical writings is thus 
reduced and the relevance of the whole source to the history of ideas entirely 
neglected.4 Instead of asking what a premodern Muslim author was trying to 
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do as a historian and how he accomplished his goals, the scholar of Islamicate 
history has usually been content to ask what information the source provides 
that can be useful in solving his own problems. 
This study challenges the status quo in Islamicate historiography through 
attempting a multifaceted analysis of a single text, in this case a major Islami­
cate historical narrative and a pivotal work in the history of new Persian 
(post-tenth-century) language and culture—the Ghaznavid period Ta'nkh-i 
Bayhaqi.5 A brief survey of the fields of Ghaznavid and Islamicate historiog­
raphy as they exist now and as they are beginning to change will demonstrate 
the need for such a study and its problems in such a way as to point to possible 
solutions. 
GHAZNAVID HISTORIOGRAPHY 
The study of Ghaznavid history and historians is not yet well-developed. 
The Ghaznavids have only recently begun to attract serious and critical schol­
arly attention6 for at least two reasons: (1) scholars have tended to view them 
as less important than the better-known Saljuqs, for whom they paved the 
way, and consequently only the heroics of their most famous member 
Mahmud have merited much attention;7 (2) the sources for Ghaznavid history 
are in Arabic and Persian, often difficult to read and scattered over a broad 
spectrum of genres; and though many have been published and/or translated 
for some time, updated critical editions and translations in Western languages 
are only now beginning to appear.8 
A thorough historiographical study of any or all of the primary sources for 
Ghaznavid history is yet to be undertaken. Although there are useful remarks 
in the introductions to two basic works, a few scattered articles and general 
surveys of Iranian historiography, and a new anthology of papers presented at 
a colloquium on one of the most famous Ghaznavid historians and subject of 
this study, Abu'1-Fazl-i Bayhaqi (ca. 966-1077), these works are not free from 
the problems described in the introduction to this chapter.9 Among them there 
are no works that aim to analyze the total structure and pattern of any single 
Ghaznavid historical text, though there are many that evaluate the reliability 
or particular aspects of a given history. 
In addition to exposing pitfalls in writing about individual historians, 
Ghaznavid historiography has shown the dangers of using historical sources as 
pools of facts and quotations. For example, even a careful and excellent 
scholar of the Ghaznavids like Clifford Bosworth, with many good insights 
into the views behind the works he quotes from, has often quoted out of 
context, including an assertion that has been contradicted on a preceding page 
of the original source, or quoting half of an assertion without the other half 
that would give it a different connotation.10 
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ISLAMICATE HISTORIOGRAPHY 
The double problem of superficial analysis of the sources themselves and of 
uncritical use of them for writing history has also characterized Islamicate 
historiography as a whole. There are a number of general works, both books 
and articles, on Islamicate historical writing or a section of it, but they tend to 
be marred by an overconcentration on Arab as opposed to Persian and Turkish 
historians and on earlier rather than later ones; by categorization of types and 
schools of historical writing based on a very small sample of writers, not all of 
whom have been systematically studied; and by attention mainly to those 
aspects of historical writings that are thought to be useful in establishing the 
validity of factual information.11 
Interest in intensive studies of individual Muslim historians has been rare. 
Of the forty-one articles in a recent anthology on Islamicate historiography, 
only four are on individual authors, and two of those are mostly on the sources 
the authors used.12 In journal articles on individual historians, one 
historian—Ibn Khaldun (1332-1406)—is overwhelmingly preferred; and in 
his case, as in that of other historians, usually only one aspect of his work is 
extracted for study.13 
The preference for Ibn Khaldun is symptomatic of the presentist or modern­
ist tendency already discussed in the preceding section on Ghaznavid his­
toriography. Much "internal" analysis in Islamicate historiography has 
tended to pick out those authors or elements most relevant to modern times; in 
the case of Ibn Khaldun, it has even been argued that he was a precursor of 
nineteenth-century European sociology. 
The preference for Ibn Khaldun is also symptomatic of the fact that textual 
analysis of Muslim scholars has been reserved largely for systematic thinkers, 
like philosophers and theologians; or for literature; or for the Qur'an.14 In the 
many articles on Ibn Khaldun, it is his philosophy rather than his history that 
has attracted the most attention. 
There are a number of partial exceptions to these deficiencies in Islamicate 
historiography Among them are three book-length analyses of individual 
historians: published studies on Ibn Miskawayh (d. 1030), Ibn Khaldun (d. 
1406), and Mascudi (d. 956).15 These are only partial exceptions because, 
first of all, the historians in question have an explicitly philosophical orienta­
tion toward history that lends itself to critical analysis, whereas most Muslim 
historians do not.16 Second, the book on Ibn Khaldun, which analyzes only 
his introduction not his history, goes to a certain point in its analysis, with 
excellent insights about what issues interested Ibn Khaldun and how he han­
dled certain themes, but does not aim to explain why he has handled things the 
way he has or to achieve a total unifying vision of his work. The study of Ibn 
Miskawayh is fascinating, but tends to evaluate Ibn Miskawayh's historical 
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ideas and writings in terms of his philosophical system, not as works in their 
own right. 
FRESH STARTS 
The glimmerings of a good beginning are to be found rather in a number of 
unrelated articles and books, particularly in a pioneering but poorly dissemi­
nated article by Marshall Hodgson and in the lengthy introductions that ac­
company some of the more recent critical editions and translations of histori­
cal works. It would appear that since the translator or editor needs to give 
every word equal consideration rather than to mine for facts, he is often led to 
an over-all understanding of what the author is saying and trying to do.17 One 
article on Mamluk historiography has clearly set a new standard for critical 
handling of evidence, and has skillfully used comparisons among a number of 
accounts and between historical and biographical literature to explore the 
usefulness of formal historical writings. But the author is still limited in his 
ability to determine what can be used from the sources by his failure to 
employ textual criticism of them.18 
THE NATURE OF ISLAMICATE HISTORICAL WRITING 
Role of Context 
Scattered and unsystematic as this new activity has been, it has suggested a 
number of features apparently common to Islamicate historical narratives and 
also desiderata for their analysis that can provide a backdrop to any 
methodological discussion. First of all, just as has been assumed in European 
and American historiography, so in Islamicate: formal histories, whether con­
temporary with the periods they describe or not, can be assumed to be per­
vaded by the views of the author and his age on writing history, on the 
meaning of history in general, and on the particular history that is the subject 
of the work. Since one would expect histories written on the same subject(s) 
to vary significantly from author to author, from place to place, and from time 
to time, an analysis of the structure and content of a work can add to an 
understanding of the values that lie behind it. 
In Western historiography it has become axiomatic that the understanding 
and use of formal historical writings, both their facts and interpretations, must 
be controlled by a knowledge of the way in which their content has been 
influenced by the values of their authors, so much so that warnings to that 
effect are included in rudimentary form in freshman manuals.19 There are 
even studies to demonstrate this phenomenon in the works of Western histo­
rians of Islam, but few on Muslim historians themselves.20 
Because of the interaction between author's values and historical composi­
tion, it is here assumed that it is impossible for a researcher reading a text to 
keep his textual analysis "unpolluted" by contextual factors; it is even as­
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sumed that the separation of text and context is undesirable. In this regard, 
any method appropriate to Islamicate historical narratives will have to diverge 
from the method of textual criticism employed by certain philosophers, for 
example by Mahdi in his study of Ibn Khaldun, perhaps because of certain 
differences between philosophical and historical writing. Mahdi explains his 
approach this way: 
The basic methodological approach of the following study adopts certain aspects 
of the traditional method of philosophic commentary. The object of this method 
is to ascertain the deliberate intention of the author instead of seeking to explain 
his meaning as the product of his psychological or social conditions. It concen­
trates on the text of the author and preserves its integrity. And its exclusive aim 
is the elucidation of what the author says and the way he says it. It does not 
challenge the possibility that a reader may have a deeper knowledge of the 
subject matter than the author he is reading. But it assumes that the reader can 
never know what the author deliberately meant to say better than the author 
himself, and that the full understanding of what the author intended to say must 
precede interpretations based on principles other than those accepted by the 
author.21 
On the contrary, in Islamicate historical writing (1) there seems to be much 
unconscious patterning, particularly in a work based on any kind of oral 
tradition, which has meaning beyond the deliberate intention of the author; (2) 
in a historical work the deliberate intention of an author can be in fact 
misread or inaccessible without reference to his intellectual, social, and psy­
chological conditions; and (3) applying principles or analytic vocabulary other 
than that accepted by the author is unavoidable and may enhance rather than 
do violence to his meaning, as long as the conclusions reached through them 
are not anachronistic or presentistic. 
There is more to a full understanding of an older historical work than 
ascertaining the deliberate intention of the author. Pre-modern Muslim histo­
rians were more often than not unsystematic thinkers; they expressed many of 
their attitudes below the level of deliberate intention. And the recognition of 
unconscious patterning can come only from as wide as possible an awareness 
of the author and his intellectual milieu. 
Furthermore, even ascertaining the deliberate intention of an author can 
depend upon knowing some aspect of the context in which the work was 
written. For example, suppose that one man writes a set of personal confes­
sions in an original way. A century later, by which time the pattern he used 
has become stylized, someone else writes one because it is fashionable to do 
so, or uses this pattern not because it is fashionable to write confessions but 
because this pattern is standard among men wanting to write confessions for 
more serious reasons. Or suppose that an old and a young man say the same 
things about women or about death, but becauscof the difference in their ages 
do not have the same deliberate intention. Or, again, suppose that a bureaucrat 
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and an army man write the same things about war, one from hearsay and the 
other from experience. How is one to ascertain deliberate intention in such 
cases, and in many others, without reference to certain intellectual, psycho­
logical, and social conditions? 
But then the question arises, Can this assumption of non-deliberate mean­
ing and can this application of "principles [of explanation] other than those 
accepted by the author'' be reconciled with an expressed desire to understand 
an author in his own terms and to maintain the integrity of his work? The 
answer in the strictest sense is "no"; some distortion is inevitable in this type 
of analysis, even when one adheres to the use of principles accepted by the 
author.22 However, the use of principles or of an analytic vocabulary not 
accepted by, or unknown to, an author does not necessarily lead to ana­
chronistic conclusions. Sometimes, for example, the principles that in an 
esoteric work would have led a reader to an understanding of the author's 
deliberate intention have been lost to a modern scholar, who must then devise 
a new method to uncover them. A scholar working on Persian historiography 
of the Ghaznavid and Saljuq periods has illustrated how a modern method or 
"principle," communications theory, can be used precisely to understand the 
deliberate intention of certain historical writers.23 Or, to give an example of 
another type of problem, it is acceptable to consider an author's social posi­
tion relevant to understanding the significance of his views on wealth (even 
though he might not have made the connection) as long as one does not cast 
one's conclusions in terms of a social class structure or a theory of social class 
inapplicable to that author's time. In these ways, "principles other than those 
accepted by the author" may actually serve as bridges of communication 
between one age and another. 
What Mahdi opposes is the historicist approach to textual criticism, one that 
views an entire work as simply a product of something outside the control of 
the author, for example, the age in which he lives or the intellectual influence 
on him. Any method developed here should also oppose an exclusively his­
toricist approach. In fact, it should add a corollary—that it is very dangerous 
to assume a priori what would be the "typical" effect of a given contextual 
circumstance and then to read a text from that point of view. This corollary is 
particularly useful in Islamicate historiography, where the scarcity of evi­
dence tempts one to evaluate a thinker according to what one would expect 
from a typical bureaucrat, a religious scholar, a man of a particular age, or 
whatever other category the author in question might belong to. 
Nevertheless, the very study of historical writings from other ages shows 
the modern scholar that one is a product of one's age, especially when work­
ing in history. The modern scholar is not exempt. It is better to acknowledge, 
understand, and control one's assumptions than to have them at work uncon­
sciously. In some forms of literature that have become the object of textual 
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criticism, like myth and folklore, scholars have looked for timeless themes. 
The theme a historian uses, however, is much more closely tied to the age in 
which he lives, just as the modern historian will inevitably express his un­
derstanding of a previous historian in the vocabulary of his age. To the extent 
that he can bring his values to the surface, his understanding of the past will be 
that much improved. 
Didacticism 
The second feature, related directly to the first, is that the degree to which 
moral values ordinarily control historical composition seems to have been 
especially great in premodern Islamicate society, where formal historical writ­
ing tended to be peculiarly didactic in intention and function. As Hodgson has 
argued for the two historians he studied, "accuracy as to 'fact' was much less 
important than validity as to life-vision."24 "Facts" often served as the raw 
material of problem-solving, or at least of problem-raising. The reader must 
be prepared to assess whether the issues involved in the material selected for 
treatment fall into any pattern of repeating themes and motifs. The material 
can be expected to raise a set of problems distinct from those raised by other 
historians. 
Cantor has argued in a slightly different way that the same is true for 
pre-eighteenth-century European historical writing. According to him the 
events described in it "were made to conform to an image of reality that 
governed all social thought. . . . Historians did not argue from the particular 
to the general; rather they made particular events and people conform to the 
traditional types or patterns.  "2  5 Cantor goes on to add that, given this element 
of didactism, one would expect to find in a premodern history a large number 
of paradigms or typologies. From early Anglo-Saxon historiography, Barlow 
has supplied the example of the famous portrait of Edward the Confessor on 
his deathbed, which was in fact adapted from a text dealing with Saint Au­
demer.26 In Islamicate historiography there is a similar tendency to fit the 
events of a reformer's life into the pattern of Muhammad's career, regardless 
of whether the reformer had consciously done so himself. Related to this 
tendency is the tendency to mythologize the past, as in the image of the first 
four caliphs—the so-called Rashidun—that grew up gradually after the death 
of the last of them. 
Despite the obvious presence of such typologies, paradigms, and myths and 
the need to be prepared to meet them, there are added complications in their 
use by Muslim historians that can serve to refine Cantor's argument. First of 
all, Cantor's concept of a single "image of reality which governed all social 
thought" needs to be altered for use in the Muslim context. Often, Muslim 
writers of any particular age had a number of conflicting but equally accept­
able typologies available from which to choose. Or if there was one dominant 
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typology, they might not share it. In using typologies and paradigms, Muslim 
writers also seem to have been more aware of what they were doing than the 
authors Cantor describes. Muslim historians may have felt obligated to make 
history conform to a particular pattern that most readers would and could 
accept; if they themselves did not completely accept it, they might then 
contradict it under the surface. For instance, in certain traditions of writing 
about kings, all kings must be shown to be halim, "forebearing," andkarlm, 
"generous"; but perhaps not all have to be shown as mutahawwii, "cau­
tious," so that when one is, it may be a sign that the typology is being 
contradicted and that something particularly revealing is being said. Hidden 
critiques could even be built right into a given typology. Juvayni (1226-83), a 
Muslim historian forced into the service of the Mongols, has been shown by 
his translator to have built criticism of the Mongols into his praise of them as 
great conquerors.27 
Esotericism 
The complex use of typologies that has just been described is related to a 
third aspect not only of Muslim historical writing but in this case of non-
historical Muslim scholarship as well: Muslims writing history usually felt 
themselves, with or without immediate justification, to be under the con­
straints of what they called taqiyyah, dissimulation or complete concealment 
of one's true feelings not only from authorities but from most ordinary readers 
as well.28 The discussion of the second feature held clues as to why this 
should be the case. The subject matter of Islamicate historical writings is 
primarily politico-religious. The conclusions reached through the study of 
Muslim history were very important to many different types of people: since 
from the beginning Muslim polity and society had been considered as man­
ifestations of the divinely directed destiny of the Muslim community, reach­
ing the "right" historical conclusions became essential. Not only rulers but 
also pious Muslim readers in general wanted the events of history to be shown 
to be on the right track. But because the ideal community was considered 
desirable and possible, the gap between the ideal and real that is always 
present took on particularly sharp significance. The explosive potential of 
historical writing lay in its ability to point out this gap, to reveal that whatever 
could be learned about elusive "historical reality" could contradict the ideals 
of the very pattern into which it was being pressed. 
Not only political ideas could necessitate taqiyyah. A historian could also 
have attitudes about the very nature of the historical pursuit that could be 
offensive to certain pious readers. In general, the norms of a Muslim histo­
rian's audience seem to have been opposed to the obvious use of human 
reason to explain what could and should only be explained according to divine 
will. Many writers shared these norms and felt guilty about seeming to trans­
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gress them; other writers reject the audience's norms on this and other matters 
but felt compelled to pay lip service to them. It was also possible for a writer 
to be writing for the part of his audience that shared his values and have to 
conceal them from the authorities and the rest of the audience. For all these 
reasons Muslim histories on the surface often have an air of objectivity and 
equanimity that has misled many modern critics.29 In addition, between the 
tenth and fifteenth centuries, the tendency to argue from the general to the 
particular was replaced or supplemented among some Muslim historians by 
argument from the particular to the general, thus allowing the study of histori­
cal "facts" to lead to general laws or patterns instead of reworking history 
always to fit a pattern. When and where this change took place, the explosive 
nature of historical studies came to be more clearly felt, and in turn often 
required even greater taqiyyah. In addition to all these causes of taqiyyah, 
there is the fact that a quality of esotericism pervaded much Muslim schol­
arship. The premodern Muslim audience had time to reflect and read between 
the lines, and at least some part of it was expected to. But it was always safer 
for an author to write on the surface for the widest possible audience and let 
those who would, read deeper. 
There are numerous techniques or signs of dissimulation that can be looked 
for in the content of a work, among them symbolism, allegory, myth, anach­
ronism, and ambiguous word usage. In the case of allegory, an anecdote from 
another time and place might be appended to a narrative account and to the 
perceptive reader say many things about that narrative account which are not 
said in the account itself. This reshaping of the narrative may in turn raise it to 
a symbolic or mythical level. Such a simultaneous conjunction of allegory, 
myth, and symbolism has been demonstrated in Holt's analysis of Jabarti's 
(Egyptian historian, early nineteenth century) Introduction to the History of 
Ottoman Egypt. Holt argues that Jabarti indicates the existence and signifi­
cance of the themes he is exploring not by tracing them in detail but through 
the use of legendary anecdotes that played the part of parables30 employing 
characters symbolic of the forces struggling for control of Egypt—forces that 
Jabarti has not chosen to make explicit in the narrative itself. 
Such pressing of narrated events into symbolic and mythical shape is in turn 
also related to the tendency to didacticism described above. A comparable use 
of legend occurred when Shakespeare moved away from recent political sub­
jects, which were too obvious, to mythical or ancient ones, like Troilus and 
Cressida and Julius Caesar—"dramas which spoke out freely on the political 
troubles of the British state under the guise of dealing only with the remote 
past."31 In many cultures the evaluation of the distant past can be much safer 
than an open study of the present. 
A type of anachronism very common in Muslim historical writing occurs in 
tabari's account of the death of cUthman (the third caliph, reigned 644-56), 
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in which cUthman, about to be brutally assassinated (656), delivers an oration 
prophetically embodying all the wisdom of hindsight that tabari's generation 
(TabarT died in 923) had garnered.32 
It was also possible to use words with a number of different, sometimes 
almost opposite, shades of meaning. In this way a single word could com­
municate to different readers on different levels. Mahdi has demonstrated the 
wide ramifications and multiple levels in a single Arabic word in his analysis 
of Ibn Khaldun's use of' <cibar."33 An Arabic word like haqq, which is used 
in significant statements in Abu'1-Fazl-i BayhaqT's work, can range from 
"right" in the sense of a dynasty's right to exist, to "truth" meant either in 
the metaphysical sense or in the sense of the real truth behind the image, to 
"obligation," all the way to a mystical sense connected with a divine attri­
bute. So when BayhaqI says he will show the "haqq" of the Ghaznavid 
dynasty, it can be a statement truly full of many levels of meaning. 
Interpretation through Structure 
Although there are numerous ways in which content signals dissimulation, 
the fourth feature is that in premodern Muslim historical writing, as perhaps in 
other premodern writings,34 it is the structure of the work that often bears the 
brunt of communicating the author's values. Elements of structure— 
organization, pace, arrangement, focus, selection, repetition, juxtaposition, 
omission, and emphasis—can convey the attitudes of the author. The attitudes 
thus conveyed are often not found in, or reinforced by, any explicit declara­
tions. Thus it often can be easy to suspect that an author is trying to communi­
cate a point of view, but difficult to be sure what that point of view is. 
An example of one structural sign, focus, is illustrated in the work of TabarT 
(d. 923). An analysis of Tabari's account of the Battle of Siffin (657), a 
pivotal battle in the early history of the Muslim community, shows that, 
unlike other contemporary historians, he focuses almost exclusively on the 
crises in the camp of one of the two protagonists, CA1I, perhaps because 
TabarT was himself sympathetic to the cAlid cause, as has often been argued, 
or more likely because it was in cAlT's camp that the problems of legitimacy 
that preoccupied TabarT were most sharply delineated. This latter possibility is 
also connected with the discussion of didacticism in the second hypothesis. 
The work of the subject of this study, Abu '1-Fazl-i BayhaqI, provides a good 
example of the conflict between explicit and implicit values, or, put another 
way, of the juxtaposition of explicit declarations and a structural feature that 
reveals another set of values. Fairly early in his work, BayhaqT explicitly 
states that it is God's ability, with which he has no business, to analyze the 
heart (zarriir); his job is just to tell what happened (sukhan randan): "God the 
powerful and mighty can know of the heart of his servants; I have no business 
with that; my job is just telling what happened."35 But in his book there is a 
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rather overwhelming emphasis on the analysis of what is in people's minds 
and hearts, though he frequently feels compelled to apologize for it, with the 
above and numerous other more routine pieties.36 
Another example of arrangement and juxtaposition, also from BayhaqI, 
provides an opportunity to define further what additional questions the textual 
critic would ask of Muslim historical materials. At one point BayhaqI includes 
the text of an official letter that he copied, sent from King A to King B, 
describing a situation that has just been related orally to King A by one of his 
advisers.37 The modern historian of Islam, interested in the letter for its 
information, would be very pleased and impressed to have such a document (a 
rarity in Muslim historical materials) and, after assuring himself it could 
reasonably be considered authentic (there is almost no way to prove that it is), 
would use it for its substance, for what it told about diplomatic relations 
between King A and King B, and for what could be inferred from it about 
chancery practice in that time and place. He might even assume that the 
account given in the letter was more trustworthy than the account given orally 
to King A in the first place. 
Any textual critic, attentive to structural features, would be interested in 
these matters but would put them aside while he asked: 
1.	 Is there any discrepancy between the oral account to King A and the 
letter to King B; and if so, what reasons could there be for it? 
2.	 Why does the author include the text of the letter at that point when he 
has just told essentially the same story, especially if the accounts are 
different? Does he include it just because he has it or because he thinks it 
adds something? 
3.	 In the latter case, what does this use of a document tell us about his 
views on historical evidence and how do these views compare with other 
historians of his day describing the same event? In the former case, has 
the letter been included to emphasize the author's credentials or simply 
to brag about his closeness to the sources? 
4.	 How does the form of the letter compare with other comparable docu­
ments in the book, if any? 
After answering such questions, the textual critic could then go back to 
questions he had left aside and be in a much better position to decide how to 
use the letter to answer them. 
An example of the absence in explicit declarations of values communicated 
through structure can be found in Hodgson's study of tabari's method of 
historical composition.38 Hodgson has shown that the pattern of tabari's 
seemingly careless arrangement of numerous different versions of a given 
event holds clues to tabari's own beliefs and favored interpretations that are 
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never made explicit elsewhere.39 Such structural analysis has made it possible 
to go far beyond, or below, the fruitless perspectives that have dominated 
scholarship on tabari, as exemplified in the following critique by Marin, one 
of his translators: 
His [tabari's] function as an annalist was not to interpret history but only to 
record it on the statements of his various authorities; there was little sorting or 
choosing of facts on the basis of their possible correctness [thus despite the fact 
that Marin soon goes on to make a point of the inexplicability of tabari's omis­
sions]; and one will find no seasoned opinion or comment by tabari. . . . ^ 
On the contrary, Hodgson has shown that tabari's "seasoned opinion or 
comment'' is imbedded in the structure itself. The structure of even a tele­
phone directory says a good deal about the values and character of the society 
that necessitated and produced it as well as about the function it is to serve, 
tabari's case also points up the fact that in certain styles of historical composi­
tion there was little room for overt value declarations; values had to be 
communicated in other ways.41 
Genre 
This last point leads directly into the fifth and final aspect, namely, that 
Muslim historical works, like other types of literature, tended to be written 
within the framework of set genres or styles, so that there were limits to be 
transcended if more than was ordinarily expected in a given genre was to be 
communicated. This is a problem closely related to that of typology and 
paradigm, except that the style and pattern of a genre encompass the entire 
work in which typologies and paradigm of content may play a large part. 
The aesthetics of premodern Islamicate society fostered variations within a 
given form, more and more as time passed. Whenever approaching genre 
writing, there is obviously a necessity to separate what is de rigeur in terms of 
structure, content, and style—what is "stylized"—from what is spontane­
ous; and even when something is de rigeur, to evaluate any subtle variation 
from the norm. Obviously, expressions that are formulaic in a particular type 
of writing are to be taken differently from those that are not. A simple 
example is the almost habitual, routinized use of pious expressions; for exam­
ple, "God have mercy on him!", for instance, after the names of the Prophet 
and members of his family, or after the names of revered caliphs. It would be 
the omission of such a pious exclamation, or the use of an unusual and 
ambiguous one, or the use of one in an unusual place, that would be telling. 
Even small things like pieties are important, despite the fact that translators 
consider them meaningless and often omit them entirely. 
The existence of genre writing requires that the researcher be familiar with 
all the styles of writing relevant to the particular work he is studying and that 
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he understand the stage represented by that work in the development of its 
genre. But since most Muslim thinkers were not so narrowly pigeonholed as 
modern thinkers often are and were often involved in a number of genres and 
traditions, this can be a difficult job indeed. 
The problem of genre writing also gives new twists to the meaning of 
plagiarism. A famous example, and one that shows how easy it is for styliza­
tion to be overlooked, was the discovery that Ghazali's (Muslim theologian, 
d. 1111) famous confession or autobiography, which had always seemed 
surprisingly personal, was actually constructed according to an established 
pattern for "personal" confessions.42 This was not considered plagiarism in 
Ghazali's day, even though he did not acknowledge his inspirer, and should 
not be evaluated as such. 
Even the act of lifting whole sections from others' works without acknowl­
edgement of any kind was not always considered plagiarism by the Muslims 
themselves, especially if the passages were so well known as not to need 
acknowledgement. It must also be remembered that among premodern Mus­
lims scholarship was considered to consist of passing on existing knowledge 
intact and adding comments along the way. Lifting of whole passages from 
the tradition, which was the common possession of all scholars, was therefore 
frequent. 
Even if such lifting was regarded by contemporaries as plagiarism (and this 
judgment seems to have been reserved for mediocre writers who had nothing 
of their own to offer), the modern researcher cannot automatically discount 
such material because the author's placement, use, and alteration of it, and 
also his reasons for not writing it himself, are still of interest; and he may still 
be a significant thinker. Such is the case with RashTd al-dln, a major Persian 
historian (1247-1318) of the early Mongol period, who felt obligated because 
of the genre he was adhering to, a type of universal history, to include certain 
material that he did not feel inclined, or able perhaps, to compose himself. A 
critic has written that RashTd al-din's "brief chronological summary of 
universal history . .  . is an epitome [it would be interesting to know how the 
two differ, since "epitome" implies neither paraphrase nor verbatim] of 
Ibnu'l Athlr [d. 1233], and the account of Sultan Mahmud [Ghaznavid ruler, r. 
998-1030] is an unacknowledged verbatim copy of Jurbadhaqani's translation 
of cUtbT's Kitdbu'l YamJnJ. It is a glaring instance of plagiarism in Oriental 
literature."43 The critic is right about the facts but very possibly wrong in his 
interpretation of them. It is not clear that RashTd al-dln thought he was fooling 
anyone; if he could not fool his modern critic, could he have fooled his 
contemporaries? And there is still much that can be learned from his use of the 
"plagiarized" material. 
Involved in the problem of genre writing is the problem of language and 
style. Muslim historical materials were part of the life of letters; and many 
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historians were very conscious of style, more conscious of being "literary" 
than most modern historians. For example, Abu'1-Fazl BayhaqI appears in 
surveys of Persian "literature" as well as in books about Persian historiog­
raphy; and an historian of literature can well view his book solely in terms of 
its contribution to the development of Persian prose style. For example, the 
wealth of detail in BayhaqT's work is simultaneously a new development in 
historical method and an innovation in terms of Persian prose style.44 This 
means that the way in which some historical ideas are expressed can be guided 
by a desire to try to develop a particular language style and can take over from 
historiographical concerns.45 
These then are five interrelated aspects of pre-modern Islamicate historical 
writings that have been suggested by the best studies of them: (1) that their 
historical vision is clearly related to the time and place in which the history 
was written, (2) that Muslim historical writings tended to be consciously 
didactic, (3) that Muslim historians often felt the need to dissimulate their 
preferences and values in the lessons they were teaching, (4) that structural 
features can communicate the author's values, and (5) that historical writing 
was subject to genre and stylistic limitation. 
TOWARD A MODE OF CRITICISM 
As rudimentary as these assumptions may seem to anyone who works 
extensively with literature and language, they have not been applied to formal 
historical writings in such a way as to make any meaningful difference in the 
way such writings are viewed or used. Historical narratives have always 
occupied an anomalous position for all types of critical theory, none of which 
has itself arrived at a valid understanding of "literature'' as a body. Even at its 
best, conventional historiographical analysis, such as that described in the 
foregoing section or in standard manuals, has asked interesting questions but 
only unsystematically and only as preparation for using their "sources" in 
conventional ways.46 True textual analysis, as critics today speak of it, has for 
conventional historiographers taken second place to more unfashionable 
"contextual" considerations, such as biography, milieu, intellectual tradi­
tions, and audience. Those who do focus on text rather than context— 
linguists, French structuralists, Russian formalists—focus either on ordinary 
language or on poetic language, into neither of which historical narrative 
seems comfortably to fit. The small number of attempts to apply this or that 
existing critical technique (and even critics who eschew history provide prom­
ising techniques) have not been followed up. The historiographer who adapts 
others' critical techniques is always cast in the role of a parasite living off the 
life of another body without ever becoming a welcome part of it. 
For different reasons for different types of professionals, historical narra­
tive is always problematic essentially because it is neither ordinary discourse 
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nor is it literary or poetic discourse in today's usage; because it is presumed to 
be a special kind of language whose determining characteristic is its aim to be 
truthful—to reconstruct reality in a "factual" way, that is, to be free from 
fictivity to the extent that it is good history, and because its analysis seems to 
be unamenable to an exclusively textual focus. 
Northrop Frye, whose work has so much possible relevance to the analysis 
of formal historical writing, explicitly excludes historical narrative by assert­
ing that "literature" must ultimately focus on itself, not on things external to 
itself, be they events or the tastes of the audience; that literature does not 
describe or assert; that it is an "autonomous verbal structure," free from "the 
controlling aim of descriptive accuracy":47 
We should, perhaps, like to feel that the writer of a historical drama knew what 
the historical facts of his theme were, and that he would not alter them without 
good reason. But that such good reasons may exist in literature is not denied by 
anyone. They seem to exist only there: the historian selects his facts, but to 
suggest that he had manipulated them to produce a more symmetrical structure 
would be grounds for libel.48 
Ironically, the one author who has aggressively tried, rather, to reconcile 
"literature" and "history," David Levin, has grounded his effort on a similar 
assigning to history of the property of "descriptive accuracy" in Frye's terms. 
"For this chapter, I should define history as the written record and interpreta­
tion that tried to describe human experience of the past as accurately as 
possible; literature, as any written language that expresses a serious effort to 
understand and evaluate human experience."49 
Although Levin goes on to try to achieve a reconciliation, he does so while 
maintaining a desire to find no hostility between "literary effects and factual 
accuracy."50 That is, for Levin, the property of accuracy must be shown to 
exist in spite of, or perhaps even because of, any "literary" qualities: 
Let us begin, then, with this premise: Informal history the highest literary art is 
that combination of clear understanding and exposition which brings us closest 
to a just evaluation of the past now present to us. Bad history can be written 
with grace and wit, but so long as it is "bad" its art cannot be consummate. 
Thus we reject the contradictory notion that a literary success may require or 
condone historical error. For if history is a literary art, the artistry deserves our 
attention only as it accepts the fundamental purpose of the genre, which is not, 
in Mr. Carr's condescending phrase, to tell stories and legends without signifi­
cance or purpose but to communicate a just understanding of the past in relation 
to the present and the future.51 
Levin's struggle, along with everything said so far in this chapter, points 
the way to the fundamental desideratum of a new method of analysis for 
formal historical writings, in this case Islamicate—a conceptual framework 
that transcends the view of historical narrative as a special kind of language 
possessing special properties, especially accurate description and relevance to 
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things outside itself in order to provide a real place for historical narrative in an 
analytic class or category constructed according to entirely different princi­
ples. 
The recent publication by Mary Louise Pratt of Toward a Speech Act 
Theory of Literary Discourse opens up such a possibility, though, ironically, 
never once does she herself make the leap from her own subject to its applica­
tion to the analysis of historical narrative.52 The key to Pratt's contribution to 
the study of historical writing is her construction of a new category of analysis 
that she calls "display texts." She does so out of her extended understanding 
of the implication of Labov's study of natural narrative.53 Starting from a 
speech act theory background, Pratt argues that a whole series of hitherto 
unrelated " t e x t s , " for example, natural narrative, exclamations, some 
speeches, most "literature," belong to the same "speech situation," wherein 
the "speaker" 
is interested not only in reporting states of affairs, but in verbally displaying 
them, responding to them, evaluating them, and interpreting them. He creates 
and tables a verbal version of an experience [' 'real'' or fictitious, that is] seeking 
his audience's imaginative, affective, and evaluative involvement and its sup­
port for his interpretation or its help in finding a better one.54 
To arrive at this class of things, "whose primary point is thought-
producing, representative or world-describing," Pratt has adapted from 
single-sentence-utterance analysis an important distinction crucial in over­
coming the problematic nature of historical narrative—a distinction between 
the assertible, i.e, true and informative, and the tellable, i.e., the not obvi­
ously true, possessing "display-producing relevance."55 I quote now at 
length from her elaboration of this distinction because it is essential to my 
decision to place the text under study into this class for purposes of analysis: 
Assertions whose relevance is tellability must represent states of affairs that are 
held to be unusual, contrary to expectation, or otherwise problematic [emphasis 
mine]; informing assertions may do so, but they do not have to, and it is not their 
point to do so. Both types are used to inform, but they inform for different 
reasons. In making an assertion whose relevance is tellability, a speaker is not 
only reporting but also verbally displaying a state of affairs, inviting his ad­
dressee(s) to join him in contemplating it, evaluating it, and responding to it. 
His point is to produce in his hearers not only belief but also an imaginative and 
affective involvement in the state of affairs he is representing and an evaluative 
stance toward it. He intends them to share his wonder, amusement, terror, or ad­
miration of the event. Ultimately, it would seem, what he is after is an interpre­
tation of the problematic event, an assignment of meaning and value supported 
by the consensus of himself and his hearers. 
Let me stress here that in distinguishing between tellability and assertibility, I 
am distinguishing not between two types of information, but between two uses 
of information. That is, I am not trying to distinguish between information or 
states of affairs which are in fact unexpected and those which are not. Rather, I 
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am distinguishing between information or states of affairs that are being verbally 
represented because they are felt to be unexpected and those that are being 
represented for some other reason.56 
The advantages to seeing historical narrative in this light are enormous, for 
one is enabled to handle at the same time the twin problems of fact-fiction and 
text-context that have stymied analysis of historical texts. She addresses the 
fictivity issue directly in the following way: "As I have already suggested, the 
fiction/nonfiction distinction is neither as clear-cut nor as important as we 
might think [readers familiar with historical works will recall the number of 
different "pictures" that can be drawn with the same facts], at least not in the 
realm of the tellable. Our capacity for verbally displaying and evaluating 
experience and for finding pleasure in such displays applies equally to experi­
ence which is claimed to be real as to that which is not."57 
In her handling of the issue of fictivity, Pratt implies her response to the 
problem of text and context, a response fundamental to the idea behind speech 
act theory. The state of affairs that any text displays must be viewed in terms 
of the context and conditions in which the text is produced and the principles 
by which readers "read," or cooperate with the author in receiving his mes­
sage. For those readers who are still concerned that there must be a difference 
between an image of an event that actually occurred and one that occurred in 
the mind of the author, her response would probably be that the burden of 
proof would be on them to demonstrate this difference in terms of the way the 
text was composed and read, since all existing evidence seems to point away 
from the meaningfulness of such a distinction. Ironically, Frye and Levin, as 
quoted above, point the way to Pratt's conclusions but fail to take the last, 
crucial step: "The view that literary works are verbal displays designed to 
re-create, interpret, and evaluate experience is a familiar one to most literary 
scholars. The important point for the present argument is that this re-creative, 
interpretive activity is not unique to literature."58 
The potential fit of Pratt's ideas to the needs of Islamicate historiographical 
analysis has by now become apparent. It becomes even clearer when she 
describes two fundamental features that one should expect from display 
texts—detachability and susceptibility to elaboration.59 By detach ability, she 
means partly that they "do not have to relate to the concrete, momentary 
concerns of the addressee. They are not primarily aimed at correcting the 
addressee's immediate knowledge or expectations of his surroundings. (As I 
suggested earlier, this is probably the reason we so easily tolerate exaggera­
tion, embellishment, and fictionalizing in natural narrative.) The only 
hearer-based appropriateness condition for display texts is that the hearer be 
able to recognize and appreciate the tellability of what is being asserted."60 
Immediately the historian is reminded that many widely read and appreciated 
historical narratives have information not needed by their readers in any im­
mediate sense of the word. 
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In her discussion of the susceptibility of display texts to elaboration, Pratt 
indirectly addresses the problem of repetitiveness in Islamicate historical 
texts, especially in those like tabari's that string together separate short 
narratives on the same event, by pointing out that the speaker of a display text 
can "pile detail upon detail, and can be blatantly repetitive, because he is 
understood to be enabling his audience to imagine and comprehend a state of 
affairs more fully and to savor it for a long time."61 
Despite the fact that Pratt's approach to display texts seems to address the 
features previously described for Islamicate historical writings (and perhaps 
for any historical narratives), the obstacles to even beginning to apply it 
systematically are formidable. First of all, the whole enterprise hinges on 
being able to define the given speech situation correctly, which in itself 
involves discovering, through the determination of normative texts, the 
grammar of the maxims that govern their production and reception (or the 
appropriateness conditions in speech act terms) and of the meaning and pa­
rameters of acceptable deviance from them, deviance (or violation) through 
which the author communicates important messages to his audience. (Pratt 
herself relies on H. Paul Grice's formulations, which will be tested in the final 
chapter of this study.)62 Since no one is yet able to be sure of these elements 
for Islamicate historical texts because we do not yet have normative texts 
established and because we are in fact text-dependent to talk about text pro­
duction and reception, a case study like this one can but be a contribution to 
the beginnings of a speech act understanding and its implications for the utility 
of historical narratives for writing narrative history today. 
Therefore, before any direct application of Pratt's conceptualization is at­
tempted, the text under study will be analyzed from more conventional textual 
and contextual points of view (suggested by eclectic reading in historiographi­
cal and critical literature of all sorts), in this case biography, historical 
method, thematic patterns, structural features, language style, and historical 
place, in order to familiarize the reader with the text and to build up enough 
information to begin to talk about it in unconventional ways, that is, in terms 
of its possible place in the class of display texts. In this work contextual and 
textual analysis are assumed to be complementary, not mutually exclusive. 
Before turning to the first chapter in the study of Ta'rikh-i Bayhaqi itself, it 
is perhaps important to restate the goals of this study in the order of their 
importance. Without a doubt, its first and foremost aim is to contribute, in 
however halting and meager a way, to the methodology of the study of 
historical narrative and by extension of all "display texts," if only by en­
couraging other studies like this one. Beyond that, it is hoped that this analysis 
will encourage scholars to consider thinking about the historical narratives 
they use in new terms, to the extent that they begin to use them for new, 
probably more appropriate, purposes. With regard to the Persian historical 
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text itself, one wishes to know, of course, the "thought processes" (i.e., 
motivations, intentions, biases, values, preferences, impact of cultural and 
educational heritage and author's life experiences, paradigms, models, at­
titudes toward the theory and practice of history as a genre) that resulted in, 
and guided, its production. Once these thought processes have been specified, 
the historian of course wishes to go further to evaluate the text's place in, and 
significance for, Persian and Islamicate intellectual and literary history and its 
valid uses in writing history today Of course, it is assumed that unanalyzed 
sources cannot be used reliably at all. It remains to be seen, in light of this state­
ment of goals and the way in which the format of the work has been described, 
whether questions that seem to interest a historian but not a speech act theorist 
can in fact be incorporated into a speech act understanding or must be added to 
it. 
The inevitable tentativeness and eclecticism of any work like this one 
reflect the state of the field of Islamicate studies as a whole, not just Islamicate 
history and historiography. Oleg Grabar, in his recent book on the formation 
of Islamicate art, has also worked in a number of similar contexts and has 
described the nature of his investigation in terms equally applicable to this 
study: "What is presented here is an exercise in Problemstellung, in the 
setting up of categories of learning and investigation through which a series of 
fundamental questions may be answered."63 
Such an approach is as novel in Islamicate historical criticism as it is in 
Islamicate art criticism, and Grabar also says that the conclusions of any such 
study are not carved in stone and often cannot even be formulated in a definite 
fashion. As Grabar writes, and as is hoped in this study, it is possible and 
useful to "define the limits of our knowledge and the questions which require 
further investigation." 
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The Life and Times of

Abu'l Fazl al-Bayhaqi

INTRODUCTION 
The author of Tdrikh-i Bayhaql, whose full name was Abu'1-Fazl Muham­
mad ibn Husayn al-Katib ("secretary"; or in Persian, al-Dabir) al-Bayhaqi,1 
included numerous personal names in his work but was oddly casual about the 
forms in which he wrote them. It would seem only fitting to call him by the 
shortened form he used for himself in his work, Bu'l Fazl; but to avoid 
confusion with the famous Mughal historian commonly known as Abu'1-Fazl, 
Abu'1-Fazl al-Bayhaqi will in this work be called by his common appellation, 
Bayhaql. Factual information about BayhaqT's life is meager—as much can 
be learned from the text of his history as from biographies about him—and 
what facts there are will be more meaningful if they can be evaluated in the 
context of the tenth-century eastern Iranian environment in which he was 
born. 
POLITICAL BACKGROUND 
The century at whose end Bayhaql was born—the fourth/tenth—was a 
tumultuous one for most of the Dar al-Islam.2 (See map 1.) Ever since the 
beginning of the ninth century, the centralized control of the caliph3 at 
Baghdad over the outlying provinces had been weakening. By the middle of 
the tenth century, independent local dynasties, sometimes giving nominal 
allegiance to the caliph and sometimes not, were ruling over Muslims in all 
but the heartlands of the caliphal empire. (See map 2.) Even there the caliph 
was at the mercy of a Persian dynasty, the Buy ids, which had just recently 
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extended its jurisdiction southwards from the Caspian Sea into Iraq and west­
ern Iran. To complicate matters further, the Buyids (932-1055), like many of 
these regional dynasties, belonged to a branch of the revolutionary politico-
religious movement known as the Shlcah, which denied the legitimacy of the 
caliph at Baghdad.4 
In eastern Iran, and especially in Khurasan province where BayhaqI was 
born, this fluid political situation was even further complicated. The impor­
tance of Khurasan province (see map 2) as a crossroads of trans-Asian trade 
and as a buffer against the nomads of the Central Asian steppes is well 
known.5 It had also been a proving ground for a number of political and 
religious movements, including the Shlcah itself, since the early eighth cen­
tury. In eastern Iran, including Khurasan, some of the earliest defections from 
the caliphal empire had occurred. First the Tahirids became an independent 
dynasty of governors in Khurasan (820-72); then the Saffarids emerged 
(867-903) in Sijistan and eventually took Khurasan from the Tahirids; soon 
after the Samanids arose as a local dynasty in Transoxiana and eventually took 
Khurasan from the Saffarids and extended into tabaristan as well (874-999); 
and finally, toward the end of the tenth century, the Ghaznavids (962-1186) 
created an empire that was by far the largest of the four. It centered in Iran and 
Afghanistan, stretching westward to a common boundary with the Buyids, 
eastward across the Oxus River into Khvarazm, and southward into parts of 
northern India. 
The Ghaznavids shared three new features with their original overlords the 
Samanids, and added a fourth feature of their own: (1) they were avidly Sunn! 
Muslim, that is, loyal to the majority of Muslims whose views on religion, 
history, and politics were not shared by the Shlcites, including their neighbors 
the Buyids; (2) they were culturally Persian, in the sense that they encouraged 
the revival of Persian language and culture; (3) they attempted to make their 
regional court a center for intellectual "stars" from all over the Dar al-Islam; 
and (4) unlike the previous dynasties of eastern Iran, they were ethnically 
Turkish, military men by occupation, originally of slave origin. The presence 
of slave Turkish soldiers in the armies of the eastern Muslim world had 
become steadily stronger since its beginning in the early ninth century. In 
eastern Iran from the tenth century on, the relationship between Turkish 
military origin and rulership and avid Sunnism became almost axiomatic; the 
rise of the Ghaznavids also took on an aspect of holy war (jihad) that was 
characteristic of all frontier regions of the Dar al-Islam, but particularly of the 
Central Asian marches, so much so that many supporters of the caliph in 
Baghdad, and perhaps even the caliph himself, looked to them as possible 
liberators from Buy id overlordship.6 Of all the frontier groups who held the 
title of ghazis, warriors who expanded the faith, the Ghaznavids most actively 
sought to merit it by their militancy. 
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The political history of the Ghaznavids themselves involves an early 
meteoric rise of a heroic military figure followed by a long slow decline, a 
pattern characteristic of many Muslim dynasties after the tenth century.7 (See 
Appendix for the Ghaznavid dynastic tree.) The history of this dynasty also 
reflects many of the causes of political instability that had come into Islamic 
government as the caliphate declined, namely, the role of Turkish military 
slaves, the failure to develop laws of succession, and the fostering of a 
dangerous atmosphere of political intrigue and factionalism at court. 
The dynasty was founded about 977 by Sabuktigin, a Turkish general and 
governor of the Samanids. Sabuktigln's father-in-law, Alptigln, had been a 
Turkish slave of the Samanid ruler cAbd al-Malik (r. 954-61) who had 
favored him with the command of the Samanid forces in Khurasan. At the 
time of cAbd al-Malik's death, Alptigln found himself supporting the wrong 
contender for the throne, withdrew to the town of Ghazna in the east (thus the 
name Ghaznavids), and reestablished himself as a local leader there.8 Ten 
years later Sabuktigin, Alptigln's own slave and son-in-law, emerged as head 
of the Turks at Ghazna and began to extend Alptigln's territories rapidly, 
using Ghazna as a base and amir as his title.9 By 994 he had become so 
powerful in the east that he too was "granted" the command of Khurasan, 
this time by another Samanid ruler, Nuh II (r. 976-97). When both Sabukti­
gin and Nuh II died in the same year, 997, Sabuktigin was still a nominal 
vassal of Nuh but already more powerful than he. 
It was one of Sabuktigln's sons, Mahmud (r. 998-1030), whose reign 
brought the empire at Ghazna to an extent never again reached (see map 3). 
By the time of his accession, the Samanids had declined; and, after fighting 
off the heir-designate, his brother Ismacil, Mahmud was free to substitute for 
his father's nominal allegiance to them an equally nominal allegiance to the 
caliph at Baghdad. Mahmud quickly extended his empire in all directions, to a 
common border with the Buy ids in central Iran, to the Oxus River as a 
boundary with the Qarakhanids, and into northern India across the Indus River 
valley. Mahmud's conquests, which were really his personal creation, 
amounted to the largest Muslim empire since the caliphal empire had reached 
its fullest geographical extent at the beginning of the ninth century; but this 
huge empire failed to expand further and in fact began to contract after 
Mahmud's death. 
To a large extent Mahmud's own succession arrangements contributed to 
the problems that plagued his successors.10 In a series of decisions curiously 
analogous to those of the famous caliph Harun al-Rashld (r. 786-809), and 
even to those of Mahmud's own father, Mahmud changed his mind about the 
succession near the end of his life and turned from the son who was more 
capable and more popular with the army, Mascud, to the one who was weaker 
in governing ability but more popular at court, Muhammad. 
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Muhammad did succeed Mahmud in 1030, and ruled for only seven 
months, during which time his brother was constantly seeking the throne. 
Even after Mascud came to the throne, his brother having been blinded— 
some say by Mascud's own order—he was doomed to insecurity by the fact 
that many members of the court and bureaucracy had been loyal to his brother. 
Some of these Mascud liquidated, but he could not afford to do so with all. 
A more serious source of insecurity came from his inability to deal success­
fully with a large body of nomads known as the Saljuqs who were at the time 
of his accession already beginning to come across the Oxus River from Cen­
tral Asia to settle in Khurasan province. Eventually Mascud lost all his Iranian 
territories to the Saljuqs as a result of a decisive defeat at their hands in 1040. 
Mascud himself was killed by a mutineer a year later. 
After Mascud's death the kind of succession difficulties that had occurred at 
the death of Sabuktigln and Mahmud recurred frequently. If Sabuktigin is 
included in the count, only seven of the eighteen Ghaznavid amirs came to the 
throne uncontested; this was to be a chronic problem for all Turkish dynasties 
in the Muslim world. In addition, the effects of the defeat at the hands of the 
Saljuqs were permanent: none of Mascud's successors was able to restore the 
lost Persian provinces; the Ghaznavids remained, to their end, a dynasty of 
Afghanistan and India. 
From the region of Mascud's son and successor Mawdud to the temporary 
displacement of the hereditary line by a usurper in 1052, no Ghaznavid ruler 
was able to regularize both internal and external situation simultaneously; and 
the dynasty was seriously weakened by succession crises. Mawdud suffered 
no further geographical losses, but upon his death more internal quarrels over 
the throne broke out, resulting in the rapid succession of three rival candi­
dates, Mawdud's son Mascud II (only six years old and put up by a group of 
grandees), Mawdud's brother, CA1T ibn Mascud, who was in turn overthrown 
by Mawdud's uncle, cAbd al-Rashld ibn Mahmud. This cAbd al-Rashid was 
diplomatically successful in his three-year reign but failed to conciliate some 
of his enemies at court and in the army. One such enemy, a former slave of 
Mascud and now a military commander, Tughril, staged a coup against the 
royal family but was within a month himself dead at the hands of supporters of 
the hereditary dynasty. 
The next three reigns seemed more hopeful. Tughril was replaced by a 
member of the hereditary line, Farrukhzad (r. 1052-59); both he and his 
brother and successor, Ibrahim, and Ibrahim's son and successor, Mascud III, 
managed to keep relative peace at court and to keep the Saljuqs, who were 
pressing on Ghazna's central territory, at bay. Ibrahim ruled for forty years, 
the longest reign of the dynasty. Ibrahim also replaced the title of amir with 
the more well-known and exalted titles of sultan on his coinage. 
These three relatively peaceful though unproductive reigns ended in another 
brothers' war over the throne, with three sons of Mascud III succeeding each 
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other fairly quickly. The third and most-famous son, Bahrain Shah, managed 
to reign for thirty-nine years, but was in self-imposed exile in India during the 
last seven, during which time the Saljuqs made further inroads on Ghaznavid 
territory in the west. 
During the rule of the last two Ghaznavid rulers, their territories contracted 
so at the hands of those who surrounded them that the empire eventually 
disappeared altogether. The capital itself was lost in 1163. For the last 
twenty-five years of their existence, the Ghaznavids were restricted to their 
Indian provinces, which were eventually lost to the Ghurids, a dynasty of 
northeastern Iran. 
In terms of political innovation and structure, the Ghaznavids represented 
the bare bones of a new form of statecraft among the Muslims that was to 
emerge first fully under the Saljuqs and to develop further under the Mongols 
and the Ottomans. This form of statecraft has been called by various names, 
such as the power state and the military patronage state,11 in which the ideals 
of the Turkish or Mongol military rulers, be they slave or nomadic, were 
brought into uneasy coexistence with the Perso-Islamicate form of statecraft 
that served the caliphs. 
Until the time of the Ottomans, the theories that were worked out to justify 
these new systems almost completely avoided the issue of the spiritual legiti­
macy of the ruler, a quality that the caliphs had cultivated, and emphasized 
instead a legitimacy derived from the need of the subject population for 
security through the protection of military rulers. As had been the case since at 
least the beginning of the cAbbasid caliphate (750), the Persian bureaucracy 
provided continuity in times of political confusion, with prime ministers 
changing with much less frequency than rulers. The emergence of this new 
type of centralized state may even have raised the political status of the 
bureaucratic elements above that of the Persian gentry (dihqans), who had 
been so important in the heyday of the caliphate. 
The elaboration of the theory and practice of the new statecraft led to a 
spate of political writing during the next four centuries, ranging from formal 
systematic political theory to new variations on the old Persian tradition of 
"Mirrors for Princes"—books of counsel and advice for kings. The coming 
of these dynasties resulted in a general intellectual invigoration for eastern 
Iran, in which Iran and Iranians acquired a new role of leadership in the 
mainstream of Islamic cultural life, in which they had always participated. 
INTELLECTUAL MILIEU 
A cultural history of Khurasan province and its involvement in the wider 
cultural life of the Dar al-Islam is badly needed. As the study of Islamic 
history widens, the pivotal position of Khurasan, not simply commercially but 
also culturally, becomes clearer. Eastern Iran had been a hotbed of radical 
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religiopolitical movements almost since the Islamic conquest. Between the 
seventh and tenth centuries, Persian-speaking Muslims had come to partici­
pate extensively in the many intellectual endeavors that had arisen among the 
Muslims of the Islamic heartlands, but always in the Arabic language. In fact, 
some of the exemplars of certain forms of Arabic scholarship, like the philos­
ophers' philosopher Farabi (d. 950) and the historians' historian tabari (d. 
923), were actually Persian culturally or literally. Even the independent 
dynasties that began to arise in eastern Iran after 800 were primarily involved 
in the Arabic culture of western Iran and Iraq, just as they were interconnected 
with the political life of those regions.12 Not unexpectedly, the language of 
the chanceries of local Persian kings was Arabic throughout the tenth and 
much of the eleventh centuries. 
With the rise of the Saffarids, Samanids, and Ghaznavids, a new cultural 
dimension began to appear; eastern Iran continued and accelerated its contri­
bution to Islamic culture as a whole, but began to do so in the Persian 
language and with Persian forms and ideas, Firdawsi being the figure whom 
the origins of this development are often tied.13 It was also during the eleventh 
century that the affairs of the Ghaznavid chancery began to be conducted in 
Arabic and in Persian. The Samanids and Ghaznavids actively sought to 
attract the lights of Muslim intellectual life to their courts, to encourage the 
development of Persian, especially Persian poetry, and thus to add to the 
revitalization of Sunni intellectual life at at time when Shicism was spreading. 
Their policy was partly if not largely responsible for this new development of 
Persian language and literature. 
As a background to Bayhaqi's work, it is useful to try to delineate the range 
of Muslim intellectual activity available in eastern Iran and, within that con­
text, the cultural evolution of eastern Iran in the tenth century. For purposes of 
discussion it is useful to distinguish between sacred and profane studies. In the 
realm of sacred studies, it is clear that one of Khurasan's intellectual capitals 
and the town in which Bayhaq'i was educated, Nishapur, had been exposed 
prior to the tenth century to a wide variety of religious doctrines. These 
doctrines included important movements like Muctazilism, a form of theolog­
ical disputation based on the methods of argument of the Greek philosophers; 
but this was in retreat from the tenth century on. During and after the tenth 
century, Nishapur seems to have been providing a rather strict "orthodox" 
religious education. Such an education was necessary not only for men de­
stined to become religious scholars but as a mark of social status for all men of 
good breeding, including government officials and servants.14 
The basic religious studies were Qur'an, Qur'an commentary (tafsir), and 
hadith, the science of collecting and verifying sayings from and about the 
Prophet and his companions. In addition the religious education included law 
(fiqh), theology (kalam), and mysticism (tasawwuf). Beginning in the tenth 
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century, first Hanbalism and then Ashcarism, two forms of fundamentalist 
theology, displaced the rationalist theological doctrine of the Muctazilites, a 
school that had been of primary importance in ninth-century Nishapur. In law, 
competition raged between Hanafis and Shaficls, with the Shaficl, a more 
recent and in some senses stricter school of law, becoming more important as 
time passed. It is interesting to note that from the tenth century on sufism 
(Islamic mysticism), often incorporating existing forms of extreme religious 
behavior like zuhd (asceticism) and cibadah (pietism), came to be more im­
portant as a doctrine and as a personal religious orientation.15 
In addition to religious education, a wide range of "profane" pursuits and 
studies were open to tenth-century Persian men of learning.16 Of particular 
popularity and influence at the courts of Iran were shfr (poetry) and adab. 
Adah was both the constellation of qualities that made up a genteel man and 
also the kind of literature that expressed and stimulated these qualities. As a 
literature, adab was a kind of belles lettres that included a wide variety of 
genteel study and prose writing, its material ranging from wisdom literature, 
much of it translated from pre-Islamic Pahlavi and Sanskrit works; to collec­
tions of anecdotes, often historical, usually arranged according to ethical and 
moral qualities or faults; to animal fables; to a particular type of adab called 
"Mirrors for Princes," books written for the practical and ethical guidance of 
rulers, usually by their servants.17 
This type of counseling material had begun to flower, particularly in eastern 
Iran, by the late tenth and early eleventh centuries. By then it was a rich, 
unsystematic mixture of the normative and the prescriptive—of old Persian 
stories, legends, and aphorisms from pre-Islamic times, of general wisdom on 
the art and practice of governing, of stories from Islamic times, all leavened 
by selected Islamic or Islamicized ethical dictates. Side by side with the 
"Mirrors for Princes" literature, there developed a more systematic political 
theory, parts of which were often incorporated into the "Mirrors" material 
and vice versa. 
The "Mirrors for Princes" literature was not the only type of adab that was 
able to absorb elements from the folk tradition. Another form of prose, which 
combined the more sophisticated adab with folk literature, was the maqdmdt. 
This genre, which began to be popular in the tenth century, was comprised of 
a series of fictionalized sessions or discourses between a hero or central figure 
and others, detailing his adventures. Maqdmdt books were written in, and 
were popular reading in, Iran and Iraq, where the genre was brought to its 
pinnacle by Hariri (1054-1122) at the behest of a distinguished Persian 
statesman who later served a Saljuq sultan.18 
In addition to shfr and adab, philosophy, medicine, and science were also 
encouraged by courts like the Ghaznavid and had become important through­
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out the Dar al-Islam, peaking in the tenth and eleventh centuries. Scientific 
figures like BIrunI (ca. 973-1048) worked at the Ghaznavid court. In their 
highest and most technical forms, these pursuits, by definition esoteric, in­
volved a smaller personnel than adab or shfr, but they nevertheless had 
effects on a popularized level on a wide range of studies and people. For 
example, it became common for many "Mirrors for Princes" books to incor­
porate in simplified form some of the ideas of Galen, the primary ancient 
figure for Islamicate medical scholars. One such "Mirrors" book contains a 
whole chapter on Galen.19 Astrology, too, was very popular. The rational 
sciences also had their effect on the development of a more scientific type of 
Islamicate geography and historiography, which subject constitutes the last 
major "profane" study to be discussed. 
The evolution of Islamic historiography from the seventh to the tenth cen­
tury was very complex and not yet totally clear, but certain major strands can 
be identified. History seems to have begun among the Muslims as a pious 
activity, aimed at establishing the truth of Islam, and therefore often classed 
among the religious sciences. At first it focused on Muhammad's life and 
activities. One early form of such historical interest was the sirah, or biog­
raphy of the Prophet, based on hadiths about his life; the most well-known 
early biography is the sirah of Ibn Ishaq (d. ca. 768). The collecting and 
analyzing of these hadiths themselves according to the strength of their chains 
or transmitters (isndds) became a science in its own right, contributing not 
only to historical but also to legal studies. To buttress the study of hadiths, 
another quasi-historical form, the tabaqdt, biographical dictionaries arranged 
according to generations since Muhammad's time, arose. The early historians 
were often primarily hadlth scholars (muhaddiths). 
In addition to the sirah form, another early type of historical material was 
the maghdzi literature, unconnected stories about Muhammad's military cam­
paigns, modeled upon the accounts of pre-Islamic Arab tribal raids and wars. 
Eventually these unconnected stories came to be worked into a connected 
narrative like that of Baladhuri (d. 892), who wrote one of the earliest ac­
counts of the Arab conquests. Such connected or continuous narratives 
branched out further from histories of the conquests to histories of Islam or of 
the entire world, usually arranged in annalistic fashion and based on the 
hadith method, as exemplified by tabari (d. 923). Often, too, these works 
were called "universal histories." Occasionally, the scope of such 
"universal" histories was truly universal; more often the universal history 
merely provided a brief background for the deeper study of the history of 
Islam. 
The growing study of Greek philosophy among the Muslims began to 
encourage, at least by the late ninth century, a more critical historical method 
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and a more serious type of universal history, often written by geographers and 
often including a large amount of geographical observation, as in the works of 
Yacqubi (fl. 895) and Mascudl (fl. 956). It is even possible that geography 
(jughrafiyyah) should be itself included as a quasi-historical genre, like biog­
raphy. Even when the focus of these tenth-century works was not universal, 
the method might be consciously rational and "scientific" as in the works of 
the Buyid annalistic historian and philosopher Ibn Miskawayh (d. 1030), and 
the famous man of all professions BIrunI (973-1048). 
During the tenth century, a number of changes began to take place in 
Muslim historiography, partly because of the impact of philosophical studies, 
but also because of the transfer of historical writing from the hands of reli­
gious scholars to those of government officials and bureaucrats. During the 
tenth century, Islamic historiography began to be secularized, not only in 
terms of personnel, but also in terms of motivation and content. All these 
changes are relevant to a study of Bayhaqi. 
The change in the personnel of historical studies had consequences in the 
areas of motivation and content.20 Because he combined some philosophical 
ideas with the ideal of the adab tradition so influential on men of government, 
the new type of historian tended to seek historical knowledge for its own sake 
or for the morals to be derived from it, rather than for a pious religious 
purpose. The reliance on "verified" hadiths was replaced often by a prefer­
ence for government sources and contacts and gossip. This did not mean, as 
has often been argued by modern scholars, that standards of accuracy were 
consciously sacrificed.21 On the contrary, some of the new historians claimed 
the older hadith method was only pseudo-scientific and not critical enough of 
the substance of its reports. 
In terms of form and focus, city, provincial, and dynastic histories became 
more common than before. Histories of Islam became less frequent. 
Likewise, the affairs of the court and ruler became the exclusive subject of 
many of these histories, whereas the earlier histories written by religious 
scholars tended to have a wider scope. Much more material from the adab 
tradition came to be incorporated into the historical narrative. Piously moti­
vated historical activity continued nevertheless, especially in the field of 
biographical literature, which expanded after the tenth century. In Iran itself 
historical studies and interest in the mainstream of the Islamicate historio­
graphical tradition expanded from the tenth century on. It was during the tenth 
century that a prime minister of the Samanids, Balcami, made an abridged 
Persian translation of Tabari's History of Prophets and Kings. Moreover, Iran 
began to develop its own historical tradition, particularly in the form of 
dynastic, city, and provincial histories. It was into this creative intellectual 
environment, one with a number of new trends, particularly in historical 
studies, that Bayhaqi was born. 
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BAYHAQl'S BIOGRAPHY AND THE 
SOURCES OF BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION 
There are two basic sources for BayhaqT's biography: (1) two entries in a 
biographical history of Bayhaq, a district in Khurasan near Nishapur, com­
pleted by Ibn Funduq in 563/1168; and (2) the text of Bayhaql's work itself.22 
Even when the two are combined, the facts they yield about BayhaqI are few; 
and what is more, within each there are contradictions. If BayhaqT's history is 
read sensitively, it provides more information than does the biography, if not 
about dates and places, then about personality and motivation. 
To begin at the beginning, BayhaqT's birthdate is not firm. It is not men­
tioned at all by Ibn Funduq, but is mentioned indirectly by BayhaqI in his 
history. At one point he says that he was sixteen years old in 402/1011-12; at 
another, that he was fifteen in the year 400/1009-10.23 Thus his birthdate is 
usually given in secondary sources as 385-86/995-96, a year or two after 
Sabuktigln of Ghazna was given control of Khurasan by the Samanid ruler. 
Bayhaql's birthplace is given by Ibn Funduq as Harisabad, a village in the 
district of Bayhaq near Nishapur. Nothing is known of his family, though he 
mentions his father in the text and calls him "my father the khvdjah,"24 
perhaps implying that his father too was in government service.25 It is clear 
from a number of references in the text that BayhaqI spent much of his youth 
and adolescence in Nishapur, where presumably he was educated, as would 
be expected for someone from Bayhaq. 
More is known about Bayhaql's life from the time of his being apprenticed 
as dablr ("secretary" in Persian; Arabic, katib) in the Divan-i Risalat, Bureau 
of the Chancery, of the government of Mahmud of Ghazna. It is in this role 
that he is best remembered by his biographer, so much so that Ibn Funduq 
mentions his career as dabir before he mentions his birthplace. In fact, Ibn 
Funduq's entire biographical entry focuses on Bayhaql's career as dablr and 
writer. 
It is odd, then, that the date of his entry into the service of Mahmud is never 
mentioned. The time given by the modern scholar Nafisi, forty-six years of 
age, which would have been in 431-32/1040-41, is clearly too late since at 
that time Mahmud was already dead. Nafisi is relying on a place in the history 
at which BayhaqI mentions the date of 451 and says he has been in the service 
of the Ghaznavids twenty years, which would place the beginning of his 
apprenticeship in 431/1040, the same year in which Bayhaql's long-time 
master at the chancery died!26 This is clearly an error on Nafisi's part. What is 
more, in other places in the history BayhaqI mentions that he was in the 
service of Mahmud when Mahmud made his expedition to the Indian shrine of 
Somnath (416/1025), when BayhaqI would have been thirty. Clearly, 
Minovi's suggested age of about twenty for Bayhaql's entry into the govern­
ment service is more reasonable, in terms of the evidence and in terms of 
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logic, young manhood rather than middle age being a predictable time for 
entry into apprenticeship.27 
From approximately 416/1025 to approximately 441/1048, when Bayhaqi 
left office for good, he was a secretary in the chancery of six successive 
Ghaznavid amirs, spending most of his time in Ghazna itself, though he also 
traveled with the amirs.28 For most of that time (to 431/1040), he worked 
under the guidance of the famous head of the early Ghaznavid chancery, Bu 
Nasr-i Mushkan. Although Ibn Funduq alludes to this master only once, he is 
a key figure in BayhaqT's history, and there are numerous indications of the 
deep and lasting impression made on Bayhaqi by his apprenticeship under this 
man. Throughout his history Bayhaq'i calls Bu Nasr ustadam, "my teacher"; 
he revered, and was impressed by, him, tolerating, even admiring, in Bu Nasr 
behavior that he denounced in others. There is also evidence that Bayhaqi 
formed his views of court politics under Bu Nasr's tutelage, internalizing Bu 
Nasr's own labels and interpretations and employing them in his work. 
Bu Nasr is known to have upheld a high standard of chancery practice and 
routine.29 He and his apprentices were very proud of what they deemed to be 
their superiority, especially in the preparation of state documents and royal 
correspondence, BayhaqT's specialty.30 In his history Bayhaqi takes every 
opportunity to evaluate men he is discussing according to their skill at dab'iri; 
and a number are found wanting, good at everything else but at dabiri, simply 
piyddah (literally, "pedestrian," in the modern meaning of "ordinary").31 
Not even the amir Mascud himself escaped a rating on this score; his superior 
skill at dabiri was one attribute that seems truly to have impressed Bayhaqi. 
The reasons for this snobbishness are tied up in the role and heritage of the 
dabir. Being a dabir had been a very special way of life since pre-Islamic 
times; thousands of years before Bayhaqi, the dabirs had been distinguished, 
along with the priestly class, by their possession of literacy.32 The great 
empires of Iran, including the caliphal empire, had depended on the Persian 
bureaucracy, and the Ghaznavid empire was no exception. 
Dab'iri was not simply a nine-to-five job in the modern jargon; it was rather 
a style of thinking and acting, based on years of education and cultivation. 
Dabirs spent much of their time at the palace, living there or nearby; their 
apprenticeship in the arts of dabiri was a long one; all their work was done in a 
special section of the palace; much of their socializing, during and after hours, 
seems to have been done with other palace officials. 
To the holder of the office of dabir accrued a much higher status in society 
than would be associated with a civil servant or bureaucrat in modern states. 
The dabir''s success in the bureaucracy depended on his facility in Arabic and 
Persian style, including his conciseness of expression, the niceties of his turns 
of phrase, and the accuracy of his technical vocabulary. There was some 
tendency for dabirship to run in particular families, as may have been the case 
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with Bayhaqi. In short, dabiri was an art, and a very important one in the 
Ghaznavid empire, in which experience counted more than anything else. 
Bayhaqi says he was passed over as Bu Nasr's successor because of his 
relative youth and inexperience: he was then forty-five years old, twenty-five 
of them spent in government service.33 
The bureau in which Bayhaqi worked, the Dlvan-i Risalat, Bureau of the 
Chancery, was a very important organ of the central government. There was a 
close relationship between the chancery and the intelligence system. The 
Bureau of the Chancery was so important that its major officials and its 
records accompanied the Ghaznavid sultan on campaign; its tent was set up as 
close to the sultan's tent as possible. Its head—the Sahib-i divan—was on a 
par with the vazir, or prime minister. The Sahib-i divan supervised a large 
number of well-paid dabirs, one of whom was always on duty, night and day. 
Bayhaqi's particular duties were the copying of texts of diplomatic corre­
spondence of all kinds—treaties, letters, decrees—most of which were com­
posed by the Sahib-i Divan himself. The copying of diplomatic corre­
spondence was considered a more responsible job than that of copying internal 
texts. 
Bayhaqi says in his history that he was busy at least as early as the first part 
of Mascud's reign collecting stories, keeping a diary of notable daily occur­
rences, and making secret copies of documents he was charged with copying, 
all with a view to writing a history of the Ghaznavid dynasty someday. During 
this time he also must have done some amount of history reading, judging 
from the references in his work, though it is not clear whether he read serious 
histories or historical material in the adab tradition. 
Nishapur during BayhaqVs childhood had been transformed by the ac­
tivities of Sabuktigln. Bayhaqi had been impressed, as had probably many 
young men in Nishapur, by the deeds of Mahmud and the exploits of the 
crown prince Mascud. After entering the chancery, he came to feel it was his 
desire and duty to write about the dynasty. As was discussed in the section 
above on intellectual milieu, the writing of dynastic histories had become 
popular in Iran; Bayhaqi also felt he had something to add to ordinary ac­
counts because he was so close to the sources of official information. 
He did not, however, move beyond collection to composition until some 
time after he had left official life. Shortly after the accession of cAbd al-
Rashld (441/1049), Bayhaqi fell into some sort of political difficulty and 
ended up dismissed, imprisoned, and with all his properties confiscated. 
Bayhaqi himself in his history is vague about his experience.34 Ibn Funduq is 
both vague and contradictory about his affair, which seems to have been a 
source of embarrasment and is worth exploring. In the beginning of his 
account, Ibn Funduq avoids the crucial period from the end of Mawdud's 
reign (1048) to the end of Farrukhzad's (1059), saying, 
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. . . Abu'1-Fazl [BayhaqI] . . . was adabir of Sultan [an anachronistic usage on 
Ibn Funducj's part] Mahmud . .  . of Sultan Muhammad . .  . of Sultan Mascud 
. . . of Sultan Mawdud [d. 1048] . . . and then adabir of Sultan Farrukhzad [d. 
1059, with three reigns intervening]; when the reign of Sultan Farrukhzad en­
ded, he [i. e., BayhaqI] chose retirement and became occupied in composing 
[italics supplied].35 
Thus if one reads no further, one would, as is characteristic in much Islamic 
scholarship, miss important complications that appear later in this same entry 
where, Ibn Funduq goes on to say: 
. . . And on account of the dowry of his wife the qd'zi [judge of the religious 
law] ordered him confined in Ghazna and after that [what follows indicates that 
the above occurred during the reign of cAbd al-Rashld, 440-44/1049-52] Tug­
hril who was a runaway (gurlkhtah) slave of the dynasty captured the kindgom 
and killed cAbd al-Rashld and sent the servants of the king to the fortress and 
one among them was Bu'1-Fazl, who was sent from the qdzVs prison to con­
finement in the fortress [1052]. . . . After a little while the time came when 
Tughril was killed at the hands of Nushtigin Zubindar [a general loyal to the 
dynasty], and the time of his ascendancy was not more than five to seven days, 
and the kingdom [once again] fell to the hereditary line [literally, to the descen­
dants of Mahmud]. . .  . And Bu'1-Fazl died in 470 [1077].36 
Ibn Funduq does not mention that BayhaqI was apparently still adabir from 
Mascud's death into the reign of cAbd al-Rashld, during which time he was a 
deputy of Bu Nasr's successor, the powerful Bu Sahl ZawzanI, and possibly 
head of the chancery himself. On the other hand, Ibn Funduq claims BayhaqI 
was a.dabir of Farrukhzad, for which there is no evidence in Bayhaql's work. 
Although there are in Bayhaql's history a number of references to Farrukhzad, 
including his death, at which time BayhaqI was exclusively engaged in writ­
ing,37 there are no references to serving in Farrukhzad's administration. 
As to the cause of Bayhaql's arrest and imprisonment in cAbd al-Rashid's 
reign, Ibn Funduq uses the phrase "on account of the dowry of his wife," 
apparently the pretext used for Bayhaql's arrest; but Bayhaql's several allu­
sions to his debacle in his history indicate the causes were more serious—that 
he had made political enemies after Mascud's death and that they managed to 
unseat him during cAbd al-Rashld's reign, which was filled with court in­
trigue. One such enemy was Bu Sahl ZawzanI, Bu Nasr's successor, for 
whom BayhaqI had been passed over. Both Bu Nasr and BayhaqI disliked, 
nay despised, Bu Sahl, for reasons not entirely clear. One of the reasons 
seems to have been that Bu Sahl transgressed the norms of gentlemanly 
behavior at court and in government. It was also the case that he had made his 
mark before the reign of Mascud as head of the DIvan-i cArz, the bureau that 
supervised pay and support of the army; this connection with the military may 
have had the effect of alienating him from the "men of the pen" like Bu Nasr 
and BayhaqI. It is also possible that his experience in dabirl was less than that 
of Bu Nasr. 
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Perhaps after Bu Nasr's death in 431/1039 Bayhaqi had gradually taken 
over the former's pivotal role in the intrigues of the court and had ended up on 
the wrong side of an intrigue during cAbd al-Rashid's confused reign. In his 
history the one result of his imprisonment he most laments was that not only 
his property but most of his notes and document copies were confiscated. He 
implies that they contained revealing political information, commenting sev­
eral times that he could really "tell all" if he had all his papers. Whether the 
information in the papers was considered dangerous by enemies like Bu Sahl 
and thus related to BayhaqT's imprisonment is unknown. 
Finally, Ibn Funduq implies that Bayhaqi remained a dabir through Far­
rukhzad's reign and then "chose retirement" and began to compose. Here Ibn 
Funduq must be mistaken, perhaps intentionally, because it is irrefutable from 
the text of BayhaqT's history that he was already composing from the middle 
of Farrukhzad's reign (448/1056); and it seems that he was already in retire­
ment, a retirement he cannot really be said to have "chosen," when Far­
rukhzad died. 
One further minor point of Ibn Funduq's account should be noted. He plays 
down the seriousness of Tughril's usurpation. First of all, Tughril was not a 
fugitive slave but a former slave of Mascud I who had become a military 
commander and had the support of at least some of the dignitaries of the court. 
Second, the time between Tughril's murder of cAbd al-Rashid and his own 
death is usually given as not five to seven days but a little more than a 
month.38 Ibn Funduq's handling of this point is relevant in that it further 
shows the tendency to play down embarrasing events, which is evident in his 
handling of Bayhaqi's fall from grace. 
Thus the period of Bayhaqi's life from 440/1048 to 451/1059 is still con­
fused, but it is not at all unlikely that he may have fallen on the wrong side of 
one of the unending series of court intrigues that had plagued the dynasty 
since its inception. It is also not clear whether he returned temporarily to 
government life after Tughril was replaced by Farrukhzad, a descendant of 
Mascud (444/1052), but it seems unlikely since at that time he was already 
close to sixty years of age. It is clear from his history that during Farrukhzad's 
reign he maintained close contact with the officials at court.39 
The nature of Bayhaqi's life between the end of Farrukhzad's reign, when 
Bayhaqi was still involved in narrating Mascud's reign, and the death date of 
470/1077 given by Ibn Funduq, is totally unknown, except that Ibn Funduq 
and others have claimed that Bayhaqi managed to bring his work up to or 
through the reign of Farrukhzad. His history, in addition to the major bio­
graphical facts discussed here, also provides a large number of small 
details—what letters he wrote, what ceremonies he witnessed, what conversa­
tions he overheard (eavesdropped?), what trips he made, what people he 
talked with, what thoughts he had—all of which build up a picture of a man 
whose total waking hours were spent in the concerns of office. Were Bayhaqi 
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to appear in a miniature of the Ghaznavid court, he would be standing in an 
upper-story window, off in the corner of the frame, taking in the whole scene, 
more than a bit nosy, and as the Persians say, "biting the index finger in 
anticipation."40 Specific aspects of his personality derived from this informa­
tion have been left to emerge in the course of the discussions of his work in 
chapters 3 and 4. For now it is enough to say that though he does not include 
himself as a major character in the events he describes, ironically his personal­
ity and life come through strongly in his work, a general description of which 
follows. 
BAYHAQ'I'S WORK 
Descriptions of Bayhaql's writings have varied so much that it is necessary 
to describe as completely as possible what he seems to have written and what 
remains of it before fitting it into the pattern of his life. BayhaqI appears to 
have written three distinct works all in Persian. 
1.	 A collection of anecdotes and documents called Maqamdt-i Abu Nasr-i 
Mushkdn, the title of which indicates that it was biographical in nature, 
containing anecdotes illustrating Abu Nasr's character, style, and wis­
dom. Ibn Funduq does not mention this work at all, but BayhaqI men­
tions it in his history and implies that it has been composed for some 
time (i.e., before the 450s/1060s), perhaps while BayhaqI was still in 
government service.41 The work has not survived intact, but a larger 
number of passages, as they were quoted in later Muslim works, have 
been collected and printed.42 
2.	 A work on chancery practice called Zlnat al-kuttdb [The art of secretar­
ies], mentioned only by Ibn Funduq, who calls it "unique in its treat­
ment of that art (fann)."43 Manuals on secretarial practice constituted a 
minor genre in medieval Islam. Ibn al-Muqaffa', whose works were 
known to BayhaqI, wrote one for the early cAbbasid caliphs (late 
second/eighth century).44 Later the genre became more common, par­
ticularly in certain Turkish dynasties, with authors like Qalqashandl 
under the Mamluks in Egypt. Nothing, however, survives from Bayha­
ql's manual. Bosworth has argued that one passage quoted by Ibn Fun­
duq may be from Zinat al-Kuttdb, but it is equally possible that this 
passage comes from Bayhaql's history of the Ghaznavids, which Ibn 
Funduq has just quoted.45 
3.	 A history of the Ghaznavid dynasty in approximately thirty volumes, 
arranged annalistically within reigns, from the founder Sabuktigln down 
to or through Farrukhzad. The whole book as well as its individual parts 
have gone under a number of different names.46 Although BayhaqI 
indicates that he began in earnest with Sabuktigln, it has been argued 
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from an ambiguous sentence in his history of the reign of Mascud that 
the serious account did not begin until the events of the year 409/1018, 
during Mahmud's reign, the early Ghaznavid years having been covered 
by a lost work by Bayhaqi's friend Mahmud Varraq.47 It has further 
been argued that the four and one-half volumes Bayhaqi says he devoted 
to the dynasty before Mascud would not have been enough for him to 
have treated the earliest parts in depth. 
This argument is necessary because all that remains of the thirty volumes 
are the end of the fifth, the entire sixth, seventh, eighth, and ninth, and the 
beginning of the tenth. One scholar has argued that parts of even these vol­
umes are missing because there are gaps in the narrative; but this is not 
necessarily a justified inference.48 The time period covered in what survives is 
the reign of Mascud (421-32/1030-41) up to about the middle of the last 
year. When printed in a single volume, the length of this material is about 700 
pages. It is usually called Ta'rlkh-i Bayhaqi or Ta'rlkh-i Mascudi. In light of 
the fact that the work, though about Mascud, is so much a product of Bayha­
qi' s own vision and personality, the former designation seems more appropri­
ate and will be used here. 
There have been five printed editions of these volumes; one partial transla­
tion into English; and three full translations, into Arabic, Russian, and Tur­
kish. The page references in this work come from the 1945-53 edition by Gharii 
and Fayyaz, the edition usually preferred, and from Fayyaz's 1971 edition.49 
Because BayhaqVs narrative gives information and detail absent in other con­
temporary accounts, his work has been relied on heavily as a source for 
Ghaznavid history, both by medieval Muslim and by modern scholars.50 How­
ever, no critical book-length study of Ta'rlkh-i Bayhaqi has ever been under­
taken. There are three contemporary histories that cover some of the same 
material as Ta'rlkh-i Bayhaqi, namely, Gardlzi's Zayn al-akhbar in Persian, 
published during the reign of cAbd al-Rashid (1050-53); an anonymous history 
of SIstan province, Ta'rlkh-i Slstdn in Persian, which ends in 1056; and 
cUtb"i's Kitab al-yamlnl in Arabic (cUtbI died in 1036 or 1039-40); Ta'rlkh-i 
Bayhaqi will be compared with these and others where relevant. cUtbl was 
clearly known to, and used by, Bayhaqi; the other two possibly so.51 
It appears that Bayhaqi gave each set of volumes relevant to a single reign 
an epithet, e.g., those on Mahmud he called Ta'rlkh-i Yamlnl after his hon­
orific title Yamln al-Dawlah ("right hand of the state"); those on Sabuktigin, 
Ta'rlkh-i Nasirl, after his title Nasir al-DIn ("conqueror of the religion"); 
and so on. Whether what is now known as Ta'rlkh-i Mascudl was ever called, 
by extension, Ta'rlkh-i Shihdbl, after Mascud's honorific title Shihab al-
Dawlah ("meteor of the state"), is not known. Bayhaqi refers to the entire 
work as Ta'rlkh-i' Al-i Sabuktigin [History of the family of Sabuktigin], and 
to the material on Mahmud as Ta'rlkh-i Yamlnl; but he never has occasion to 
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refer to the material on Mascud by title. Bayhaqi's volume divisions were 
apparently made according to length considerations, not according to substan­
tive coherence. 
Nothing survives of the volumes after the tenth, even in the form of quota­
tions from later works. What survives of the volumes before the fifth survives 
in the form of quotations from later works; these have been collected, but 
amount to only about sixty pages, many of them duplicates of each other.52 
These quotations occur in works written up to the fifteenth century, but 
already when Ibn Funduq was writing in the middle of the sixth/twelfth 
century, he had never seen all thirty volumes though he believed they had 
been written. Because Tarikh-i Bayhaql represents such a small part of 
Bayhaqi's total plan, many conclusions about it can be only tentative. And 
this is not the first time an Islamicist is confronted with a small fraction of a 
work conceived and written on a larger scale. On the other hand, Bayhaql did 
to a certain extent view each reign as a discreet unit, and many conclusions 
that do not involve knowing the whole work can be safely drawn. 
Bayhaqi's books were apparently published privately, as were many books 
in his day. Presumably an author, unless himself rich, would need a rich 
patron; often, of course, the ruler himself might be the most active publisher. 
But not all books were published at royal behest; and whether they were or 
not, they were not necessarily published at court. They could be published 
there, or privately, or at a special bookseller's market. The copying of books 
to be published and circulated was not limited to court or palace scribes either; 
there were also free-lance scribes as well as markets or shops of scribes. It 
would seem that not many copies were made of Bayhaqi's history, for most of 
its volumes went out of circulation quickly-
The first half of Ta'rikh-i Bayhaql was, according to the dates given by 
Bayhaql in the text, written between 448/1056 and 451/1059, during the reign 
of Farrukhzad,53 the last half after Farrukhzad's death. At that point Bayhaql 
had outlived nine Ghaznavid amirs and had served most of them. In a phrase 
he himself liked, Bayhaql was by that time a man who garm u sard chashid, 
who had experienced the hot and cold, that is, the ups and downs of life. He 
was also writing at a time when stability seemed to be returning to the 
descendants of Mascud after the interval of the usurper Tughril. 
The materials Bayhaql used has been collected over a period of thirty years; 
much of what he described had happened at least twenty-five years before. 
These are important facts to remember in analyzing the work, which was 
begun when Bayhaql was sixty-two. Partly because of his age, Bayhaql felt 
that the first seven or eight volumes had gone too slowly, that he must curb his 
tendency to prolixity and speed up the pace of the writing, which he did. 
There is no single comprehensive statement of Bayhaqi's motivations for 
writing the work; what can be discovered by putting together all references, 
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explicit and implicit, is that his motivations were complex and that over time 
new motivations were added to old. He clearly states that he had at first, as a 
younger man, felt a duty to recall and record the deeds of the great dynasty he 
had served, though the context of these remarks usually seems to require 
them. He adds secondarily that he hopes the work will be a memorial to his 
name, of which he was very conscious.54 Elsewhere he explains that he, a 
lesser light of the dynasty, is taking up the task because men more qualified 
are too busy running the state to write history, though this statement has the 
ring of consciously false modesty.55 As his ideas and his experiences grew, he 
seemed to feel that he had things to tell that others might not be able to or wish 
to tell; and he seemed to want to interpret the past in new ways, in his own 
way, rather than just narrate dry facts.56 Of course, there may have been 
explicit declarations of motivation and intent in the earlier lost volumes. 
Although Bayhaqi does make occasional explicit remarks about his motiva­
tions, he does not directly describe the audience at which he is aiming the 
work. That is not to say that he does not mention his audience; on the 
contrary, he repeatedly addresses them, maintaining continuous contact with 
them, as his readers (khvanandigan), among whom there are wise men 
(khiradmanddn) whom he is especially interested in reaching. It would be 
hard to imagine a Muslim historian who explains himself and what he is doing 
more frequently to his readers. 
There are implicit indications that his immediate audience was a restricted 
one, though he hoped for the work to be meaningful to a general audience for 
generations to come after his own time. There is, first of all, no indication that 
the book was written at the behest of any Ghaznavid ruler; yet Bayhaqi clearly 
felt the need to appear loyal to the dynasty. He clearly states that the audience 
is both kings and not kings.57 He wanted the book to be useful to kings, and 
indeed there is much didactic material from "Mirrors for Princes" literature 
in it; but he seemed to be aiming rather at those who served the king at the 
highest level, people who would already be familiar with most of the events of 
Mascud's reign and with recent local history, like that of the Samanids, but 
not with wider Islamic history, like that of the caliphate. If one can use as a 
measure what Bayhaqi explains and what he does not explain, it is clear that 
the audience is expected to know the titles, offices, and history of the Ghaz­
navid dynasty, but not their counterparts in caliphal history. Not only does he 
need to explain famous events from caliphal history in detail; he rewrites them 
in a vocabulary understandable to a Ghaznavid government official, giving, 
for example, anachronistic Turkish titles to caliphal offices. Neither, it fol­
lows, does he expect his audience to be well-read in the history of times 
before the Samanids and Ghaznavids; he is constantly trying to impress his 
audience with his having read books about other histories. The audience is 
also not expected to be familiar with any form of historical writing other than 
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the dry chronicle, and BayhaqI is constantly explaining why he is deviating 
from that form. 
The vision of a man of government writing from official sources is one that 
accords well with the earlier treatment of the development of Islamicate 
historiography up to the tenth century. But this is not all that needs to be said 
about BayhaqI's work. It is true that he spent most of his life at Ghazna, in the 
rarefied atmosphere of the court. Thus his immediate scope appears narrow, 
limited to the Ghaznavids as a dynasty and not even to the region in which 
they lived but rather to the affairs of court. But his intellectual background 
was broad, and he brought to his main purpose a wider historical awareness, 
just as he hoped that there would be universal themes in his work that could 
appeal to audiences outside Ghazna. As for each individual, BayhaqT's syn­
thesis is by definition unique within the limits of his cultural heritage, not 
simply another case of a government official writing history It will be the job 
of the textual criticism in chapters 3, 4, and 5 to arrive at a vision of his 
accomplishment. 
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The Method of the Secretary as 
Historian: An Analysis of the Structure and 
Contents of Ta'rlkh~i Bayhaqi 
INTRODUCTION 
As would be expected from the description of Bayhaqi's intellectual milieu in 
chapter 2, his history is a blend of a number of elements, all held together by 
his own presence, vision, and interests. This blend arose from the interaction 
of BayhaqT's experience, personality, and intellect with the complex cultural 
and political life of eastern Iran in the tenth and eleventh centuries. 
Bayhaql's method as a historian combined a secretary's standards of com­
position and attitudes toward the value of history with the secular and philo­
sophical trends in Islamicate historiography described in the preceding chapter. 
His materials, drawn from a variety of historical and nonhistorical sources, he 
put together in a conscious though not rigid structure and with certain stan­
dards in mind. It is through an analysis of the structure of his work and the 
function of the various materials in it, as well as through an examination of his 
explicit declarations about historiography, that his method is to be uncov­
ered.1 
STRUCTURE AS A CONDITION OF HISTORICAL COMPOSITION 
Bayhaqi has himself indicated that it is not misguided to consider the 
over-all structure of his work first. Throughout his work he is in continuous 
communication with his readers about the order in which he puts his materi­
als, the space he assigns to them, and his reasons for including them. Phrases 
like "I will discuss that in its proper place," "I have already discussed that in 
another place," "I put this here so you will understand it when I refer to it 
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afterward," and "I put that in Volume V and will put this in Volume VII" 
abound and indicate that Bayhaqi had a sense of order as he wrote and a 
degree of foresight as to what he would write.2 The book appears to have been 
written straight through. 
Furthermore, Bayhaqi is concerned that readers not think any part of the 
work, whether related to the main subject or not, irrelevant. This insistence 
that everything in the book is there for a reason has an important implication 
for discovering the sources of his views about history, namely, that he may 
have been familiar with some of the philosophical historians of the tenth 
century. One can certainly find the insistence on the importance of structure in 
philosophically inspired histories of the same era. A famous, albeit extreme, 
example of the sacredness of structure occurs in the opening of MascudT's (fl. 
332/943) Meadows of Gold; and Mascudl himself was self-consciously in­
novative in this regard. After describing how carefully he has put his work 
together, he goes on to say: "Whosoever changes in any way its meaning, 
removes one of its foundations, corrupts the lustre of one paragraph, or makes 
any change or alteration, selection, or extract; and whoever ascribes it to 
another author, may he feel the wrath of God!"3 Such statements about 
structure occur not only in encyclopedic historians like Mascudi but also in 
narrative dynastic historians, like Khallfah ibn Khayyat (end third/ninth cen­
tury) and Ibn Miskawayh (fourth/tenth century), as well as in a book from the 
Buyid period that Bayhaqi himself used and quoted from, Kitab al-Tafi (be­
gun 371/981) of Abu Ishaq al-Sabi. This al-Sabl may have been the real 
mentor of the more famous Buyid historian Ibn Miskawayh.4 
Although Bayhaqi seems to have had in mind the topics he wanted to treat 
before he began writing, he did not commit himself rigidly to them in the way 
that a truly philosophical historian like Mascudl did. He was prepared to 
eliminate planned or desired topics if he could not find the information on 
time, or to add a new one if new sources became available, as was the case 
with the last chapter of Khvarazm.5 Furthermore, for a historian like Mascudi, 
the chapter headings reflected a vision of what topics must be treated, chosen 
beforehand and clung to. Bayhaqi's chapter headings are not a good guide to 
the contents of his work; one must add to them extensively to understand the 
topics Bayhaqi treated. 
What is more, not being a scholar or professional historian, Bayhaqi, where 
Mascudl was arrogant and self-assured, was apologetic and defensive about 
most aspects of his method including structure. Yet he was determined that his 
book have a structure even though aware that it deviated from "other" his­
tories, histories that unfortunately he neglects to name. Immediately before 
beginning his "theoretical" introduction to the reign of Mascud (literally, 
khuibah, "sermon"; such discursi and theoretical introductions were also 
common in philosophical historians), he wrote: 
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My desire is not to explain to the people of this era [i.e., the reign of Far­
rukhzad, 1052-59] the affairs of Sultan Mascud . . . , because they have ob­
served him and have become informed about his greatness and courage and 
singular ability in all tools of government. Rather my desire is to write a 
history-foundation \payah] and erect an exalted structure [band' ] such that the 
memory of it will last till the end of time. And success in completing that I hope 
for from the Eternal Presence, and God is the friend of success.6 
THE BASIC STRUCTURAL FEATURE:

NARRATIVE AND INTERPOLATION

The basic feature of the structure of Ta'rikh-i Bayhaqi, as can be seen 
throughout the work, is that Bayhaqi interrupts the central annalistic narrative 
of the reign of Mascud frequently, almost regularly, with poetic selections and 
historical anecdotes from other times and places. These interpolations are of 
varying length, from a sentence or a paragraph to four or five pages. (There 
are also flashbacks to pre-Mascud Ghaznavid history, but these are essentially 
part of the narrative and will be treated as such.) The rate at which these 
materials occur is, on average, every twenty pages. This pattern seems to have 
been quite conscious on Bayhaqi's part; he saw his own structure as a con­
tinuous narrative interrupted by other types of material. The usual pattern for 
the inclusion of an interpolation consists of a defense for including the inter­
ruption, a promise to get back to the narrative once the interruption is 
finished, the interpolation itself, then a phrase like "Aknun bisar-i ta'rikh baz 
shavam" ("Now I resume the history proper") perhaps along with another 
apology.7 
At least by the time he reached Mascud's reign (it would be nice to have the 
structure of volumes 1-5), Bayhaqi had found a purely narrative framework 
unsatisfactory for at least two reasons that emerge from an analysis of struc­
ture and of his explicit statements. First, it made his favored flashback tech­
nique awkward: he did not like having to put all of a year's events into a year, 
as was common in Muslim annalistic form, if some of them would be more 
relevant later as background. To solve this problem simply by repeating 
himself was also unsatisfactory. For example, when he begins the reign of 
Mascud, he wants to set it against the background of his youth and the 
relevant events in Mahmud's reign.8 He says that he dealt with some of 
Mascud's youth where it "belonged" in the annalistic framework, i.e., in 
Mahmud's years, but saved some to use as background at the beginning of 
Mascud's reign. Another example is a long flashback to the history of several 
generations of a prominent Nishapur family of judges, included in order to 
explain in depth Mascud's appointment of one of them as a diplomatic 
courier.9 
This use of flashback, and the attendant feature of keeping many subplots 
going throughout the work, tends to reinforce the sense of total planned 
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structure. The effect of these features is to make it difficult to read the history 
bit by bit; in order to make sense of much of it, it is necessary to read it from 
its beginning. These aspects of content and structure are supported by a 
stylistic device—the use of ambiguous personal pronouns whose referents are 
to be found several pages back in place of the use of proper names, which 
would have made the story easier to follow. 
BayhaqI gives the second reason for the alteration and expansion of the 
annalistic form explicitly: a purely annalistic form, and the contents and topics 
usually treated in it, leads to dryness: 
Although these stories [in this case, stories about a vassal of Mascud] are far 
from the history [proper], how often in some histories one reads that such-and­
such king send such-and-such commander to such-and-such battle and that on 
such-and-such day they made war or peace and this one beat that one or that one 
beat this one and they [the authors] passed on [to other things], but I have put in 
place whatever is necessary [vajib].10 
How often, indeed, the modern historian will say. This is another instance in 
which BayhaqI was self-consciously innovative. 
The breakdown of the annalistic form that occurred in the works of many 
tenth- and eleventh-century historians is reflected in the pattern of BayhaqT's 
chapter headings, few of which contain references to years. Nor is every year 
introduced by a heading: the early headings, as is usual in the Persian his­
toriography of this period, are written in Arabic, in a quasi-technical vocabu­
lary commonly used in historical chapter headings. Historical writing in Per­
sian was only just beginning to develop in BayhaqT's time—in fact, he was 
one of its originators—and the influence of Arabic forms was very strong. But 
though the first group of chapter heads are in Arabic, the next are in Persian, 
the next in Arabic, and the next mixed—half Arabic, half Persian in the same 
titles—after which the various types alternate randomly, symbolic of the fact 
that BayhaqI found himself moving away from the historical forms with which 
he was familiar. 
From what is known at present, one must consider BayhaqI's structure, and 
his elaboration of materials within it, unusual if not unique for Persian his­
toriography The comparison of the sources, uses, contents, and standards of 
evidence of the narrative and interpolated material that now follows will 
further elucidate the nature of BayhaqI's historical method and the richness of 
his creation. 
NARRATIVE 
The Sources and Their Use 
BayhaqI preferred as sources for the reign of Mascud those contemporary 
with the events described: (1) official documents, as copied by him, and (2) 
eyewitness accounts, preferably his own, either remembered or recorded in a 
diary or notes. Most of the sources he used for the history of Mascud's reign 
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he seems to have supplied himself, more often from eyewitness accounts than 
from documents. A systematic count has not yet been made, though one is 
planned by this author; but it is possible that accounts given orally to him may 
actually slightly outnumber those he supplied himself. In addition to a large 
number of oral accounts given him by Bu Nasr-i Mushkan, and a smaller 
number by a variety of other court personnel, BayhaqI has included a long 
account, perhaps written for him rather than orally transmitted, by his friend 
cAbd al-Ghaffar on Mascud's early life, and an account of Munjuq's death 
from the QazI Abu'l-Muzaffar. The use of other books for the reign of Mascud 
is infrequent: a small amount of material from a historical account of the 
Ghaznavids, and apparently of eastern Iran as a whole, written by a friend 
Mahmud Varraq, whose work has been lost; and material from the QazT 
Abu'1-Ala Sacid Mukhtasar Scfidi, a contemporary book on law and legal 
figures of Nishapur.11 In addition, BayhaqI also refers several times to mate­
rials from earlier volumes of his history and from the Maqdmat. In the earlier 
volumes BayhaqI had used cUtbI's Ta'rikh al-Yamini, though to what extent 
is not known. It is not mentioned in Ta'nkh-i BayhaqI; but since cUtbI did not 
cover Mascud's reign, the only use for it would have been for flashbacks to 
Mahmud. 
The preference for, and reliance on, sources close to court and official life, 
and by extension a concentration on court affairs, was a characteristic of many 
if not most histories written by secretaries in the tenth and eleventh cen­
turies.12 But BayhaqI is unusual in his feeling for the use of documents. The 
inclusion of documents is a rarity in Islamic historiography as a whole. Schol­
ars have shown most "documents" included by historians before Bayhaql's 
time to have been anachronisms. BayhaqI himself apologized for including 
lengthy documents, asking his readers not to find fault with him and explain­
ing to them how important the documents were. Furthermore, his own inclu­
sion of documents was limited by two other facts. (1) Many of his document 
copies were confiscated when he was imprisoned; he laments their loss and in 
fact says, "If my papers and [document] copies had not ended up destroyed, 
this history would have been of an entirely different cast [literally, lawn, 
"color"]."13 Elsewhere he writes: 
The correspondence with the court of the Caliph, with the Khans of Turkestan, 
and with the lesser rulers was done in my hand. I had all the copies, but these 
were deliberately destroyed. Alas, and many times alas, that these gardens of 
paradise are not still here, because if they were, this history would become 
singular [nadir]. I do not give up hope that by the mercy of God the papers will 
again be found by me so that all will be written.14 
So it is important to know that Ta'nkh-i BayhaqI is not Bayhaql's ideal form 
of history. (2) BayhaqI purposely excluded some documents on the grounds 
that they were too long for historical reading and belonged more in the 
Maqdmat where he had put them. BayhaqI did not, then, include just any 
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document, but only documents that were absolutely vital as proof and that 
were deemed palatable to the reader.15 
If Bayhaqi did not .manage to use documents to the extent he wanted, he 
used diary and eyewitness material extensively. However, it is clear that 
Bayhaqi's method was not simply to reproduce his diary or to turn his book 
into a set of memoirs, as some have called it.16 Rather, he fitted events 
presumably recorded in notes or diary, or remembered, into a structure bigger 
than that which the diary or notes alone could flesh out. 
The first reason for this hypothesis is that in volume the diary-type material 
accounts for no more than half of the book. It is true that the daily, sometimes 
hourly, pace that characterizes the treatment of many events reminds the 
reader of a diary. It is interesting, however, that this "ruz-bi-ruz" ("day-to­
day") treatment, which so impressed Ibn Funduq when he wrote Bayhaql's 
biography, does not predominate in the book as a whole.17 
Bayhaqi seems to have used the notes and diary extensively for events on 
which they were good, and in these cases he gives many precise dates. But the 
precise dates that characterize the accounts drawn from the diary are often 
entirely absent elsewhere, sometimes replaced by vague dating like "when 
Mahmud and Mascud left x together for y," as if the audience would know or 
perhaps remember the date from earlier in the book, or as if the precise date 
did not matter. Even in close day-to-day accounts, the days of the week are 
often mixed up, or two contradictory dates for the same event may be given.18 
In one place the news of the Caliph al-Qadir (r. 381-422/991-1031) is said to 
have arrived at Ghazna several days earlier than the date usually given for the 
death itself.19 Finally, when Bayhaqi is using events to illustrate a point or to 
represent a period, he makes no attempt to put them in sequential order. 
On events on which Bayhaql's memory was faulty or on which the diary 
was either destroyed or inadequate, he had to use other materials, particularly 
oral testimonies from associates. Although Bayhaqi does not appear to have 
changed the substance of these accounts, for instance, censoring embarrassing 
remarks or providing dates, he has apparently rewritten them in his style. 
Second, the pace of the narrative varies greatly. The most striking aspect of 
pace is that the first half of the book covers a four-year period (421-424/ 
1030-32), whereas the last half covers more than twice that (424-32/1032­
40). During the first half of the book, Bayhaqi was already concerned with his 
slowness and tendency to prolixity; at one point he remarks in exasperation 
that he has already written too long, is impatient to finish, and has decided not 
to wait any longer for material to turn up on a particular point.20 
The real turning point seems to have come with the death of Farrukhzad 
(451/1059). This event managed to interrupt BayhaqT's narration of an event 
that had happened in 425/1033 and to cause him to pause to eulogize Far­
rukhzad in uncharacteristically flowery language and to reflect on his 
death.21 Bayhaqi was no doubt aware that at that point he had outlived nine 
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Ghaznavid amirs. This curious interplay between the historian's present and 
past time has the unfortunate effect of breaking down the sense of involve­
ment that Bayhaqi has tried to build for the reader. Then, too, the pace of what 
was written after Farrukhzad's death became much more rapid as day-to-day 
and hour-by-hour accounts became by necessity much less frequent.22 
Any consideration of this change in pace must take into account Bayhaqi's 
own age and personal perception of it. Farrukhzad's death must have further 
stimulated the fear of not finishing, which Bayhaqi expresses throughout 
Ta'rikh-i Bayhaqi and which probably became even more intense in the later 
volumes. At approximately age sixty-five, after more than four years of work 
(how much more is not known), Bayhaqi had arrived only at the fourth year of 
Mascud's reign. He had covered only two-and-one-half reigns and still had 
five reigns to go. There is, of course, always an outside possibility that more 
material was available on the earlier years, or that Bayhaqi was simply more 
interested in them; but the pressures of time and age, which communicate 
themselves in numerous other ways throughout the work, seem a more likely 
explanation. 
Standards of Evidence and Presentation 
In his handling of all this material, Bayhaqi was guided by high standards 
of accuracy and fullness, the two of which he saw as related. This is not to say 
necessarily that he achieved accuracy, but that he thought he could, or at least 
that he thought he should. In the case of eyewitness accounts, when the source 
was not himself, he insisted that the reporter have an exceptionally good 
repuation and a strong claim to know what he was talking about. If the claim 
of the reporter was not patent, Bayhaqi would spend a long time in the text 
building it up. Sometimes the kind of material gained from oral testimony, 
however, has the quality of sheer, unevaluated gossip; sometimes the sources 
of oral testimony are not given.23 The pattern seems to be that when material 
is important, Bayhaqi is sure to show the source to be reputable; for trivial 
material, he deems the critical evaluation of the sources not so important. 
The reputation of a source alone was not adequate to justify using him 
unless his account met other standards. These standards, which Bayhaqi 
applied to his own accounts as well, are connected with a not-well-defined 
notion that truthfulness is somehow related to fullness of detail and the pres­
ence of fine points (nuktah). Bayhaqi never makes this relationship explicit, 
but it can be inferred from a number of examples. For instance, in one place 
Bayhaqi says that he preferred an account because it was the most truthful, 
and then goes on to say that this account had a fine point not already familiar 
to him.24 
The insistence on accuracy and fullness of detail is given a theoretical 
justification by Bayhaqi in one of his two khuibahs (literally, "sermons," in 
the meaning of philosophical or theoretical statements).25 This theoretical 
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statement on method and evidence, like the declaration on structure quoted 
earlier in this chapter, resembles arguments made by philosophical historians 
of the tenth and eleventh centuries like Mascudl and Ibn Miskawayh. Like 
BayhaqT's other khutbah, which is on government rather than on historical 
method, it is heavily laced with philosophical terminology not characteristic 
of the bulk of the work. It was common for historians at the beginning of the 
philosophical history movement, especially those not thoroughly schooled in 
philosophical ideas, to argue in a philosophical manner in theoretical passages 
or discursi, but not to be overtly philosophical in their history per se, or 
particularly at ease with philosophical reasoning. 
At the beginning of the khutbah on history, Bayhaqi, in philosophical 
fashion, analyzes the way in which the human mind can separate true from 
false so that he can go on to relate this faculty to the ability to judge historical 
evidence: " . .  . The eyes and ears are the look-outs and spies of the heart and 
mind. . .  .  " 2  6 As he proceeds to discuss the searching out of true historical 
knowledge, Bayhaqi is the sedentary, urbane man. He rejects for himself the 
method used by other "careful" historians; perhaps he has in mind justifying 
his being different from the traveler-historian BIruni, from whom he is about 
to quote a long passage: 
Now, you can either learn about past history the hard way, by travelling around 
the world, enduring all sorts of hardships and searching out the historical infor­
mation you want, or you can study reliable [muctamid\ books, and furnish 
yourself with accurate information from them.27 
Bayhaqi then goes on to distinguish between the only two types of informa­
tion about past history: " . .  . One must either hear it from someone or read it 
in a book. And the condition is that the speaker be trustworthy and truthful 
and also intelligence should testify that that report is true."28 This distinction 
will be important to remember when it is demonstrated below that Bayhaqi did 
not apply the same standards to books as he did to eyewitness or oral ac­
counts. The insistence on intelligent analysis of the content of an account and 
not just the reputation of its source may contain an implicit critique of the 
hadlth method common to many Muslim historians, in which the reputation of 
the source or, rather, chain of sources was the sole determinant of its reliabil­
ity. 
In a criticism that reminds one of Ibn Khaldun, who wrote much later (in 
the eighth/fourteenth century), Bayhaqi then goes on to argue against the 
acceptance of superstition, myth, and legend by historians. This denunciation 
may explain why his history is surprisingly lacking in mythical themes or 
characters from pre-Islamic Persia, themes and characters that had begun to 
invade the works of numerous other Muslim historians and poets of the 
period.29 Bayhaqi writes, having just praised the intelligence of the wise: 
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But . . . most ordinary [atnmah] people are such that they like the impossible 
and the absurd better, like stories of demons and fairies, and ogres of the desert 
and mountain and ocean, so that when a fool makes a scene and a crowd of 
similar ones gathers round, he says, " In such-and-such ocean I saw an island, 
and five hundred of us landed on that island. We baked bread and set up our 
pots. When the fire had become hot, and its heat reached the ground, the ground 
moved. We looked closely and it was a fish. . . .  " and other types of supersti­
tions like this which bring sleep when read to ignorant people at night.30 
Bayhaqi goes on to say that though only a small number of people seek the 
truth and know it when they read it, he has decided to report in his history 
what he has seen or what is accurate and comes from a reliable source. 
Bayhaqi does not seem to have taken seriously the possibility that even what 
one has seen one may not be able to relate in an accurate fashion. In his 
attitude toward truth and superstition, Bayhaqi differs from much of the adab 
tradition that accepted marvels and superstitions. Rationalist movements, like 
the Muctazilites and the philosophical historians, many of whom were also 
Muctazilites, also played down or rejected these same elements. Although 
Bayhaqi himself seems to have belonged to one of the anti-Muctazilite schools 
of Nishapur, and in fact condemns the Muctazilites to hell in his work, 
Muctazilism had been pervasive in Nishapur in the century before his birth.31 
It is interesting to find in a Muctazilite judge, historian, and adlb of Baghdad 
like Tanukhl (329-84/940-94), similar denunciations of superstition and an 
equally suspicious attitude toward miracles. There is no way to make a direct 
connection between TanukhT and Bayhaqi, but it is clear (as will be demon­
strated below) that Bayhaqi had read some of the works of the early Buy id 
period. Tanukhl himself died a year or two before Bayhaqi's birth, so his very 
popular works would have already been circulating by the time Bayhaqi was a 
young man. 
Furthermore, the two men are similar not only in their attitude toward 
superstition but in several other ways as well. In the introduction to his 
collection of anecdotes, Tanukhl says he had included certain material "such 
as may provide the intelligent person who has a taste for learning, when they 
strike his ear and are assimilated by his mind, with such moral lessons, such 
mental and sensuous delicacy, as may save him the trouble of going to 
experience or picking up the like from man's life. . . . ",32 remarks that bear 
obvious similarity to those quoted above from Bayhaqi. TanukhT also says that 
he relied on personal knowledge of events or reliable oral accounts, avoiding 
what was in other books, a preference similar to Bayhaqi's.33 To give a final 
example, trifling but intriguing, Tanukhl uses an image also used, but in a 
slightly different way, by Bayhaqi. Tanukhl says, "I hope that there may be a 
market for my collection and that the result of my labours, and the physical 
exertion of putting down in writing, may not be wasted. It would be some­
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thing, if it only proved better than blank paper. . . . "3  4 In one place BayhaqI 
writes, "Whatever is written on paper may be better than the paper [itself]. 
. . . "
3  5
 Although any connection is only circumstantial, and though BayhaqI 
may not have known Tanukhi in particular but rather other authors of the same 
school, it is worth keeping open the possibility of his having been influenced 
by Muctazilite ideas, if only mediated by the ideas of philosophical historians. 
The comparison with Tanukhi also leads into Bayhaqi's final justification 
for length and fullness of detail. The khuibah does not fully contain this 
justification; it must be put together from a large number of individual refer­
ences. Both Tanukhi and BayhaqI, as well as other historians of their day, 
believed that there were moral values and lessons to be derived from history. 
Statements about the moral values of history are to be found in most philo­
sophically oriented works of the tenth century, particularly during the Buyid 
period in Iraq, where the movement was centered. Tanukhi justifies his collec­
tion of historical anecdotes (begun in 361/971) in the following way: 
. .  . [I will provide] such matter as will train him [the intelligent man] for this 
world and the next, teach him the consequences of well-doing and ill-doing, 
how actions must ultimately turn out, how a republic should be administered, 
what mistakes he should avoid, so as neither to be involved in nor plunge into 
the like. With this before him he will not need to spend his life in experiments, 
nor await the results which the years will reveal.36 
BayhaqI, however, carried this notion, which was common to the adab 
tradition, a step further. Whereas writers of adab tended to prefer short pithy 
historical anecdotes, or to choose anecdotes that proved some preconceived 
notion, BayhaqI argued that any historical account, no matter how long, could 
confer a moral benefit on the reader. In fact, he seems to think that length adds 
to the moral benefit; but he also seems to think that his readers are not used to 
drawing moral benefits from anything but short, pithy, to-the-point anecdotes, 
and is consequently always explaining that just because the stories are long 
does not mean they do not have a moral benefit.37 
BayhaqI does not communicate his notion of the moral benefits of history in 
such lengthy declarations as Tanukhi's, but rather uses a series of open-ended 
words to convey his sentiment. Some of the words he most uses are found also 
in works of adab, words like fava id ("morals" [of a story]; also "uses" or 
"benefits"), ghard'ib ("strange things," "wonders"), navddir 
("curiosities," "rarities"), arastah ("adornment"), and caja'ib ("won­
ders"). 
There is another word, though, that may have a more serious connotation, 
the word that became so important in the work of Ibn Khaldun, namely 
cibrah. Although there does not seem to be a systematic difference between 
the cases where BayhaqI uses cibrah and the cases in which he uses the other 
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words, there is some indication that his use of the word is similar to Ibn 
Khaldun's use.38 Bayhaqi seems to have had in mind that for intelligent 
people, his khiradmanddn whom he addresses so frequently, there is the possi­
bility of going beyond the "externals" of history to what one can understand 
of the nature of the historical process itself. This sense of esotericism is 
particularly strong in Bayhaqi's application of cibrah to the use of interpo­
lated material, to be discussed below. 
One is ultimately led to ask whether the search for moral values in history is 
compatible with an insistence on accuracy In Bayhaqi's case the answer is 
not clear-cut. Basically in his handling of the material on Mascud's reign, 
Bayhaqi tries to balance a serious interest in the "reality" of history with its 
moral values. He does not seem to be interested exclusively in moral values, 
nor does he seem to be forcing history into moral patterns the way some works 
of adab do. Rather, he selects incidents that interest him or that he feels are 
important, tells about them in detail, and then draws morals from them. He 
does, however, tend to tell the stories so that they lead to a point; but the 
question of how much accuracy he has sacrificed, either in his terms or in 
others', is unanswerable at this time. 
There is another series of words connected with Bayhaqi's method and 
standards of evidence. These are words that allude to certain features he 
considers to be the customs or rules of history. This author's research has not 
yet shown where or whether Bayhaqi derived these seemingly technical terms: 
qcfidah ("basis," "rule"), qdnun ("rule," "law," "custom"; also used 
synonymously with qcfidah), rasm ("custom," "mode"; used most fre­
quently), and shari ("necessary condition"; used synonymously with rasm, 
shari is also a legal term).39 
If one summarizes the historical practices with which these words are 
connected, they are, first and foremost, completeness and fullness of ac­
counts, no matter how long they turn out to be; then the recording of illustri­
ous (bd ndm) deeds; and, finally, not being able to show friendship for all. It 
would appear that Bayhaqi uses these seemingly technical terms as justifica­
tions for things he wants to do anyway, rather than that they represent any 
organized body of rules. 
This predilection for fullness, for every possible type of detail, for length, 
and for elaboration, as justified in the above ways, was strong in Bayhaqi; but 
it needs further discussion and analysis because Bayhaqi is also continually 
apologizing for being lengthy,40 explaining that there are a number of reasons 
for giving so much detail,41 one of which is that he does not want readers to 
think he has shortened anything.42 It is as though shortening would mean he is 
hiding something. And he has earlier declared that he plans "to give this 
history as fully as I could, to go around every corner and angle, so as to leave 
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nothing hidden."43 Often he exhorts the readers to be patient, assuring them 
that if they will bear with him they will not find fault with his lengthy 
treatment. This fear of doing something that could cause his readers to find 
fault or say unworthy things troubled BayhaqT frequently.44 
Surely the theoretical justifications discussed above are not sufficient to 
explain the use of a technique that necessitated so many apologies. There 
could be a number of additional reasons for BayhaqT's insistence on detail in 
the face of possibly negative reader reaction. The easiest is that BayhaqT was 
naturally prolix or garrulous, had the detail available, and, like a college 
freshman doing a term paper, could not bear to leave out any fruit of hard and 
long research, or that he was an old man out of work who had plenty of time 
to write. 
These simple explanations are, however, unsatisfactory on a number of 
grounds. First of all, in general the details he includes are, though not always 
absolutely necessary, usually relevant and useful for proving a point or build­
ing up an argument or image. According to BayhaqT he has even left out detail 
that he considered not germaine. BayhaqT must have known that other his­
tories written on the same subject and at the same time, like cUtbT's, with 
which he was familiar, were less detailed. Even the version of tabari that 
BalcamT had translated into Persian had been abridged. Bayhaqi obviously 
knew he would be bucking audience resistance. It meant enough to him to do 
so because in this regard, as in others, he was consciously innovative and 
determined to lead his audience's taste rather than be led by it. Although 
BayhaqT was prolix and gossipy by nature, he also seems to have been seri­
ously interested in detail for what it could add to an understanding of any 
given situation and for the sense of "telling all" it could create. In places he 
explicitly compared himself with other histories of the Ghaznavids that did not 
tell enough.45 
There may also be a sense in which the inclusion of so much "inside" 
detail is an attempt to establish BayhaqT's authenticity or reliability as a 
historian of the Ghaznavid dynasty. As has already been shown in chapter 2, 
he makes it clear that he knows there are greater men who could make more of 
a claim to "hit the mark" in their account of the dynasty, but they are too 
busy running the state to be interested in history. Throughout his work there 
runs the theme of the not-so-great man, the civil servant, who is proud to have 
been near the great and who in fact feels that only his knowledge and un­
derstanding allow him to comment; without this knowledge he realizes that he 
would be considered too ordinary (piyddah) to write the history of the great. 
It is interesting that the Ghaznavids did not have an official historian, at 
least one whose work is known today, and in general do not seem to have 
encouraged historical writing as much as they did other forms of scholarship. 
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It is possible that this relative dearth of Ghaznavid histories came about 
because the Ghaznavid rulers used the extensive presence of court poets to 
record historical deeds in an almost legendary form; for example, Mahmud's 
expedition to the Indian shrine of Somnath was extolled and immortalized in a 
poem by Farrukhl. More valuable material may be embedded in the poetry of 
the era than in the formal histories, though it has not been fully exploited. The 
lack of an organized historical tradition at Ghazna makes it even clearer why 
BayhaqI, not a professional scholar, emerging as a historian of the dynasty, 
with no clear model to follow, would have been defensive and would have felt 
it necessary to defend his authenticity. 
The question still remains one of whether the detail is included more be­
cause BayhaqI really thought it important for its substance or for some reason 
extraneous to its content, for example, just because he had it or to prove his 
authenticity. His book, after all, is inordinately lengthy, far longer than any 
similar work. Any firm decision on this matter would obviously affect the way 
in which the mass of detail is to be evaluated, both for its validity and for what 
it tells about BayhaqI as a historian. In general, the detail is not trivial and 
adds to the narrative, giving it a greater sense of reality; BayhaqI must have 
taken its purpose seriously to have gone against what he felt to be audience 
preference for shorter accounts. 
Contents 
The narrative material in Tarlkh-i BayhaqI begins with the last days of 
Amir Muhammad's reign, including an unusual amount of material on 
Mascud's affairs during this period, then soon (after ninety-five pages) begins 
Mascud's reign proper, with a long flashback to his life before his accession, 
up to the beginning of the last year of his reign (432/1040). There are a 
number of striking features about the focus, scope, selectivity, and emphasis 
of the contents of this material. The first is that they reflect Bayhaql's interest 
in building up a picture of Mascud, whether at Ghazna or not, as administrator 
and diplomat rather than as military, cultural, or religious leader, the three 
qualities that BayhaqI seems to have stressed about Mahmud.46 In particular 
Mascud's involvement in letter-writing and chancery matters is examined in 
detail. Most accounts of interviews or consultations conducted by Mascud end 
in his ordering letters written. The ritual of such letter-writing, and receiving, 
is almost always described in detail. BayhaqI also uses correspondence as a 
form of narration. For example, he narrates the beginning of the brothers' war 
between Mascud and Muhammad exclusively with letters they wrote to each 
other; what has survived of his account of the brothers' war between Mahmud 
and Ismacll indicates that he had handled it in a similar manner.47 This 
approach is unusual because other historians of the Ghaznavids, like the 
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author of Ta'nkh-i Sistan, concentrate almost exclusively on Mascud's mili­
tary side. It is also interesting because Mascud was not a diplomatically 
successful man, either in keeping peace abroad or in keeping peace at court. 
Obviously one could argue that BayhaqI concentrated on those things that 
he knew best and on which he had the best information—diplomatic contact 
with foreign thrones and the workings of the court and central administration. 
To some extent this is true, but the preference for these matters was based on 
more than availability of information or closeness to activity. First of all, 
BayhaqI/^d done more with Mahmud's religious and military activities, from 
what can be seen in the material from Ta'rikh-i Yamini that survives. Where 
Mascud was concerned, BayhaqI had access to military information as well, 
as is evidenced in his rare accounts of battles; but his treatment of battles is not 
nearly so long as that of court intrigues. He shies away from the gore of battle, 
which interested other historians, giving casualty figures in summary fash­
ions. This is a civilian's history written from one particular secretary's point 
of view. Because of this, BayhaqI saw the chancery and the other bureaus as 
the heart of Ghaznavid history; but in many senses it was the heart, as much or 
more so than the army. It was constant communication and surveillance that 
held large empires like the Ghaznavid, with many of its units semiautonomous 
(see map 3, page 32), together. In such a structure the chancery was vital. 
Second, the issues that interested and concerned BayhaqI about Mascud's 
reign and that dominated that reign in his mind—issues of government and 
authority—were best examined at court and not in the army. The themes with 
which BayhaqI dealt are those that struck him as important, though it is also 
true that his long exposure to court circles had commended these themes to his 
attention. 
If Mascud's administrative and diplomatic behavior is stressed over his 
military and religious activities, there are numerous sections of the book in 
which Mascud loses the spotlight altogether, loses it to a number of ongoing 
subplots, most of which are connected with the careers of a large number of 
buzurgdn ("eminent men") at court or with the affairs of various tributaries, 
like the Khvarazmshah Altuntash or the Saljuqs. This ability and desire on 
Bayhaql's part to follow a number of different characters, stories, and sub­
plots contrasts with the tendency of Muslim dynastic historians, if not most 
dynastic historians, to focus almost exclusively on matters related to the 
monarch. Bayhaql's vision of the important events of history thus extended 
beyond the ruler and his immediate affairs, but not far beyond. He does 
mention ordinary people (umm, ummah) but usually as crowds partaking in, 
or reacting to, court-centered events. Natural disasters take him temporarily 
away from the center, such as a flood in Mascud's reign or a drought in 
Mahmud's. But though some scholars have been impressed with his inclusion 
of social and economic information and his interest in natural phenomena, 
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such information is very slight when weighed against information on adminis­
tration and diplomacy.48 But to explain his principles of selection simply by 
saying that he naturally wrote mostly about what was familiar to him, as one 
scholar has done, does not seem adequate.49 
In the midst of the stories about Mascud and other great men is a third 
element—frequent long digressions on chancery practice and personnel that 
sometimes have little to do with the narrative although they have been promp­
ted by some event in it. Bayhaqi casually includes a number of technical terms 
as if his audience would understand. He includes the particulars of letter 
writing and copying almost routinely, for example, the states of the rough 
{savdd; literally, "black") and clean (baydz; literally, "white") copies or 
drafts.50 Elsewhere much space is devoted to the choice of a new dabir.51 
And again, after reporting negotiations between Mascud and a tributary, 
Bayhaqi turns to a description of the rather gossipy interchange between Bu 
Nasr-i Mushkan and his opposite number in the administration of the tribu­
tary, in which the two underlings discuss their respective situations, like 
chauffeurs waiting to drive their masters home. The technicalities of chancery 
practice are so evident that a reader knowing nothing of BayhaqT's biography 
would guess his occupation within the first twenty-five pages. 
In BayhaqT's treatment of all these topics, there is one overwhelming fea­
ture: this is a historian intensely interested in human speech, emotion, activ­
ity, and interaction—in how people communicate and manage each other; 
there is only a rare mention of divine intervention. The bulk of the material on 
Mascud's reign, as well as much of the interpolated material, is in the form of 
dialogue and correspondence, either directly overheard or seen by Bayhaqi, or 
reported to him at the time of the event in question or later; and he stresses the 
human rather than heroic qualities of the individuals treated, including 
Mascud. 
Clearly, the use of direct speech has a purely stylistic side. But the presence 
of so much direct quotation also raises an obvious methodological issue: no 
matter how good BayhaqT's notes were, and no matter how strong his mem­
ory, it does not seem possible for him to have reproduced so many conversa­
tions verbatim. BayhaqT did not content himself with communicating the 
substance of conversations, but put them in the form of lengthy direct 
speeches. Whether he thought them verbatim is not clear. One suggestion that 
comes to mind is that, lacking the documentary evidence he preferred, he 
turned human speech into a documentary form to make it seem more reliable. 
As a result, it is clear that many apocryphal stories appear as direct docu­
mented speech. There are a number of repeated patterns in conversations 
supposedly far apart in time. In one interesting example the same exchange 
between the same two people, Mascud and Bu Nasr-i Mushkan, is reported to 
have occurred on two different occasions, the first of which would have made 
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the second unlikely. To be precise, at the high point of an intrigue early in 
Mascud's reign, Bu Nasr is said to have been told that two men, cUbayd Allah 
and Bu'1-Fath HatimI, had been spying on him for Mascud during the reign of 
Mascud's father.52 Bu Nasr is said to have replied: 
"What a great fraud that I have known of this situation [just] today." 
The Amir said: ' 'If you had been informed [or, had become aware] of it earlier, 
what would you have done?" 
He [Bu Nasr] said: "I would have thrown them both out of the divan, because 
a treacherous dabir is not useful" [dabir-i khd'in bikdr naydyad]. 
Almost two hundred pages later, in a different year, Mascud "again" tells 
this story to Bu Nasr, but this time only about Bu'1-Fath. Bu Nasr is said to 
have replied: 
"Alas, that I today hear these words!" 
The Amur said, "If you had heard them at that time, what would you have 
done?" 
"I [Bu Nasr] would have said that. . . he be expelled from the divan because 
a treacherous dabir is not useful" [dabir-i khd'in bikdr naydyad].53 
Because these conversations are clearly patterned, it is difficult to know 
whether any of their content is true. And the existence of patterning in this 
case makes one wonder how many other speeches and conversations are 
patterned and how many not, and how close any of them is to what was really 
said. 
Dramatic dialogue is not uncommon in Islamicate historiography, even in 
the early historians; but Bayhaqi uses it much more than usual and with more 
claim to be able to reproduce conversations than many other historians who 
include them; and he is more able to make his readers take the conversations 
as real. It is clear for now that Bayhaqi was fascinated with communication of 
all sorts, which, after all, was his business. In his work his own narrating 
often serves simply to link up the lengthier conversations and documents. 
Another particularly noticeable feature of the account of Mascud's reign is 
a large volume of personal names. The index to the Fayyaz and GhanT edition 
lists 635 names (in 691 pages), many of them used repeatedly. Bayhaqi not 
only uses names frequently but explicitly argues for the importance of using 
them, sometimes going into long explanations of honorific titles and epithets 
so as to be able to use them. In so doing he felt he was consciously breaking 
with existing historiographical practice; the exploration of names was much 
more the province of biographers.54 Another technique relevant to naming is 
the prevalence of character sketches. This frequent analysis of character is 
part of BayhaqT's larger notion that having the proper background information 
is necessary for a full understanding of any individual or event.55 
This emphasis on name, both in the literal and figurative sense of reputa­
tion, runs through Ta'rikh-i Bayhaqi and has been remarked by at least one 
other scholar.56 Clearly, knowing names and being precise about them was 
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vital to the work of a scribe. But there are elements of this emphasis on 
naming and being able to name, even down to the slaves of the amir's 
household, that have not been weighted heavily enough. First of all, if being 
able to give detail showed BayhaqI close to the sources, being able to give 
names showed him especially so. Second, there is throughout the work an 
element of the pride of the not-so-great man in having been associated with 
the great. Just as serious reporting could descend to gossip, naming could and 
did become name-dropping, for example, when BayhaqI mentions unneces­
sarily that he was a friend of a famous man he is describing.57 Finally, one 
must acknowledge the element of personality, that BayhaqI took an interest in 
people and their backgrounds and personalities and indulged himself in it by 
making it part of his history. 
In attempting to summarize Bayhaql's method in the narrative material, 
there are a number of ways available to conceptualize and explain the qualities 
of historical composition discussed thus far—inordinate length, predilection 
for detail, use of documents and eyewitness accounts, preference for direct 
speech, interest in names and biography. One scholar, K. A. Luther, has 
recently offered a new provocative vision of these qualities cast in terms of 
social psychology and in particular of communications theory.58 According to 
this view, the qualities thus far discussed should be seen fundamentally as a 
style of communication. Luther argues that, for a complex series of cultural 
reasons, the Ghaznavid dabir was given in his official work to the same style 
of communication used by BayhaqI in his history, a style inherited in turn 
from the Samanid bureaucracy. The style of communication in question, 
according to this argument, is, though detailed, basically to the point and 
concise, just as the style of language, though elaborated, is relatively un­
adorned and unembellished. The function of this style is mainly to "expedite 
the business at hand. . . . " In the Ghaznavid chancery, according to Luther, 
"the premium was upon detailed yet concise reporting."59 Luther goes on to 
assert, though not to prove, that "the possibility that a scribe would deviate 
sharply from his communications behavior in political correspondence when 
he turned to write political history is a very remote one."60 Luther, then, 
believes that the "norms" of communication behavior become so deeply 
ingrained as to be second nature. 
When Luther turns to Bayhaql's historical style, he completes his argument 
by saying that 
BayhaqI writes his own narrative in the same manner, as a Ghaznavid secretary, 
long schooled in observing and recording in a business-like fashion. . . . 
. . . Good dab'irl also involved detailed, accurate observation, discussion, 
and reporting. These are the skills Bu Nasr Mushkan repeatedly displays in his 
work and the things which BayhaqI clearly prizes in writing his history.61 
The advantage to this type of argument is that it provides a reason for all the 
detail, which modern scholars have found alternately tedious and praisewor­
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thy, other than mere self-indulgence. The latter explanation has been offered 
by Savory, who calls Bayhaqi an "oriental Pepys," saying that the length and 
detail which Bayhaqi has permitted himself in his book "has militated against 
the exercise of any self-discipline by the historian in the selection of his 
material, and has encouraged him to pad the work out with extraneous anec­
dotes and digressions of all kinds. . . .  " 6  2 
But Luther's argument also poses two methodological problems. First, 
Luther has derived the norms of typical Ghaznavid communications behavior 
with which to evaluate Bayhaqi mainly from Bayhaqi's own chancery mate­
rial.63 Perhaps the norms inferred from the chancery material Bayhaqi has 
preserved in his history are not typical in fact, or perhaps other norms of 
accuracy and detail, from non-chancery sources, could have also affected 
Bayhaqi's historical style. 
Second, this focus leads Luther to a skewed vision of Ta'rJkh-i Bayhaqi as 
a whole. He so concentrates on the material that interests him and fits his 
theory that he views the mass of interpolated material as merely "some 
embellishment" added to the narrative. His vision of the work as a whole is 
stated as "an extended intelligence report on Mascud."64 But it is particularly 
when one looks at the interpolated material that one sees Bayhaqi's attempt to 
go beyond the norms of chancery communication, if such norms are assumed 
to have existed, to say other things in a less straightforward, less businesslike 
manner. This sort of explanation, if used monolithically, turns a work into a 
product of something outside itself. Often it becomes impossible to explain 
many aspects of the work, aspects that must then be explained away. For 
instance, though detail might be ascribed to chancery norms, can the presence 
of earthy imagery, to be discussed in chapter 5, be so explained? However, in 
making a possible explanation for why the interpolated material, a discussion 
of which completes this chapter, differs in many ways from the narrative 
material. Perhaps the narrative material, coming from chancery-related 
sources, tended to be communicated more strictly in scribal style than the 
interpolated material. 
INTERPOLATION 
Sources and Contents 
The sources of the interpolated materials are by necessity different from 
most of the narrative sources. The sources of the poetic interpolations are 
easier to identify than those of the prose because BayhaqT usually, though not 
always, names the sources or authors of the poetry. The poems are generally 
of tenth-eleventh century provenance, far more Persian than Arabic; Ghaz­
navid poets predominate over Samanid, but Samanid poets like RudakT (fl. 
end ninth/beginning tenth century) play a large role; more than thirty Ghaz­
navid poets are named, some famous, some not even poets by profession. One 
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non-Samanid/Ghaznavid, non-Persian poet stands out—the Arab poet made 
famous by his stay at the Hamdanid court of Sayf al-Dawlah, al-Mutanabbl 
(303-44/915-55), who was a master of royal praise and satire. 
The form of the poems is largely the long qasidah, and several are included 
in their entirety; the epic Shdhndmah of Firdawsi (completed about 401/1010) 
does not play a part, just as in the prose interpolations mentions of heroic 
pre-Islamic Persian themes and characters are minimal. It is an interesting 
comment on the fate of bilingualism in Muslim civilization that though 
BayhaqI included MutanabbT's poems in Arabic, the modern Arabic trans­
lators of Ta nkh-i Bayhaqi, working in 1960, not only did not include all the 
Persian poetry intact but only summarized it briefly in Arabic.65 
The sources of the prose interpolations are not so easy to identify. Bayhaqi 
names the sources of only four unambiguously: (1) Ibn al-Muqaffa"s (fl. ca. 
133/750) translation of the old Persian book Khudayndmah, referred to by 
Bayhaqi as Ta'nkh-i muluk-icajam; (2) al-Suli's (d. 335/946) Awrdq al-Suli; 
(3) al-Sabi's (fl. 361/971) Kitab al-Tdji; and (4) al-Biruni's (363-442/973­
1050) Musdmarah Khvdrazm.66 Of these four named sources, three are from 
the tenth century, as are most of the books quoted in the narrative materials. 
Although earlier, Ibn al-Muqaffa' fits with al-Suli and al-SabT in that he was a 
well-known figure in the adab tradition. BTruni, who delved into almost every 
field, was a major figure attracted to the Ghaznavid court. 
Bayhaqi either does not document the other interpolations at all or gives 
them vague references like "akhbar al-khulafa'" (stories of the caliphs). 
Whether he meant these designations in a general way or was referring to titles 
of works, like that of Ibn AbT Tahir (third/ninth century), has not yet been 
determined. This author has begun a search for the sources of these undocu­
mented anecdotes, but it is not yet complete. Among books checked unsuc­
cessfully for such stories and anecdotes are Tabari's Ta'rikh al-rusul wa'l­
muluk, Suli's Awrdq al-Suli (mentioned above), Tanukhi's Nishwdr al­
muhddharah (begun 361/971), and Ibrahim ibn Muhammad al-Bayhaqi's (fl. 
ca. 300/912) Al-Mahdsin wa'l-Masdwi. 
Bayhaqi does definitely say that he read the interpolated stories while 
delving into many books of special (khassah) stories, some of which he 
collected or picked out (iltiqdt kardah) and later put into his history 67 Some 
of the undocumented materials clearly do come from books because the isndds 
for them are given, something Bayhaqi does not do with his own material; but 
the isndds are always very short, indicating possibly that the stories to which 
they are attached may be from adab collections of historical anecdotes rather 
than from histories based on hadiths. This theory would also fit with Bayha­
qi's reference to books of special stories. One scholar has also suggested that, 
though Bayhaqi may have read all these stories in books at one time, he did 
not consult the book or written notes on it before including them.68 This idea 
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would accord with the implication in BayhaqT's statement above that he col­
lected stories some time before deciding which ones to include in his history. 
A consideration of the contents of the interpolations may shed further light 
on the difficult problem of sources. The first feature, the same feature that 
struck another scholar studying the adab literature of the tahirid era, is that 
most of the themes of the interpolated material (see Appendix C) are post-
Islamic.69 Even those figures from pre-Islamic Persian times are figures that 
had been taken over into the Islamic adab tradition and reworked, like Ar­
dashir and Alexander, and like Buzurgmihr, the prime minister of the Sasa­
nian emperor Nushlrvan and the hero of a story of major importance in 
Ta'nkh-i Bayhaqi. In the case of Buzurgmihr, it has even been argued that he 
was actually the creation of the Islamic writers of adab ™ 
Among the Islamic themes many are recent to BayhaqT's time, like the 
Samanids and Buyids. Those from before the ninth century, like stories from 
the history of the caliphs, overwhelmingly emphasize figures like Harun 
al-Rashid and his Barmakid prime ministers and others who were also popular 
in adab -type historical collections. The table of contents of an early fourth/ 
tenth-century adab collection of historical stories, by a fellow Bayhaqi, Ib­
rahim ibn Muhammad, contains many of the figures found in the interpolated 
stories. However, that particular book does not appear to have been a source 
for Bayhaqi.71 Although Bayhaql's sources are not clear, many of the charac­
ters in his anecdotes are very similar to stories included in later works of adab, 
particularly in "Mirrors for Princes" literature like GhazalT's (d. 1111) 
Naslhat al-Muluk. There are also a large number of aphorisms in the work 
that can be found in "Mirrors" literature, for example, definitions of justice 
and magnanimity. One particular story, about a miraculous occurrence be­
tween Moses and a lamb, could easily be a story from adab, where animal 
fables and omens were common.72 It should also be noted that Bayhaqi seems 
to exempt prophets from his prejudice against miraculous stories, saying that 
God gives prophets the special powers to perform miracles. 
It would be very interesting to know whether Bayhaqi actually had plodded 
through the many voluminous chronicles on the periods to which he refers or 
whether he availed himself of the "readers' digests of history" compiled by 
adibs for the more pleasurable reading of a wider audience. And even if he did 
make use of compendia of historical anecdotes, it is interesting to note that his 
anecdotes are generally much longer than those in the adab collections. If and 
when it is possible to find all the sources of these anecdotes, one might find 
other ways in which Bayhaqi altered the materials he used. Such discoveries 
would in turn cast more light on his method and values as a historian. At the 
moment his foremost principle of selection for any one of these materials 
seems to have been its appropriateness to the theme or incident being inter­
rupted. As will be seen below, the subject of each interpolation responds 
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directly to that event in the narrative which it is interrupting or following. It 
may also be assumed for the time being that the thematic patterns in the 
interpolations reflect either BayhaqT's historical preferences or the preferences 
of the body of stories on which he drew or both. 
Standards of Evidence 
The high standards of accuracy that BayhaqI attempted to apply to his 
material on Mascud's reign were not operative on the interpolated material. 
Minovi has already pointed to the general historical inaccuracy of these mate­
rials; and BayhaqT was satisfied with vague references, often saying he got his 
interpolated material from kutub-i musbat ("established" or "reliable 
books").73 These facts have led Minovi to argue that BayhaqT probably did 
not sit down to consult a book before writing the stories up.74 But there are 
four further possibilities that Minovi has overlooked: (1) that many of these 
stories did not come directly from books, despite what BayhaqT says, but 
rather from an oral tradition; (2) that they did come directly from books but 
that they were purposely altered by BayhaqT to fit his needs without concern 
for accuracy; (3) that they were inaccurate in the books used and BayhaqT was 
unaware of it; and (4) that he did not have access to the books in question 
when he wrote his versions of stories that he had read in them. 
Even if Minovi is right in that BayhaqT was simply careless, one must 
remember two things. First, for BayhaqT, history of the distant past could come 
only from reliable books; but there was no way he could make even reliable 
books live up to the standards of accuracy that he had derived from, and 
applied to, documentary and eyewitness accounts. All he could say was, and 
he says this repeatedly, that he had really read these things in books that he 
trusted and had not simply made them up. Despite the inaccuracies, which 
BayhaqT may or may not have recognized, the interpolated material is told in a 
much more realistic and serious manner than is usually the case in adab 
writers. 
Second, in material outside the narrative, historical reality was less impor­
tant to him than the usefulness of patterns, not particulars, inasmuch as these 
patterns were to be related to, and compared with, the events of Mascud's 
reign. More than he does for narrative material, BayhaqT stresses the moral 
values of the interpolated stories. For him it can be said that present or 
near-present history is both real and useful; past history is mostly useful for 
what it teaches, existing as it does dar qadim (his phrase), in the old days, a 
Persian counterpart of the phrase, in Mo tempore. He explicitly says that 
stories from the past are a fund of information to be culled as needed, not 
studied for themselves: "And to use [fd'idah] of books [kutub] and stories 
[hikaydt] and biographies [siyar] from the past is that they can be read little by 
little [bitadrlj] and whatever is necessary or useful can be removed."75 And 
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yet, though there are inaccuracies in the interpolated material, Bayhaqi does 
not tell the stories in the purely moral-seeking way common to writers of 
adab. He tells them in detail, like the material in the narrative, in a serious 
manner, with an obvious interest in their content as well as in their usefulness. 
In this regard, as in his handling of the narrative material, Bayhaqi has begun 
to move beyond one of the problems of the adWs use of historical material to 
a more serious interest in the history for its own sake. The strongest statement 
of the usefulness of stories from the past has a curiously Qur'anic ring: " . .  . 
so that sleepers and those having become too enamored with the physical 
world will wake up."76 The question, "To what should they awaken?", leads 
naturally into a discussion of the function of the interpolated material. 
Function 
The function of the poetic interpolations is a study in itself and will not be 
attempted here except for a few brief remarks. The poetic interpolations do 
not seem to function exactly as do the prose interpolations. Like the prose 
interpolations, which outnumber them, they are relevant to the material in the 
narrative they interrupt; in fact, one poem was composed especially for sec­
tions of the work.77 Unlike the prose interpolations, the poetic interpolations 
seem to require no apologies for their inclusion, though Bayhaqi often stresses 
their moral benefits. This may indicate that the taste of the audience was 
established for poetry or simply that the audience was more accustomed to 
seeing poetry added to a narrative history. Surely, the inclusion of poetry as 
interpolation is more common in Islamicate historiography as a whole than the 
inclusion of prose. Then, too, poetry was a very popular medium at the 
Ghaznavid court. 
The consensus of historians on the purpose of including all interpolations, 
prose and poetry, has been that Bayhaqi put them there for adornment and 
amusement, as mere decoration.78 There is some small amount of truth in this 
theory. Bayhaqi uses some words familiar to readers of adab, the same words 
used for the narrative material, to excite audience interest, words like won­
ders, curiosities, rarities, embellishments. He says himself that the inclusion 
of such stories makes his history special (khassah) and pleasant (khush). And 
some few interpolations do seem amusing and nothing else. 
One is first led to be suspicious, however, by the fact that Bayhaqi is 
constantly explaining and apologizing for the inclusion of these stories that are 
supposed to be for audience amusement and diversion. Then one finds that 
stories specifically labeled arastah (adornment) are among the most serious 
and least amusing stories in the book. 
There is a strong possibility that Bayhaqi wants to allow the ordinary person 
to look no further than he wishes or than is safe. For those who are more 
intelligent, Bayhaqi provides clues and encouragements to look and think 
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much further, as far as they can in fact, using lines like "You may think this is 
irrelevant but look again," "Anything no matter how tedious it seems is 
worth reading once," Pause and think and you will agree with me," "Wise 
men will know there is more to say," "I want to explain everything fully and 
leave nothing hidden," "Wise men know what the profound moral of these 
stories is."79 As in almost all Islamic scholarship, the possibility of reading 
on different levels is built in. Throughout the work there are all sorts of signs 
of taqiyyah: radical statements in harmless mouths, explicit statements con­
tradicted in practice, juxtaposition of contradictory ideas, and especially the 
raising of possibilities and ideas in interpolated material not raised in the 
narrative. 
It is not clear whether BayhaqI felt any immediate need to dissimulate his 
true feelings, or whether he is not hiding his true feelings but rather provoca­
tive ideas and suggestions. Most of the people about whom he was writing 
were dead, and he was himself not working for the amir. But he definitely 
intended the work to be read in his lifetime and could not afford to say 
anything offensive about the royal family. He also seems to have been flirting 
with ideas that could have been offensive to a variety of readers unconnected 
with the court; and he often says that he desired the well-wishes of his readers. 
So the general self-protective tendency to esotericism seems to have pre­
vailed. 
It is in this context that BayhaqI makes particular use of the interpolated 
material to raise all sorts of ideas that he does not choose to raise in the 
narrative. In Ta'nkh-i BayhaqI the interpolated stories seem to serve two 
related purposes: to reiterate or reinforce the morals of stories in the narrative, 
but also to expand, contradict, and comment on the narrative stories to which 
the interpolations are appended or to set up issues to watch for in narrative 
stories to come. This latter use may be similar to Tabari's inclusion of various 
versions of the same story discussed in chapter 1. 
The two functions are tied together in a circular process. BayhaqI has come 
to the writing of the history of Mascud's reign with a serious interest in 
accuracy and detail but also with certain issues and interests in mind. In the 
course of recording the history of Mascud's reign, additional issues and pat­
terns are suggested that, together with the original issues, lead BayhaqI to 
look for, or to remember, similar situations from other histories. These other 
situations are then used to illuminate further the recent history that resembles 
them. 
This process requires the reader to be able to reason analogically. Early in 
his work it seems that BayhaqI is trying to instruct the audience to think in 
terms of analogy; later this faculty seems to be taken for granted. The first 
interpolated story is a very long one, and BayhaqI interrupts it several times to 
tell his readers that he knows it is aqissah-yi dirdz ("long story") but that it is 
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useful and really does come from the history of the caliphs.80 The story itself 
is about the brothers' war between the two sons of Caliph Harun al-Rashld (r. 
786-809). It has clear parallels to the brothers' war between Mascud and 
Muhammad, an account of which it interrupts. The suggestion of its being 
intended analogically is heightened by the fact that the losers in both cases are 
named Muhammad. 
Fifty pages later a direct exhortation for wise men to think analogically 
occurs.81 One of BayhaqT's eyewitnesses has included in his account two lines 
of poetry on the inconstancy of lovers that used to be recited at the court of 
Amir Muhammad (r. 421/1030). Bayhaql then argues that wise men should 
have understood these lines to have been analogous to the situation that 
existed between Amir Muhammad and his followers. 
One hundred twenty-five pages later, Bayhaql says he has brought up two 
stories so that readers can compare them with the pattern of relationships 
between man and his friend and the man and his mother that has emerged in a 
story about one of Mascud's officials, and seems to assume that the audience 
can make the necessary connections.82 
In the process of making use of the interpolated material in so many differ­
ent ways, Bayhaql, perhaps without even realizing it, has begun to suggest 
that there are repeating patterns in human history—a theory that emerged 
explicitly in Islamicate historiography only in Ibn Khaldun's (1332-82) intro­
duction to his history. The patterns in Bayhaql's work are not nearly so broad 
as those in Ibn Khaldun's, but they are clearly present. By telling his interpo­
lated stories in the same amount of detail as the narrative stories, by treating 
them not as myth but as historical reality, and by fitting them so carefully to 
the issues and themes in the narrative, Bayhaql gives the impression that the 
patterns and problems in Ghaznavid history are not at all new. One problem of 
particular significance in Ghaznavid history—contest over, and succession to, 
the throne—is explored especially often. 
For example, in the midst of his account of the Ghaznavid amir Mahmud's 
(r. 388-421/998-1030) changing of the succession from one son to the other 
and the ensuing brothers' war between them, Bayhaql introduces a long story 
about the cAbbasid caliph Harun al-Rashld's (r. 170-193/786-809) change of 
designation from one son to another and the ensuing brothers' war between 
them.83 In the story about Harun, Bayhaql is able to suggest things about the 
Ghaznavid example that he was not able to suggest directly while narrating it. 
Specifically, in the story about Harun, he suggests the basic foolishness of 
changing the designation from a more-popular to a less-popular son and the 
inevitable violent consequences, though before beginning the story about 
Harun he has spent some energy justifying the very same decision by the 
Ghaznavid Mahmud. Thus what has begun as a narrow interest in Ghaznavid 
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court life becomes, through the use of the interpolations, a much broader 
vision of human history. 
The structure described in this chapter is obviously very complex: grounded 
in a scribe's interests and skills, it has been molded also by ideas from at least 
two other traditions—adab and philosophical history. The particular issues, 
themes, and problems that BayhaqI explores in this complex structure, as well 
as their sources, are the subjects of chapter 4. 
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The Pattern in Bayhaqi's

Carpet: An Analysis of the

Themes of Ta'rikh-i Bayhaqi 
INTRODUCTION 
Bayhaqi based his method as a historian on a blend of philosophical and 
secular views of history with the habits and attitudes of a dabir and adlb. He 
pulled materials together from a number of sources. The interaction between his 
values as expressed in his work and his interpretation of history, both in 
general and in particular, also involved a blend: of ideas from several intellec­
tual and religious traditions, often competing and conflicting, with the ever 
changing perceptions and values that the author had accumulated in the course 
of a long life. 
Chapter 3 concentrated largely on structure and on structural elements of 
the contents of Ta'rikh-i Bayhaqi. This chapter goes on to examine themes, 
patterns, motifs, problems, and issues raised by the materials selected, and the 
values of the author expressed through them. But structural considerations are 
still strong here because in these works it is often through elements of struc­
ture that themes, values, and attitudes are conveyed. 
The pattern of the carpet into which Bayhaqi weaves his materials and ideas 
is Persian, like its maker.1 Motifs and themes intertwine and ramify without 
hierarchical or geometric resolution. Bayhaqi was not a systematic thinker, 
and his ideas should not be forced into a rigid order. But just as structure was 
part of his method, there is a pattern to the motifs, themes, issues, and 
problems with which he deals, and to his own values that lie behind them. 
The dominant themes raised by the materials in Ta'rikh-i Bayhaqi can be 
broken down into two large interdependent categories: morality and responsi­
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bility, and government, each of which has a number of subdivisions. In each 
category the influence of several different traditions can be seen. 
AN ANALYSIS OF THE FIRST KHUTBAH 
There is one section in Ta'rikh-i Bayhaqi where the major themes and 
values and the traditions behind them are contained in miniature. This is the 
first of the two khuibahs ("sermons'') in the book.2 The first step in analyzing 
this important passage is to determine how it fits into the book as a whole. 
Because of the brothers' war, which took up all of Muhammad's reign (421/ 
1030), Bayhaqi has already gone into Mascud's affairs extensively before 
actually getting to Mascud's reign. When in the narrative it becomes clear that 
Mascud has established himself as amir over his brother Muhammad, Bayhaqi 
pauses and says that instead of continuing the narrative about Mascud's 
takeover, a narrative that Bayhaqi has brought up to Mascud's arrival at 
Balkh, Monday, 7 Dhu'l-Hijjah 421/Monday, 6 December 1030, he will 
begin the entire section on Mascud with a khuibah and then several related but 
distinct sections (fasl). Only then will he resume the narrative proper. 
Having just said that he will not resume the narrative until after the khui­
bah, Bayhaqi begins his account of Mascud's reign officially anyway, under a 
large new heading followed by a brief paragraph reviewing the chain of events 
that led up to Mascud's reign. One can interpret the contents and placement of 
this section to support a hypothesis that Bayhaqi was a partisan of Mascud in 
his struggle with his brother Muhammad. This would be interesting to know 
in light of the fact that Bayhaqi makes it seem throughout his account of the 
war between Muhammad and Mascud that most of the officials of the court 
(and Bayhaqi was an official of the court at the time) supported Muhammad 
and viewed Mascud as a usurper. But in reviewing the chain of events that led 
up to Mascud's reign, Bayhaqi passes over Muhammad's reign entirely, at­
taching Mascud directly to Sabuktigln, the founder of the Ghaznavid dynasty, 
through Mascud's father Mahmud. 
There are other indications that Bayhaqi is legitimizing Mascud not simply 
because any dynastic historian needs to legitimize every member of a dynasty 
but because he favored Mascud over Muhammad, or at least was neutral or 
pragmatic enough always to favor the winner. First, Bayhaqi writes his ac­
count of the very last part of Muhammad's reign (which survives as the first 
ninety-five pages of Ta'rikh-i Bayhaqi) largely from the perspective of the 
challenger, Mascud's camp, emphasizing how many people hoped Maf^ud 
would win and thought he should. Second, Bayhaqi explicitly says that his 
mentor, Bu Nasr-i Mushkan, had known that Mascud would win and so 
purposely tried not to offend him or his supporters.3 This would help explain 
why Bu Nasr and his associates escaped the purge of the old guard that 
Mascud conducted after his accession. After the paragraph of introduction to 
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Mascud's reign, Bayhaqi explains that he has promised in the beginning of the 
entire history a khutbah at the start of each new reign; he then proceeds to the 
khutbah itself. 
The placement of this khutbah at this point in the narrative has two felici­
tous stylistic effects as far as Bayhaqi is concerned. First, it allows Bayhaqi 
to avoid the subject of what happened to Muhammad (who actually outlived 
Mascud) after Mascud's arrival at Balkh. Second, it solves the problem of 
how to make Mascud's reign separate and distinct, and by extension legiti­
mate, instead of going right into it from the treatment of the brothers' war. 
The khutbah serves to break off the narrative and give a proper start to a new 
narrative, in which Bayhaqi will go back to Mascud's boyhood, having al­
ready treated some of his affairs in the accounts of Mahmud and Muhammad. 
One of Bayhaqi's own remarks suggests this function. Before announcing that 
the khutbah will precede the narrative, he says that the narrative will necessar­
ily take on a different tone now that he has shown Mascud established over his 
brother. 
The khutbah itself runs five printed pages, and is mainly about good and 
bad kingship, in general and with regard to the Ghaznavids.4 The first section 
of the khutbah contains a comparison of two figures popular in adab lore, 
Alexander the Great and Ardashir (Sasanian emperor of the third century 
C.E.), showing the superiority of Persian over other kings. He says that 
miracles (mucjizdt) similar to those performed by prophets have been attrib­
uted to these two.5 Bayhaqi contrasts the meteoric rise and fall of Alexander, 
followed as it was by the reigns of the muluk-i tava if, the lesser kings, that is, 
the Parthians, with the long line of just rulers who followed Ardashir. For 
Bayhaqi lastingness is the mark of a great dynasty. For the first time he argues 
that the great dynasties of Persia, like the Ghaznavids, have followed directly 
on the greatness of the Sasanians. Bayhaqi is here stating a view of the 
Ghaznavids that is much more exalted than the view held by certain contem­
porary authors. For example, the author of Ta'nkh-i S'istan and Gardlzl 
minimize the role of the Ghaznavids in Persia, viewing them as outsiders who 
control only the eastern Persian provinces, like Khurasan. 
The relevance of this discussion of kingship becomes clear when Bayhaqi 
inserts an answer to a hypothetical critic who would say that the greatness of 
the Ghaznavids came originally from smallness. Bayhaqi has already referred 
to Sabuktigin as a general of the Samanids. Now he describes the political 
genealogy of the Ghaznavids to run from Adam to Muhammad to the early 
caliphs to the Ghaznavids.6 This is not to say that Bayhaqi confuses the line of 
prophets with that of secular rulers, but that he is arguing that the Ghaznavids 
as secular rulers are contributing to the expansion of Islam that Muhammad as 
prophet began. Bayhaqi somewhat ambiguously refers to a group of people 
called ydrdn, or helpers of the Prophet—a category that seems to include the 
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caliphs but may or may not include the Ghaznavids. Although BayhaqI does 
not explicitly put the Ghaznavids on a par with the caliphs, he seems to view 
the role of the Ghaznavids to be some sort of extension of that of the caliphs. 
To explain why the Ghaznavids superseded the Samanids, a more aristo­
cratic dynasty of Persia that BayhaqI admires, BayhaqI uses the defense used 
throughout his book: ever since Adam, God has placed mulk ("kingship") 
where, when, and on whom He wants, taking into account the public welfare 
(maslahah) of his creatures. Wise men know that God can see the unseen and 
knows secrets ordinary mortals do not know. This pious remark signals, as 
usual, that BayhaqI does not wish to carry the argument any further. This 
theme of transference of mulk according to God's will and the public welfare 
also occurs in the systematic political theory of the age as represented in 
MawardI (d. 450/1058) and was taken up a generation after BayhaqI with the 
work of Nizam al-Mulk (d. 488/1095) writing under the Saljuqs.7 After de­
scribing the transference of mulk, BayhaqI connects the greatness of the 
Ghaznavids with the current ruler, Farrukhzad, in a perfunctory manner. 
Whether there is any implicit criticism of the Ghaznavid origins in BayhaqI's 
decision to raise the issue in the first place is not known. 
The second section of the khutbah is curiously announced by BayhaqI as 
one that may be closer to people's hearts ("chunankah bar dilha nazdlktar 
bashad"), fall on their ears more quickly, and not require a high degree of 
wisdom—a leading introduction. Then he immediately launches into a quota­
tion that appears to be directly out of a work of orthodox theology, though the 
source has not yet been found.8 One will notice in it a contradiction of his 
previous statement about the miracles attributed to Alexander and Ardashlr:9 
Know that God Most High has given to prophets (God's blessings on all of 
them!) [one] power and to kings another. And has made it incumbent on earthly 
beings that they must obey those two powers and acknowledge that true path to 
God. And anyone who acknowledges that to be from the stars and planets and 
signs of the zodiac, he disregards the Creator in their midst, and is a Muctazilite, 
or zindiq, or dahrl [atheist?], and his place is in hell! We seek refuge in God 
from disappointment.10 
Bosworth, quoting as far as "that true path of God" has argued that this 
passage shows that "as a typical representative of the Persian secretarial class, 
it is unlikely that Baihaql's views on kingship and the divine order of events 
were much different from the accepted Perso-Islamic tradition."11 Nowhere 
does Bosworth define what he means by "typical representative of the Persian 
secretarial class" or "accepted Perso-Islamic tradition." In the current state 
of knowledge, the accepted Perso-Islamic tradition seems to have varied 
according to who was doing the accepting. Some Persian dynasties, like the 
Buyids, wanted to restore the sense of divinity that had been associated with 
the Sasanian monarchs; others did not. Some writers exalted kings; some 
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made fun of them. And surely with as little as is known of the individual 
personalities and values of the vast Persian bureaucracy, it is impossible to 
talk of typicality. 
When the entire quotation is considered, it becomes clear that this is, 
rather, a theologically inspired passage in which BayhaqI is setting out an 
alternative to the statement about the miraculous powers of the kings Ardashlr 
and Alexander that he had made a page earlier.12 His own views, which 
cannot be assumed to be identical with this quotation, seem to vacillate when 
he comes to treat actual kings, like Mascud, as will be explored later in this 
chapter. 
That this statement may be related to Islamic theology and political theory 
becomes more likely when one analyzes the sentiments that follow it. BayhaqI 
goes on to distinguish between kings (pddshdhdn) and tyrants (mutaghalli­
bdn). Kings are just, do good, behave well, leave good impressions, and must 
be obeyed. Tyrants are oppressive, do bad, and must be deserted so that holy 
war (jihad) may be waged against them. Rulers must, then, be judged accord­
ing to their actions. As for the Ghaznavid emperors, they have been guided by 
God, have behaved well, and must be obeyed even though they are descended 
from slave Turkish soldiers. If any of them should be disappointing, wise men 
know that God's will is written and cannot be changed, again a signal from 
BayhaqI that he has raised as many sides of this argument as he cares to. This 
rather ambiguous attitude toward authority and respect for it resembles the 
decisions of orthodox political theorists of the age: kings, unless thoroughly 
bad, must be obeyed for the sake of security. One must admit that they have 
been appointed by God; but since they do not have divine powers, one cannot 
expect them to exhibit perfection in all instances. 
This argument ends the khuibah proper according to BayhaqI. There is 
some confusion on this point, however, because he also says that another 
section ends the khuibah nine pages later.13 Apparently BayhaqI forgot that he 
had said originally that the two final sections appended to the khuibah were 
not supposed to be part of it. To summarize the contents of the khuibah to this 
point, BayhaqI has said all the things he could be expected to say but has 
injected a number of doubts and qualifications. He has given the usual expla­
nations of kingship both in terms of a Persian view that stresses the divinity of 
kings and of an Islamic one that does not, and has fitted the Ghaznavids only 
into the latter. But he has also raised issues unnecessarily. For example, he 
has raised the question of the lowly origins of the Ghaznavids but has not 
explored it seriously, a characteristic form of taqiyyah. And again, he 
suggests the possibility that the real and ideal rulers are not one and the same 
but does not resolve it; it reappears in different guises throughout the history. 
The section that follows the khuibah is longer and switches onto a different 
plane.14 It is less theoretical and more practical, intended to be instructive and 
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useful for those who are kings and those who are not. In it one can isolate two 
elements, one of which is found in adab works of counsel for kings and the 
other of which reflects a sufi religious orientation. Some of the issues from the 
khuibah are also explored, but on a different level and in a different way. This 
material that follows the khuibah is not just the idle wisdom literature it 
seems, but further expresses a pattern of issues that concern BayhaqI through­
out his treatment of Ghaznavid history. 
In the beginning BayhaqI makes a direct reference to the possibility that 
what he is about to discuss can be understood on different levels: it is for each 
to take his position according to the amount of his understanding.15 He then 
elaborates further on his distinction between wise, just men and oppressors. 
The oppressor is ignorant, a source of oppression not mentioned in the khui­
bah, where God's will is stressed; the source of good rule and a good reputa­
tion for a ruler is wisdom. 
The question he then hopes to raise is, how is wisdom for ruling to be 
obtained, a central theme in his entire work. The first answer given to this 
question is a bit surprising—through self-knowledge. Although the context of 
this statement is not immediately clear, the quotations he adduces to support it 
are clearly sufi, just as sufi themes and images are noticeable throughout the 
work. BayhaqI says that in the old days people used to say from ancient 
wisdom that God sent prophets to tell people "Know your own essence \zat], 
for when you know your own essence, you will discover things."16 Then 
comes a quote from Muhammad: "Whosoever has known [carafa] himself 
[nafsahu] by virtue of that has known his God [rabbahu].'"17 The theme of 
self-knowledge was nowhere more important than among the mystics. And it 
should be remembered, in light of BayhaqI's reference to old wisdom, that it 
was through sufism that many folk ideas were taken into Islam. BayhaqI then 
explains that what one must know about himself is his mortality, another 
theme of the work, and resurrection; then he will have achieved the right 
religion and truth, just as a body rests on four "things," no one of which can 
be taken away without severe damage to the entire being. 
There follows an extended metaphor that expresses the necessity of king­
ship and the role of the king, all of whose images are familiar to both adab 
literature and philosophy. The metaphor is a body with three faculties: khirad 
u sukhan (also nafs-i guyandah, "intelligence and speech"), located in the 
head and heart; nafs-i khashm ("anger"), located in the heart; and nafs-i arizu 
("desire"), located in the liver. Since according to BayhaqI there is so much 
to be said that it would become too long, he will treat the metaphor just 
enough to make his point. The first faculty can distinguish good and bad and 
is the king; the second is the army; the third, the subjects. The first must, 
moreover, dominate the other two. In this attempt at philosophical or 
pseudo-philosophical analogy, in which he merely gives new explanations for 
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problems that he has already raised, BayhaqI is clearly ill at ease. Although he 
alludes to knowing of the philosophers (faylasufan),18 he may have taken 
the analogy from a book of adab. Bayhaqi's confusion with it is revealed when 
shortly thereafter he says that each of the three faculties must be in perfect 
balance, so that none must dominate the others, for the health of the owner to 
be preserved. He further says that the king is the possessor of all the faculties, 
so the king becomes the whole as well as a part. Apparently BayhaqI cannot 
consistently conceive of a "state'' in the abstract as the whole body. Since the 
sovereign was himself the state in the Ghaznavid view, the pseudo-
philosophical analogy becomes confused. If the body is healthy, BayhaqI 
argues, the king will be able to distinguish between good and bad and act 
accordingly. But then he again says that rather than being in perfect balance, 
the three faculties must be dominated by the first to keep the king from falling 
into error. 
One can resolve the confusion in all this only by realizing that Bayhaqi's 
seemingly abstract formulation, with which he is awkward, is actually a 
statement of practicality. Clearly, the king must not allow his army or subjects 
to dominate him, just as within his own person he must not allow the faculties 
that are lesser to take hold of his intelligence and reasoning faculty. At the 
same time it would be bad for the king to be the only strong element in the 
state, since he needs a strong army and productive subjects to survive. The 
analogy may be a failure by philosophical standards, but the practical points 
BayhaqI makes through it are fairly clear. It should be added that this tripartite 
division between king, army, and everybody else was a common one in areas 
that Turkish-Islamic dynasties ruled. 
The final point made in these sections that follow the khuibah, and a theme 
of major importance in the work as a whole, is that the other way in which a 
good ruler can learn good from bad and keep himself in balance is through 
constant consultation with wise men. BayhaqI says he has read in Ibn al-
Muqaffa"s translation of the Khudayndmah, the old Persian book of kings, 
that just kings take counsel night and day and that the function of a counselor 
is to help them, through experience and knowledge of history books, to avoid 
anger and find the right way (sharc).19 The word used for "right way," 
sharc, is, incidentally, the one associated with Islamic law as well. 
To buttress this notion, BayhaqI gives another very important historical 
example read by him in the histories of the Samanids, who had been superse­
ded by the Ghaznavids. One of the Samanid rulers, Nasr ibn Ahmad (r. 
864-92), was well-trained but became oppressive after coming to the throne 
(a pattern repeated many times in Bayhaqi's accounts of various individuals, 
including Mascud himself). Of course, Nasr ibn Ahmad knew that he should 
discuss the situation with his advisers, who, like all advisers, had been given 
by God qualities to help a king control his anger. Nasr approves their advice 
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and decides to have them not put any angry order of his into effect for three 
days after its issuance, so that the "flame of anger" would have a chance to 
die down and a decision could be made coolly about the Tightness of the order. 
And again it is said that the advisers helped him rule according to the 
shancah, the holy law, another form of the word sharc mentioned originally. 
(It should be noted that rule according to the shar'fah is not a quality that 
BayhaqI ever associates with Mascud's advisers.) Nasr then asks his advisers 
to summon to the Samanid court the seventy wisest men of the realm so that 
they may be tested. Out of the seventy Nasr chooses three to stay with him and 
guide him. 
The khutbah and the sections that follow it at first seem confused and 
rambling, but they were clearly not meant to be. A Persian secretary could 
have said many things about the issues they contain; BayhaqT's choice of what 
to say must in some measure reflect his interests and background, and those 
interests then become the centers of his account of Mascud's reign. The 
themes of the khutbah reverberate in the account of Mascud. For example, at 
one point in the treatment of Mascud's affairs, Mascud, like Nasr, is informed 
by his advisers of the need to control anger and tells them to delay angry 
orders for three days. 
BayhaqI also stresses the importance of these introductory sections 
explicitly. Near the end he says that he knows wise men will approve of what 
he has said, no matter how prolix he has been, because there is nothing written 
that is not worth reading once, one of the implications being that these sec­
tions might even be worth reading more than once.20 He also expects that after 
his era men will come back to what he has written and will understand what he 
is trying to say. 
To summarize, in the khutbah and related sections BayhaqT explores a 
number of problems in several different vocabularies and at many different 
levels. The moral and political problems and issues he raises—good and evil, 
self-knowledge and mortality, the ideal versus the real ruler, authority and 
consultation, the transference of mulk (possession of a kingdom)—are the 
themes that dominate his treatment of Mascud's reign. The intellectual and 
religious traditions that lie behind his ideas are numerous and not always 
consistent with one another—adab, philosophy to a small extent, orthodox 
theology, and sufism—and show an intellectual breadth that extends beyond 
the narrowest interests of a dabir, just as is the case with his method. The 
dynamics of the interaction of these themes and traditions forms the subject of 
the rest of this chapter. 
ISSUES OF PERSONAL MORALITY AND RESPONSIBILITY 
There are two preconditions for undertaking a study of BayhaqT's moral 
views: (1) that one realize that any dabir at the Ghaznavid court in the 
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eleventh century would probably have been exposed to a variety of not always 
compatible moral and religious outlooks; and (2) that in any work written 
from memory and notes twenty-five or more years after the event(s) de­
scribed, and at a significantly different stage in life and employment, one can 
expect a mixture of different levels of moral awareness. 
Because of these two factors, a number of seeming ambiguities or conflicts 
have arisen in BayhaqT's thought. The tendency to want absolute answers or to 
feel that one must resolve conflicts in another's thoughts to understand them 
will not prevail here. Conflicts and ambiguities are part of the dynamics of a 
man's thought and can be explained without being reduced to agreement. It is 
even quite possible, as happens in Bayhaql's case, for a man to hold two 
contradictory beliefs or to do in one area what is condemned in another. 
Not only were there a number of competing formal legal and theological 
schools, with differing views on personal morality, in Nishapur when BayhaqT 
was being educated; there were also a number of styles of Muslim personal 
piety, no two of them mutually exclusive. In addition to these Islam-centered 
religious factors, there were other popularized beliefs embedded in the sub­
stratum of Iranian folk religion. These beliefs were connected with the 
Zoroastrian and Manichean traditions that had existed in Iran for a long time 
before the Muslim conquest. In fact, one style of Islamic piety, the mystical, 
had absorbed many such basically anti- or a-Islamic ideas. 
These heterodox views were not restricted to the folk consciousness. At 
least as late as the middle of the third/ninth century, Persian authors were 
composing defenses of Zoroastrian dualism in Pahlavi, for example, Mardan­
farukh's "Sikand-gumanik Vigar" [Doubt-dispelling explanation], 
to prove the correctness of the fundamental doctrine of the Mazda-worshipping 
religion, that good and evil do not proceed from the same source, and to show 
that other religions, while professing to believe in the unity of creation, can only 
account for the origin of evil, either by degrading the character of the sacred 
being, or by attributing evil to a corrupting influence which is really a sacred 
being.21 
This explanation has been quoted at length because it will be relevant to 
Bayhaql's ambivalent views on evil.22 In addition, a vast pastiche of prov­
erbs, anecdotes, and aphorisms of adab pervades Bayhaql's moral ex­
pressions. The evidence for BayhaqT's exposure to all these elements in the 
sphere of morality is not merely circumstantial; there are enough quotations 
and references in his work to show at least his awareness of all and the 
influence of many. 
The effects of exposure to many moral outlooks on BayhaqT's writing of 
history are further complicated by the age difference between BayhaqT the 
observer of Mascud's reign and BayhaqT the historian of it. He reveals the 
moral reflections that age brought (he was thirty-six when Mascud came to the 
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throne and at least sixty-two when he began to write about him) in his nostal­
gic and sentimental musing at the end of most stories he tells. He is apparently 
able to report what happened and how he felt at the time and then reflect on 
what moral lessons he can derive now. In some ways the disillusionment that 
one expects in an older man can be found in Bayhaqi as he compares the real 
with the ideal; but more often the older man is more idealistic than the 
younger one, largely because another factor has entered into BayhaqT's old 
man's morality—a rejection of the world's follies and treacheries—as he 
contemplates death. 
BAYHAQl'S OWN PERSONAL PIETY, MORAL VALUES, AND RELIGIOUS 
AFFILIATION 
The superficial signs of' 'orthodox'' piety that characterize histories written 
by Muslim religious scholars are, not unexpectedly, absent in BayhaqT's 
work. He keeps his use of pious phrases—for example, "Praise be to God!", 
"Mercy comes from God!"—to a minimum. Often when he does use them, 
they seem a kind of insurance, an apology for having transgressed some felt 
limit; for example, "Some say Mascud was having an affair with so-and-so's 
mother, and may have fathered him, but only God knows!"23 At other times, 
they serve more the function of saying that Bayhaqi is not able or willing to go 
any further with an argument; for example, "They used to say that he [QazT 
Abu tahir Tabbani] was brought a roasted fowl that was poisoned; he ate from 
that and died. But only God the mighty and glorious knows the unseen."24 
BayhaqT's use of Persian rather than Arabic words for religious figures and 
institutions may also be relevant, though it is not known yet whether this can 
be taken as a measure of piety Some examples are payghambar for nab'i or 
rasul ("prophet"), ddinah rather than jwrf ah ("Friday"), afarldgdr for khal-
Idq ("Creator"), namdz for saldt ("prayer"), and izad for alldh ("God"). 
Bayhaqi also has a few pious expressions in Persian, though most of them are 
kept in Arabic. 
Bayhaqi quotes only occasionally from the Qur'an and rarely from hadith. 
This feature is a more certain indicator that his type of piety was not steeped in 
the sources of his formal religious teachings. Aphorisms from adab are much 
more common as supporting fillips than quotations from religious sources.25 
Most interesting is the scarcity of mentions of the relationship between 
Mascud and religion, religious people, or religious law. Although the Ghaz­
navids under Mahmud had made a special point of ruling according to religion 
and holy law, and although BayhaqT describes the Samanids in this way, he 
treats Mascud's relationship to religion as a political matter. This feature may 
be argued to show more about Mascud's piety than about BayhaqT's, but it is 
also the case that in general, in BayhaqT's book, religion, religious figures, 
religious rituals, and religious celebrations are only minor topics. 
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All this does not mean that BayhaqI was totally secular or impious or that 
the effects of his religious education and beliefs are nonexistent in his work, 
but that new standards must be developed to evaluate the personal piety of a 
historian who is not also a religious scholar. The need for new standards can 
be seen in the following example. One scholar has seen signs of the effects of 
Bayhaqi's religious education in his alleged opposition to the Ghaznavid 
internal spy system: 
. . . There are some indications that the education in the Muslim religious 
sciences undergone by all literate persons at this time had made Baihaqi and his 
fellow-officials conscious of the claims of justice and morality in official life 
and had disinclined them from wholly accepting the most ruthless aspects of the 
theory of the power state.26 
This hypothesized relationship is worth examining at length, both in terms of 
methodology and in terms of substantive conclusions. Understanding Bayha­
qi's personal moral values can come, after all, only through a careful reading 
of his treatment of history. 
The quotation above has a number of unsubstantiated assumptions: (1) that 
the complex process of the effect of education on behavior can be taken for 
granted without carefully defining the "Muslim" sense of justice and analyz­
ing its relevance in this context; and (2) that it was the Muslim education that 
made BayhaqI conscious of the claims of justice and that without it he would 
have not had an ethical reaction to the system. 
In the first instance it is also possible that a serious acceptance of certain 
"Muslim" values toward morality and government—and it is not known 
exactly what Bayhaqi's religious education contained anyway—would have 
disinclined a man from all elements of the power state. In the second instance 
it is possible that there were other sources of ethical dictates, in the tradition of 
adib and dabir, that could have been responsible for the same reaction. The 
systematic political theory of Bayhaqi's age makes clear how the demands of 
so-called Islamic ideals, which are themselves not monolithic, could be 
openly compromised in an attempt to deal with the "power state." Fur­
thermore, a self-consciously "Muslim" theorist, Nizam al-Mulk, who was 
alive when BayhaqI died but who wrote later, wholeheartedly encouraged the 
reestablishment of the spy system under the Saljuqs in the name of the security 
of the Muslims. Any sensitive reading of Ta'nkh-i Bayhaqi must then show 
the need to reevaluate the current assumptions about the effect of the precepts 
of the Islamic religious sciences on political theory. 
Although BayhaqI does indeed relate numerous instances of opposition by 
him and some of his colleagues in the chancery to certain aspects of gov­
ernmental practice under Mascud, particularly the internal spy system, the 
opposition is never cast in terms of Islamic precepts nor is there any tacit 
indication that Islamic precepts are unconsciously involved. An analysis of 
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one of Bayhaqi's most biting critiques of the spy system can provide many 
clues as to the reasons for his opposition and have the side benefit of illustrat­
ing the way in which he communicates moral values without committing 
himself to them. 
As BayhaqI describes it, the spy system was so convoluted as to be laugh­
able. In fact, his most effective critique of the spy system is contained in a 
humorous story (and after all, humor is an effective form of satire) purported­
ly told by a source whose trustworthiness BayhaqI has gone to some length to 
establish. The story is not even nominally about the spy system, but is pres­
ented as a story about Mascud's circumspection. This is a common form of 
taqiyyah, making it possible to talk about topics without talking about them as 
such. A scene of agents and counteragents worthy of a spy classic, this 
longish story is about a pleasure house that Mascud had constructed for him in 
the Adnani Garden (at Harat).27 ' 'This house had pictures from top to bottom, 
erotic pictures, of all sorts of copulation between men and women, all naked. 
. . . "
2  8
 The story continues that Mascud's father, Mahmud, had spies on his 
own son, spies who found out about the house. Mahmud sent men to catch 
Mascud at his pleasures, but meanwhile Mascud's counterspies warned him in 
time to have the house whitewashed. Mascud forced his father's agents to 
check every building in town anyway, to be sure they had looked at the right 
one. The father ends up being led by this charade to regret his having sus­
pected his son. 
It is interesting first to note that Mascud's actions do not offend, or at least 
do not seem to offend, Bayhaql. He even includes his reporter's statement 
"and it is a characteristic of young men to do things like this"; in other words, 
boys will be boys. Earthiness is a feature of Bayhaqi's writing, and any 
excuse for it is welcome. What BayhaqI seems to oppose, in this story told by 
someone else and in others of his own, is the atmosphere of intrigue and 
mistrust that naturally results in inconsistent, vindictive government. 
In this context the effects of such a relationship between father and son on 
the son's behavior when on the throne are also being explored. This is a theme 
that interested BayhaqI and other Persian historians.29 In Bayhaqi's work his 
explanation of the events in Mascud's reign in fact depends heavily just on 
this atmosphere of intrigue and treachery in which Mascud had been em­
broiled before coming to the throne. 
In addition, BayhaqI constantly exposes, in little remarks, the inhumanness 
and unfairness of the spy system. In a story about the imprisonment of the 
prime minister of a Sasanian monarch, he remarks that spies were set over him 
who counted his every breath. When Mascud had his uncle Yusuf spied on, 
Bayhaqi asks, "How could Yusuf know that his 'heart and liver and beloved' 
(i.e., his closet servant) were spying on him." In the affair of Tughril, the 
slave who was persuaded to spy on Yusuf (his master), the instigators of the plot 
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are not criticized but rather Tughril—for being ungrateful of benefits his master 
had conferred on him and for being a stupid enough Turk (Turk-i abilah) to be­
lieve the lying promises of the reward of a better position.30 
In short, there is nothing in Bayhaqi's critique that could not have come 
from his general sense of ethics, civility, and propriety, which by and large 
must have been derived from the adab and dabiri traditions. He did not 
oppose the use of spies altogether. What he protested was that things had gone 
too far, beyond the norms acceptable to a good dabir. When his master Bu 
Nasr opposed a scheme of Mascud's to reclaim the money his brother had 
given out on his accession, he did base his opposition on the fact that the 
scheme was unprecedented in the annals of the kings of Islam.31 But it was 
precisely the existing Perso-Islamic tradition of government, represented by 
the heads of the bureaus and their dabirs, that was in conflict with tendencies 
in the new Turkish states; and this conflict was to be taken up and resolved 
later in the century by Nizam al-Mulk. The Islamic ideals upon which Bos­
worth calls would more likely not have made room for any spies, good or bad. 
Islamic ideals, if they were influential here, were not influential directly as a 
result of Islamic education but in the form in which they had already been 
compromised by, and taken into, the adab tradition. 
BayhaqI in general is not nearly so concerned about the definition of virtue 
and morality in the abstract as some philosophers and philosophical historians 
were. He uses the wordfa'zil ("virtuous") for men of whom he approves, but 
does not define their virtue in the abstract but rather in terms of the activity it 
produces: they are loyal and do their jobs well, are careful and relatively 
honest, qualities apparently in short supply in the Ghaznavid regime. He 
accepts the fact that a degree of manipulation and deceit are necessary in 
government, like it or not, as is well illustrated in a work of animal fables 
popular among secretaries and whose figures appear in the poetry in Ta'rikh-i 
BayhaqI—Kafilah and Dimnah. But gentlemen know the limits of such activ­
ity. 
In obvious areas where a postulated "good Muslim" would react, for 
example, drinking, BayhaqI is characteristically worldly and humane, and 
condemns a vice for its effects, namely, for leading a man beyond the limits of 
decency and gentility32 Furthermore, BayhaqI is not against trickery when it 
comes out right, for example, when his master outfoxes someone else,33 and 
also remarks positively that kings have many useful tricks. His is not a general 
sense of morality in the abstract but a pragmatic ethics, an evaluation of what 
ends the means are put to. He talks about knowing right from wrong, but 
usually judges these two qualities according to their effects. Like Machiavelli, 
he is not satisfied with the existing system, but he at least wants to make it as 
fair and effective as possible. As his master Bu Nasr says when asked what he 
would have done had he known two of his dabirs were spies against him, "I 
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would have expelled them both from the bureaucracy, because a treacherous 
secretary is not useful."34 Finally, Bayhaqi opposed the system because it 
made trust between counselor and master impossible, though he is at the same 
time uncritical of his master Bu Nasr's secret contacts with one of Mascud's 
tributaries because they served a good cause.35 To summarize, BayhaqT's 
personal piety is not of a shancah-minded sort. The ethics he exhibits in the 
area of governmental abuse are practical rather than abstract or religious. 
Other aspects of his personal piety and moral values will continue to be 
exposed in the discussion of moral issues that follows. 
MORAL RESPONSIBILITY AND THE ORIGINS OF EVIL 
Bayhaqi is concerned throughout his work to explain why the men he 
considers evil have become evil. "Become" is the appropriate word, since he 
seems to want to avoid saying they were born evil. At the same time he seems 
to be under the constraint of the more orthodox Muslim view of God's om­
nipotence and the unchangeability of his determination. This ambivalence 
between an independent source of evil and the one God as the creator of it 
makes Bayhaqi unclear on the degree to which men are morally responsible 
for their acts. These are all, of course, questions that have arisen in every 
monotheistic religion. Throughout Ta'rlkh-i Bayhaqi, Bayhaqi explores the 
distinctions between good and evil and gives assurance that they can be 
distinguished. In some parts of the narrative, the intrigues of the court become 
struggles between the forces of good and evil. In a complex moral statement, 
elements of which are repeated in two other places connected with other men, 
Bayhaqi says of Bilkatigin, ahdjib, or military commander, of Mascud, " . . . 
He was a man than whom few are seen to be bolder or more generous or 
braver, but a powerful darkness [firigl] had hold in him and a levity which is 
abhorrent, but no man is without fault; perfection belongs [only] to God the 
Mighty and Glorious."36 
There is an echo of the first part of this statement elsewhere in a statement 
that makes it clear that the good qualities precede the bad. When Bayhaqi first 
comments on his eminence grise, Bu Sahl ZawzanI, he says, "This Bu Sahl 
was a man born of an imam [religious leader] and eminent [muhtasham] and 
virtuous \fazil] and genteel, but wickedness [shararah] had become [shudah] 
confirmed [mu'akkad] in his nature [iabcah]," followed this time by another 
Muslim piety, "God's creation cannot be altered."37 
The second part of the statement about BilkatigTn appears again in the 
mouth of Buzurgmihr in an interpolated story, "Do not blame men [cayb 
nakunid], because no man is without blame. . . .  " This time Bayhaqi adds a 
further twist: " . .  . Whoever is unaware of his own fault [cayb] is the most 
ignorant of men," a variation of a theme from the khuibah, which also 
reminds one of the oriental adage, "Whosoever desireth a faultless friend 
remains friendless."38 
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In what he is saying here about good and evil BayhaqI is 
indecisive. At least certain men have begun good and either had or acquired 
bad natures, which may or may not be seen to have been created by God. 
Further, whatever faults they have they should not be blamed for because no 
man is perfect or because God has created their faults. The question of 
responsibility cannot be decided, then, entirely from Bayhaqi's remarks on 
good and evil; one must also consider his views on life and death and on 
human motivation as a cause of historical events. One can only speculate 
whether the dualistic thinking prevalent in Persian religious thought was a 
source of any of this moral confusion. 
THE MEANING OF LIFE AND DEATH 
Although BayhaqT includes a separate section on the meaning of the world 
that sums up his attitudes on life and death, his major comments on the subject 
come as editorial reflections on each of a series of falls of great men and in 
several interpolated stories about asceticism.39 Undercutting Bayhaqi's treat­
ment of the affairs of kings and great men (pddshdhdn and buzurgdn) is a 
melancholy sense of human frailty, foolishness, and mortality, mixed with a 
strong element of an old man's world-weariness. After almost every death or 
dismissal or fall from grace, or shaming of a great man (and such occurrences 
abound in the work as they do in the work of Tanukhl), there is usually 
moralizing on the meaning of their lives and accomplishments and of life in 
general. This moralizing is sometimes aphoristic and cliche, sometimes not. 
The most dramatic and cryptic such reflection comes after the gibbeting of 
Hasanak (prime minister of Mahmud fallen from power under Mascud): " Va 
Hasanak tanha mand chunankah tanha amadah bud az shikam-i madar." 
("And Hasanak was left alone—as alone as he came out from the belly of his 
mother.")40 
In all this moralizing, though BayhaqT assumes the afterlife and takes the 
Day of Judgment for granted, he mentions them only rarely, perhaps as 
something God does to show rulers they are weak and mortal, too.41 On the 
other hand, he constantly stresses the finality of death and the fleetingness of 
the material world in a number of ways throughout the book, usually leading 
to the conclusion that the world must not be trusted or emphasized too much in 
the conduct of one's life. 
Having described Hasanak's execution in a passionate way, in one of the 
most beautiful passages in his book, BayhaqT looks back and writes: 
He [Hasanak] is gone, and those people who plotted this trick are also gone 
(Peace be upon them!) and this story [afsanah, a word that has the connotation 
of fable] has in it many lessons for observers, and all these causes of quarreling 
and personal abuse for the sake of the vanities of the world they left behind 
[bi-yak suyi nahddand]; the most foolish man is he who ties himself to this world 
which gives blessing but [also] takes it back in an ugly way.42 
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In another instance, after describing the death of Khvajah Ahmad ibn Hasan 
Maymandl, Bayhaqi is more open (as he usually is in interpolated material) in 
his condemnation of materialism: 
I have always marvelled at [man's] avarice and mutual contention and at such 
sin and fault, reckoning and punishment, for a hungry dervish in misery and 
emaciation and a rich man with all his wealth, when death approaches, cannot 
be distinguished from each other; man is such that [only] his name goes on living 
after death.43 
After the death of Ahmad Hasan, who did die with a good name, Bayhaqi 
explicitly compares the lives of great men in terms of that "hungry dervish." 
Although it is the case that the exhortation to reject the trickery of the material 
world can be found originally in the Qur'an, it was the sufis, the mystics, who 
emphasized it more than any other group. In another instance Bayhaqi adds a 
social aspect to all these themes: 
A wise man is such as not to be deluded by the boons and coquetries that time 
gives out, and is on guard against having them taken back, because it [time] 
takes back in a rough and merciless manner, and [he] must endeavor . . . that a 
good name be remembered of him and that it not be the case that he eat or dress 
entirely by himself (that is, he should not isolate himself), because no man has 
gotten a reputation this way.44 
This emphasis on the maintenance of a good name and on a degree of 
asceticism, which anyone can have, brings up two other elements to be kept in 
mind. First of all, Bayhaqi is very much interested in the social context of 
morality—to have lived a good life others must go on remembering one's 
reputation. He stresses the maintenance of a good reputation where the after­
life is not even mentioned. Worldly accomplishments cannot go to the grave, 
as Bayhaqi has one mother say to her warrior son, so why bother too much 
with them.45 But this same chain of reasoning leads to an ascetic sense that 
seems at first incompatible with an emphasis on social behvaior. It is not 
incompatible, however, with reputation if the reputation is not one based on 
wealth alone. 
The second factor to be kept in mind relates to Bayhaqi's age and position. 
For a not-so-great man, himself once fallen from office, there seems to be 
some satisfaction in having outlived all the men who gave him and others grief 
and took their affairs seriously, just as he himself had once done, and in being 
able to see through their foolishness. The view that all human activity ends up 
the same tends to vitiate the very significance of the great events described; to 
show that all men share universal problems brings great men down to the level 
of all. Bayhaqi's social snobbery has been argued by another scholar.46 It 
seems more the case that his snobbery is of a spiritual or intellectual sort, as 
when he describes certain wealthy men of his day who have all the right outer 
accoutrements and horses and horse equipment but, when put near people who 
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are civilized in the arts of conversation and intellect, are as awkward as "knar 
bar yakh" ("an ass on ice").47 Then, too, the preoccupation with death and 
its meaning, after a life of seeking after the things he criticizes, must have to 
do partly with Bayhaqi's being old and out of office. 
Any formal link, though, between Bayhaqi and sufism must remain purely 
circumstantial for want of further biographical information. The image of the 
older experienced man turning to sufism, and particularly to ascetic sufism, in 
middle age was not unknown in eastern Iran, GhazalT (d. 505/1 111) being the 
most famous example. In addition there was in Nishapur a form of ascetic 
personal piety apart from organized sufism known as zuhd. Finally, there was 
also a strain of asceticism in the adab tradition, especially in counsels for 
kings materials. Even if this latter was the source for Bayhaqi's ascetic ex­
pressions and stories, as it was the source for so much of his material, it is 
significant that he chose to use and emphasize them to a greater extent than 
did the adab tradition. 
HUMAN MOTIVATION AND ITS ROLE IN CAUSATION 
The sense of fatalism described above extends to questions of causation and 
then makes a full circle back to questions of individual human responsibility. 
Ultimately Bayhaqi feels that most events, if not all, could not be avoided 
completely, though he often shows in interpolated material how they could 
have been ameliorated, yet another form of taqiyyah. Human motivation and 
emotion are of great interest to him and are used by him to explain events on a 
superficial level. He explores rather complex emotions in the course of ex­
plaining events. For instance, when Mascud's defeated rival and brother 
Muhammad is being led from one prison to another, he learns that the man 
who had led his own army over to Mascud has been executed by Mascud. 
Muhammad then says that no matter what happens to him he will be happy 
knowing that the traitor has received his just reward.48 In Ta'rlkh-i Bayhaqi 
Bayhaqi shows persons acting out every conceivable emotion—depression, 
anxiety, fear, love, greed, jealousy, and maternal feeling, to name a few. 
Bayhaqi's sense of fatalism is not, however, usually one of divine judgment 
or of fate or chance. The figures who fall, for example, Muhammad, 
Hasanak, Haslrl, Aryaruq, Asaftigin, Yusuf, are not tragic in the Greek sense; 
they do not fall because of a flaw in character. They are, rather, pathetic, 
enmeshed in a situation with inevitable consequences, in patterns that are 
shown to have repeated themselves throughout history.49 Mascud behaved 
suspiciously because he grew up in an atmosphere of suspicion. Two Turkish 
generals fell because they had bad advisers and were in a situation they could 
not be expected to handle.50 The Samanids came to an end because their time 
had come, they had grown weak, they had a stronger adversary, and there was 
nothing they could do. This notion of situational causation that goes beyond 
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individual personal emotion and motivation is present in rudimentary form in 
BayhaqI but not well developed. On the one hand, people cannot help them­
selves and are not totally responsible; but on the other hand, they have the 
option to live right, an ambiguity that for the Muslim tradition began with the 
Qur'an itself and persisted even in orthodox theology.51 It is a question for 
BayhaqI, but one that, like many, remains explored but unanswered. 
IMPARTIALITY 
BayhaqT's ethical sense also shows up in his insistence on the need for 
impartiality and care, which in turn is based on his feeling, already discussed, 
that fullness of detail in reporting leads to accuracy. On close examination, it 
seems impossible that so many judgments of total impartiality and objectivity 
have been laid on BayhaqT.52 It is true as other scholars have argued that he 
believed in, and asserted, his impartiality. It is also true that he says some 
good things about his enemies and a few bad things about his friends. He 
shows his friends in a critical light, true, but never nearly so critical as his 
enemies. And it is certainly true that he insists on his impartiality every time 
he is about to condemn an enemy (though not, interestingly enough, when he 
is about to praise a friend). But in Islamicate historiography such vehement 
denials often precede admission of guilt and express a sense of stepping 
beyond some norm. In Bayhaqi's case it is precisely where he argues for his 
impartiality that he senses he is most open and liable to the charge of partisan­
ship. It is odd for a man describing an atmosphere of partisanship in which he 
himself was deeply involved to plead complete lack of partisanship, but 
BayhaqI believed hindsight could neutralize partisanship. Whenever he is 
about to say something bad about his enemy, and he often slips into gossipy 
slurs in their cases, he makes a disclaimer like "I am not saying this because 
he hurt me but because it is true.'' It may be true or it may be still partisan; but 
unfortunately we have no outside check, and most modern historians have 
uncritically accepted his slant on the intrigues of Mascud's reign. 
BayhaqI also has a sense of those issues where he might be accused of 
partisanship that his view will involve for many readers a reevaluation of the 
past; it is never clear whether he saw things the way he tells them at the time 
they occurred or only through hindsight.53 At first he begs off talking about 
his worst enemy, Bu Sahl Zawzanl. He piously says that Bu Sahl was not 
always bad and besides is dead and what is the use of stirring up the past? 
Better to let God decide. And in general, for characters he has chosen to 
describe, he leaves, like a good Muslim, the judgment to God, but not neces­
sarily the criticism. When figures out of the distant past are concerned, he 
freely judges who has gone to hell or heaven, another form of taqiyyah.54 
Having left Bu Sahl's judgment to God, he later goes back on his commitment 
and goes deeply into Bu Sahl's behavior during Mascud's reign. 
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In his oft-quoted views on the conflict between the old and new guards, the 
Mahmudiyan and the Mascudiyan, during Mascud's reign, and particularly in 
his view of the role of Bu Sahl in Hasanak's execution, he is very sure that he 
will be accused of partisanship if he does not defend himself ahead of time. 
He insists that he does not say anything that he says in his book out of 
partisanship (tcfassub): 
Readers may say, "This old man should be ashamed of himself," but I say that 
when readers pause with me in these matters, they will not find fault with me.55 
About Bu Sard's evil he says, 
I do not say this because I experienced many injuries from Bu Sahl, but I am 
explaining the truth. And I know it to be the case that wise men who have 
experienced those times and read this today will find no fault with me on 
account of what I write.56 
Bayhaqi clearly knew he was susceptible to partisanship and tried to over­
come it. He did to an extent, but his treatment of three figures in particular is 
not free from partiality and subjectivity: Bu Nasr, Bu Sahl Zawzani, and 
Mascud. Although it is true that good things are said about Bu Sahl, whom he 
disliked, he does not say any bad things about Bu Nasr, or puts what could be 
interpreted as bad things in a good light. On Bu Sahl he stoops to the pettiness 
of quoting a servant on how wasteful Bu Sahl was of clothing, using twenty to 
thirty robes yearly. Of Bu Sahl he tells a hideous story of how he served 
Hasanak's head for dinner as a practical joke, but avoids stories of Mascud's 
cruelty.57 
Although it is true that on the surface the schemes of Bu Sahl that Bayhaqi 
opposed, like reclaiming the money Muhammad had given out and assassinat­
ing the Shah of Khvarazm, seem objectively bad, Bu Sahl's motives are not 
evaluated impartially. In fact, they are not evaluated at all. In the milieu of 
Ghazna in the eleventh century, he could be said to have been playing the 
game of power politics his way. Bu Nasr's group, as represented by Bayhaqi, 
were critical of Bu Sahl's political rules but never so critical of the equally 
vicious intrigues of their own friends at court, as in the plot to disgrace the two 
Turkish generals Aryaruq and Asaftigln. 
It is also true that Bayhaqi bases his accounts of crucial events, particularly 
intrigues, on the eyewitness accounts of his master in the Divan-i Risalat, Bu 
Nasr, and tries to report them as fully as possible. But Bu Nasr-i Mushkan was 
a deeply involved participant in the intrigues himself, often, according to 
Bayhaqi, fighting for his life and position. He had an automatic dislike for all 
Mascudiyan, as he called them, hangers-on of Mascud who did play the game 
of politics according to Bu Nasr's rules. His lack of objectivity in Mascud's 
case is both negative and positive. He tries to protect Mascud, yet also 
criticizes him for acts that could be objectively justified. The failure of 
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BayhaqI to maintain complete impartiality in these three cases, though he 
thought he had throughout, is connected with the fact that these three figures 
are for him expressions in their activities of the problems that most concern 
him in government—ideal rule, consultation, and succession—problems to 
which this chapter now turns. 
ISSUES OF GOVERNMENT 
By way of introduction, one must point out that the issues of government 
that BayhaqI explores, partly through Ghaznavid materials and even more 
through examples from the past, had all been and were to be analyzed by 
writers of adab and in particular of "mirrors for princes." But BayhaqI has 
concentrated only on those issues that were raised by the events of Mascud's 
reign he has chosen to report. Whether the questions were in his mind before 
his observation and analysis of Ghaznavid history, the issues he chooses to 
treat are those suggested by, and rooted in, fairly recent events, and also 
illumined by examples from other history, largely the cAbbasid caliphs since 
Harun, the Buyids, and the Samanids. At the same time many of his exam­
ples, as has been discussed, are similar to later works of "counsel for kings" 
like Ghazali's Nasihat al-muluk. 
Bayhaql's vision of the history and status of Muslim government are a 
product of the tenth century as are his method and sources already discussed. 
For him the questions of legitimate rule raised by the period of the first four 
caliphs—the Rashidun, or "Rightly-Guided"—questions so troubling to his­
torians like tabari and Ibn Qutaybah, were dead issues. His piety as expressed 
in his historical vision was not of that sort. He is post-tenth century; he has 
accepted what some Muslims called a bad situation and tried to make it work, 
which after all was his job. His one story from the period of the Rashidun is 
ribald and already in Mo tempore (dar qadim). His attitude toward the caliphs 
of his stories is not exalted; it is clinical, like the attitude he sometimes turns 
on Mascud. It also reflects his ideas about how the real lived up to the ideal: 
this is what went wrong, and this is what was good. For him the caliphs are 
still real people and have not been mythologized to the extent that they were in 
some other histories. 
A scholar of Muslim political thought has drawn a distinction between the 
"mirrors" literature and systematic political theory like that of Ibn Khaldun 
that is relevant to Bayhaql's attitudes on government. The distinction has to 
do with the way in which information is arrived at from history in the two 
traditions.58 The former is said to be deductive; the latter, inductive. In this 
regard, as has been seen, BayhaqI veers away from the "mirrors" tradition, 
which has obviously been influential on his attitudes toward government, and 
in the direction of inductive reasoning, beginning to see patterns emerging 
from history. 
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In another case a difference has been alleged between Bayhaql's views on 
government and those of the "mirrors" literature that is actually a similarity 
Bos worth has argued that because Bayhaqi had actually served in govern­
ment, "his philosophisings on the position and duties of his own class, that of 
the secretaries, have a rather more practical cast than much of the material in 
the 'Mirrors for Princes' literature." However, Bosworth is arguing from a 
quotation whose source is not known. In fact, most of Bayhaqi's suggestions 
in Tdrikh-i Bayhaqi are precisely that mixture of practical and ethical for 
which the "mirrors" literature has been criticized.59 All in all, Bayhaqi was 
very much influenced by "mirrors" literature and adab, both in practical and 
ethical terms, but differed from them in his handling of history. What one is 
seeing in his book is a convergence of style, ideas, and aphorisms from 
"mirrors" and adab with more serious historical concerns whose sources are 
not always easy to pinpoint. 
The three issues of government most frequently treated in Bayhaqi's histor­
ical accounts, and which appear in the khutbah discussed at the beginning of 
this chapter, will now be discussed in turn: the role of the king, ideal and real; 
the function of royal consultation and its relationship to authority; and the 
transference of kingship, from king to king and from dynasty to dynasty. All 
these issues were important in the Perso-Islamic traditions of government that 
developed under the caliphs and became particularly important in the emerg­
ing military dynasties of the east, the first of which was that of the Ghaz­
navids. 
The Role of the King, Ideal and Real 
It is axiomatic for Bayhaqi that a strong absolute ruler is needed, not so 
much because God has ordained it (which he also says) but for security and 
stability. The support for this hypothesis comes from analogies and anecdotes 
from the "mirrors" literature, which are most pronounced during BayhaqT's 
eulogy of the dead ruler Farrukhzad: 
The relationship between a sultan and men is like a firm tent supported on one 
pole, with ropes stretched down and affixed [to the ground] by strong pegs. The 
tent of the Muslims is mulk [the kingdom] and the pole is the padshah and the 
ropes and pegs are ihericayah [literally, "the herd," i.e., the common people, 
subjects]. Thus when you look well (you will see that) the main [part] is the pole 
and the tent stands because of that. Whenever it [the pole] is weak and falls, no 
tent remains nor any ropes nor any pegs.60 
One should note that the hope for imamah, for religiously justified rule as 
distinguished from mulk, has been abandoned by BayhaqT's time by all but the 
shfah. 
In this justification, expressed through the tent analogy, and a quotation 
that follows, Bayhaqi concurs with the mainstream of Sunni political theory. 
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On the next page after the tent analogy, Bayhaqi incorporates an old Persian 
figure, the Sasanian monarch at the time of Muhammad's birth, Nushlrvan, 
who had been reworked into an ideal figure for Muslim adab tradition. It was 
a characteristic of Muslim adab and "mirrors" writers to assume a continuity 
between Sasanian and Islamic times: 
And Nushlrvan said: "Don't settle in a city where there is no victorious and 
conquering king and no just judge [hakim] and no perennial rain and no wise 
doctor and no running water and [even] if there are all these things and there is 
no victorious king, all these things become insignificant."61 
In other words, kings are a fact, nay, a necessity, of life; in addition there are 
certain ideal qualities that the good ruler should have; do the best you can to 
encourage these qualities and to conceal their faults while you help them 
overcome them. 
Because the need for a strong king is axiomatic, as is the hope for ideal 
qualities, Bayhaqi feels free to present the real Mascud but then usually 
qualifies his picture in terms of the ideal. This is the psychological mechanism 
that seems to control Bayhaqi's portrayal of Mascud as a king, except that 
though he and his cronies apparently concealed Mascud's faults when he was 
alive, by the time Bayhaqi is older and Mascud dead, Bayhaqi tells all and 
then finds ways to excuse all. Even if he did not wish to tell all about Mascud, 
he cannot help it because he cannot attack those others at court whom he 
wishes to attack without involving Mascud too. 
Kingship and Mascud as Ruler 
In his treatment of the first major theme, the attributes and role of the king, 
Bayhaqi gives lip service to the ideal qualities expressed in the "mirrors" 
literature, for example, magnanimity, compassion, control of anger; but 
Bayhaqi also allows a real Mascud to emerge. Cliche praise such as, "His 
words dropped from his mouth as pearls," is rare.62 In fact, Bayhaqi consid­
ers himself innovative in this regard, saying that he has read other histories 
whose authors treated their royal subjects with excessive flattery or detraction 
just to decorate their books. He says he will not have to do that because he has 
the proof for what he says that is good about Mascud. But clever readers could 
also take his statement to mean he has the proof for bad things as well.63 
In contrast to the "mirrors" literature, Bayhaqi's treatment of other kings 
and caliphs is not totally paradigmatic and idealized, but has a degree of 
historicity lacking in adab material. Alexander as ideal philosopher-king be­
comes Alexander a real king with real problems and faults.64 Ardashlr does 
seem to be more idealized, but probably because Bayhaqi is using Ardashlr to 
take the house of the Ghaznavids back to an illustrious origin. Caliph cUmar 
I, revered by many Muslim historians, is treated with the same earthy reality 
as Mascud, just as he was treated by historians in the period before he became 
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romanticized. Bayhaqi has taken a story about him from an early diwdn of 
Arabic poetry, the diwdn of Hutayah, rather than from a work of history or 
adab.65 
Although Bayhaqi never discusses Mascud as a divinely inspired ruler, the 
question of the relationship between prophecy and kingship was an important, 
and confusing, one for him. It has already been shown that there was a 
contradiction in the khuibah precisely on this point, and that Bayhaqi thought 
a distinction between kings and prophets would be more acceptable to his 
readers. However, there is one point at which his arrangement of two stories 
indicates again the possibility that kings and prophets are similar. These two 
stories come within a frame of stories that begins after Bayhaqi's gruesome 
account of Hasanak's execution and implicit condemnation of Mascud's role 
in it. The placement of these two stories is significant because both the stories 
have to do with religion or piety of kings and contrast sharply with Mascud's 
behavior during the affair of Hasanak. 
Bayhaqi begins the frame of stories by showing what good relationships the 
Ghaznavidam7r1y have had with the Tabbani family ofgazis, then interrupts his 
flashback to the history of that family to give a story about Sabuktigln and his 
qualities and piety and a story about Moses.66 The story about Moses is very 
similar to the last part of the story about Sabuktigln. Sabuktigln and Moses are 
both shown, in stories that may come from adab material, to have experienced 
omens of their greatness in incidents involving mother animals and their 
babies. These incidents were God's way of showing them how great they 
would be. The comparison between God's appointing of king and of prophet 
is thus made implicitly through the arrangement and placement of the stories 
without ever making the comparison explicit. After these two interruptions, 
Bayhaqi returns to finish the story of the Tabbani family and thus the frame. 
Then he returns to the narrative. 
In non-crucial areas of personality, Bayhaqi has few illusions about 
Mascud, and his humanness comes through strongly, though Bayhaqi has 
stressed some qualities to excess: Mascud jokes, plays, covets, rests, errs, 
fights (occasionally), hunts, laughs, swears, sleeps, eats, drinks (and gets 
drunk), mopes, shouts, commands, wenches (only once), but most of all 
schemes and talks. In fact, he is sometimes shown talking and scheming so 
much that one wonders how anything else got done. Mascud, at least the 
young Mascud, also has more exalted qualities, for example, refusing to rebel 
against his father even though his father has wronged him. Part of BayhaqT's 
ability to convey the reality of Mascud comes from the fact that he knows the 
reality and has a record of it; but the real Mascud is not the only Mascud in the 
book. 
There is one critical area in which a confrontation with the implications of 
Mascud's real nature is avoided. Contrary to Barthold, who claims Bayhaqi 
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feels no compunctions about reporting Mascud's weaknesses, it is the case 
that time after time BayhaqI defends Mascud's judgment in major events at 
court and absolves him of responsibility for carrying out his advisers' sugges­
tions.67 Other speakers are made to absolve him even more than BayhaqI 
does. In a secret communication to Bu Nasr, the Khvarazmshah Altuntash is 
made to say, "There is no fault coming from His Majesty; the fault is from 
bad advisers. . . . " 6  8 At other times BayhaqI falls back on the old line that a 
ruler's actions may seem odd, but rulers know and can see things ordinary 
mortals cannot know or see. Or he says that Mascud actually knew better 
than, for example, to give the prime ministership to a certain man, rather than 
admit that Mascud gave it to the man's rival because he feared his opposi­
tion.69 The most serious critiques of Mascud are put in the mouths of others, 
particularly women. One such case occurs in Bayhaql's description of the 
aftermath of Hasanak's execution (Hasanak had been favored and protected 
by Mahmud but was abandoned by Mascud), the dramatic high point of the 
book. BayhaqI has already hinted that Mascud was misled into executing the 
man and was not really responsible. Then after the execution BayhaqI has the 
mother of the dead man say, "What a fortune my son had! That sultan 
[Mahmud] gave him this world; this one [Mascud] gave him the next!" A 
more beautifully composed evocation of the "slings and arrows of outrageous 
fortune" would be hard to find. BayhaqI compounds the sense of taqiyyah by 
adding that any wise man who hears the remark will approve of it and that no 
man would make such a remark. It is also important to know that Hasanak's 
mother's remark may very well have been stereotyped, since a similar remark 
appears in a contemporary history in the mouth of the mother of a fallen prime 
minister of the Saljuq Sultan Tughril.70 
In another place Bu Nasr-i Mushkan makes a revealing comparison be­
tween Mahmud and his son Mascud in regard to their attitude toward consulta­
tion: 
This Lord [Mascud] is the opposite of his father [Mahmud] as to spirit and 
emotion [bi-himat ujigar]. His father was a man stubborn yet far-sighted. If he 
said something not right [saying], "I will do thus," he said so out of rulership, 
and if someone explained the right and wrong of that, he would become angry 
and contest it and give [us] abuse. Then when he had thought it over he would 
return to the right path. But the nature of this Lord is otherwise. He acts 
despotically and thoughtlessly. I do not know what will be the outcome of this 
matter.71 
Of course, this statement contrasts for the reader with all the ideal qualities 
Mascud has been given earlier in the book, and it is on the other hand similar 
to the behavior of other kings with regard to consultation. BayhaqI adds 
indirectly his approval to Bu Nasr's evaluation by saying after it, "I said to 
myself [at the time he heard this statement] that this man [Bu Nasr] is very 
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farsighted." And on the next page Mahmud is again praised for some quality 
Mascud has clearly been shown not to possess. 
It is interesting to note that just before this long quotation the most idealized 
and flowery treatment of kings had been occasioned by the death of Far­
rukhzad (451/1059). Bayhaqi says he stopped the narrative when he got the 
news. Then he launched into a very stylized elegy uncharacteristic of his 
work, in which the mystical feeling for kings emerges, particularly in the 
following quotation in Arabic: "All these [material] things [of life] revolve 
around the amir like the revolution of the earth around the pole, and the pole, 
that is the king."72 Thus when Bayhaqi describes Mascud's weaknesses 
shortly thereafter, the contrast is all the sharper. 
Consultation 
The question of the necessity of consultation has plagued all observers and 
commentators on absolute rule, from the author of the story of Joseph to 
Bossuet in seventeenth-century France. Bayhaqi lays out all the possible 
answers, drawn from the lessons of past and present history, and then retreats 
in utter confusion. He takes it for granted that a king must consult; but since 
he also takes it for granted that the king is the absolute final authority, the 
question arises, How can he consult and not erode his absolutism thereby? Or, 
putting it the other way around, How can the possible harshness of his ab­
solutism be mitigated by consultation? Bayhaqi seems to want absolutism 
both mitigated and buttressed at the same time. Perhaps he had begun his 
career and even his writing of history with a feeling of the need to defend 
absolutism, and later with hindsight could see the insolubility of the dilemmas 
inherent in it. Persian political writers and thinkers had run the gamut from 
deifying the ruler to viewing him as a helpless child. 
Over and over in the narrative and interpolations, Bayhaqi explores every 
possible relationship between ruler and adviser(s) and emphasizes the neces­
sity of good advice. He shows Mascud encouraging advisers to disagree, 
using phrases like "the prime minister is our khalifah," stubbornly refusing 
counsel, and being totally led and manipulated by bad advisers. 
A curious twist to the critique, implicit and explicit, of Mascud's govern­
ment comes in an interpolated story about Buzurgmihr, the prime minister of 
the Sasanian emperor Nushirvan.73 A story rather out of tone with most of the 
stories in the book, it occurs at an odd place, after a long series of descriptions 
of the ignominious deaths or falls of great men. Some of these deaths Bayhaqi 
has considered justified; most, however, have been problematic in his eyes. 
The story about Buzurgmihr is left intentionally vague as to how it is to be 
read; it is not directly analogous to any similar situation that has preceded it, 
though there are elements of many stories in it. It is, though, definitely about a 
case where the killing of a servant by a king was unjustified. The hero of the 
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story is a religious reformer and ascetic, perhaps to make it even clearer that 
his killing was unjustified. 
The story is simply that Buzurgmihr converted to Christianity and tried to 
convert Nushirvan, who in reply sent his entire body of Zoroastrian holy men, 
whom Bayhaqi describes anachronistically as culama', the word for Muslim 
religious scholars. These men argued with Buzurgmihr, but he refused to 
repent, was imprisoned, and still refused to repent. Partly because he had a 
frightening degree of popular support (just as had some of the men Mascud 
killed), he was executed. And Bayhaqi bluntly ends the story with the state­
ment, "NushTrvan went to hell for this and Buzurgmihr went to heaven." 
This story is full of evocative symbols that have echoes elsewhere in the 
work. Buzurgmihr during his imprisonment is dressed in suf, wool, a word 
involved in the term sufism. When asked to repent, Buzurgmihr says, "I have 
come out of the darkness into the light and will not return into the darkness 
where I would be ignorant, without wisdom."74 These are images common to 
sufism and to the Zoroastrian tradition. In fact, if his lecture to the Zoroastrian 
wise men is analyzed, there is nothing particularly shar~fah-minded in it, but 
much of a sufi sort. Again, the themes of Buzurgmihr's reply to the crowd are 
universal and sufi in tone. 
This is a potentially explosive story, placed so as not to call attention to it, 
labeled mere decoration, so that it likely would have been passed over as such 
by readers not attuned to its implications. Those who were, however, might 
have been led to ask, Does this mean Mascud will go to hell for rejecting 
sound advice or for participating in unjust executions? From another point of 
view one might ask, Why does God let Buzurgmihr die and NushTrvan live 
even though of course their scores will be settled in the afterlife?75 Hasanak's 
mother has said the same thing about her son's death and Mascud's role in it, 
making the suggestion of a possible identification between Nushirvan and 
Mascud stronger. 
The crux of the conflict between absolutism and consultation is expressed 
in a pithy statement said to have come from azann-i caqilah, a wise woman, 
the mother of Bu Nasr-i Mushkan. She is said to have remarked prophetically 
to her son when Mahmud appointed Hasanak his prime minister, "Oh, son, 
when the Sultan gives someone the prime ministership who is a friend, in a 
week he will be an enemy, because kingship cannot be exercised in partner­
ship."76 Again, a case of situational causation is being explored and the 
dilemma of consultation and authority in absolute monarchy left unresolved. 
The use of wise women to say important things is, by the way, another form 
of taqiyyah.71 In many folk traditions old women are seen to possess the 
world's secrets; at the same time readers can be expected to dismiss old 
women's words as silly if they want to, since old women are absolved from 
having to make sense or to be taken seriously.78 
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Succession 
Succession was a problem that troubled all Muslim dynasties, and the 
Ghaznavids were no exception. Both internal succession and passage of rule 
from one dynasty to another troubled Bayhaqi, and there are many explana­
tions and examples of both in his work. In particular, he was interested in 
cases of the division of a kingdom between two sons, as had happened in the 
reigns of two Ghaznavid amirs, SabuktigTn and Mahmud. To explore the 
issue, he brings up other similar cases from Samanid and cAbbasid history. 
Any criticism of Mahmud's actions are found as usual in interpolated stories. 
In one such story, about Harun al-Rashld's decision to divide the cAbbasid 
caliphal empire between his two sons AmTn and Ma'mun, Bayhaqi critically 
explores Harun's motivations in a way that could be applied to Mahmud if one 
wished. 
There are two particularly interesting things about BayhaqT's handling of 
problems of succession. Especially where passage of rule from one dynasty to 
another is concerned, he sees the end result as all but inevitable. Where 
internal succession is concerned, he treats conflicts largely as personal issues. 
In his long description of the interaction between Muhammad and Mascud 
while they were at war, he dwells on questions not of legitimacy and right but 
of power and personality. The tragedy that befalls Muhammad was built into 
his father's arrangements for succession and is treated as a personal tragedy 
for the losing brother, as Bayhaqi explores Muhammad's descent into depres­
sion and withdrawal with some degree of psychological finesse. 
PATTERNING IN " T A ' R ' I K H - I BAYHAQl" 
In Ta'rikh-i Bayhaqi it is clear (1) that there are a number of repeating 
patterns, particularly in the case of consultation between rulers and advisers; 
(2) that stories are told to make a point with much editorializing and with 
some accuracy sacrificed; and (3) that there are words used for some of the 
narrative and interpolated stories that suggest fictionalization—words like 
afsanah, qissah, hikayah—as well as words like khabar and hadith that 
suggest straight reporting. 
Has the selection and form of materials been made with exclusively didactic 
considerations in mind? Does Bayhaqi care more about accuracy and historic­
ity or about the lessons that can be learned? Or is his history a case in which, 
in J. H. Plumb's words, "every fact [is] true, yet the picture totally false."79 
It is impossible to answer these questions definitively. Even were BayhaqT's 
accounts to be compared as systematically as possible with every other con­
temporary history, there is a large amount of his material not contained in any 
other. 
One can say, contrary to current scholarly opinion, that the book is not 
entirely a case of straight and accurate reporting. Bayhaqi seems to have 
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thought that he could be attentive both to accuracy and to moral value, but it is 
clear that a certain amount of patterning has occurred. 
Bayhaqi did not and could not have come to the writing of the history of the 
Ghaznavid dynasty with a tabula rasa as far as issues of morality and gov­
ernment were concerned. In dealing with these issues, he brought with him a 
wide variety of ideas from different sources—adab, "mirrors for princes," 
orthodox theology, folk traditions, philosophy, mysticism, and possibly some 
type of dualism. At the same time he had a serious interest in history, and his 
observation of, and reflection upon, Mascud's reign guided him to an extent 
in his selection of issues to be treated. 
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History and Language: The

Style of Ta'rikh-i Bayhaqi

INTRODUCTION 
It is a rare compliment indeed to call any historical work, especially one from 
eleventh-century Persia, consistently interesting—intriguing (no pun in­
tended), and even suspenseful at times—but Ta'rikh-i Bayhaqi can be so 
complimented. The interest comes partly from the structural juxtaposition of 
story line with interpolation and the richness of universally meaningful 
themes. But the interest is generated as much by the literary style of the work 
as by structure and thematic content. 
Now style is a word upon whose definition even students of literature have 
difficulty agreeing. In the broadest sense possible, everything discussed so far 
is a part of "style"; but this chapter will deal more with those elements of 
style that have to do with the use of language rather than with structure and 
themes, though these latter two factors will inevitably creep in. Language, 
structure, and thematic content, though they have been separated for purposes 
of analysis, are really, of course, interdependent and interrelated. 
Just as the structural method and themes of Ta'rikh-i Bayhaqi combine a 
number of elements, the style of language is also a blend. It is a blend of 
forms and modes of expression from two different linguistic and cultural 
traditions, Arabic and Persian, and from different levels of linguistic expres­
sion, from ornate to colloquial, all leavened by BayhaqT's own sense of humor 
and imagery. 
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CRITICAL JUDGMENTS 
Scholarly and critical judgments of Bayhaqi's style have varied widely, 
usually over issues of clarity and conciseness versus archaism and elabora­
tion. The two poles are represented by Nafisi, for whom Bayhaqi's style is 
"archaic and sometimes complicated," and Minovi, for whom the ex­
pressions of Ta'rlkh-i BayhaqV set a model for composition in an accurate 
and sparing language"; and again by Bahar, a historian of Persian literature 
(and the author of the most thorough technical analysis of Bayhaqi's style), 
who is impressed with the length and elaboration of Bayhaqi's sentences, and 
Luther, who finds BayhaqI concise and to the point.1 
Each pole has its justification, depending on the standard of comparison 
employed and the aspects of style considered. Ta'rlkh-i Bayhaqi is obviously 
archaic when compared with modern Persian works. But at least its vocabu­
lary is also archaic even when compared with a contemporary history like 
Ta'rikh-i Sistan or with slightly later histories. Although Ta'rikh-i Bayhaqi 
shares many words and meanings special to the Ghaznavid era with a work 
like Ta'rlkh-i Sistan, most it does not share.2 Bayhaqi was a "professional" 
official; as a consequence his language is full of a number of words and 
expressions that were meaningful to his associates in government service but 
had already become obsolete shortly after his time, when the Ghaznavids were 
replaced in Iran by the Saljuqs. Nafisi's argument is supported to some extent 
by the difficulties that modern translators have encountered. It is a paradox 
that these features that make Ta'rlkh-i Bayhaqi eloquent, interesting, and 
unusual, features remarked upon as far back as Ibn Funduq,3 are the things 
that make it difficult for a modern scholar to translate. Not only have early 
twentieth-century translations been faulted, but even very recent ones as 
well.4 
To argue for the other pole, as represented by Minovi, it is ironic to note 
that these same "special words, terms, expressions, and turns of phrase" that 
make the language seem archaic and complicated to Nafisi mark it as accurate 
and concise for Minovi.5 The problem lies in managing to understand all these 
items, for which most dictionaries are totally inadequate. Once they are un­
derstood, they become sources of clarity and precision in Bayhaqi's style. 
Again, what is sparing language for Minovi is obscure for those who have not 
managed to understand it, or have had a difficult time understanding it, 
precisely because it is sparing. 
Bahar has emphasized the elaboration in Bayhaqi's sentences and descrip­
tions because he is comparing them with the Persian prose that preceded 
Bayhaqi, which was underdeveloped in these areas. But Bayhaqi's sentence 
structure can also seem more complicated than a slightly later writer, like 
GhazalT.6 On the other hand, when one compares Ta'rikh-i Bayhaqi with later 
Persian historians of the Saljuq and Mongol periods, like Rashld al-DIn and 
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Vassaf, his style seems inelaborate and inornate—refreshingly simple. And it 
is clearly this type of comparison that Luther has in mind when he calls 
BayhaqT concise and when he explains that BayhaqT's style failed to persist 
among the Saljuqs not because it was inherently unattractive or obsolete but 
because it was not appropriate to many aspects of culture and literacy at the 
Saljuq court.7 
Another scholar, brushing all this controversy aside, has commented that 
BayhaqT's style seems simply to have baffled everyone else. He himself, 
using audience interest as his measure, calls the style lively and enjoyable and 
leaves matters at that.8 Thus it becomes clear that part of the problem in 
analyzing BayhaqT's style is that the comparative study of Persian literature is 
not far enough advanced to provide adequate categories and measures. It is 
also the case that in the analysis of the style of Ta'nkh-i Bayhaqi that follows, 
it will be necessary to keep in mind the natures of Persian style before and 
after Bayhaqi as standards of comparison. 
BILINGUALISM 
The issue of bilingualism, which is basic to any study of Bayhaql's style, is 
unresolved at this time. Bahar, a leading historian of Persian literature, has 
argued that the development of a new, expanded Persian prose in the late tenth 
century was stimulated by contact with the Arabic prose tradition, which 
enriched its anemic Persian counterpart.9 However, Bayhaql's Arabic is rela­
tively little compared with later authors. BayhaqT's use of Persian words 
where Arabic words might be expected has already been noted in chapter 4. 
BayhaqT also seems to use a technique common in Persian prose in a new way. 
This technique involves the use of two synonymous words, joined by "and," 
for emphasis. It has been suggested that this technique could also be used as a 
form of dictionary, developing new meanings for Persian words by linking 
them with their better-known Arabic equivalents.10 This is often the case in 
Ta'rlkh-i Bayhaqi. Another form of writing Persian-style is BayhaqT's prefer­
ence for substituting the Persian connective " - i  " for "ibn" in Arabic names, 
for example, cUmar-i Khattab for cUmar ibn al-Khattab.11 
The question of the actual proportion of Arabic words in BayhaqT's work 
has been impressionistically but never quantitatively measured. The usual 
impression is that the vocabulary is heavily or predominantly Arabic, but an 
unsystematic count of a few random pages indicates that this may not actually 
be so. As the study of the work of BayhaqT and other Persian historians 
progresses, it will become necessary to make quantitative measurements of 
many aspects of style, something that has not yet become popular in the study 
of Persian literature. 
Of course, even when quantitative measures are ready, there will still be the 
qualitative question of not only how many Arabic words are used but what 
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kind. All one can say at this point is that BayhaqI uses a large number of 
purely Arabic words, that is, words that do not appear to have been com­
pletely absorbed into Persian at his time and do not generally appear in 
classical Persian dictionaries (for example, tarabbud, za'irah).12 
It is also the case that where BayhaqI uses wholly Arabic phrases or sen­
tences, other than pieties and dates, he inserts them with no preparation.13 
Sometimes sentences entirely Arabic in vocabulary contain a Persian syntacti­
cal element.14 
The social factors in bilingualism are important to bear in mind, too. 
Although one of Mahmud's prime ministers had attempted to make Arabic the 
exclusive language of the Ghaznavid administration, by BayhaqT's time all 
dabirs had to be able to read and write in Persian as well as in Arabic.15 
Bayhaql seems to have been proud of his bilingual ability, which was particu­
larly necessary for someone, like himself, who was engaged in diplomatic 
correspondence. He made copies in Arabic for letters to the west and in 
Persian for letters to the east. The best among the Ghaznavid officials, for 
example, Bu Nasr-i Mushkan, could, on receipt of an Arabic or Persian letter, 
read it aloud and translate it orally into Persian or Arabic respectively without 
written preparation.16 Thus the dabirs had a stake in seeing that both language 
traditions were kept alive. But though bilingualism came naturally to BayhaqI 
when he sat down to write his history, it would appear that in terms of 
vocabulary and syntax his style was predominately Persian. In this regard the 
Persian of the Ghaznavid chancery was unlike the Ottoman Turkish of the 
Ottoman chancery, which blended Arabic and Persian with Turkish much 
more thoroughly. The language of the Ghaznavid chancery kept Persian and 
Arabic much more distinct, and so they appear in Ta'rikh-i Bayhaqi. 
RELATIONSHIP OF FORM AND CONTENT 
Among all the words that scholars have written about the style of Ta rikh-i 
Bayhaqi, no one has pointed out that the style of language is the opposite of 
many aspects of the content. Where the style of language is basically light and 
simple, the content is lengthy, detailed, and involved. The sense of prolixity 
that bothered the author himself is ameliorated by the language, which in turn 
enhances the fundamentally interesting topics that BayhaqI chose for treat­
ment. In short, the style makes the content more palatable. 
From this point of view, most of the stylistic devices can be fitted into two 
types: hastening features and enlivening features. The major hastening feature 
is suspense. The enlivening features are more numerous: earthiness and 
humor; interesting colloquial, local, and folksy idioms; graphic imagery and 
figures of speech; emotional language and portrayal; variety of vocabulary, 
tenses, and constructions; a degree of rhyming; and a preference for active 
over passive verbs. Ta'rikh-i Bayhaqi also contains a number of syntactical 
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characteristics that do not fit either of these categories but that are useful for 
comparison with other works.17 
Hastening Feature 
There is one way in which BayhaqT speeds up the lengthy, detailed accounts 
in Ta'rlkh-i Bayhaqi; by using them to build suspense. BayhaqT often tells 
what the end of a long story will be—an execution, for example—so that the 
very lengthiness of treatment can make one read faster to get to a known end. 
When, for example, Bayhaqi is describing negotiations over the appointment 
of a prime minister and one knows who the winner will be, one becomes very 
anxious to find out how the end result is to occur by way of all the meander­
ings of the intrigues that have led to it. 
Enlivening Features 
The most striking "enlivening" feature to this reader is a certain earthy 
humor that can be found in at least one other work by an old, experienced man 
looking back—Usamah's Memoirs (written ca. 581/1185).18 One example is 
the use of vernacular words and expressions like "kashkhanak'' ("little cuck­
old"; "pimp" in modern Persian) and like calling one's enemies "dogs."19 
These are definitely not usages one would expect from a self-consciously 
pious historian like Tabari, even though "cuckold," it must be admitted, is 
used affectionately as well as negatively in Bayhaql's writing. 
Another example is Bayhaql's choice of a scatological story about the 
caliph cUmar (r. 644-56), the Prophet's companion Zibriqan, the Arab poet 
Hutayah, and the blind poet Hasan ibn Thabit.20 It should be mentioned first 
that the relevance of this interpolated story is among the most questionable in 
the book, for its inclusion seems very contrived. The story goes that Zibriqan 
was given to eating and dressing in private, and was thus offended when 
Hutayah wrote a line of poetry that said:' 'Give up your noble deeds, neither go 
forth aspiring to them. Just sit down, for you are the well-garbed glutton."21 
Zibriqan appealed to the caliph for redress against this satirist; but cUmar, 
in the version BayhaqT has chosen (there are many other versions), summons 
Hutayah, who says he sees no satire and that furthermore "literary criticism" 
is not the business of the Commander of the Faithful. So cUmar sends for the 
blind poet Hasan ibn Thabit for an impartial opinion. Then comes Hasan's 
famous reply, "Ma haja' walakinna salaha cala Zibriqan." ("He didn't 
satirize Zibriqan; he shat on him.")22 BayhaqT's detailed description of the 
pornographic pictures on Mascud's pleasure gazebo, discussed in chapter 4, is 
obviously also relevant here. He also includes a story which hints that 
Mahmud's commander in India was his illegitimate son.23 
BayhaqT also seems to enjoy describing the effects of drunkenness; at least 
he does so frequently. His descriptions include a man's getting into a street 
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brawl because he had drunk too early in the morning (and, BayhaqI adds, all 
wise men know that is a bad thing to do); a man's swearing and saying 
obscene things because he is drunk; and a man's (Aryaruq Ghazi, a Turkish 
general) being tricked into being drunk when summoned by the Sultan so as to 
give the Sultan an excuse to demote and exile him.24 This latter case goes to 
the extent of describing the man's attempt to sober up, including eating ice. 
The drunk man's plaintive reply on being summoned to court is particularly 
pathetic: "How can I come in this state? What kind of attendance can be 
performed by me?" 
Again there is an element of earthiness in BayhaqI's description of 
Mascud's brother Yusuf's falling in love with one of Mascud's male slaves, 
Tughril. It is remarked that Yusuf is not able to keep his eyes off Tughril after 
seeing him for the first time.25 
Related to earthiness is a use of lively idioms, some of them folksy, col­
loquial, or local. Savory includes as examples of colloquialisms "khari az 
kharan" (literally, "an ass among asses"; figuratively, "the most stupid ass 
imaginable") and "catsah-yl Mahmud" (literally, "the sneeze of Mahmud"; 
figuratively, "the spit and image of Mahmud").26 One would want to add 
especially "as awkward as an ass on ice," which has a curious resemblance to 
the midwestern American farm expression, "as awkward as a hog on ice."27 
Examples of other interesting idioms are: "If you want me to take the 
cotton out of his ear" (i.e., "give him the word"); "he chews the thistle," 
("is idle," [zhazh mikhayad]); namayam hal-i mucamilat-i danistan-u 
nadanistan" (literally, "I will show [you] what happens when the knowing 
and unknowing interact;" i.e., "I will separate the men from the boys"); and 
"hamigan zaban dar-dahan-i yakdigar darand" ("All had their tongues in 
each others' mouths;" i.e., "they were all parroting each other").28 Another 
particularly informal pair of sentences is spoken by Sultan Mascud to an 
adviser who is informing him of the wrongful "entrapment" of one of 
Mascud's generals: "Budani bud. Aknun tadblr chlst?" ("What's done is 
done. Now what do we do?").29 One of BayhaqT's reporters, cAbd al-
Ghaffar, speaks the following local expression: "As the old men [zdlan] of 
Nishapur say, 'Mother dead and ten dirhams in debt!'"30 cAbd al-Ghaffar 
uses this expression to describe someone in a down-and-out state. 
Perhaps the most important enlivening features are images and other figures 
of speech, of which metaphors and analogies are the most common. It is 
important to note that these figures, which got out of hand in later Persian 
writers, like another Bu'l Fail (1550-1602), the author of the Akbarnamah, 
this BayhaqI controls well and uses sparingly. They do not overwhelm the 
meaning, nor do they detract from it. They are usually not cliche and usually 
enhance the meaning and interest. There are a few trite phrases, such as 
"plrahan-i mulk" ("the shirt [or more idiomatically, "mantle"] of king­
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ship") or the comparison of spoken words with scattered pearls, but in general 
the images and figures are fresh. 
One of the first things one notices is the large number of images and figures 
that involve horses, tents, riders, elephant drivers, and caravans, elements one 
has come to expect in the visual arts of the Turkish and Mongol dynasties. 
Horse-rider images are the most frequent.31 One caravan figure is particularly 
striking: "This revolving earth is not permanent, and we are all lined up in a 
caravan and go after one another and no one will remain here. One must live 
so that after one's death good prayers are said [for one] ." 3 2 
The next thing one notices is that images and detail are more often than not 
graphic and concrete, sensual in the literal sense, with the visual predominat­
ing over the other senses. Some of the graphic images are "lashkar . . . chun 
kuh-i ahan" ("the army was like a mountain of iron"); "khar dar muzash 
uftad" ("a thorn fell into his boot," similar to "he had a thorn in his side"); 
"abl bar atish amad" ("water fell on the fire," that is, "things quieted 
down"); and "murg khanah-yi zindiganl ast" ("death is the house of life").33 
The details given about people are graphic as well; for instance, "Ahmad dast 
bar dast zad" (literally, "Ahmad touched one hand on the other," that is, 
"Ahmad wrung his hands").34 In addition, Bayhaqi is particularly fond of 
detailing color and other details of physique and dress, even for slaves, as in 
the following passage about a wine-drinking affair hosted by Amir Mascud: 
One day it happened that the Amir [Mascud] was drinking wine at the FTruzT 
Garden, among the roses, and so many many-leaved roses [a popular variety in 
Persia] were scattered about that they could not be counted. And these handsome 
[lit. moon-faced] creatures, the cup-bearers, were coming [around] in turn two by 
two. This Tughril came in dressed in a ruby-colored tunic [qaba] and his 
partner had a turquoise qaba, and they were absorbed in taking the wine around, 
and both were handsome as the world. Tughril stood with colored wine [sharab! 
rangin] in his hand, and the wine had [just] got to Amir Yusuf [Mascud's 
brother], when his [Yusufs] eye rested on [Tughril's face], and he [Yusuf] 
fell in love.35 
This discussion of figures and images leads into another feature of Bayha­
qi's style, a fondness for conveying emotions of all sorts and pathos. One of 
his favorite emotional words is tangdil ("narrow of heart," that is, "anx­
ious"); but there are numerous others, likeghamnak ("melancholic"), khiish 
("joyful"), and khashmnak ("angry"). Bayhaqi frequently describes entire 
emotional states as reactions to some occurrence or other; he seems particu­
larly interested in depression. One of the most interesting cases of depression 
he describes is that of tahir Dablr, a secretary in the chancery whose work 
began to go poorly and who was criticized by Bu Nasr-i Mushkan, causing 
tahir to take to drink.36 Bayhaqi also gives much space to a rather detailed 
account of the emotional state of increasing withdrawal displayed by Amir 
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Muhammad during his confinement. He describes with a great degree of 
pathos the rough handling Muhammad received on being transferred from one 
prison to another. And he includes a pathetic request by Muhammad to a 
messenger departing from the prison: "Please don't forget me," a sad state 
indeed for a man who only seven months before had acceded to the Ghaznavid 
throne.37 
Clearly, the situation that evokes the most pathos, as described by BayhaqT, 
is the execution of Hasanak. Bayhaqi describes the event in his usual graphic 
detail, including the color of Hasanak's clothes and the fact that Hasanak's 
body was left hanging for so long that the feet and legs withered away 
Bayhaqi even includes an emotional description of the reaction of Hasanak's 
followers in the crowd, who refused to stone the body as ordered by the execu­
tioners. He concludes with a sympathetic account of the fact that Hasanak's 
supporters were kept from rebellion only because Mascud's officers threat­
ened them with extermination.38 In these cases graphic imagery and emotion­
alism work together, as also in a description of the clothing and armor stripped 
from a man being arrested. 
For any hopeful Arabist-Persianist/historian who has been assured by his 
peers that historical writings in Arabic or Persian are easy to read because the 
authors establish their working vocabularies in the first twenty-five pages, 
Bayhaqi's vocabulary comes as a shock. Halfway through Ta'rikh-i Bayhaqi 
new words are still appearing frequently. BayhaqT was never satisfied with 
using the same verb in two subsequent sentences. If pushidah ("hidden") is 
used in one sentence, and "hidden" also appears in the next sentence, panhan 
kardan will be used. Or lidghdz kardan ("to begin") is used on one page, its 
Arabic equivalent, ibtida kardan, will be used on the next. And this is one 
place where bilingualism really helped, because it is always possible to 
"create" an Arabic equivalent of a Persian verb by using one of a number of 
nominal Arabic forms with a Persian verb like kardan. There are even words 
from a number of other languages: Turkish, Mongol, and Pashtu.39 
Another type of vocabulary variety and interest is the use of the same word 
in two different connotations. For example, on the same page Bayhaqi uses 
shdgirddn to mean legitimate apprentices and apprentices in the ironic 
sense of partners in crime.40 Yet another type of vocabulary expansion is the 
use of a larger number of verbs to form the passive and impersonal construc­
tions than is common in modern Persian. For example, guzashtan, uftadan, 
raftan, and amandan are all frequently used for impersonal constructions. 
The use of dmadan in addition to khvdstan for passive constructions also 
lends variety. There is also a wide variety of verb tenses and verb construc­
tions. One very common usage is to employ both possessive constructions like 
khdnih-yi man and mard khdnih ast. Another is to alternate between 
adjectives, for example, khashmndk, and adjectival verbal constructions, 
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like khashm dasht. There is also some degree of rhyming, for example, 
vdfi-u kafi.41 
Finally, BayhaqI enlivens his style by his preference for active over passive 
verbs.42 He is also given to using verbal forms as adjectives. 
Other Syntactical Features 
There are also a number of noticeable syntactical features that do not fit in 
either the hastening or the enlivening categories, but that have been described 
as common classical forms by grammars.43 Most usual are the particle bi 
before past tenses of verbs for finality, particularly biraft, which is very 
frequent; the use of amadan for constructing the passive, for example, zikr 
kardah amad, "mention has been made"; ra for dative and possessive, for 
example, mar a bud, "I had"; the impersonal use of giriftan; and i attached to 
the end of a verb for habitual or conditional past, for example, ba khvud 
guftaml ("I used to say to myself"), and kardaml, "had I done." HamJ is 
also affixed as a prefix to form habitual past. The pleonastic use of ra is rare. 
Finally, there is also a small degree of understatement, including a number 
of frequently usedrca-prefix words likendddn ("not-knowing," "ignorant"), 
and understated figures like "shedding blood is not a game."44 There is a 
limited amount of periphrasis, both in the form of euphemism and in the form 
of circumlocution. A favorite euphemism, and one that has given translators 
much trouble, is "firman yaft," "he received the summons [from God]," that 
is, "he died." According to Hodivala, this phrase is common in Vassaf and 
GardizT as well.45 A frequent kind of circumlocution takes the form of "so 
numerous they could not be counted," or "so wonderful nobody present [or 
nobody old] could remember the like of it.'' Over-all, however, periphrasis is 
uncommon in the work, inappropriate as it is to Bayhaqi's basically simple 
style. 
Apocope of a number of sorts appears in Ta'rikh-i BayhaqI. The most 
common is cutting off the last part of perfect tenses, for example, shudah for 
shudah bud. A technique related to apocope is the internal shortening of 
words, the most common being dram for dvaram. 
BayhaqI also uses a device that in music is called anticipation. An example, 
which occurs frequently, involves putting the particle kih before the referent of 
the relative clause it introduces: perhaps writing kih In mard instead of In 
mard kih, or man kih instead of kih man. Another example is something that 
has been noticed in Ghazali's writing: putting the object before the cardinal 
number that defines it. Another case is putting the direct object after the verb, 
or, put the other way around, moving the verb up from the end of the sen­
tence.46 
"House that Jack built" sentences are also frequent, that is, more than one 
kih relative clause per sentence, giving a sense of speed to the pace. A sense 
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of speed also comes from the long strings of sentences connected by va that 
tend to lead the reader on faster than if the sentences were chopped up. The 
verb is not always at the end of the sentence; it is often followed particularly 
by the adverb that qualifies it. Another way verbiage is cut is by the extensive, 
and sometimes confusing, use of the indefinites in and an, and by personal 
pronouns whose referents are some way back, making it necessary to pay 
attention and follow a story closely all the way through. 
Many critics have tried to label the total effect of Bayhaqi's style, using 
adjectives like "lively" and nouns like "memoirist." Although this is the last 
place where another word needs to be added, there is one that comes to 
mind—"journalistic." For in the current idiom Bayhaqi's style is journalistic 
rather than scholarly. He reports fully but is not erudite; he is given to 
popularization and colloquialism; he emphasizes graphic imagery and human 
interest. His style is not popular nor is it elitist; it appeals to an intelligent, 
refined, but not scholarly audience. 
Two questions, however, remain: if Bayhaqi's style is so interesting, was 
he then a great writer; and why does he seem to have had no literary heirs? To 
answer the first question without being a linguistic specialist is difficult, but 
Bayhaqi seems, at least to the non-linguist, to have been a stylistic master. His 
style is compelling, being straightforward and eloquent at the same time. His 
is an eloquence or simplicity with elaborate rhetoric unnecessary to its suc­
cess. It is for precisely these qualities of style that Bayhaqi appears to have 
had no linguistic heirs. The style that Bayhaqi carried over from his work in 
the chancery and expanded was not maintained by the literati at the court of 
the Saljuqs, who even during Bayhaqi's lifetime had already encroached on 
Ghaznavid domains in Iran. 
The fact that language and style were Bayhaqi's business throughout most 
of his life has made this chapter particularly important. Although his historical 
style is basically similar to the examples of chancery writing that he includes, 
it is not nearly so formal; it is much more relaxed and seems to aim more at 
dramatic effect and striking qualities. Thus just as Bayhaqi went beyond the 
narrowest secretarial vision in terms of structure and thematic content, so in 
terms of style of language he has expanded the chancery style with which he 
was familiar to enhance the interest of his work. 
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Bayhaqi's Place in 
Persian and Islamicate Cultural History 
INTRODUCTION 
A full determination of the place of any thinker or work in Persian or Islami­
cate cultural history is impossible because no complete scholarly history of 
either Persian or Islamicate culture exists. But there are a number of possible 
ways to begin to place Bayhaqi and his work. This chapter will first compare 
Bayhaqi and his history with three other contemporary or near contemporary 
historians and their works. Then it will relate ideas and work to Gibb's 
analysis of the secularization of Islamicate historiography and to Arkoun's 
view of the development of Arab and Islamicate humanism. Finally, it will 
explore the relationship between Bayhaqi's ideas on government and the 
development of Islamicate political theory. 
COMPARISON WITH CONTEMPORARY HISTORIANS 
Problems 
It is possible to compare Bayhaqi's account of the reign of Mascud with the 
accounts of other contemporary and near contemporary historians. There are, 
however, three major problems with the results of any such comparison. First, 
the length of the other accounts is not comparable to the length of Bayhaqi's. 
What remains of Bayhaqi's account—all of Mascud's reign except the last 
year—is about 600 printed pages. The lengths of three other contemporary or 
near contemporary accounts are 15 pages of approximately 300 in Gardlzi, 
Zayn al-akhbar (ca. 441-44/1050-53); 4 pages of 415 in Ta'rikh-i Sistan (ca. 
448/1056); and 5 pages of 1,250 in JuzjanI, tabaqdt-i Nasiri (ca. 658/1259).1 
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The author of one of these works—Gardlzl—explicitly commits himself to 
brevity in all matters, in marked contrast to Bayhaqi; the other two have 
written fairly long works but devoted only brief portions to Mascud.2 Al­
though GardizT's entire scope is smaller than that of the other two authors, the 
proportion of space he devotes to Mascud is larger. 
The second problem is related to the first: the works of all these authors had 
a much broader scope than Ta'rikh-i Bayhaqi, so that the Ghaznavids natur­
ally loom less large in them. GardizT's Zayn al-akhbdr is a history of Persia 
from legendary times to the Ghaznavid ruler cAbd al-Rashld (r. 441-44/ 
1050-53), to whom the work was dedicated. Ta'rikh-i Sistdn is, as its name 
implies, a history of SIstan and its surrounding province from pre-Islamic 
times to the reign of the Saljuq sultan Tughril (r. 429-65/1038-63). Juzjani's 
tabaqdt-i Ndsiri is a history of Islam with an emphasis on the rulers of Iraq, 
Iran, and India, from Adam down through the early years of the Mongol 
invasions. It contains only a brief "universal" pre-Islamic summary. For 
none are the Ghaznavids as a dynasty at all central. 
The third problem is that the authors of two of these three works did not live 
and write where Bayhaqi did, so that their geopolitical focus is different. 
Gardlzl may have lived in Ghazna and worked for the Ghaznavids; but the 
author of Ta'rikh-i Sistdn was a native and partisan of that province, and 
JuzjanI lived in India during the latter part of his life and wrote from that 
perspective. These latter two have a vision of the political role and signifi­
cance of the Ghaznavids that necessarily differs from BayhaqT's. The occupa­
tions of the author of Ta'rikh-i Sistdn and Gardizi are not known; JuzjanI was 
a qd'zi for the Slave Kings of Delhi.3 
Comparisons 
When one makes comparisons, one must be cautious not to overemphasize 
any similarities or differences between Bayhaqi and other authors that might 
be the natural result of these circumstantial and situational factors—length, 
scope, and geopolitical perspective. With these cautions in mind, one can go 
on to make a number of comparative points about Bayhaql's method, sub­
stance and interpretation, and style. 
There are five striking features of methodological comparison: Bayhaqi is 
(1) more explicit about his method; (2) much more introspective; (3) much 
less tied to a strictly annalistic or regnal framework and all that it implies; (4) 
less dependent on other books, particularly history books; and (5) much more 
detailed and reflective than all three of the other authors. Gardlzl, as has been 
mentioned above, explicitly commits himself to brevity, whereas Bayhaqi 
emphatically commits himself to fullness of detail. 
In terms of substance and interpretation, Bayhaqi, Gardlzl, and the author 
of Ta'rikh-i Sistdn contrast with Juzjani's great degree of stylized royal adula­
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tion. Among the three former authors, Bayhaqi has the most cliche royal 
praise and mention of the "exploits" of rulers; but even in Bayhaqi this is 
slight. Gardizi, with his commitment to brevity, omits even some of the more 
famous exploits of Mahmud and Mascud. The author of Ta'rikh-i Sistan is 
very matter-of-fact and adulatory about the Ghaznavids. 
Some of these differences can be explained by differences in locale and 
occupation. The author of Ta'rikh-i Sistan viewed the Ghaznavids as tempo­
rary outside rulers and stressed popular support there for other less orthodox 
dynasties like the Saffarids (253-91/867-903). In fact, the Ghaznavids exer­
cised control in Sistan only for a short time. Even Gardlzl, in Zayn al-akhbdr, 
grouped the Ghaznavids together with other rulers (umard', pi. of amir) of 
Khurasan, from the governors of the caliphs through the Samanids and Ghaz­
navids down to Mawdud.4 
Bayhaqi, on the other hand, seems to take the Ghaznavid role in Iran, at 
least during Mascud's reign, more seriously. For the early part of Mascud's 
reign, the Ghaznavids' control was effective at least in the east of Khurasan, 
which is Bayhaqi's focus, but not in south and central Iranian provinces like 
Sistan. However, even in the capital of Khurasan, Nishapur, there were local 
partisan groups that did not support the Ghaznavids. Bayhaqi himself men­
tions the leaders of these groups, but, of course, not their hostility or indiffer­
ence to the Ghaznavids. He comes closest to doing so in a description of the 
partisans of various men executed by Mascud—Hasiri, Hasanak, and Asafti­
gln Ghazl. But even in these cases he describes their hostility in terms of 
narrowly personal feelings rather than in terms of more generalized social 
grievances against the regime or dynasty as a whole. 
Bayhaqi's attitude toward, and information on, Mascud is far more com­
plex than that of the other authors, who all treat Mascud in a distant, imper­
sonal fashion, stressing his military side to a greater extent than does Bayhaqi. 
Understandably, all the information on intrigues and great men that is con­
tained in Ta'rikh-i Bayhaqi is absent in the others. The author of Ta'rikh-i 
Sistan does not mention members of Mascud's bureaucracy at all, and does 
not even mention Mascud himself as often as he mentions the governors 
Mascud sent to Sistan. Gardlzl mentions some of the same government offi­
cials and messengers as does Bayhaqi and some that Bayhaqi does not men­
tion, like the caliphal messenger Abu Sahl b. Mansur b. Aflakh Gardlzl.5 
Gardizi's treatment of Mascud's reign is almost like an epitome of Ta'rikh-i 
Bayhaqi, though GardTzT's book was published six to ten years before Bayha­
qi's. The difference between the two is that Gardlzl treats the diplomatic and 
internal in the same depth as the military But Bayhaqi's view of court in­
trigues, of the conflict between the Mascudiyan and Mahmudiyan, of Mascud 
at the mercy of his advisers, is completely absent in the other accounts. To 
give an example, GardTzT devotes a few sentences to the choice of Maymandl 
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as prime minister; Bayhaqi devotes many pages; and the author of Ta'nkh-i 
Sistdn does not mention the event at all. For JuzjanI, writing somewhat later, 
Mascud has become known as the "martyr" because he died ignominiously 
after a humiliating defeat by the Saljuqs; but Juzjani's sympathetic perception 
is lacking in the other accounts. 
The style of Gardlzl and of the author of Ta'nkh-i Sistdn is similar to that of 
Bayhaqi, but Bayhaqi's style is syntactically more complex, more detailed 
and richer in vocabulary, just as his material is more complex. Of Gardlzl and 
the author of Ta'rikh-i Sistdn. Gardlzl is closer to Bayhaqi.6 It is interesting 
that Gardlzl includes emotional detail similar to that included by Bayhaqi (for 
example, "CA1T Hajib bang bar vay zad," "Hajib CA1I shouted at him"), and 
also similar sentence construction (for example, "har ruz [lashkar] fawj fawj 
haml amadand," "each day the army would come troop by troop"), but in 
general Bayhaqi is much more detailed.7 For example, where Gardlzl men­
tions that Mascud bestowed a finekhil cah on Maymandi, Bayhaqi describes it 
in detail.8 Or where GardizT unemotionally relates the causes and nature of 
Hasanak's execution, in eleven lines, Bayhaqi takes as many pages for an 
intricate, complex, and dramatic account.9 And finally, where Gardlzl calmly 
mentions the act of musddarah (extortion under torture from men fallen from 
office), Bayhaqi gives its pros and cons, as well as the feelings of all partici­
pants.10 
Bayhaqi's Place in Persian Historiography 
Some of these points that have emerged from the comparison of Bayhaqi 
with other authors can be and have been explained. Many others are difficult 
to explain. One author has suggested that Bayhaqi was simply a very special 
person, calling him a "talented dabir. "X1 And personality factors and natural 
gifts doubtless constitute a partial explanation. Age and experience were also 
clearly factors in Bayhaqi's style as a historian. Other interesting works were 
written by older men who had experienced a series of ups and downs, men 
like Ibn Khaldun, Usamah, and Ghazall. 
But the strikingly unusual features of Bayhaqi's work—complex structure, 
variety of materials, emphasis on accuracy and reality, the pattern of ethico­
political themes, the undercurrent of asceticism, the lively and appealing 
style—cannot be explained simply in terms of personality, age, or practical 
experience. The fact that Bayhaqi's work appears at this time to be unique in 
Persian history, that his work was popular and respected but not directly 
imitated, is relevant here. Bayhaqi was exposed to, and wrote in response to, 
a number of developments, not all of which outlasted him to influence others. 
The simple yet interesting style that Bayhaqi developed from his chancery 
experience was related to the literary developments of the Samanid and Ghaz­
navid periods, developments that were replaced by a more ornate style of 
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historical writing in the Saljuq era. The degree to which his method moved 
beyond either the views of secretary or annalist was a response of some sort to 
the influence of the new ways in history of the Buy id period. His reflective, 
introspective, sometimes ascetic Sw/7-like response to much of what he re­
ported was somehow connected to the growing importance of sufism in the 
time and place of his education. His themes were enriched by his immersion 
in the adab tradition. All these things came together in his work in a way that 
they did not in any other work of Persian historiography known today. 
The fourth to the sixth (tenth to twelfth) centuries —which includes the time 
during which BayhaqI arrived at his unique blend of materials—has been 
called an "Islamic renaissance."12 Gibb has noted that during this period of 
general intellectual innovation and experimentation in Dar al-Islam, cultural 
achievements were largely personal and individual.13 Bayhaqi's very unique­
ness was a characteristic of the period in which he wrote. He was not, then, 
the only thinker during this so-called Islamic renaissance to have developed a 
lively, imaginative, idiosyncratic style that did not become part of any school. 
Unique cultural productions were a feature, as yet unexplained, of the fourth 
to the sixth centuries. 
This connection of BayhaqI, who spent most of his life far to the east of the 
central Islamicate lands, with cultural developments originating there raises 
an important issue: BayhaqI seems to have been, to a larger extent than other 
eleventh-century Persian historians, influenced by historiographical and intel­
lectual trends in the central lands and in the Islamicate mainstream. A possible 
explanation might be that the Samanid and Ghaznavid rulers before and dur­
ing Bayhaqi's lifetime were committed to bringing the best creators of Islami­
cate culture to their courts. These figures included some of the most creative, 
experimental geniuses of the Islamicate renaissance, in philosophy, science, 
and other branches of learning. But why this atmosphere influenced BayhaqI 
more than other historians of the age is still hard to explain. Three particular 
developments in the Islamicate mainstream can be related to Bayhaq'l: the 
secularization of Islamicate historiography, the development of Arab 
humanism, and the emergence of a new Islamicate political theory. 
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE SECULARIZATION OF ISLAMICATE HISTORIOGRAPHY: 
A REEVALUATION OF GIBB'S ARGUMENT 
Using as his standard the type of history written by religious scholars from 
the second to the fourth (eighth to tenth) centuries, Gibb sees the development 
of the type of history represented by BayhaqI as essentially negative and 
deleterious for two reasons: 
1) It was inevitable that their [the clerks' and secretaries'] presentation of events 
would reflect the bias and narrow outlook—social, political and religious—of 
their class. The old theological conception which had given breadth and dignity 
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to history was discarded, and annalistic [sic] tended to concentrate more and 
more upon the activities of the ruler and the court.14 
2) The secularization of history had another serious consequence. In place of its 
earlier theological justification, the historians now pleaded the moral value of its 
study: history perpetuates the record of virtuous and evil actions and offers them 
as examples for the edification of future generations. Such a plea was highly 
acceptable to the host of moralists and dilettantes; if history were merely a 
branch of ethics, not a science, they need not scruple to adapt their so-called 
historical examples to their own ends. The adab -books and Mirrors for Princes, 
full of such perversions, went far towards vitiating public taste and judgment, 
and even historians and chroniclers themselves were not always immune from 
such perversions.15 
The problem with these arguments is twofold: they assume that historical 
writing in its ideal form is broad in focus and free from didacticism, and they 
assume that Islamic history written by religious scholars possessed these 
qualities and that "secular" history did not. This latter assumption in turn 
rests on an overly simplistic view of "theologically inspired" as opposed to 
"secularized" history. 
With regard to "theologically inspired" history, the idea of justifying or 
elucidating theology through historical study did not always give breadth to 
history, even before the fourth/tenth century. Nor was history written by 
religious scholars always "theologically inspired," as in the case of the qdzl 
Juzjani mentioned above, who wrote a history similar to those written by 
secretaries and clerks. Theologically inspired history was not always the 
objective science that its authors claimed it to be; it, too, was basically 
didactic. The didactic nature of all pre-modern Islamic historical writing is 
clear. But didacticism can be of all kinds—from tabari, who saw history as 
an illustration of the hadith-minded pious view of the world, to the con­
sciously philosophical lesson-seeking of Ibn Khaldun. BayhaqT's didacticism 
is not of tabari's piety-minded type, though he was pious in his own way, nor 
is it truly philosophical like Ibn Khaldun's. His didacticism falls somewhere 
in between the two extremes.16 
With regard to "secularized" history, such as that written by BayhaqI, it is 
clear from Ta'rikh-i Bayhaqi that, though the immediate outlook of a secre­
tary writing history might seem narrow, this historical vision could be broad 
and that the search for moral values in history could be combined with as 
strong a concern for accuracy and as strong a sense of piety as in the 
theologian-historians. And if after the fourth/tenth centuries the secretary-
historians began to concentrate more on court affairs, it was also the case that 
in their day the court had a pervasive influence. Vision, concern for accuracy, 
and piety were present in a secretary-historian like Bayhaqi; but they were a 
vision, accuracy, and piety different from, not better or worse than, the 
vision, accuracy, and piety of a religious scholar-historian like tabari. 
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Theologically inspired history and secularized history were sometimes differ­
ent from one another, sometimes not; but they share, along with all other 
Muslim historical writings, most basic features. 
BAYHAQI'S RELATION TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF "ARAB HUMANISM" 
There is another development of the fourth to the sixth (tenth to twelfth) 
centuries to which Bayhaqi can be related. This movement is what Arkoun has 
labeled the development of Arab-Islamic humanism.17 Arkoun argues that it 
was the genius of the fourth/tenth century to try to reconcile three existing 
humanistic tendencies: religious, literary (associated with adab), and philo­
sophical. He isolates six features of the new humanism: 
1) An overture to sciences considered foreign; 
2) A rationalization of religious and parareligious phenomena . .  . an elimi­
nation of miracle, of the marvelous, of superstitions, in order to replace them 
with scientific explanation; 
3) Priority attention to ethico-political problems; 
4) Development of scientific curiosity and of a critical sense which entailed a 
new organization of knowledge; 
5) Esthetic values (architecture, decoration, furniture, painting, music), . . . 
still very poorly known; 
6) An inadequate mastery of the world of the imagination. Arkoun goes on to 
describe the intense hostility of many groups to the new intellectual devel­
opments, pointing out that they died down because they were inappropriate 
particularly to many of the nomadic groups who came to prominence in the Dar 
al-Islam after the fourth/tenth century. According to Arkoun, the gradual de­
cline of the humanities and the humanistic attitude explains why Ibn Khaldun, 
who, according to Arkoun, perfectly assimilated all these humanistic tenden­
cies, was poorly received and never emulated. 
If one measures Bayhaqi against Arkoun's six characteristics of Arab-
Islamic humanism, one finds that he possesses most of them in one degree or 
another. The only attribute that does not relate to his work directly is the first, 
though since he was familiar with the work of BIrunI, who stayed at the 
Ghaznavid court, it can be assumed that he was exposed to an open attitude 
toward "foreign" sciences. The second characteristic is made explicit in his 
work, except that instead of replacing miracles and superstitions with a scien­
tific explanation, he rules them out of his history entirely. The third feature, a 
preoccupation with ethico-political problems, is also an obvious feature of his 
work. If in the fourth attribute the word scientific is taken broadly, as Arkoun 
meant it to be, Bayhaqi's attention to accuracy and care and rejection of 
questionable information is relevant. 
The fifth characteristic deserves discussion. Although Arkoun is thinking of 
nonverbal arts, one could argue that Bayhaqi was working on a new aesthetic 
sense in prose similar to that being developed in the visual arts. His prose has 
a graphic, visual quality, almost as if he were describing in words scenes that 
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also could be captured in miniature painting. Certain passages in their totality 
call up a visual image that is quite complete and effective, operating on the 
senses in a way unusual for pre-modern Persian prose. 
As for the sixth and last attribute, Bayhaqi's imagery is concrete rather than 
abstract and intellectual. His handling of dream material in the book—three 
occasions—is stilted and straightforward. In general, BayhaqI is disdainful of 
what has not been observed or what is part of the world of the imagination. 
Although BayhaqI clearly was not deeply immersed in the intellectual de­
velopments of the century of his birth, he did respond to them in his own way. 
To the explanations of his singularity given above should be added the fact 
that Ghazna was far from the centers of these developments; there it would not 
be expected that many, engaged full-time in an occupation such as his, would 
have the time or interest to become involved in them. The failure of his efforts 
to catch on with later historians is to be explained by the fact that the devel­
opments to which he was responding and in which he was partaking did not 
outlast him with any strength. 
ISLAMIC ATE POLITICAL THEORY AND " T A ' R " I K H - I BAYHAQi" 
There is one final perspective from which Bayhaqi's work should be 
viewed, that of the development of Islamicate political theory. In terms of 
time BayhaqI is located between the theologically based theory of MawardI, 
who was responding to the very beginning of new forms of government in the 
Muslim world, and Nizam al-Mulk, who was responding to the fact that these 
new power arrangements were to be permanent. In terms of substance 
BayhaqI is located somewhat between these two as well. His ideas about 
government resemble those of MawardI. He was also involved with the "Mir­
rors for Princes" tradition, which had less to say on the problems of the 
breakdown of caliphal power, in which MawardI was interested. BayhaqI 
also, however, shows signs of beginning to be aware of the problems that 
Nizam al-Mulk took up less than twenty years after Bayhaqi's death. These 
problems involved the confrontation between the Perso-Islamicate political 
theory and practice of the "Mirrors" literature with the power-oriented, mili­
tary politics of nomadic groups like the Saljuqs, under whom Nizam al-Mulk 
worked. Bayhaqi's negative reaction to many of the abuses of government and 
absolutism that developed under the Ghaznavids was later systematized and 
rationalized by Nizam al-Mulk. BayhaqI himself was able to explain away his 
reaction in vocabularies familiar to him; Nizam al-Mulk attempted to recon­
cile the two tendencies and make them workable. In the short run, Bayhaqi's 
feeling of hopelessness was more correct; not until the Ottoman Empire were 
the various tendencies in politics and political theory reconciled in any lasting 
way. 
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Tayr~ikh-i Bayhaqi in the 
Light of Speech Act Theory 
"Perhaps I have trained myself to see what others overlook." ­
Sherlock Holmes to Dr. Watson, "A Case of Identity" 
Without yet applying any systematic critical theory, we have managed, by 
asking an eclectic assortment of contextual and textual questions, to move far 
beyond existing criticism of Ta'rikh-i Bayhaqi and to raise problems and 
issues that would merit further research. First of all, the structure of Ta'rikh-i 
Bayhaqi is not simply a chronological-political narrative casually "embel­
lished" or "adorned" with interpolations, but rather a self-consciously in­
novative statement about how history should be done. The historiographical 
significance of the interpolated material as commentator on, and expander of, 
the narrative is now clear. The degree to which Bayhaqi saw repeating pat­
terns in history deserves further study, as does the relationship between the 
roles of dabir ("secretary"), adib ("bellelettrist"), and mu'arrikh 
("historian/chronicler") that he combined so well. For BayhaqT was not only 
secretary—patiently keeping records as clearly as possible—but also 
raconteur—elaborating and expanding his message with well-chosen, well-
written, amusing anecdotes—and chronicler—following political, military, 
and diplomatic events from year to year to record the greatness of a dynasty-
Second, the analyses of the structure and thematic content of Ta'rikh-i 
Bayhaqi have raised doubts about Bayhaqi's accuracy, objectivity, and impar­
tiality, qualities that have impressed other observers. That certain themes, 
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such as the relationship between absolutism and consultation or between ruler 
and ruled, dominate his book and recur within it so often forces one to 
question whether illustrating the themes became for him as important as, or 
even more important than, reporting observations. There is clear evidence of 
patterning and stylizing—particularly of speeches and conversations. It ap­
pears that his concern for accuracy was greater in the narrative than in the 
interpolated material, but even in the former there are small inaccuracies that 
raise doubts. And certain important figures he does not treat with impartiality. 
Third, the image of Bayhaqi as a talented secretary dabbling, albeit suc­
cessfully, in history must yield to a picture of a man whose basic interests, 
perspectives, and skills were those of adabir but who was also responding to 
numerous other intellectual traditions and influences, including adab, sufism, 
Persian dualism, Islamic shar~fah-mindedness, philosophical history, and 
political theory. Scholars also have not taken enough into account the impact 
of hindsight and of aging, which may be particularly relevant to Bayhaqi's 
gossipiness, prolixity, and interest in emotional situations. 
Finally, Bayhaqi in his unique accomplishment is very much a part of 
developments in the Islamicate mainstream. His innovativeness in structure 
and style can be compared with similar accomplishments during the "Islamic 
renaissance" of the tenth to twelfth centuries. His work may also be a Persian 
counterpart of the development of "Arab humanism." And he is concerned 
with the same problems that troubled political theorists—both systematic and 
popular—in his day. In some ways his dabbling in philosophical history and 
in criticism of his sources foreshadows the more systematic contributions of 
Ibn Khaldun. Above all, his work stands as a study of human interaction that 
does not scorn the intricate and complex for the general, but carefully 
analyzes the former to understand the latter and vice versa.1 
Just as the preceding analysis suggests new directions, it has also borne out 
all five of the assumptions about Islamicate historiography made in chapter 
one. 
1.	 The book reflects the values, concerns, experiences, and occupation of 
the author and, in turn, those aspects of his time that influenced him. 
2.	 The book is didactic, stressing that there are lessons to be learned from 
history; but it is also concerned with accuracy and historical "realities." 
However, it is not always clear what lessons the author himself wants to 
teach. To some extent he has molded the behavior of the individuals he 
describes into patterns and typologies, but it is hard to determine the 
extent of the patterning. 
3.	 There is a pervasive element of taqiyyah ("dissimulation"), both in 
terms of esotericism and encouragement to read on different levels, and 
in terms of hiding the author's feelings. 
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4.	 Structural features communicate the author's values; but in this case 
structure seems to communicate his questions and doubts even more 
than it does his confirmed values. Structural features both conflict with 
explicit declarations of values and serve where such declarations are 
absent. 
5.	 Although BayhaqT's work adheres to certain literary conventions of 
form and style, it is less a genre piece than most histories written by 
Muslims up to his time. It is rather a combination of genres, particularly 
of adab and ta'rikh, blended with a personal and professional style of 
language. It is difficult to determine how conventional the author's style 
is because complete information is lacking on the style of language and 
expression in which he was trained. It appears, however, that his style is 
innovative, even though the standard chancery style has clearly influ­
enced the form and content of his work. 
Despite its accomplishments, however, the preceding analysis lacked a 
holistic framework or system to tie its findings together and help organize 
future research—a perspective that will keep scholars from again reducing 
texts to one or another monolithic explanation. I believe that, as hypothesized 
in chapter one, Pratt's nascent theory of display texts can provide that 
framework. This chapter will explain how the preceding analysis has substan­
tiated this hypothesis, how Pratt's ideas help explain what has been observed, 
and how implications are to be drawn for the future study and use of historical 
narratives. 
TA'R"IKH-I BAYHAQI AS DISPLAY TEXT 
Bayhaqi makes it easy for the reader to tell whether he is, in Pratt's words, 
"not only reporting but also verbally displaying a state of affairs, inviting his 
addressee(s) to join him in contemplating it, evaluating it, and responding to 
it."2 Indeed, Bayhaqi tells his reader he is so doing at the end of almost every 
set of narratives and interpolations. His use of words that encourage interpre­
tation abounds. His khuibah on history explicitly argues for telling "tellable" 
history. He constantly calls upon the reader to reflect, marvel, condemn. 
Implicitly as well, by his use of interpolation to comment on, and expand the 
meaning of, events, by his inclusion of human detail unnecessary to sheer 
informing, Bayhaqi displays a preoccupation with the relevance of tellability. 
If, then. BayhaqT's narrative can be considered a display text, it should 
also, according to Pratt, be structured according to Labov's divisions for 
natural narratives, which are: 
1.	 abstract (a short, one- or two-sentence summary, encapsulating the 
point or topic of the story, perhaps even in the form of a title); 
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2.	 orientation (the identification of time, place, persons, and their activity 
and possibly the speaker's relationship to it, placed usually before the 
first narrative clause); 
3.	 complicating action; 
4.	 evaluation (a separate section here but also embedded as a secondary 
structure in the complicating action); 
5.	 results or resolution (a passage that ends with the last narrative clause); 
6.	 coda (something that "closes off the sequence of complicating actions 
and indicates that none of the events that followed were important to the 
narrative," and "leaves the listener with a feeling of satisfaction and 
completeness that matters have been rounded off and accounted for," 
often bringing the reader back to the point where the larger narrative left 
off).3 
That Bayhaqi's narrative organization corresponds to Labov's divisions 
could be illustrated with any of the translated portions in the Appendix; but let 
us take, for ease of handling, a shorter one, "Buzurgmihr's Imprisonment."4 
A very brief abstract is contained in the sentence that precedes the subheading 
"A Story" and in the subheading itself: this will be a story about a prisoner 
(and by implication, about the relationship of one imprisonment story to 
another that has been interrupted). The orientation consists of the entire first 
paragraph, which gives time, persons, and situation. The orientation ends 
before the first narrative clause, "This story was carried to Khusraw Nushlr­
van," which in turn begins the complicating action. The result or resolution 
ends with the last narrative clause, "In the end he ordered that he be killed and 
mutilated in order to set an example," and seems to include the whole para­
graph of which it is a part. In this case the evaluation may actually follow the 
resolution if it is taken to be ' 'Buzurgmihr went to heaven and the Khusraw 
went to hell"; but if one wished to see that as part of the resolution (where it 
should be in Labov's scheme), one could easily see the paragraph that in­
cludes Buzurgmihr's last words as an evaluation. Wherever one places the 
formal evaluation, it is clear that evaluative devices are, as Labov suggests, 
also scattered throughout the narrative as well, particularly in Buzurgmihr's 
lengthy replies to questioners (one of BayhaqT's favorite techniques) and in his 
interchange with Nushlrvan, in which the Khusraw is portrayed as indecisive, 
short-sighted, willful, and vindictive (characteristics assigned to other rulers 
described by BayhaqI, too). When the resolution comes, it is no surprise.5 In 
the coda, the sentence following the last narrative clause, the reader is made to 
feel that the story was worth reading before continuing the main narrative. 
Unfortunately, any future analysis of BayhaqT's narrative style will have also 
to proceed on relatively small units, since neither the whole multivolume 
narrative nor the whole volume of which the extant work is a part remain. 
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If Bayhaqi's narrative can be shown to be a display text that conforms to the 
narrative divisions Pratt has adopted from Labov, one should proceed to test 
the existing use maxims for such narrative (adopted by Pratt from Grice's 
conversational maxims) before developing new ones. For just as Pratt has 
assumed that any theory of literary narrative should be able to account for 
"natural narrative," so I assume that any theory that can account for literary 
narrative and natural narrative should be able to account for historical narra­
tive, too. In my view (a view implicit in speech act theory itself), the composi­
tion of a historical narrative, and the ways in which it is read, are not necessar­
ily affected in any fundamental way by the fact that it claims to be responding 
to a series of "real" past events—either experienced or read about, just as a 
novel that represents historical events need not be distinguished for all pur­
poses from one that represents imaginary events as long as the representations 
and readings are comparable. Furthermore, the chronological structure of 
historical narrative is not a distinguishing feature; in fact, the basic structures 
of historical narrative may actually be closer to those of natural narrative— 
chronology undergirded by evaluation—than those of what Pratt views as 
literary narrative. Therefore I hold that developing a theory of historical 
narrative will entail concentration on types of representation and reading, not 
on the historical validity of its contents. 
When we begin to try to look at a historical narrative like Tarlkh-i Bayhaqi 
in the light of a possible speech act theory of literary narrative, any inconsis­
tencies should at first reflect on the theory, not on the appropriateness of 
placing historical narratives within its purview. We may find that the appro­
priateness conditions or maxims for the historical narrative speech situation 
are in fact different; but our first step should be to test existing use maxims, as 
Pratt has done for nonhistorical literary narrative. 
Pratt has found Grice's use maxims for conversation to be the best starting 
point; to replicate her experiment, so will I. Grice bases his maxims on a 
phenomenon that he calls the Cooperative Principle, which seems particularly 
appropriate to historical narrative: "Make your conversational contribution 
such as is required, at the stage at which it occurs, by the accepted purpose or 
direction of the talk-exchange in which you are engaged."6 This principle can 
be adapted to written narrative, in which actual exchange or interruption by 
receiver is suspended for the duration, in the following way: the author must 
make his whole narrative, and the order and relationship of its component 
parts, appropriate to the speech situation (genre) in which he and the audience 
are involved. The maxims to be observed if such a principle is to be main­
tained are, according to Grice, 
I. Quantity 
1. as informative as required 
2. no more informative than required 
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II.	 Quality 
1.	 true 
2.	 not believed by speaker to be false or inadequately evidenced 
III. Relation 
1.	 relevant 
IV. Manner 
1.	 perspicuous 
2.	 free from obscurity, ambiguity, prolixity, disorderliness7 
According to Pratt, and of course Grice, when these maxims are not fol­
lowed, the speaker must make it possible for the audience to reconcile the 
speaker's non-following with the Cooperative Principle; that is, the speaker 
must manage to "implicate" the reason for his non-following in such a way 
that the audience can make enough sense of his behavior to maintain the 
Cooperative Principle. There are four intentional ways in which any speaker 
can break the rules: 
1.	 Violation (just quietly not observing a maxim, often with misleading 
effect); 
2.	 Opting-out (refusing to do enough to fulfill a maxim); 
3.	 Clashes (experiencing inability to fulfill one maxim without violating 
another); 
4.	 Flouting (blatantly failing to fulfill a maxim in a way that cannot be 
confused with any of the first three). 
In conversation all four cases of rule-breaking can be resolved so as to 
maintain the Cooperative Principle. In a "literary" situation, according to 
Pratt, in which the necessary audience participation is impossible, the audi­
ence may lose faith or interest in an author who uses the first three. Implica­
ture in itself may not work in those cases. Only in the fourth case is implica­
ture always demanded, says Pratt, and the Cooperative Principle never 
jeopardized.8 It is, then, through understanding the rules, rule-breaking, and 
deviance appropriate in a given speech situation, that we come to understand 
the meaning of the composition and reading of a work, that we "decoded the 
speaker's utterance, detected deviance, and calculated implicature."9 
When Ta'rikh-i Bayhaqi is looked at in this light, a certain feature of the 
work that was problematic for more conventional analysis takes on new, and 
possibly crucial, meaning—BayhaqT's continuously expressed fear of losing 
his audience and his constant effort to keep them on his side. Bayhaqi, in 
Grice and Pratt's terms, must have been knowingly violating whatever 
maxims were in force in such a way that he felt the audience might not be able 
to resolve his behavior through ordinary means and thus keep faith in him. 
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Let us look first at his behavior in terms of Grice's maxims and forms of 
rule-breaking. Bayhaqi does not seem guilty of Violation, of unostentatiously 
breaking maxims; but at this stage in our understanding, such violation might 
be hard to detect. He does, however, frequently opt-out, often concerning 
issues on which he could have been accused of Violation had he not opted out. 
For example, in the following passage Bayhaqi is clearly in danger of violat­
ing the maxims of Quantity and Quality by saying more than is informative 
and by saying it on questionable evidence, when he opts out: "He [Ahmad 
Yinaltigin] was called the sneeze [i.e., spit and image] of Mahmud. They used 
to gossip about the story of the mother and the birth of Yinaltigin and Amir 
Mahmud. And there had existed between the Padshah and his mother a state 
of friendship, but [only] God (May He be exalted and glorified!) knows the 
truth."10 Just as Bayhaqi frequently opts-out in this situation, he also opts-out 
when there is no danger of Violation, as do many Muslim historians. In fact, 
Opting-out seems for Muslim historians to be a form of rule-breaking that also 
does not endanger the Cooperative Principle, since it too seems always to 
demand implicature that the audience always expects to have to make. With 
regard to Opting-out, Pratt's understanding of the rule-breaking tolerable in 
literary discourse will have to be examined. 
Bayhaqi also seems to experience, and try to resolve, Clashes 
constantly—between maxims of Manner and Relation and Quantity, if not 
Quality as well. He frequently acknowledges that his prolixity will conflict 
with what the reader assumes to be informative enough, or that being informa­
tive enough demands that they abandon their notion of what is relevant, or that 
being informative enough involves apparent disorderliness. Here, though, 
Pratt's understanding is probably not in jeopardy because although Bayhaqi 
experiences Clashes, he also realizes that such Clashes ordinarily would en­
danger the Cooperative Principle unless he instructs the audience in their 
resolution. 
Finally, Bayhaqi also blatantly fails to fulfill maxims (but not to the degree 
to which he suffers from Opting-Out and Clashes). For example, the story 
whose narrative was analyzed earlier is inserted into the larger narrative in 
such a way as to violate maxim III, Relation, especially when its insertion is 
compared with other similar insertions. Bayhaqi offers a justification that is 
flimsy at best, whereas in other cases he goes to great lengths to justify 
relevance; so the reader is naturally immediately alerted to the need to find a 
reason for the story's presence. Whatever revisions will be needed to account 
for a historical narrative like Ta'nkh-i Bayhaqi, the fact that its author 
explicitly acknowledges a Cooperative Principle seemingly similar to Grice's 
and frequently pinpoints the circumstances that endanger it for the reader 
could be the starting point of our future understanding of the maxims that 
governed such compositions before, during, and after Bayhaqi's time. 
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One theory might argue that Bayhaqi was demanding new kinds of implica­
ture, or at least forms of implicature new to the audience for that speech 
situation. Earlier historical texts could still have been "world-creating," but 
in noticeably different ways. As discussed in the last chapter, a change in the 
nature of Islamicate historical writing seems to have been initiated in the few 
generations before Bayhaqi, from juxtaposition of different hadith narratives 
on the same topic to continuous narrative perhaps closer to oral story-telling 
techniques.11 Our findings here would lend support to the idea of such a 
change and provide ways to measure and study it. 
What, then, would we have to know to be able to carry this type of analysis 
further? Obviously we would have to know the rules that governed the speech 
situation of which a given work is a case, which in turn would require defining 
a spectrum of speech situations for a particular time and place. If a work was 
called, for example, "Ta'rikh," and written on a certain subject, what did 
readers expect when they picked it up? To answer this question, one would 
need to know how authors were legitimized and how books were edited and 
deemed worthy of selection for copying (in this case, manuscript copying) and 
distribution. 
However, according to Pratt, answering these questions is not, as many 
literary-minded historiographers like myself have tended to assume, enough. 
Within the larger speech situation of the genre are enclosed a series of other 
speech situations with whose maxims readers can be assumed to be familiar 
and whose rule-breaking those same readers can assess and resolve. Although 
the bulk of Ta'nkh-i Bayhaqi, for example, is in the form of a large narrative 
enclosing smaller and smaller narratives, composed either by the author or 
other speakers or even other speakers within other speakers, much of it in­
volves distinctly different speech acts—formal and informal correspondence, 
formal and informal dialogue or conversation, addresses, and poetry—some 
of each type author-generated, some not. The reader of Ta'rikh-i Bayhaqi 
would have had to use implicature to resolve any rule-breaking in these other 
speech situations as well; and according to Pratt the range of deviance accept­
able from speakers other than the main author is even greater than that accept­
able from him. Therefore, 
in order to account for the full range of implicatures for which the reader of a 
literary work is responsible, a description of the literary speech act will, at least 
in some cases, have to take into account both the CP [Cooperative Principle] and 
maxims as defined for the work's genre and the CP and maxims as defined for 
the fictional speaker's utterance. While only the latter are required to decode 
what the fictional speaker is saying and implicating as well as what the author is 
saying, both sets of appropriateness conditions are required to decode what the 
author is implicating.12 
If we really want to analyze a historical narrative like Ta'nkh-i Bayhaqi in 
terms of speech act theory, we will have to come to understand the Coopera­
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tive Principle and rules for each type of speech situation within the larger 
whole. In particular, we will need to study the relationship of Bayhaqi's 
various narratives to the other narrative styles of his day, perhaps even narra­
tive poetry. 
The question remains, has Ta'nkh-i Bayhaqi done more for a speech act 
theory of literary discourse than that theory has done for it? What have we 
really added to our understanding of the work itself? Have we merely restated 
conclusions arrived at through conventional analysis or have we truly brought 
the dismembered elephant to life again? In any empirical method, the case 
study should do as much for the theory as the theory does for it. But that 
justification aside, the fact that conventional analysis of Ta'rlkh-i Bayhaqi 
seemed to lead so naturally into speech act theory promises that we will be 
able to use it to tell us in a systematic way what we need to know in order to 
understand historical narratives. If we can establish suitable maxims and types 
of rule-breaking and implicature, we can eventually specify the nature of the 
interaction between author composition and reader reception, that is, the 
sociological situation in which this special kind of communication took place 
and the mutual concerns reflected by it. Once all of this has been established, 
the possibility of systematic comparisons of texts will be enormously ex­
panded; and the need to arrive at a single authentic reading, obviated. 
But any approach such as the one just described raises further questions 
about the uses of historical narratives, questions with which this book will end 
and others, hopefully, begin. If historical narrative can and must be un­
derstood as a use of information for purposes other than sheer informing, for 
what purposes can it best be used? The germ of an answer is planted in Marc 
Bloch's contributions to the handling of historical evidence. As H. Stuart 
Hughes has expressed it, 
Bloch shifted the emphasis [from history as an internal process of thought] to 
what was external and tangible. He did not deny the subjective character of 
historical judgment. He simply drew attention once again—and far more sys­
tematically than had been true of his nineteenth-century forebears—to the 
realities that the historian can actually see or hear or touch: archaeological 
remains, languages, folklore, and the like. These, he argued, provided the fixed 
points on which the thought of the historian could come to rest, and from which 
it could also take a new start—much as the surveyor makes his first reading 
from a metal plaque on the ground of whose accuracy of elevation he can be 
fairly certain. 
It is no surprise, then, to find that Bloch wrote of his chosen endeavor as a 
metier. He viewed himself as a craftsman, not merely "re-enacting" the past in 
his mind, as the classics of the idealist tradition taught, but tracing with a 
technician's precision the basic processes of past eras, whether in patterns of 
settlement or in the tilling of the soil. And these, he found, since they were 
tangibly present—since they could actually be confronted [emphasis added] by 
the historian rather than just "rethought" from the dubious evidence of 
documents—were by their very nature less subject to debate.13 
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But how can we use Bloch's promising notion of viewing as history's hard 
evidence what can "actually be confronted rather than just 'rethought,'" 
when Bloch himself views historical narrative reports—that is, "intentional" 
history—as "tracks" or realities, not as any kind of realities in themselves?14 
We can if we expand Bloch's definition of "confrontable" hard data, which 
already includes "a linguistic characteristic, a point of law embodied in a text, 
a rite, as defined by a book of ceremonial or a stele,"15 to include historical 
narratives as hard data for what they allow us to confront directly, that is, 
verbal narratives. This use ironically would coincide with Bloch's insistence 
on not relying on intentional historical narrative to write narrative history. In a 
society like the Islamicate, in which the past came to be a unique vehicle for 
expressing the needs and concerns of the present, historical narrative provides 
an invaluable source. 
I would like us to come to see and use historical narratives like Ta'rikh-i 
Bayhaqi according to a spectrum that ranges from what they allow us to 
confront directly to what they allow us to confront only indirectly. In my 
view, a work like Bayhaqi's provides, in order, from hard to soft: 
1.	 A direct confrontation (hard) with a particular case of a larger category 
of speech acts (still to be determined) and a particular form of language 
use. 
2.	 A less direct confrontation (medium hard) with a world-creating repre­
sentation and explanation of events the author thought important, or 
believed the audience would or should think important; less direct by 
virtue of being composed according to certain rules and filtered through 
the author's cognitive and emotive faculties; by extension a confronta­
tion with related genre pieces. 
3.	 A somewhat indirect confrontation (medium), by virtue of genre lim­
itations, with the values of one relatively low-level administrator and 
subject whose expectations the ruler would have to fulfill to some extent 
(by extension, a confrontation with other similarly placed individuals). 
In fact, if we follow the ideas of sociologists like Eisenstadt about 
leadership roles, such confrontations with the expectations of men like 
Bayhaqi can tell us more about how leaders would have had to behave 
than would Bayhaqi's descriptions of a particular leader's behavior.16 
4.	 A more indirect (medium soft) confrontation with what the audience 
would have valued. 
5.	 An indirect (soft) confrontation with the reign of Sultan Mascud of 
Ghazna, subject to all the problems of any witness's accounts.17 
The foregoing description of a possible spectrum is entirely tentative, but 
its overall shape argues for the use of historical narratives principally in 
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writing the history of that for which they are events in and of themselves—the 
history of images and representations of the past, and a corresponding deem­
phasis of extracting or mining presumed historical realities from them. After 
all, each piece of such a narrative is embedded in, and serves, an entire 
composition. What I am calling for is a reversal of the traditional ways in 
which historical narratives have been used—not to demote them, as authors 
like Bloch and Cantor have done, to the role of confirming what hard evidence 
suggests, but rather to elevate them to the role of providing crucial evidence 
for a unique dimension of the history of language, culture, ideas, and com­
munication. 
I do not know what shape Islamicate historiography will take or how we 
will come to know, without circularity, all we need to know; but in the future, 
along with Hayden White, " . . .1 will consider the historical work as what it 
most manifestly is—that is to say, a verbal structure in the form of a narrative 
prose discourse that purports to be a model, or icon, of past structures and 
processes in the interest of explaining what they were by representing 
them."1 8 
And in the end, may the reaction to this exercise in analysis be quite 
different from the response of a client to Mr. Sherlock Holmes's explanation 
of his conclusions, which he had drawn from logical reasoning and close 
observation: 
Mr. Jabez Wilson laughed heavily. "Well, I never!" said he. "I thought at first 
that you had done something clever, but I see that there was nothing in it, after 
all." 
"I begin to think, Watson," said Holmes, "that I make a mistake in explain­
ing. 'Omne ignotum pro magnifico,' you know. . . .  " 1 9 
1. See Finley, Thucydides, passim, for a discussion of this same circular process in 
Thucydides' work. 
2. Pratt, Toward a Speech Act Theory, p. 136. Throughout the analysis that follows, the 
reader is encouraged to make full use of the extensive translations provided in the Appendix. 
3. Ibid., pp. 45-46. 
4. The closeness of many of Bayhaqi's narratives to Labov*s natural narratives might be 
explained by the possibility that they could have been oral or natural themselves, despite the fact 
that BayhaqT says, as in this case, that he read them. See Appendix B, selection 10. 
5. Labov considers the most effective evaluation to be the most embedded. By embedded 
Labov means that which is furthest away from the speaker and his own time, for example, placed 
in the mouth of a neutral observer. Using Labov's measurements, BayhaqT's evaluations are often 
deeply embedded. According to Luther, "The Literary Analysis of lnsha' Texts," the possibility 
exists that in narratives such as Bayhaqi's, the most important evaluation is centered, not at the 
end. In the case of this narrative, then, Buzurgmihr's speech before he is imprisoned might 
contain the evaluation. Although I have chosen to explore the narrative structure here, the 
symbols (entombment and resurrection, light and dark), values, and other features that enhance 
the effect would be part of any complete analysis. 
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6. Pratt, Toward a Speech Act Theory, p. 129. 
7. Ibid., p. 130. 
8. Ibid., pp. 159-60. 
9. Ibid., p. 202. 
10. TB, p. 401/515. 
11. See Hodgson, "Two Pre-Modern Muslim Historians," on the nature of Tabari's "repre­
sentation" of the past. 
12. Pratt, Toward a Speech Act Theory, p. 203. One might eventually want to consider Pratt's 
belief that excessive deviance from the unmarked or normative case for a genre constitutes social 
deviance and rebellion (pp. 210 ff.). 
13. H. Stuart Hughes, History as Art and as Science (New York: Harper and Row, 1964), p. 
16. 
14. Marc Bloch, The Historians Craft (New York: Vintage Books, 1953), pp. 61 ff. 
15. Ibid., p. 54. 
16. S. N. Eisenstadt, "Social Institutions," International Encyclopedia of the Social Sci­
ences . 
17. For example, see ibid., pp. 56-57. In this regard, studies of perception like Ernst H. 
Gombrich, Art and Illusion (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1961), are particularly impor­
tant. 
18. White, Metahistory, p. 2; in this effort at reconceptualization, semiotics will undoubtedly 
play an important role (e.g., Umberto Eco, A Theory of Semiotics [Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press, 1976]). 
19. Arthur Conan Doyle, "The Red-Headed League," in The Complete Sherlock Holmes, p. 
177. 
Appendix A 
GENEALOGY OF THE GHAZNAVID DYNASTY 
I. Abu Mansur Sabuktigin

977-9

IV. Muhammad

1030 and 1040-41

(b. 997)

VI.	 Mawdud

1041-48

(b. 1021-22) 
I

VII. Mascud II

1048-49

(b. ca. 1043)

II.	 Ismac!l

997-98

VIII. CA1I

1049

I

XIV. Shlrzad

1115-16

(b. 1081-82)

III.	 Mahmud

998-1030

(b. 970) 
V Mascud I

1030-40

(b. 997) 
I

I

XI. Farrukhzad

1052-59

(b. 1026)

XV. Malik Arslan

1116-18

(b. 1083-84?)

IX.	 cAbd al-Rashld

1049-52

(b. 1022-23?) 
XII.	 Ibrahim

1059-99

(b. 1033)

I

XIII. Mascud III

1099-1115

(b. 1060)

XVI. Bahram Shah 
1118-57 (?) 
XVII. Khusraw Shah

1157-60

XVIII. Khusraw Malik

1160-87

(d. 1190?)

X. Tughril

Usurper, 1042

SOURCE: Adapted from Bertold Spuler, "Ghaznawids," Encyclopedia of Islam, 2d ed., 3:1051. 

Appendix B

Translated Selections from "Ta'rlkh-i Bayhaqi"

1. Amir Muhammad's Imprisonment 
2. Khutbah on Kingship 
3. Early Signs of Mascud's Greatness 
4. Mascud's Pleasure House 
5. Hasanak's Execution 
6. Sabuktigin's Dreams of Greatness 
7. Moses and the Lamb 
8. Aryaruq's Fall 
9. The Amir Yusuf and the Slave Tughril 
10. Buzurgmihr's Execution 
11. An Occasion for a Royal Drinking Bout 
12. Khutbah on Historical Method 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
If texts like Ta'rlkh-i Bayhaqi are to be studied from a number of theoretical perspec­
tives, they will need to be made available to persons other than those who can read them 
easily in the original. What follows is the first extended English translation of parts of 
Ta'rlkh-i Bayhaqi since Morley's unreliable nineteenth-century effort. 
I have tried to be as faithful to the original as possible—in syntax, vocabulary, and 
even word order—without rendering it either clumsy or elegant, neither of which it is. 
Wherever a literal translation of phrases and words in the Persian text cannot be made 
idiomatic in English, I have provided a free translation (enclosed in brackets) to clarify 
meaning. I have tried to translate the same Persian word with the same English word 
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each time, but have had to take liberties with such fluid words as hdl and kdr. Certain 
technical terms—particularly military, bureaucratic, and religious ones—have been left 
untranslated; where explanations are not provided in brackets, the reader is referred to 
the glossary at the end of this appendix. Poetry that I have chosen not to translate is 
indicated by ellipses. Both the Fayyaz and GhanT 1324/1946 edition and the Fayyaz 
1350/1971 have been used; where their readings differ, the one yielding more sense has 
been chosen or the ambiguity noted. Paragraphing from the latter has been preferred; 
pagination from both is provided. 
The passages whose translations follow have been chosen because they have been 
used illustratively in the foregoing analysis and because taken as a whole they represent 
most of the different types of material in Ta'nkh-i Bayhaql. To paraphrase BayhaqT 
himself, the stories may be long but there is nothing not worth reading once; the 
"plurality" of these texts, and the pleasure they afford any reader, may even inspire 
multiple readings and extensive further study. 
Finally, my thanks go out to a number of colleagues and students who have made 
important suggestions about the wording of various sentences in the translation: Pouneh 
Alcott, Azam Attar, Joseph Roberts, Kasem Suleiman, and Michael Zwettler. Whatever 
errors remain are of course mine alone. 
1. AMIR MUHAMMAD'S IMPRISONMENT (TB, pp. 8-11/8-11; 70-77/79-87) 
Translator's Note 
One of the first problems BayhaqT encountered in presenting Sultan Mascud's acces­
sion was to explain his successful usurpation of the claims of his brother in such a way as 
to invalidate neither man. In these passages he focuses on a relatively sympathetic 
portrayal of the brother Muhammad; in selections 2 and 3, on a complex validation of 
Mascud. To place the story that follows, it is important for the reader to know that when 
the first great sultan of the Ghaznavid house, Mahmud, died in 421/1030, Muhammad 
succeeded in Ghazna as his father had decreed. But since he refused to divide power with 
his brother Mascud, as had also been decreed, Mascud, who was then in the far west of 
the empire, marched east and was proclaimed sultan by the troops of Khurasan province, 
whereupon the troops of Ghazna (the imperial capital to the southeast) deposed 
Muhammad at a place near Ghazna, TakTnabad. What follow are descriptions of the 
order for the imprisoning of Muhammad at the fortress in TakTnabad, where he had taken 
refuge, and of the transfer of Muhammad from the fortress at TakTnabad to a fortress in 
the region of Ghur to the northwest. There it was decided that he be exiled to India, 
where later, in 432/1041, he was briefly raised to the throne again by the very rebels who 
had just killed his brother. 
The first passage contains an example of the correspondence from AmTr Mascud that 
served to notify his new followers of his wishes. In the second passage BayhaqT 
concentrates on the pathos and psychology of the situation, allowing character to emerge 
from speech and action, as did many Hellenistic historians in much earlier times. In a 
later passage he finds an instructive parallel in the third/ninth-century conflict between 
the sons of the famous caliph, Harun al-RashTd, reflecting the similar Hellenistic interest 
in history's repetitive patterns. In fact, in each of the twelve selections that follow, 
similarities to Greek and Roman historiography can be pointed out. 
cAli [Hajib-i Buzurg of Muhammad] gave Bu Sacid-i Dabir a letter to read, in the 
handwriting of Amir Mascud, that they had not seen before; it had been written in his 
own hand: 
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It is certain for us, and was certain at that time when our father the late Amir 
passed away and the honorable Amir [my] brother Abu Ahmad [i.e., Muhammad] 
was summoned to sit on the throne, that there was no fitting option for the realm 
other than that. And we had opened up a very significant far-away province and 
were heading for Hamadan and Baghdad because those Daylamites [in the 
conquered province] did not present any danger. And we wrote a letter with that 
royal messenger to [our] brother in condolence and congratulations and sincere 
advice, [that] if he would listen and be our assistant and send right away whatever 
we had wanted, in no circumstances would we make it difficult for him; and we 
would summon [only] those individuals from the notables andMuqaddams of the 
army whom it was reasonable to summon; and we would head for Baghdad so that 
the realm of the Muslims would be under the firman of us two brothers. But [our] 
brother shut off his way to the right course, and imagined that perhaps he was on a 
level with the policy of us servants of the decree of God. Now since the affair has 
reached this point and he is staying at the Kuhtlz Fortress openly with his people in 
such a way that under no circumstances can he be sent to Guzganan, and it would 
be ugly bringing him by himself as if he had become a prisoner (for when he 
reaches Harat we cannot see him in that condition), the right way is that he remain 
with honor and respect at that fortress together with all his people and such people 
who are at work there with him; for thefirman is not that anyone from his people 
be imprisoned. And Buktigln-i Hajib is, with that degree of wisdom which he has, 
staying with his own people at the foot of the fortress; and we entrusted the 
province of TakTnabad and the police of Bust to him, so that he send an assistant to 
Bust; and he has an excess of kindness, which he will use in serving [Muham­
mad] . For we are heading from Harat to Balkh so that [our] residence this summer 
will be made there; and when Nawruz [Persian New Year; falls at beginning of 
spring] passes, we will go to Ghazna and make the arrangements for our brother 
such as must be made, since no one is dearer to us than he. Let all this be 
recognized, if God the Mighty and Glorious wills! 
And when they heard this letter, all of them said, "The Amir had shown complete 
fairness at that time when he sent the messenger and now showed [even] more complete 
[sic]; what has the Hajib judged in this matter?'' He said, ' 'If you say [so], this letter must 
be sent to Amir Muhammad so that he know that he is remaining here by firman of the 
Master, that his [Mascud's] guardianship and protectiveness are apparent and that we 
were all dismissed from his affairs.They said, "It must necessarily be sent so that he 
become aware what the situation is and then speak himself with Buktigln-i Hajib." He 
told Danishmand-i Nabih and Muzaffar-i Hakim,' 'Go to Amir Muhammad and present 
this letter to him and give him a bit of counsel and say nice things and explain that the 
opinion of [our] Master the Sultan in his case is very good, and when we servants arrive at 
the royal palace, we will make it better; and that, in these two or three days these people 
will go entirely from here and your supervision is now with Buktigln-i Hajib, and he is a 
prudent and wise man and will preserve your great rights—until you say to him what 
must be said." 
And these two individuals went and told Buktigin what task they had come for, for 
without his order no one could be at the fortress. BuktigTn assigned his Kadkhuda [to go] 
with them, and they went to the fortress and came before Amir Muhammad and 
performed the ceremonies of attendance. The Amir said, "What is the news from my 
brother and when will the army go to him?" They said, "The news of our Master the 
Sultan is entirely favorable and in these two or three days all the army will go and the 
Hajib-i Buzurg after it, and the servants [i.e., we] have come for this," and they gave the 
letter to the Amir. He read it, and a slight somberness appeared in him. NabTh said, 
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"Long live the Amir! The Sultan who is [his] brother protects the rights of the Amir and 
shows benevolence; he [Muhammad] must not be disheartened and must be content with 
the will of God and return to joyousness, for as they have said, 'The foreordained exists 
and worry is superfluous "  ' [in Arabic]. And the Amir praised them and said, ' 'Do not 
forget me." They went back and told Hajib-i Buzurg CA1T what had gone on. 
And the people entirely disbanded and took to preparing to go to Harat because the 
Hajib [cAli] gave adastur for their going, And he also gave an order that they calculate 
the salaries and pensions of Amir Muhammad. And he ordered the cAmil of Takinabad 
to take good care so that there be no error. And he summoned Buktigln-i Hajib and 
turned over to him a manshur with the royal signet for [him to supervise] the police of 
Bust and the province of Takinabad. The Hajib got to his feet and turned to his 
Excellency and kissed the ground. Hajib-i CA1T gave him adastur and praised [him] and 
said,' 'Keep your horsemen and send back the other army that is at the foot of the fortress 
with you to the campground so that they go with me. And be prudent and alert so that no 
error occur.'' He said,' 'I will obey.'' And he went back and sent the army that was with 
him to the campground and summoned the Kutval of the fortress and said,' 'Caution of 
every kind must be taken now that the army is going, and without my order no one must 
be given way to the fortress.'' And all matters were settled, and the people began to go to 
Harat to attend [Amir Mascud]. 
Mention of the Rest of the Affairs of Amir Muhammad (God Be Pleased

with Him!) after He Was Imprisoned until He Was Transferred from

Kuhtlz Fortress to Mandlsh Fortress

I have already explained before this that [when] Hajib-i Buzurg CA1T went from 
Taklnabad to Harat, how careful he was in the case of Amir Muhammad on account of 
the royal firman of Sultan Mas,cud that had arrived concerning assigning BuktigTn-i 
Hajib and putting the good and the bad [i.e., all responsibility for] this prisoner on his 
shoulders [lit., neck]. And now that I have finished [the account of] the going of the 
armies to Harat and the seizing of Hajib-i cAfi Qarib and of the gaining of control over 
other affairs, so I have reached that [point] when Sultan Mahmud moved from Harat to 
Balkh; that story I have halted to take up the rest of the circumstances of that prisoner 
so that what went on in that period when the army went from Takinabad to Harat and 
transported him from this Kuhtlz Fortress to the Mandlsh [in the region of Ghur] be com­
pletely explained and the story completed. And when I have finished this, then I will re­
turn to when Amir Mascud moved from Harat to Balkh, if God wills. 
From Ustad cAbd al-Rahman Quvval, I heard: 
When the army went from Takinabad to Harat, I and those like me who were the 
attendants of Amir Muhammad were like a fish cast out of the water and left on 
dry land, both plundered and helpless, and we were not heartened by the fact that 
we would be staying some distance from the base of KuhtTz Fortress. And we 
were hoping that perhaps Sultan Mascud would summon him to Harat and a light 
[would] appear. And every day as was my custom I would go to attend [Amir 
Muhammad] —I and my friends the musicians and storytellers and old NadTms, 
and we would eat something and go back at the time of Namaz-i Sham. And 
Hajib-i BuktigTn became increasingly cautious, but he did not keep any one of us 
from him [i.e., Amir Muhammad]. And each day there were more fine gifts such 
that if for instance he had wanted bird's milk [i.e., anything extraordinary], he 
would produce it right away. And Amir Muhammad (God be pleased with him!) 
even became somewhat more contented and began drinking wine, drinking 
continually. 
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One day we were drinking wine on that Khazra', seated in front of him, the 
musicians playing; a host appeared from afar. The Amir (God be pleased with 
him!) said, "What could that be?" They said, "We cannot tell." He spoke to a 
confidant, "Go down and hurry and see what that host is." That confidant left 
hurriedly and after a long while came back and said something in the Amir's ear. 
And the Amir said,' 'Praise be to God,'' and became very refreshed and joyful, so 
that we all supposed that it was very good news, but we did not have the nerve 
[lit., face] to ask. When Namaz-i Sham was about to arrive, we went back. Me 
alone he called up and had himself very near to me, so much so that in all [my] life 
he had never had me so near, and said, "Bu Bakr-i Dablr went safely to Garmslr 
so that now he is going on the Kirman road to Iraq and Mecca. And my mind [lit., 
heart] has been set at ease for him, because he did not fall into the hands of these 
dishonorable [ones], especially Bu Sahl Zawzani, who is thirsty for his blood; and 
that was his host and he was going by camel with complete assurance." I said, 
' 'The kindness of God the Mighty and Glorious is such that the heart of a prince 
can be sure of Him [play on words—klmdd and khuddvand]." He said,' 'There is 
[yet] another wish. If that [too] comes to pass, whatever happens to me, my heart 
will be happy." He turned away, keeping this [other] story to himself, so I went 
back. 
And several days after that a camel-mounted express messenger arrived from 
Harat at Hajib-i Buktigin's [post], near Namaz-i Sham. And the Amir (God be 
pleased with him!) was told, and Bu Nasr-i Tabib, who was one of [the group of 
his] NadTms [and probably his physician] he sent to BuktigTn, giving the following 
message: "I heard that an express messenger has arrived from Harat; what is the 
news?" BuktigTn answered, "It is favorable. The Sultan has given an order 
concerning something else." When it was day, we were intending to go to the 
fortress to attend [Amir Muhammad]; some of Hajib-i Buktigin's people said, 
' 'Turn back today, because there is some obligatory task for the Amir [to do]. A 
firman has arrived with favor and kindness that that [task] be completed. Then you 
will [again] be going according to [your] custom." We became very anxious and 
turned back extremely uneasy and sorrowful. 
Amir Muhammad (God be pleased with him!), when the second day arrived, 
grew frantic. He had said to the Kutval, "The Hajib must be asked what is the 
reason that none [of my people] are coming to me." The Kutval sent someone to 
ask. The Hajib sent his own Kadkhuda to him and he delivered this message: "An 
express rider has arrived from Harat with a royal letter. A firman has been given 
with complete favor and kindness in the case of the Amir, and a confidant is 
coming from Harat to the Amir with several messages [containing] obligations 
[i.e., for Muhammad to comply with]. He may arrive today. This is the reason, so 
he has said for you not to become anxious because there is nothing but good will.'' 
The Amir said (God be pleased with him!), ' 'It seems very fine"; and he took a 
little comfort [from this], but not so much as was needed. 
And at Namaz-i PTshTn that confidant arrived. And he was called Ahmad-i 
Tasht Dar, from the closest and most special ones of Sultan Mascud. And Hajib-i 
BuktigTn sent him to the fortress right away, to stay until Namaz-i Sham and then 
come back down. And then it was verified that the messages from Sultan Mascud 
were good: "We have been informed of what has gone on, and the planning of any 
action now will be ordered out of necessity. My brother the Amir must be of stout 
heart and not give way to any suspicion, because this winter we will be in Balkh 
and in springtime when we come to Ghazna, the plan of bringing [our] brother will 
be made. It is necessary that a list of whatever has been sent from the treasury with 
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his Kadkhuda to Guzganan be given to this confidant, and also that whatever has 
been taken from the treasury by his order, of gold coins and clothing and jewels, 
either placed anywhere or which he has with him or in the Saray of the ladies of the 
Haram, he give over entirely to Hajib-i Buktigin for it to be returned to the 
treasury, and that a list of whatever is given to the Hajib be handed over to this 
confidant so that he will be informed of that." And Amir Muhammad (God be 
pleased with him!) gave the lists and gave over to the Hajib whatever there was 
from the treasury with him or the secluded ones of the Haram. And two days were 
spent until they finished this. And in those two days no one was allowed to go near 
the Amir. 
And the third day the Hajib mounted and went nearer the fortress and elephants 
with howdahs were brought there, and he gave a message that thefirmdn was such 
that the Amir would be taken to Mandlsh Fortress because there he would be 
better taken care of, but that the Hajib would come with the army that was 
stationed at the base of the fortress, because it was necessary for the Hajib to go 
with those people who were with him for something important. Amir Jalal al-DIn 
Muhammad wept when he heard this, knowing what was going on. Whether he 
wished it or not, he would be brought out alone from the fortress, and lamenting 
rose up from the members of his household. The Amir (God be pleased with 
him!), when he came down called out to the Hajib to say whether thefirmdn was 
such that he be transported alone. The Hajib said, "No, all [his] people will go 
with him; but [his] children are prepared for the journey as a group, because 
transporting them with him would be ugly. And I will stay here until all are 
brought safely and well after him, so that they may arrive near him safely at 
Namaz-i DIgar." 
The Amir was transported and with him 300 horsemen and the Kutval of the 
Kuhtiz Fortress with 300 foot soldiers; the Haram ladies were seated in howdahs 
and [their] attendants on mules and asses. And many indignities occurred in the 
name of keeping scrutiny over them, and [people] were calling [it] indecent, and 
that was in order; after all, he was the son of Mahmud. And Sultan Mascud when 
he heard even reproached Buktigin severely, but there was still no escape [from 
it]. And that master of speech, LaythT the poet has spoken very well about this 
situation, and here are some verses: 
And at Namaz-i Digar this group caught up with Amir Muhammad; and when he 
saw them together with him, he returned thanks to God the Mighty and Glorious 
and chalked his experiences up to profit and loss. And the Hajib, also arrived, 
alighted farther [away] and ordered that Ahmad-i Arslan [one of Amir Muham­
mad's most notable servants] be bound there and [then] transported to Ghazna for 
Sarhang-i Kutval Bu CA1T to send him to Multan so that the city of [his] confine­
ment would be there. And his [Muhammad's] other servants, like Nadlms and 
musicians, were told, "Everyone go about your own business, because it is not 
the firman for anyone of you to go near him [Muhammad]." cAbd al-Rahman-i 
Quvval said, ' 'The next day they dispersed; but I and my friend, and also Nasiri 
and BaghavT, secretly went with him; for the heart of a friend would not allow 
taking our eyes off him, and I promised that we would go to the fortress and would 
go back when he was brought there. When they took him out of the Iyaz Forest 
and got him to Kur and Alasht, the MandTsh Fortress appeared from afar on the 
left. They turned off the road and went to the left, and I and this free man went 
with them to the base of the fortress. We saw the fortress, very high, with endless 
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staircases and of such an extent that it would be much toil for someone to be able 
[to climb them]. Amir Muhammad came down from the howdah (and he had 
fetters) and stood still, in simple shoes and hat, and a ruby-colored brocadeqabd. 
And we saw him but it was impossible to attend or signal. We fell to weeping such 
a flow of tears as the Tigris and Euphrates, just like a river. Nasiri and Baghavl, 
who were with us were driven away. And one [of them] was of the NadTms of this 
Padshah and used to speak sweet melody and poetry; he wept and then spoke a 
fine impromptu poem: 
"Oh Shah, what was this that happened to you 
Your enemy even came from a kinsman's shirt 
[i.e., womb, amniotic sac] 
Your trial surpassed [all] other trials 
Your share of your father's realm turned into Mandish." 
Then two very strong [men] grabbed his upper arms and he began walking with 
great effort; and every few steps he would go, he would sit for a good while and 
rest. When he had gone far but was still in eyeshot, he sat; a camel-mounted 
express messenger appeared from afar; Amir Muhammad saw him from the road; 
he did not go again until he asked why the express messenger had come. And he 
sent someone from his own to Hajib-i Buktigln. The express messenger arrived 
with a letter; it was a letter in the handwriting of Sultan Mascud, his brother. 
Buktigln-i Hajib sent that up right away. The Amir (God be pleased with him!) 
had sat at that point in the road, and we were watching; when he read the letter, he 
prostrated himself, then got up and went to the castle and disappeared from sight. 
And they delivered [his] family in there together, and several of his men servants 
whom the firman [also] included. And Hajib-i Buktigln and that group [of his] 
departed. I, cAbd al-Rahman Fuzufi, as the old men of Nishapur say, ' 'orphaned 
and ten dirhams in debt," overtook those two persons who had grabbed the 
Amir's arms and asked why the Amir had prostrated himself? They said, "What 
business of yours is this story? Why don't you read what the poet says, and that is 
this: 
Does our time return, oh tents, 
Or is there no way to it after its passing?'' [in Arabic] 
I said, "Verily it is the day for the sound of this verse, but I will stick with that 
[question of mine] until I hear this one other point [i.e., the answer to my question] 
and [then] I will go." They said, "It was a letter in the handwriting of Sultan 
Mascud to him that, 'We [have] ordered CA1T Hajib-i Buzurg, who has imprisoned 
the Amir at [Takinabad], to be imprisoned [himself] and his punishment be given 
over to his hand [Muhammad's], because no servant shows this insolence with his 
own master. And I want this joy to be delivered to the heart of my brother, because 
I know that he will be very joyful.' And Amir Muhammad prostrated himself to 
God the Exalted saying, 'Today whatever happened to me made me happy, since 
that faithless ingrate was brought low and his wish in the world came to an end.''' 
And I went [away] along with my friend. 
And I also heard from Ustad cAbd al-Rahman Quvval, seven years after I had begun 
this Ta'rikh, Saturday the 11th of Rajab, 455 [Monday, 10 July 1063], and I was 
speaking about the story of the reign of Muhammad, he said with several uncommon 
verses: "I remember Amir Muhammad requested this verse from me many times, so 
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much so that there used to be few sessions in which I did not read [them], and the verses 
are: 
Your faithlessness is not a novelty nor a wonder 
But your faithfulness is the most novel of novelties 
There is no substance in your faithfulness 
The substance is in my desire and with my trust in the words 
of untruth and deception. 
And although these two verses are the speech of a lover to a beloved, the wise man must 
look upon this with an eye to [its] lesson, because this has been an omen that was passing 
over the tongue of this Padshah (God's mercy upon him!). And there have been in his 
time all kinds of dark deeds of which he was unaware, along with such good things that 
he did with the army and the Ricayah during his own Amlrate, just as is the subject of 
these two verses. The foreordained exists, and whatever God the Mighty and Glorious 
decides will come to pass. (God wakes us from the sleep of the incautious by his favor.) 
And after this I will relate in its own place whatever went on in the case of this prisoner. 
And Hajib-i BuktigTn, when he finished with this job, went to Ghazna as ordered so as to 
go from there to Balkh with the mother of Sultan Mascud and other ladies of the Haram 
and Hurrah-yi KhuttalT [Mascud's aunt], so as to get them there with caution. 
2. KHUTBAH ON KINGSHIP (TB, pp. 95-109/111-30) 
Translator's Note 
This passage is one of the most difficult to translate, because BayhaqT's usually fairly 
straightforward style is often contorted when he tries to express abstraction, metaphor, 
and analogy. The wide-ranging erudition, the intellectual virtuosity, that he seems to 
display is hard to evaluate, especially since it is absent in his narrative presentation. And 
any references to "ancient" teachers are overwhelmed by ideas and reworkings of 
clearly Islamic origin. After all, Bayhaqi need not have seen the original sources but 
could easily have taken them from other compendia in which similar selections from a 
variety of works had already been made into a kind of reader's digest. Still the passage 
reflects a degree of integration and thematic coherence that makes it relevant to the 
narrative rather than extraneous as it might well have been. 
The word khutbah usually refers to the sermon given in a mosque during the weekly 
communal prayer on Friday, a sense derived from its basic meaning of a somewhat 
formal address. Here both the formality and preaching are present, and the word is used 
to distinguish this from ta'rikh or annalistic narrative. Clearly, too, Bayhaqi is con­
cerned that his readers might react negatively to these sections, and, as in other cases 
where he digresses, he promises to return to the real thing, i.e., the narrative, as soon as 
possible. 
Beginning of the History of

Amir Shihab al-Dawlah [Mascud] ibn Mahmud

Says Abu'1-Fazl-i Muhammad ibn al-Husayn al-Bayhaql (God's mercy upon him!), 
although this section of the Ta'rikh is preceded by whatever was mentioned previously, 
nevertheless in rank it takes precedence. To begin with, one must know that the deceased 
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Amir (God's mercy upon him!) was the blossom of a young tree, from which tree mulk 
appeared; and it matured when Amir ShahTd-i Mascud occupied the throne and the place 
of his father. And those learned ones who told the history of AmircAdIl S abuktigln (God 
be pleased with him!) from the beginning of his childhood to that point when he fell to the 
sardy of Alptigm (Hajib-i Buzurg and Sipahsalar of the Samanids), and [who told] the 
harsh circumstances that passed over him to that point when he acquired the rank of the 
Amlrate of Ghazna and in [the course of] that became mighty and the business reached 
Amir Mahmud such as has been written and explained (and I also wrote to the end of his 
lifetime), [those learned ones] had done whatever there was on them [i.e., Sabuktigin 
and Mahmud], and I also did whatever assisted me in the amount of my own learning 
until I reached this great Padshah [i.e., Mascud]. And I, who do not have learning and am 
not in their rank, have been like a passenger until I reached this point. And my desire is 
not that I explain to the people of this era definitively the situation of Sultan Mascud 
(May God illuminate his proof!), because they have seen him and been assured of his 
greatness and courage and his singularity in all the tools of government and administra­
tion. Rather, my desire is this: that I write a history-foundation [or fundamental history] 
and erect a great structure [on it], such that the memory of them will last till the end of 
time. And complete success in that [endeavor] I wish from the Lord Everlasting, and God 
is the friend of success. And since in the Ta'rlkh I made the condition that in the 
beginning of the reign of each Padshah I write a khuibah, then occupy myself with 
telling the ta'fikh [itself]. I now observe that condition, with the will of God and His 
help. 
Section: Such I say, that the most excellent past kings are a group who were the 
greatest [kings]. And from that group two individuals are well known: one, Alexander 
the Greek; and the other, Ardashir the Persian. Since our Masters and Padshahs have 
surpassed these two in all things, one must of necessity know that our kings have been 
the greatest on earth, because Alexander was a man whose princely flame took hold 
forcefully and flared up for only a very little while and then was reduced to ashes. And 
those great kingdoms that he took, and in the cultivation of the world that he opened up, 
his aim was [simply] this—that anyone could pass through [his] regions for any 
amusement. And when he asked of those Padshahs whom he conquered that they submit 
to him and call themselves his lessers, truly it resembles when one has administered a 
serious oath but has fixed it up so that it not be false. The revolution of the world's 
turning, what benefit [is it]? A Padshah must be commanding, for when he takes mulk 
and land and cannot command them, and soon his hand falls on another kingdom and it 
passes in the same way and he neglects that, he has given all voices [lit., tongues] every 
opportunity to say that he is weak. The greatest traces they have of Alexander, which 
have been written in books, [are] that he killed Dara, who was King of cAjam [i.e., 
Persia] and Fur, who was King of Hindustan. And with each one of these individuals he 
is known to have made a big, ugly error. His error with Dara was that he took himself to 
Nishapur in the guise of a messenger to Dara's army; they recognized him and wanted to 
seize him, but he fled. And his [Alexander's] companions [actually] killed Dara himself, 
but the matter got turned around [i.e., in people's memory]. As far as his error with Fur, 
it was that when the battle between them became protracted and drew long, Fur invited 
Alexander to a duel so both would engage with each other. And it is not proper for a 
Padshah to choose this danger, but Alexander was a crafty and artful man. Before he 
came near Fur, he prepared a trick for killing Fur: from beside Fur's army came a mighty 
cry and Fur became anxious and looked to that side and Alexander took the opportunity 
and struck and killed him. So Alexander was a man with power and ambition and noise 
and lightning and thunder, as if he were a cloud in spring and summer that has passed 
over the Padshahs on the face of the earth, rained, and dissipated. "And verily the clouds 
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of summer soon disperse" [line of poetry in Arabic]. And for 500 years after him, the 
mulk of the Greeks that he held and spread over the face of the earth was true to a policy 
that Aristotle the teacher of Alexander made; and he said, ' 'The realm must be divided 
among kings so that they may be occupied with each other and not be engaged with Rum 
[Arabic term for the Hellenic Mediterranean and Europe]. And they are called the 'party 
kings'" [i.e., the Parthians]. 
And as for Ardashlr-i Babakan: the greatest thing that is related about him is that he 
revived a Dawlah-become-foreign and established a custom [sunnah] of justice among 
kings, and after his death a group went on with that [custom]. And upon my life this was 
[a] great [thing], but God the Mighty and Glorious had brought the period of the ' 'party 
kings'' to an end so that the job would go to ArdashTr with such ease. And the miracles 
that they tell of these two have been such as the Messengers [of God] have; and the family 
of this great Dawlah [i.e., the Ghaznavid] has had those effects and qualities that no one 
[else] has had, such as came [already] in this Ta'rlkh and others that will also come 
[later]. So if a slanderer or envier says that the lineage of greats of this great family has 
come from a slave-boy of obscure note, the answer to him is that since God (Mighty be 
His remembrance!) has created Adam, he has decreed such thatmulk be transferred from 
this people to that people and from this group to that group. The greatest testimony to that 
which I am saying is the word of the Creator (Glorious be His Gloriousness, Sanctified 
be His names!), who has said, "Say: O God, You are King of mulk; You give mulk to 
whom You will and remove mulk from whom You will; and You strengthen whom You 
will and humble whom You will; in Your hand is the Good because You are the Master of 
all things'' [Qur 'an 3:26\ Further, one must know that the drawing off by the decree of 
God (Mighty be His remembrance!) of the shirt of kingship from one group and putting it 
on another—in that is Divine wisdom and the general welfare of the creatures on the face 
of the earth, since the grasp of men of the understanding of that has remained feeble, and 
no one has managed to reflect why this is so, let alone talk about it. And although this 
rule is correct and true, and there is no escape from being satisfied with the will of God 
the Mighty and Glorious, wise men if they commit this matter to consideration and keep 
drawing conclusions and deducing until they find light of this proof, they will be assured 
of the fact that the Creator (Glorious is his Gloriousness!) is the Knower of Secrets, who 
knows events not yet existent and has gone [forward] in knowledge of the unseen—that 
in the world in a certain land will be found a man with whom His servants will be content 
and secure, and that land will have blessedness and florescence. And he sets up reliable 
rules such that when it [mulk] arrives from that seed to that man, such has passed that the 
men of his time submit [to] his status and nobility and be obedient and submissive, and in 
that obedience they not give way to any shame. And just as He makes manifest this 
Padshah, He will make a crowd of people arrive with him, his helpers and servants who 
are fitting to him, one more great and sufficient and worthy and courageous and knowing 
than the other, so that the land and people of that [place] become more adorned by that 
Padshah and by those helpers for that period which God the Mighty and Glorious has 
decreed (May God bless the most virtuous of mortals!). 
And from those Messengers (God's blessing upon them all!) such it has occurred from 
the time of Adam (Peace be upon him!) up to the Seal of the Prophets, Mustafa [i.e., 
Muhammad] (Peace be upon him!). And one must observe that since Mustafa (Peace be 
upon him!) was unique on earth, [God] gave him helpers of such a sort that after his 
passing, how they acted and made Islam reach such a station as is apparent in Ta'rikhs 
andSirahs [biographies of the Prophet]; and until the Day [of Judgment], this will be the 
Way [Sharfah], each day stronger and more visible and more eminent, even if the 
Associators [i.e., the idolatrous opponents of Islam] detest it [last phrase in Arabic]. 
And the work of the victorious, right hand [of God], pious, [Divinely] assisted daw lah 
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that is today apparent, and [that] Sultan Mucazzam Abu Shujac Farrukhzad bin Nasir 
al-DTn Allah (May God lengthen his life!) has inherited (a lawful inheritance), even it has 
occurred in this manner. God (Mighty be His remembrance!), since He wants a dynasty 
with this greatness to become visible on the face of the earth, made Amir cAdil 
SabuktigTn arrive from the ranks of infidelity to the ranks of faithfulness, conferred him 
on the Muslims as a blessing, and then raised [him] up until from the root of that blessed 
tree many branches appeared at many levels [and] stronger than the root. On those 
branches he arranged Islam and tied the strength of the successors of the Messenger 
(Peace be upon Him!) in them; so when it is looked at, Mahmud and Mascud (God be 
pleased with both of them!) were two bright stars concealed by a morning and an evening 
so that when morning and evening have passed by, the light of those suns is revealed. 
And behold, from those suns so many countless illustrious stars and glowing planets 
have been produced. May this great dawlah last forever, every day stronger against the 
force of the enemies and enviers! 
And when I finished this section, I began another section such as may be closer to the 
heart, and the ears will grasp that more quickly and no great trouble be produced for the 
intellect. Know that God the Exalted has given a [i.e., one] power to Messengers (God's 
blessing on them all!) and another power to Padshahs, and has made it incumbent on 
creatures on the face of the earth to adhere to those two powers and to acknowledge that 
God-given straight path. And anyone who recognizes that [as coming] from the heavens 
and planets and zodiac signs removes the Creator from [their] midst, and be he a 
Muctazilite or zindlq or atheist, his place is in Hell! ("We seek refuge in God from 
abandonment" [in Arabic].) After [i.e., From] the power of the Messengers (Peace be 
upon them!), miracles came, that is, things whose like mortals seem incompetent to 
bring. And the power of the Padshahs is clear thought and a long reach [lit., arm] and 
conquest and victory over enemies and the justice that they give, in accordance with the 
decrees of God the Exalted; for the distinction between [divinely] assisted victorious 
Padshahs and the tyrannical KharijT is that since Padshahs have justice-giving and good 
conduct and good character and good effects, one must be obedient to them and must 
acknowledge their rightful appointment over them. And the tyrants, who have oppres­
siveness and bad conduct, one must call Khariji and must wagejihad against them. And 
this is a balance on which good behavior and bad behavior are weighed and made 
manifest, and by necessity one can know which one of those two persons he must obey. 
And our Padshahs (those who have passed [on] may their God forgive [them], and those 
who are still living may He continue them!), one must observe what sort of their 
conditions have occurred and are occurring in [the way of] justice and goodness of 
character and virtue and piety and purity of life and making people and lands submit and 
shortening the reach [lit., arm, hand] of the tyrants and oppressors, until he become 
assured that they have been among the chosen of the Creator (Glorious is His Glorious­
ness, and Holy His names!) and that obedience to them has been and is a duty. If in the 
midst of this a defect appears in the place of these Padshahs of ours such that they 
experience a disappointment, and rarely does it happen that in this world they have seen 
many, one must observe wise men with the eye of wisdom and must not give errors a way 
to himself, because the decree of the Creator (Glorious is His Gloriousness!), which is 
preserved in pen as it has been uttered, is never changed; and there is no refutation of His 
judgment (Mighty be His remembrance!) [last phrase in Arabic]. And truth must always 
be recognized as truth, and falseness as falseness, as has been said, "Verily the truth is 
the truth even if mortals are ignorant of it, and the reprehensible is the reprehensible even 
if ordinary people do not think so." And I ask God the Exalted to guard us and all the 
Muslims from error and mistake with His power and beneficence and the abundance of 
His mercy [last two sentences in Arabic]. 
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And when I finished the Khutbah, I saw it necessary to compose another section that is 
also useful to Padshahs and others as well, in order that each rank benefit from it 
according to the amount of its knowledge. So I begin with that wherein I explain what the 
quality of a wise man is such that it allows him to be called learned and what the quality 
of an unjust man is such that there is no escape from calling him ignorant; and one can be 
certain that anyone whose intellect is stronger, tongues [i.e., voices] are more outspoken 
in praise of him; and one whose intellect is smaller, in the eyes of men he is of less 
weight. 
Section: The greatest sages that there have been in olden times have said such, that 
among the olden revelations that God the Mighty and Glorious sent to the Messengers of 
that time was that they tell men:' 'Know yourself, for when you know yourself, you will 
understand [other] things." And our Messenger (Peace be upon him!) has said: "Hewho 
knows himself therefore knows his Lord''; and this is an expression short but with many 
meanings; for anyone who cannot know himself, how can he know other things? He is 
like the beasts but cut off from the beasts, because they have no discernment and he has. 
Then when it has been well reflected on, beneath this very light saying and short 
statement is much benefit, for everyone who knows himself—that he is living and in the 
end cannot escape death and will rise again from the grave by the will of the Creator 
(Glorious be his Gloriousness!)—he knows his Creator and is sure that the Creator is not 
like one created, [that] He turns him to right faith and correct belief. And therefore he 
knows that there is a mixture of four things [humors, elements?] on which a body rests, 
and whenever one of those falls into error in the correctly set balance, deficiency 
becomes apparent. 
And in this body are three faculties, one intellect and speech, and its locus is the head 
in partnership with the heart; and another, anger, and its locus is the heart; and the third, 
desire, and its locus is the liver; and they recognize each faculty [to be] the location of a 
spirit [nafs], although the source of those [spirits] is a single one. And speaking about this 
matter is long, for if one becomes concerned with explaining that, [his] motivation [soon] 
becomes lost. Therefore, I have concerned myself with a [few] points in order that [some] 
profit will become apparent. As for the power of intellect and speech, it has three loci in 
the head. One is called imagination, the first level [of which] can see and hear things; the 
other level is that which can discriminate and retain; so from this one can know truth 
from falsehood and beautiful from ugly and possible from impossible. And the third 
level is that which can understand and retain whatever may be seen. After this one must 
know that the greatest approximate analogy to this is that it is like a sage with whom they 
consult on matters, and the judgment and rules are with him; and that first [level] is like 
the just and truthful witness who tells whatever he hears and sees to the sage so that he 
give it to a third [party], and when he questions, gets [an answer]. This is the condition of 
the Nafs-i Guyandah (spirit of speaking). And as for the Nafs-i Khashm-i GTrandah 
(spirit of anger), with it is reputation and shame-avoidance and not experiencing 
injustice, and being concerned with vengeance when injustice is done to it. And as for 
the Nafs-i Arizu (spirit of desire), with it is love of food and drink and other pleasures. 
Then one must know very well that the Nafs-i Guyandah is the Padshah, predominant, 
victorious, prevailing; he must have a quite complete and strong administration and rule, 
[but] not so [strong] as to be destructive; and kindness [but] not such as resembles 
weakness. And then [Nafs-i] Khashm is the army of this Padshah, through which he finds 
out weaknesses and makes borders fast and stymies enemies and watches over the 
rfayah. The army must be prepared and with preparedness carry out his firmans. And 
the Nafs-i Arizu is the rfayah of this Padshah; it is necessary that they fear the Padshah 
and army, fearing completely, and give [them] obedience. And every man whose 
condition is of this sort that I recalled, and who manages these three powers completely 
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such that they fall into correct balance with each other, calling that man learned and full 
of complete intellect is permissible. Therefore, if in man one of these powers gains 
ascendancy over another, there inescapably will come about a deficiency in the amount 
of [i.e., corresponding to] the dominance. And when the makeup of man is well 
scrutinized, in that regard the beasts are one with him. But man, on whom God (Mighty 
be His remembrance!) has conferred these two blessings that are knowledge and action, 
of necessity is separate from the beast, and receives reward and punishment. Therefore, 
one can now necessarily know that anyone who attains this rank, on him it becomes 
incumbent to have his own self under his own management so as to go on whatever path 
is more praiseworthy and to know at what point the distinction is between good and bad, 
so as to incline toward whatever is most praiseworthy and be far from whatever is most 
blameworthy and abstain [from it]. 
And since this situation has been related, two ways are now going to be made clear: 
one path good and the other path bad. And that [situation] has signs through which one 
can know good and bad. The observer must reflect on the conditions of men; whatever of 
them seems good to him, he should know that it is good and then compare his own 
condition with that; for if he does not find [it] of that sort, then he will know that it is 
wrong. For men cannot know their own fault. And a wise man has confirmed that enig­
matically— "No one has the fault-seeing eye." 
I see that every man sees the fault of another 
He is blind to the fault which is in him 
Every human being, from him are hidden his faults 
And the fault which his brother has is obvious to him. 
[Arabic poetry] 
And when a man happens [to have] complete intellect, and the power of anger and the 
power of desire prevail in him, the faculty of intellect is put to flight and there is no 
escape from this person's falling into error. And it should be that he knows that he has 
fallen between two great enemies and that both are stronger than his intellect and that he 
must play many tricks on his intellect in order that he can overcome these two enemies, 
as has-been said: "Woe to the strong among the weak" [in Arabic]. So when a weak 
[thing] falls between two strong [ones] one can know what the situation will be like, and 
therein faults and defects become conspicuous and virtues and merits remain hidden. 
And sages have likened the body of man to a house in which are a man and a pig and a 
lion, and to the man they assign intellect; and to the pig, desire; and to the lion, anger. 
And they have said whichever is strongest of all these three, it is his house. And this 
situation they see with clarity and know analogically that every man who can keep his 
own body under control and can break the back [lit., neck] of greed and desire, it is 
permissible to call him a wise and self-possessed man; and that man whose desire can 
become completely superior such that all inclines toward desire and the eye of his 
intellect remains unseeing, he is in the place of the pig, just as that person whom anger 
gains a hold over and in that anger nothing inclines to sparing and mercy, is in the place 
of the lion. 
And one must necessarily make this problem clearer: "If a taunter says that if desire 
and anger should not have to exist, God the Mighty and Glorious would not have created 
them in the body of men, the answer to that is that in whatever the Creator (Glorious be 
His glory!) has created there is a benefit, general and perceptible. If he did not create 
desire, no one would incline toward food, which is the mainstay of the body, and toward 
copulation, in which is the perpetuation of reproduction, and man would not continue 
and the world would become depopulated. And if He did not create anger, no one would 
turn toward revenge-taking and guarding himself from shame and injustice and being 
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concerned with retribution and keeping his wealth and household far from usurpers, and 
the public welfare would become wholly cut off. Notwithstanding that such must be, the 
praiseworthy thing is that the faculty of desire and the faculty of anger be in obedience to 
the faculty of intellect, that he recognize both [to be] in the place of a horse on which he is 
seated and rides around as he wishes. And if it is not docile, he makes it afraid with the 
whip right away and, whenever the need arises, beats [it]; and when desire comes, he 
shackles it and ties up its stall so it cannot be opened, for a man knows that these two 
enemies who are with him are enemies than whom he cannot be rougher and more 
powerful, so he must always beware of them lest one time they cheat him and make it 
appear to him that they are his friends, as is intellect, so that he do something ugly and 
think that it is beautiful, and cause someone injustice and think that he has done justice. 
And whatever he is about to do, he makes known to intellect, which is truly his friend, so 
that he may be secure from the deceitfulness of these two enemies. 
And every servant upon whom God the Mighty and Glorious bestowed clear intellect 
and [who], with that intellect which is truly his friend, examines matters and with that 
intellect becomes a friend of knowledge, and reads the stories of those past and considers 
[them] and also looks to the deeds of his own time, [that servant] can know what a good 
deed is and what bad conduct is, and whether the consequence of both is good or not; and 
what men speak [about] and what they admire and what it is that remains memorable of 
man [is what is] the most excellent. 
And there are many sages who have men go on that right path but as for themselves do 
not go on the path they have pointed out. How many men I see who do the "bidding unto 
good and the rejecting of the reprehensible'' [according to Islamic law, the duty of every 
Muslim] and say to men that such-and-such a deed must not be done and such must, but 
view themselves far from that, just as there are many physicians who say one must not 
eat such-and-such a thing because some illness results from it, and then eat a lot of that 
thing. And there are also Faylasufs, and they are known as physicians of moral qualities, 
who prohibit very ugly deeds and when a place is empty, do them. And the community of 
ignorant ones who do not know deep thinking and what is the outcome of such acts, they 
are excused because they are ignorant; but the knowing ones, because they know, are not 
excused. And a wise man with resolve and sound judgment is he who, on account of his 
own clear reason, was of one heart with the community, and subdued [his] enthusiasm 
for vain desire. So if a man does not find complete assistance from his own power of 
resolution, he chooses a few persons (whichever ones are purer and more virtuous) to 
point out his faults to him; for when he strives with strong enemies who hold a place in 
the midst of his heart and soul, if from them he will come out weak, he consults with 
these sincere advisers in order that they show him the right direction, as Mustafa [i.e., 
Muhammad] (Peace be upon him!) has said, "The faithful one is the mirror of the 
faithful one'' [in Arabic]. And Galen, and he was the greatest sages of his era such that 
there is no equal who has come forth in the science of medicine and anatomy [lit., flesh 
and blood] and the dispositions of the body of men, and there is none who was more 
equal [sic] than he was in treatments of moral qualities, and he has in those Risalahs very 
fine [parts] about everyone's self-knowledge from which readers may have many 
benefits. And the main part of this work is the following; it says: "Everyone with 
intelligence who cannot recognize his own fault and is in error, it is necessary that he do 
such that he choose a friend from the group of friends [who] is wisest, most sincere, and 
most accomplished, and entrust to him the inquiry into his own conditions and habits and 
qualities so that he show him his good and evil unsparingly. And Padshahs are more 
needful than their fellow men of all this which I am saying because their//rm<zns are 
sharp like a sword, and no one has the gall to disagree with them; and an error that issues 
from them, that can be difficult to understand. And I read in the Akhbdr-i Muluk-i 
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cAjam, translated by Ibn al-Muqaffac [723-59], that the greatest and most learned of 
their Padshahs had the custom that continually by day and night until they would go to 
sleep wise men used to be seated with them from the wisest of those days, like guides and 
spies over them, who would explain to them something that went well and something 
that went badly from the affairs and customs andfirmans of those proud ones who were 
Padshahs. Then when a desire stirred him [one of the Padshahs] that is bad and he wanted 
to drive away that anger and aggressiveness wherein are [the causes of] instances of 
bloodshed and the eradicating of families, they would perceive that and show him the 
virtues and offenses [i.e., pros and cons] of that, and speak with him of stories and 
reports of past kings, and inform and instruct him in the way of Sharc, in order that he 
deduce that with his own intellect and reason, and that anger and aggressiveness quiet 
down and he go along with that which appears to be necessary by virtue of justice and 
rectitude; because every time he gets angry and aggressiveness appears in him, in that 
hour a great bane has gained mastery over his intelligence and he becomes needy of a 
doctor to cure that bane so that that affliction subside. 
And men, whether Padshah or other than Padshah, each one [of them] has a soul, and 
they call that Ruh, very large and substantial, and has a body, and they call that Jism, 
very small and insubstantial. And since physicians and healers choose the body, in order 
to treat quickly any sickness that appears, and make medicine and foods for that to make 
it return to well-being, [it would be] worthier for physicians and healers also to select the 
Ruh in order to also treat afflictions of that, for any wise man who does not do this, it is a 
bad choice that he has made, for he has passed over the most important and handled the 
most unimportant. And just as those physicians have medicines and herbs brought from 
Hindustan and every [other] place, there are also medicines for these physicians, and 
those are intellect and selected experiences, whether seen or read from books. 
And such I read in the reports of the Samanids, that Nasr-i Ahmad-i SamanI [r. 
913-42] was eight-years-old when he survived his father; for Ahmad was killed on the 
hunting ground, and this little one was seated on the throne in place of [his] father. That 
kingly-born whelp came out very well, mastered [lit., rode] all the manners of kings, and 
seemed without equal. But in him were wickedness and malevolence and aggressiveness 
and pride in excess. And he gave importantfirmans out of anger, so that people became 
afraid of him. And with all this he would return to intelligence and would know that those 
qualities are very unacceptable. 
One day he retired alone with Balcaml, who was his greatest Vazir, and Bu tayyib-i 
MascabT, Sahib-i DTvan-i Risalat, and both were unique [sic] in [their] day in all tools of 
learning. And he described his condition to them completely and said,' 'I know that this 
which comes from me is a great sin, but I do not overcome my own anger; and when the 
flame of anger subsides, I repent; but what use does it have, because heads have been cut 
off and households uprooted and the rod applied without limit. What is the [appropriate] 
course of action in this matter?" They said, "Perhaps the right way is that the Master 
station the wisest Nadims before him in whom, with the complete wisdom that they 
have, may be mercy and compassion and forebearance, and give them a dastur, that 
unsparingly when the Master becomes angry in excess, they intercede and subdue that 
anger with kindness; and when he commands [something] good, that thing praise in his 
sight so that he order more [like it]. Such we know, that if it be [handled] in this manner, 
this affair will return to [a state of] well-being." 
This suggestion pleased Nasr-i Ahmad very much, and he approved their speech and 
praised this which they said, saying, "I [will]attach something else to this so that the 
matter be complete, and by [my] oath, I swear whenever I give afirmdn in anger that for 
three days it not be signed into order so that during that period the flame of my anger may 
have become cool and conversations with intercessors have taken place; and then I will 
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consider that and ask questions, so that if I have thus become angry justifiably, they will 
beat them with the rod somewhat, so that it be less than 100 [strokes; i.e., mitigated 
punishment]. And if I have taken to anger unjustifiably, I will nullify that punishment 
and will remove [it from] those persons concerning whom I have ordered that course of 
action, if they merit the removal. And if the punishment be according to the requirement 
of the Shar^ah, just as the Qazls judge, it will be carried out." Balcaml said, and Bu 
Tayyib, that nothing remained [to be planned] for this affair to return to [a state of] 
well-being. 
Then he [Nasr] ordered, saying:' 'Go around and seek in my realm the wisest men, and 
whatever number is found, let them be brought to the place in order that I command 
whatever there is to command. These two eminent men went back very joyful because 
the greatest evil was theirs [to correct]; and they made a careful search of the whole body 
of wise men of the realm, and from the whole, seventy or so people were sent to 
Bukhara. And Nasr-i Ahmad was informed; he ordered that the seventy-or-so individu­
als who had been chosen must be tested for one year until there have been chosen the few 
wisest persons. And they did just this until from among that group three old men 
emerged, wiser and more learned and more experienced. And they were brought before 
Nasr-i Ahmad and Nasr tested them one week. When he found [them] unique [sic], he 
told them his secret and copied a very solemn oath in his own hand and recited it, and 
gave them adastiir on interceding in any case and speaking freely. And one year went on 
like this; Nasr had become another Ahnaf-i Qays [a figure known among Arabs for 
forebearance] so much so that in forebearance he was compared to him, and unworthy 
qualities had become far from him once and for all. 
This section has also come to an end and I know such that wise men, however long I 
have dragged out my remarks, will agree that nothing has been written that does not 
merit reading one time. And after this era men of other eras will return to that and 
understand [it]. And it is certain for me that today as I am composing, under this great 
majesty (May it always be!), there are great men who if they occupied themselves in 
telling the history of this Padshah [i.e., Mascud] would shoot the arrow on the target 
[i.e., hit the mark] and demonstrate to men that they are the cavalry and I am the foot 
soldier, and that I do foot service for them with gouty lameness, and such would be 
necessary that they would write and I would learn, and when they would speak I would 
listen; but since the dawlah has employed them so that they care for larger tasks and do 
enough and be girded so that in no circumstance does weakness occur that an enemy or 
envier or rebel would rejoice and obtain his purpose, [so] how can they accomplish 
history-telling and observing such situations and reports and writing them, and how can 
they be devoted to that? So for [the purpose of] assistance to them I undertook this work, 
for if I hesitated, awaiting that time when they would complete this task, it might be that 
they would not, and when a long time would go by, these stories would rest far from the 
eye and heart of men and someone else would want [to do] this work who would not have 
that horsemanship on the horse [i.e., expertise] which I have and [thus] the great effects 
of this illustrious family would be effaced. 
And when I finished these sections from the khutbah, I returned to the telling of the 
ta'rikh, and I wish success from God (Mighty be His remembrance!) in completing that 
according to the rule[s] of Ta'rikh. 
3. EARLY SIGNS OF MASCUD'S GREATNESS {TB, pp. 109-13/129-35) 
Translator's Note 
This passage follows on the heels of selection 2 and seems to apply BayhaqT's general 
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points about succession to Sultan Mascud's in particular. The passage is particularly 
interesting because it contains examples of how BayhaqT decided what to include, 
validated his witnesses, extolled the virtues of old pious women, described dream 
interpretation, and characterized the style of life of the upper classes. 
And when I finished these sections of the khutbah, I returned to the telling of the 
ta'rikh, and I wish success from God (Mighty by His remembrance!) in completing that 
according to the rule[s] of Ta'rikh. 
And before this in the previous narrative I have brought two cases among those 
concerning the career of this great Padshah (May God illuminate his proof!), one, of 
whatever significant deeds were done of his own accord after Amir Mahmud (God be 
pleased with him!) returned from Rayy and entrusted that province to him; and the other 
of whatever went to him of good fortune by virtue of God (Glorious be His remem­
brance!) after the passing of his father, in the province of his brother in Ghazna up to 
when he arrived at Harat and his affairs coalesced and his aims became completely 
fulfilled, so that readers be informed of those. And there were rarities and wonders that 
befell him in the days of his father; several were events that I brought entirely into this 
Ta'rikh in their own places in the history of the years of Amir Mahmud; and there were 
several other fine points quite worth knowing that had taken place in the days of [his] 
youth when he increased [his] stature and his father made him heir. And I had heard a 
little of those at that time when I was at Nishapur, not having obtained the good fortune 
of serving this dawlah (May God strengthen it!); and I was always wanting to hear them 
from a reliable man who would have seen them with his own eyes; but this opportunity 
did not occur. Until in those days when I took up this history-telling, my desire for 
accomplishing that increased, because it is long years since I am occupied in this task, 
and I am thinking that when I reach the blessed times of this Padshah [i.e., Mascud], if 
those fine points have not come to hand, it might be negligence to omit them. Just such a 
good opportunity occurred in the beginning of the year 450 [1058] when Khvajah-yi Bu 
Sac!d ^Abd al-Ghaffar Fakhir bin Sharif Hamid Amir al-Mu'minln (God prolong his 
strength!) did me the favor and sought me out in this corner of [my] retirement and took 
pains [to be] near me. And whatever I was in search of he gave me and then wrote in his 
own hand. And he is so trustworthy that anything his intellect and learning registers does 
not need any witness. For this Khvajah (May God continue his blessing!) was connected 
with the service of this Padshah since [he, Mascud, was] fourteen years old; and in his 
service he experienced many ups and downs [lit., hot and cold] and experienced troubles 
and did great dangerous things with the like of Mahmud (God be pleased with him!). So 
necessarily when [his] master reached the throne, he considered him such that he held 
him in quite complete esteem and trust. My friendship with this Khvajah came about in 
the remaining days of the year '21 [1030], when the banner of Amir-i Shahld [i.e., 
Mahmud] (God be pleased with him!) reached Balkh. I found him quite completely 
learned, and he would sit in the DTvan-i Risalat with my teacher, and most of his days he 
would be before this Padshah in special private sessions. And he made it necessary, 
rather it was [my] duty, that I observe the correct form of his address; but in the narrative 
that I wrote before this, that is not the custom. And any wise man who has discernment 
can know that "Hamid Amir al-Mu'minin'' is in the form of an epithet of the majesty of 
the caliphate, and may any address be greater than this? And he acquired this honor in the 
blessed days of Amir Mawdud, who sent him to Baghdad as a messenger with a very 
significant task; and he went and did that task as wise men and experienced ones [would] 
do. He came back [having served his] purpose, as I will detail after this when I reach the 
days of Amir Mawdud. And in the days of Amir cAbd al-Rashid, from among the whole 
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lot of reliable men and servants, the trust fell to him for a journey to the region of 
Khurasan, on a quite significant task of [arranging] a covenant with a group of eminent 
men who today hold the province of Khurasan; and at that time I was taking up [my] job 
with the Divan-i Risalat, and those circumstances I [will] also detail in their place. After 
that circumstances both smooth and rough passed over this Khvajah, and in these aus­
picious days of Sultan Mucazzam Abu Shujac Farrukhzad bin Mascud (May God 
lengthen his life and aid his standard!) the Ra'Is-ship of Bust was turned over to him, 
and he was in that region for a long time and showed good effects. And today he is re­
siding in Ghazna honored and respected, at his own house. And I wrote these few fine 
points of his career; and I will reveal the particulars of his situation very clearly in this 
Ta'rikh in their own places if God wills. And these few fine points from the Maqamat of 
Amir Mascud (God be pleased with him!) that I heard from him [cAbd al-Ghaffar] I 
wrote here in order that they be known. And when I finish this, then I will take up the 
seating of this Padshah on the throne at Balkh and narrate the history of his auspicious 
days. 
A Maqamah about the Designation of Amir Shihab al-Dawlah Mascud 
and What Went on of His Circumstances 
[from cAbd al-Ghaffar] 
During the months of the year 401 [ 1010] Amir Mahmud (God be pleased with 
him!) went on the conquest of Ghur, from Bust on the ZamTndavar Road [region in 
the southeast of present-day Afghanistan], and ordered that two of his children, 
the Amirs Mascud and Muhammad, and his brother Yusuf (God's mercy on them 
all!) stay in ZamTndavar, and that the heaviest baggage also be kept there. And 
these two princes were fourteen years old and Yusuf was seventeen. And he had 
them remain there for the reason that he was honoring ZamTndavar because that 
region was the first province that the AmTr cAdil Sabuktigin his father (God be 
pleased with him!) gave him. And he [Mahmud] ordered my grandfather (I who 
am cAbd al-Ghaffar)—at the time when that Padshah went to Ghur and those 
AmTrs were brought down there at the house of BayatigTn-i ZamTndavariwho was 
ValT of that region [i.e., ZamTndavar] from the hand of AmTr Mahmud—to 
remain in attendance on them and keep in order whatever must be [kept] of their 
stipends and allowances. And my grandmother was a devout, self-possessed, 
Qur'an-reciting woman, and she knew writing and Qur'an commentary and 
dream interpretation, and she also [had] memorized many hadis and reports of the 
Prophet (God bless him and grant him peace!). And along with [all] this, she used 
to make wholesome [lit., clean] things to eat and extremely fine sherbets, and in 
this was a past mistress [lit., a miracle; i.e., a marvel, a wonder]. So my 
grandfather and grandmother both occupied themselves in attending to those 
royal princes who had been brought down there, and from that old woman they 
would request sweets and foods and [other] wishes, and she would be very 
fastidious in that so that it would seem very agreeable. And they would summon 
her continuously so she would tell them hadis and recite stories, and they would 
take pleasure in that. And I was very big, going to Qur'an-recitation school, and I 
would attend them such as children do and [then] return. Until it happened that 
AmTr Mascud said to my AdTb, whom they used to call BisalimT [sic]: "cAbd 
al-Ghaffar must be taught something of adab." He taught me two or three 
qdsidahs from theDnw? ofMutanabbT[Arabic poet, 915-65] and "Qifa'Nabki" 
[lit., 'Stay; let us weep," the opening words of the Mifallaqah of Imru'1-Qays, 
pre-Islamic Arabic poet], and for this reason I became more arrogant. 
And in those days I saw them seated in that manner which Rayhan-i Khadim 
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was set over them by Amir Mahmud [to oversee]; and he would bring Amir 
Mascud and seat him in the sadr [seat of honor, probably raised, carpeted, or 
cushioned at head of a room] first; then Amir Muhammad would be brought and 
seated on his right, such that one of his knees would be outside the sadr and one 
knee on the mat [of the sadr]; and Amir Yusuf would be brought and seated 
outside the sadr on the left. And when they would mount for polo and [other] 
sport, Muhammad and Yusuf would be in attendance in front of Amir Mascud 
with a hdjib who was appointed [i.e., for that purpose]. And at Namaz-i Digar 
when the tutor would return, first those two individuals would retire and leave, 
then AmTr Mascud one hour after that. And Rayhan-i Khadim watched over all the 
arrangements, and if he would see anything improper, he would shout out. 
And two times a week they would mount and pass out into the villages. And 
Amir Mascud had the custom that each time he would mount he would offer them 
[i.e., the villages] his hospitality and many foods would be brought with great 
pains from my grandfather and grandmother, for many times he would request 
things secretly so that no one in the kitchen would have news [of it]. And there was 
a ghuldm, Khurd Qaratigln by name, who was in [on] this activity and would bring 
messages to my grandfather and grandmother (and they used to say that this 
Qaratigin was the Amir's foremost ghuldm; at Harat he found Naqlb-ship and 
after Naqib-ship became Amir Mascud's Hajib); and foods would be brought out 
to the Mughasafah Plain, and he would also show great hospitalities [there] and 
invite Hasan, son of Amir Farighun, the Amir of Guzganan, and others who were 
his peers and bestow something on them after eating. 
And Bayatigln ZamTndavarT, the governor of the region, was also a foremost 
ghuldm of Amir Mahmud; and Amir Mahmud held him in high esteem. And he 
had a very useful and pious wife. And in those days when Amir Mascud 
succeeded his father to the throne, he held this woman in great esteem out of 
respect for [her] past services, just as though she were on a par with the Queen 
Mother. And several times here at Ghazna in the Majlis of Amir Mascud—and I 
was present—this woman would speak of those affairs of the times and explain 
those kingly qualities of the Amir, and the Amir would be very pleased by that and 
would question [her] much about those places and [their] villages and crops. And 
this Bayatigm ZamTndavarT, at that time when AmTr Mahmud acquired STstan and 
overthrew Khalaf [b. Ahmad; Saffarid ruler deposed 393/1002], had brought with 
him 130 peacocks, male and female. They used to say they were indigenous to 
ZamTndavar; and in our houses were some of them, and they used to hatch many 
babies in the domes. And AmTr Mascud used to like them and would go in search 
of them on the roofs. And at our house in a dome [they] laid eggs in two or three 
places and hatched babies. 
One day from the roof he called out to my grandmother and summoned [her]. 
When she neared him, he said, "In [my] sleep I saw that I was in the land of Ghur, 
and just the same as these places are, there was the light of a fortress, and there 
were many peacocks and roosters. I was taming them and putting them under my 
qabd, and they were fluttering under my qabd and clucking. And you [who] know 
everything, what is the interpretation of this?" The old woman said, "If God 
wills the Prince of Princes to seize Ghur, then the Ghurids will come to obedi­
ence. ' ' He said, "I have not taken over the authority of my father; how will I take 
them?" The old woman answered, "When you become great, if God the Mighty 
and Glorious wishes, this will be; for I remember the Sultan your father when he 
was here in the days of [his] boyhood and he held this province. Now he has taken 
most of the world and is [still] taking; you will also be just like your father.'' The 
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Amir replied, "If God wills.'' And in the end it came to be just as he had dreamed, 
and the region of Ghur came to obedience of him. He has [had] a good effect in 
Ghur such as has been recalled in this Maqamah. And in the months of 421 when 
it happened that I, who am c Abd al-Ghaffar, became joined to the service of this 
Padshah (God be pleased with him!), he ordered me to bring with me several 
males and females from those peacocks; and six pairs were brought; and he 
ordered that those be placed in the garden, and they laid eggs and hatched babies. 
And at Harat there is a lineage related to them. And the Amirs of Ghur came into 
the service of the Amir willy-nilly, because he made such a strong impression [on 
them] that they were afraid of him and settled down. And for no time is it indicated 
nor read in books that the Ghurids were so obedient and submissive to a Padshah 
as they were to him. 
4. MASCUD'S PLEASURE HOUSE (TB, pp. 121-25/145-49) 
Translator's Note 
This passage, in its earthiness, humor, and irony, has a natural human appeal. Like 
Hellenistic historians, BayhaqT took every opportunity to involve the varied emotions of 
his readers. Relations between royal father and royal son, on which the passage also 
focuses, seemed to fascinate Persian historians. But most of all, this story gives an 
insight into the complex and ubiquitous spy and communications network, or band, that 
was such an important source of imperial unity and control in ancient, as well as 
Islamicate, Iranian empires. 
Now one [example] of the alertness and vigilance and circumspection of this magnifi­
cent Padshah [i.e., Mascud] (God be pleased with him!) is the following. In the days of 
his young manhood when he was [residing] in Harat and, hidden from his father, used to 
drink wine, concealed by Rayhan-i Khadim he used to seek seclusion below the Saray 
and have male and female musicians brought to him by secret routes. In the palace 
complex of the AdnanT Garden he ordered them to renovate a house for midday naps, and 
make for itmuzammih [copper and brass pipes or taps that controlled the flow of water 
when turned from one side to the other] and hang pieces of linen in such a way that water 
from the pool would run, appear magically on the roof of the house, pass into the 
muzammih, and moisten the [pieces of] linen. And they made pictures on this house from 
floor to ceiling, erotic pictures of [different] sorts of intercourse of men with women, all 
naked, such that the whole of that they painted [into] a "book" of pictures and stories 
and words. And outside these were drawn pictures befitting these. And the Amir would 
go there at midday nap time and sleep there; and it is the mark of young men that they do 
such [things] and [things] like this. 
And although Amir Mahmud had amushrif who was an associate of this Amir his son, 
to be out with the NadTms and' 'count his [i.e., Mascud's] breaths" and convey [them], it 
was agreed that thatmushrif would not penetrate his private places. So he [Mahmud] had 
spies concealed from him among his own [Mascud's] people, like a slave or valet or old 
women or musicians or others than them who would report whatever they became aware 
of, so that of the affairs of this son nothing whatsoever remained hidden from him. But 
the associate would furnish him [Mascud] with names and give him bits of advice, 
because he was the heir-apparent and he [the associate] knew that someday the throne 
would be his. And just as his father had concealed spies on him, he also had [them] on his 
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father, even to this extent, that whatever went on would be reported. And one of them 
was NushtigTn-i Khassah Khadim, than whom no servant was closer to Amir Mahmud. 
And his [Mascud's] aunt Hurrah-yi Khuttali herself was his "seeker of knowledge." 
So they wrote to Amir Mahmud in total secrecy the report of this house with erotic 
pictures, and they indicated that' 'when one has passed from the AdnanT Saray there is a 
big garden; on the right side of this garden is a large pool and beside the pool on the left is 
this house. And night and day there are two locks on it, above and below. And they are 
opened at that time when Amir Mascud goes there for a midday nap. And the keys are in 
the hands of a servant whom they call Bisharat." 
And when Amir Mahmud was informed of this situation, he came at midday nap time 
to the tent pavilion and spoke with Nushtigm-i Khassah Khadim about this, and gave this 
order: "Tell Khayltash so-and-so, who is a fast rider who has no equal among fast riders, 
to prepare for himself to be sent someplace on account of something important, so that he 
go swiftly and verify the condition of this house. And no one must be aware of this 
matter." NushtigTn said, "I will carry out yom firman." And the Amir slept, and he 
[NushtigTn] came to his own camp and entrusted a horseman from among his own crack 
horsemen with three of his own choice horses and instructed him to go to Harat in total 
secrecy to Amir Mascud in six days and six-and-a-half nights. In his own hand he wrote a 
mulatiifah to Amir Mascud informing [him] of these circumstances, saying, ' 'After this 
horseman of mine, a royal Khayltash will arrive to see that house of yours, one-and-a­
half days after the arrival of this horseman, someone who fears no one, who will go alone 
to that house and break the locks. The Amir [will] take up this matter quickly as he sees 
[fit]." And that crack horseman went right away. And then someone summoned that 
Khayltash whose firman it was [to be]; he came prepared. Amir Mahmud arose from 
sleep in between two prayers, performed Namaz-i PTshln, finished, summoned Nushti­
gln, and said, "Did the Khayltash come?'' He replied, "He came and is waiting at [my] 
camp." He said, "Bring paper and pencase." NushtigTn brought [them] and the Amir 
wrote a safe conduct letter of this substance: 
"In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate. Mahmud ibn Sabuktigin's 
order to this Khayltash is that he go to Harat in eight days. When he arrives there he 
should [go] at once to the Saray of my son Mascud, fearing no one, drawing his sword 
and beheading anyone who prevents his going; and as soon as he enters the Saray, not 
looking to my son, enter the AdnanT Garden from the Saray; on the right side of the 
Garden is a pool and beside that on the left a house; he should go into that house and take 
a good look at what sort of walls it has and see what [is in] that house and return 
immediately, so as to converse with no one, and return to Ghazna. And the way of 
QutlughtigTn-i Hajib-i BihishtT [Mascud's Hajib] is that he will act according to this 
firman, if he values his life (and if he shows respect, his life will go on) and to give the 
Khayltash any help that needs to be given until such time as he becomes satisfied, by the 
will and aid of God, and [so] Peace!" 
When this [safe conduct] letter had been written, the Khayltash was summoned; and 
he [Mahmud] sealed that safe conduct letter and gave it to him, saying,' 'It must be such 
that you go to Harat in eight days and do such-and-such and verify the circumstances 
[that] have been explained, and keep this story secret." The Khayltash kissed the ground 
and said, "I will carry out your firman," and went back. The Amir told NushtigTn-i 
Khassah, "The Khayltash must be given a good-paced horse from the stable and 5,000 
dirhams." NushtigTn came outside and spent time in giving the horse and silver, and in 
making the best selection of a horse. And he killed time [lit., burned the day] until 
Namaz-i Sham had been made, and [then] the Khayltash was given [his things] and left 
fast. 
[Meanwhile] that crack horseman of NushtigTn, as he had been instructed, arrived at 
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Harat, and Amir Mascud became aware of [the contents of] the mulatiifah; and he 
ordered that the horseman be caused to alight someplace and at the same time ordered the 
plasterers to be summoned and to make that house white, and smooth it out as if there had 
never been paintings on those walls, and to furnish it and straighten it up and put the 
locks back on, and no one to know what the situation was. 
And on the heels of this crack horseman the Khayltash arrived, at high noon on the 
eighth day. And Amir Mascud was seated on a sofa in the Adnaril Saray with his Nadims. 
And Hajib-i QutlughtigTn-i Bihishti was seated at the threshhold with the other Hajibs 
and retainers and functionaries. And the Khayltash arrived, alighted from his horse, 
drew his sword, took his iron-headed mace under his arm, and left his horse behind. 
Immediately Qutlughtigln got to his feet and said,' 'What is it?" The Khayltash did not 
answer and gave him the safe conduct letter and went down into the Saray. Qut­
lugh[tigin] read the safe conduct letter and gave it to Amir Mascud and said,' 'What must 
be done?" The Amir said, " Any firman that there is must be carried out." And a 
commotion occurred in the saray, but the Khayltash kept on going up to the door of the 
house and went in. He saw a pure white house plastered and furnished. He came out and 
kissed the ground before Amir Mascud, saying, ' 'There is no escape for servants from 
carrying out a firman. And this unmannerly servant carried out the firman of Sultan 
Mahmud. And thefirman is such that as soon as I have seen this house, I return. Now I 
[will] go." Amir Mascud said, "You came suddenly and carried out the firman of the 
master my father the Sultan. Now by ourfirman stay one day—for it may be that they 
have indicated [this] house by mistake—until they show [you] all the sardys and 
houses." He [the Khayltash] said, "I will carry out your firman, even though [this] 
servant has not been given this order [i.e., by Mahmud].'' And the Amir mounted, and 
two parasangs away is a garden that they call BIlab, a fortified place because he and his 
people used to have a place there, and he ordered that all the people of the sardys gather 
there and evacuate [the sardys], and the Haram and the ghuldms left. And then 
QutlughtigTn-i Bihishti and the Mushrif and the Sahib-i Band brought the Khayltash 
around all the sardys and showed each place to him one by one until he saw all of them 
and became assured that there was no house of that sort of which he had been informed. 
Then they wrote letters about the state of the case, and gave the Khayltash 10,000 
dirhams and sent him back. And Amir Mascud (God be pleased with him!) came back to 
the city. And when the Khayltash arrived at Ghazna and retold completely whatever had 
gone on, and the letters had also been read, Amir Mahmud said, "God's mercy upon 
him, about this child of mine many lies have been told." And he cut off any more of 
those searches and inquiries. 
5. HASANAK'S EXECUTION (TB, pp. 178-96/221-46) 
Translator's Note 
This detailed description of the arrest and execution of Hasanak is only one of several 
such descriptions. In the historiography of the ancient world, such descriptions were 
very popular, so much so that they often took the form of set pieces. There is no way yet 
to tell whether Bay haqi's descriptions of the deaths of famous men are similarly stylized, 
but he clearly used them to play upon the emotions of his readers. 
The Hasanak in question was a member of the prominent MTka' TIT family of Nishapur, 
who had served as Vazlr for Sultan Mahmud until his death. Because Hasanak took the 
side of Muhammad in his dispute with Mascud, when Mascud won, Hasanak was 
arrested. His enemies at court, especially Bu Sahl-i Zawzanl, who was a confidant of 
Mascud, reinforced the Sultan's desire to getrid of all his father's and brother's 
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supporters and allies. He made it possible to justify in the case of Hasanak by reviving 
old rumors that he had been sympathetic to the Qarmatians, a Shfr sect connected with 
the Fatimids of Egypt and enemies of the cAbbasid caliph in Baghdad and by extension 
of the Ghaznavids as well. As will be seen, the religious sympathies attributed to 
Hasanak had to be inferred from the fact that he had traveled through Fatimid Syria and 
Palestine on his return from a pilgrimage to Mecca (414/1023) and while there had 
accepted a robe of honor from the Fatimid caliph in Egypt. The parallel between 
Hasanak's and an earlier case, the execution of the general al-Afshln by the cAbbasid 
caliph al-Muctasim (r. 833-42) on charges of Zoroastrian sympathies, did not escape 
BayhaqI, who used it to preface the following description of Hasanak's arrest and 
execution. Bayhaql's extended admiration for the valor of Hasanak's mother, and of a 
much earlier Muslim mother, is also to be noted, and resembles Hellenistic descriptions 
of female valor. Finally, the ways in which men at court are seen to influence the 
Sultan's will is also significant. 
Mention of the Execution of Hasanak-i Vazir 
(God's mercy upon him!) 
I will write a section about the beginning of this affair of the execution of this man, and 
then the story [itself] will be explained in detail. Today when I am beginning this story, in 
Dhu'l-Hijjah in the year 450 [1058], in the auspicious days of Sultan Mucazzam Abu 
Shujac Farrukhzad ibn Nasir-i Din [r. 1052-59] (God preserve and keep him!), of these 
people about whom I will speak, one or two persons arejiving in forced retirement; and it 
is several years since Bu Sahl-i Zawzani [Mascud's cAriz] passed away. And I have no 
business replying to what came from him by way of trouble—even though bad came to 
me from him—since in any case, my lifetime has reached 65 and [I] must be about to 
follow him. And in the Ta'rikh that I am doing, I make no statement that comes from 
prejudice or anger and [that will cause] the readers of this composition [to say],' 'Shame 
on this old man!" Rather I say that which readers can approve and not reproach. 
This Bu Sahl was a pious, dignified, virtuous, cultivated man; but wickedness and 
maliciousness took hold in his nature—and there is no changing God's creation—and 
along with that wickedness he had no compassion and was always keeping an eye out for 
a great and powerful Padshah to become angry with a servant and punish that servant and 
dispose of him; this man [i.e., Bu Sahl] would jump out from a corner and look for an 
opportunity to stir things up and cause this servant a great pain, and then would boast,' 7 
disposed of so-and-so!"—and if he did, he only saw and experienced it [i.e., he did so 
only indirectly] —and wise men would know that it was not so and would shake their 
heads and secretly laugh, "He is an exaggerator''; except for my teacher [i.e., Bu Nasr-i 
Mushkan], whom he could not dispose of even with all that treachery he did concerning 
him, in whose case he could not attain his wishes since the judgment of God did not favor 
and assist his instigations. And besides that, Bu Nasr was a farsighted man: in the days of 
Amir Mahmud (God be pleased with him!), without betraying his own master, he 
observed the wishes of this Sultan Mascud in all things, for he knew that the throne 
would be his [i.e., Mascud's] after [his] father. And Hasanak's situation was otherwise, 
for on account of a preference for Amir Muhammad and his supporting of the wishes and 
firman of Mahmud, he offended this prince [i.e., Mascud] and did and said things that 
equals will not endure, much less a Padshah, just as when Jacfar the Barmakid and these 
cohorts [of his] did the Vazlrship in the days of Harun al-Rashld [r. 786-809] and the 
outcome of their work was the same as issued from this VazTr [i.e., Hasanak]. And for 
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servants and slaves, watching the tongue with lords is necessary, since for foxes, 
quarreling with lions is impossible. And in his rank and riches and people, Bu Sahl was 
one drop of water from the river next to Amlr-i Hasanak—[his] learning occupies 
another place [i.e., higher] —but since transgressions issued from him [i.e., Hasanak] 
that I have brought up before this in the Ta'rikh (one of which was that he said tocAbdus 
[Mascud's servant], ' 'Tell your Amir, 'That which I do, I do byfirman of my master. If 
the throne ever comes to you, Hasanak will have to be executed.'"), [so] necessarily 
when the Sultan [Mascud] became Padshah, this man sat on the wooden horse [i.e., the 
gallows]. And Bu Sahl and others than Bu Sahl, who are they in this? For Hasanak paid 
the consequences of his temerity and transgression. And the Padshah under no circum­
stances ignores three things: disorder in the realm, the disclosing of secrets, and 
insolence (and we seek refuge in God from abandonment!) [what follows colon is in 
Arabic]. 
When Hasanak was brought from Bust to Harat, Bu Sahl-i ZawzanT handed him over 
to cAlTRa'iz, his servant; and there happened to him what happened to him of all sorts of 
contempt. For since there was no way out for him, his situation was subject to revenge 
and chastisements, and for that reason men censured Bu Sahl for being able to beat an 
[already] beaten and fallen man. The [real] man is that man whom they have said can 
accomplish ' 'forgiveness along with his power" [phrase in Arabic]. God (Mighty be His 
remembrance!) said—and His speech is true—". . . the suppressers of anger and the 
forgivers of fellowmen, and God loves the virtuous ones" [Qur'an 3:133]. 
When AmTr Mascud (God be pleased with him!) headed for Balkh from Harat and CA1T 
Ra'iz transported Hasanak in chains and showed contempt for him, and there was 
revenge and intolerance and vengeance, I hear however from CA1T (he told me once 
secretly) that from whatever Bu Sahl ordered of ugly actions in the case of this man, 
[only] one out often was done, and numerous kindnesses were [also] going on. And at 
Balkh he [Bu Sahl] persisted and kept nurturing [the idea] in the Amir that Hasanak must 
necessarily be executed. And the Amir was very forebearing and merciful, and did not 
reply. And a confidant of cAbdus said, ' 'A day after the death of Hasanak I heard from 
my mentor [i.e., cAbdus] that the Amir [had] said to Bu Sahl, 'There must be a 
justification and excuse for killing this man.' Bu Sahl said, 'The greatest justification is 
that this man is a Qarmatian and accepted the Egyptians' robe of honor so that the Amir 
al-Mu'minTn al-Qadir Billah [r. 991-1031] was annoyed and sent back a letter from 
Amir Mahmud and now speaks of this continuously. And the Lord remembers that a 
messenger of the KhalTfah came to Nishapur and brought a banner and robe of honor, and 
what sort of letter and oral message there were on this matter. On this matter the firman 
of the KhalTfah must be observed.' The Amir said, 'Let me reflect on this matter.'" 
After this my teacher [Bu Nasr-i Mushkan] also told a story from cAbdus (who was on 
very bad terms with Bu Sahl): "Since Bu Sahl spoke so much about this case, one day the 
Amir told Khvajah-yi Ahmad Hasan, when he was returning from the levee, that the 
Khvajah [i.e., Ahmad] should sit alone in the taram because there was a message for 
him to be carried by ^Abdus. The Khvajah went to the taram and the Amir (God be 
pleased with him!) summoned me [cAbdus] and said, ' 'Tell the Khvajah-yi Ahmad that 
the situation of Hasanak is not concealed from you, that in the days of my father he 
brought several pains to our heart and when my father passed away, what great designs 
he had in the time of my brother, but it did not go his way; and when God the Mighty and 
Glorious gave the throne and realm to us with such ease, [our] choice is that we accept the 
apology of sinners and not be preoccupied with the past. But concerning the belief of this 
man they are making statements to the effect that he accepted the Egyptians' robe of 
honor to the sorrow of the KhalTfah, and the AmTr al-Mu'minTn was offended and broke 
off correspondence with my father. And they are saying that he had given the messenger 
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who had come to Nishapur and brought the covenant and banner and robe of honor a 
message that Hasanak, being a Qarmatian, must be executed. And we had heard this at 
Nishapur and do not quite remember it. What does the Khvajah say concerning this?" 
When I delivered the message, the Khvajah thought for a long time, then said to me, 
' 'What has happened to Bu Sahl-i ZawzanTthat he has taken such an exaggerated interest 
in seeing his [Hasanak's] blood flow?'' I said, "I am really not able to know. This much I 
have heard, that one day he was at Hasanak's Saray in the days of his [Hasanak's] 
VazTrate, on foot and clothed in adurcfah [a coarse woolen upper garment worn by foot 
soldiers]. A Pardahdar had shown disdain for him and pushed him down." He said,' 'Oh 
Praise be to God! How much arrogance he must have in his heart!" Then he said, "Tell 
[your] master that at that time when I was a prisoner in the Kalinjar Fortress and they 
were intending to take my life and God the Mighty and Glorious protected [me], I made 
all sorts of vows to God that I would not make a statement about [shedding] someone's 
blood, true or not true. At that time when Hasanak came from the Hajj to Balkh and we 
headed for Ma Wara' al-Nahr [i.e., Transoxiana] and visited with the Qadr Khan, after 
returning to Ghazna they indicated to us that it was not known what had gone on in 
Hasanak's case and the late Amir spoke in some way with the KhalTfah. (Bu Nasr-i 
Mushkan has some true stories; it is necessary to solicit them from him.) And the Amir is 
the Lord Padshah; what is to be commanded, he will command; for if he [Hasanak] is 
proved to be a Qarmatian, I will not make a statement about shedding his blood because I 
am pained by the shedding of all creatures' blood. And I spoke openly to that effect so 
that he [Hasanak] will not say that 'He [Ahmad] has had a wish for this misery which I am 
in today.' And although it is so, I would not withhold my advice from the Sultan (for I 
would thereby be a traitor) in order that his blood and anyone else's blood not flow at all; 
for verily, blood-shedding is not a game.'' When I brought back this reply, he [the Amir] 
reflected for a very long time, then said, "Tell the Khvajah that whatever is necessary 
will be ordered." The Khvajah got up and went to the Divan; on the way he told me, 
"
cAbdus, as much as you can, keep the Lord on that [course; i.e., of not shedding 
Hasanak's blood], lest an ugly reputation be born [for him]." I [cAbdus] said, "I will 
carry out your firman;7' and I returned and spoke with the Sultan. Fate was lying in wait 
doing its work. . . . ' " 
After this he [the Amir] conferred with my teacher [Bu Nasr]. He told me the story of 
what went on in that private session, saying, ' 'The Amir questioned me about the story 
of Hasanak, after that about the story of the KhalTfah, and said, 'What do you say about 
the faith and belief of this man and about [his] accepting the robe of honor from the 
Egyptians?' I exerted myself and elaborated entirely the situation of Hasanak and his 
going on the Hajj up to that point when he returned from MadTnah to WadT al-Qura on the 
Syrian road and accepted the Egyptian robe of honor, and the necessity of [his] accepting 
[it], and turning back from Mawsil [Mosul] and not returning to Baghdad, and deceiving 
the KhalTfah that the Amir had ordered it. The Amir said, 'Then in this case what sin has 
there been from Hasanak, for if he had come by the desert road, would not all his 
creatures have perished there?' I said, 'So it was, but they painted the KhalTfah some sort 
of picture such that he took great offense and lost his temper and called Hasanak a 
Qarmatian, and there has been correspondence and coming and going on this subject.' 
And the late AmTr such was his obstinacy and annoyance that one day he said, 'To this 
feebleminded KhalTfah it must be written that I for the sake of my estimation of the 
cAbbasids have raised my finger in the whole world and am seeking a Qarmatian, and 
the one who is found and proved really to be one, [his] execution will be carried out. And 
if it is proved that Hasanak is a Qarmatian, a report will reach the AmTr al-Mu'minTn of 
what has gone on in his case. I have fostered him [i.e., Hasanak] and he is on a par with 
my children and brothers; and if he is a Qarmatian, I am a Qarmatian, too.' Although that 
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statement was appropriate for a Padshah, I went to the Divan and wrote [instead] such 
writing as servants write to masters. And at last after [much] coming and going it was 
settled that the robe of honor Hasanak had accepted and those rare gifts which those 
Egyptians had sent to Amir Mahmud he send with a messenger to Baghdad to be burned. 
And when the messenger came back, the Amir asked [him], 'At what spot were the robe 
and rare gifts burned?' for it had pained the Amir greatly that the KhalTfah had called 
Hasanak a Qarmatian. And [even] with all that, the alienation and intolerance of the 
Khafifah kept increasing, in secret, not openly, until Amir Mahmud answered the 
Call [i.e., died). The servant[i.e., Bu Nasr] has explained what went on completely.' He 
[Amir Mascud] said, 'lknew [it]. '" 
After this session, Bu Sahl still did not desist from his work at all. On Tuesday, the 
27th of Safar, when the levee broke up, the Amir said to the Khvajah [Ahmad] that' 'he 
must sit in the taram so that Hasanak be brought there with the Qazls and Muzakkis in 
order that what has been acquired [by Hasanak] all be written in a title-deed in our name 
and witnessed for us." The Khvajah said. ' 'Such will I do,' ' and went to the Taram. And 
a group of some of the Khvajahs and the Acyan and the Sahib-i Divan-i Risalat and 
Khvajah-yi Bu'1-Qasim Kasir (even though he was discharged from office) and Bu 
Sahl-i ZawzanI and Bu Sahl-i Hamdavl [also] came there. And he sent Amlr-i 
Danishmand-i Nablh and the Hakim of the army, Nasr-i Khalaf, there. And the Qazls of 
Balkh and the Sharifs and cAlims and Faqlhs and Mucaddils and Muzakkis (persons who 
were of good reputation and well-known) were also present and seated there. When this 
entourage was ready, I who am Bu'1-Fazl and a group of people were seated outside the 
Taram by the shops awaiting Hasanak. In one hour Hasanak appeared, without bonds. 
He had an ink-coloredjubbah [long open outer cloak] tinged with black, sortofshabby, a 
very clean durcfah and rida and a turban rolled Nishapur style [or made of Nishapur 
cloth] and new MIka'IlI boots on his feet and his hair smoothed down concealed under 
[his] turban with a little amount showing. And the Vali of the prison was with him, and 
cAfi Ra'iz and many foot soldiers on all sides. They brought [him] to the Taram, and he 
stayed until near Namaz-i PIshIn; then they brought him back to the prison. And the 
Qazls and Faqlhs came out after him. I heard this much, when two people were talking 
with each other, "What brought Bu Sahl to this, that he dishonored himself?" 
After the Khvajah, he [Bu Sahl] came out with the Acyan and went back to his own 
house. And Nasr-i Khalaf was a friend of mine; I asked of him, ' 'What went on?" He 
said, "When Hasanak came, the Khvajah got to his feet; when he did this act of 
generosity, all got to their feet whether they wanted to or not. Bu Sahl-i ZawzanI did not 
have control over his anger. He got up, but not all the way, and muttered to himself in a 
rage. Khvajah-yi Ahmad said to him, 'In all [your] deeds, not all the way.' [Then] he 
really was sorely troubled. And although the Khvajah wanted Amlr-i Hasanak to sit near 
him, he did not accept and sat on my right instead. And the Khvajah indicated his right 
side to Khvajah-yi Abu'l-Qasim and Bu Nasr-i Mushkan (even though Bu'1-Qasim was 
long discharged, nevertheless respect for him was [still] very strong) and Bu Sahl was on 
the left side of the Khvajah. On account of this, he was even more out of sorts. 
"And the Khvajah-yi Buzurg [Ahmad] turned toward Hasanak and said, 'How are 
things going and how have your days been passed?' He said, 'There is cause for 
gratitude.' The Khvajah said, 'One must not be disheartened, because such circum­
stances come up for men; one must show obedience to thefirman in whatever the Master 
orders; because as long as there is life in the body, there is hope for 100,000 consola­
tions, and there is a way.' Bu Sahl's self-control ran out. He said, 'Why does the Master 
talk so with some Qarmatian dog who is going to be executed according to the firman of 
the Amir al-Mu 'minin?' The Khvajah looked at Bu Sahl in anger. Hasanak said, 'I don't 
know who has been a dog; [all] mortals know my family and whatever I have had of 
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means and servants and riches. I experienced [lit., tasted] the world and pursued my 
affairs, and the end of man's work is death. If fate has arrived today, no one can deny 
whether they take him to the gallows or other than the gallows, because I am no greater 
than Husayn-i CA1I [martyred cousin and son-in-law of the Prophet Muhammad]. This 
Khvajah [i.e., Bu Sahl] who is saying this to me has recited poetry to me and has stood at 
the door of my house. But the story of a Qarmatian must be better than this for them to 
arrest him for this accusation, but not [when they arrested] me. This much is well-known: 
I do not know of such things.' Bu Sahl's bile rose and he shouted out and was about to 
swear; the Khvajah shouted at him and said, 'Is there no respect for this assembly of the 
Sultan that we are holding here? We are seeking to do a job here. When we have finished, 
this man will be in your hands for five or six months; then do what you want.' Bu Sahl 
grew silent and did not speak to the end of the session. 
"And two title-deeds had been written for all the goods and properties of Hasanak 
[turning them] entirely over to the Sultan; and one by one the properties were read to him, 
and he confessed to selling that willingly and gladly, and he received that silver [i.e., 
money] which had been specified, and those [reliable] persons wrote their witness and 
the Hakim registered [it] in the Majlis and the other Qazis also, according to the custom 
concerning things like that. When they finished with this, they said that Hasanak must go 
back, and he turned to the Khvajah and said, 'Long live the Khvajah-yi Buzurg! In the 
time of Sultan Mahmud by his command I used to speak idly about the case of the 
Khvajah, which was altogether a mistake; but what escape is there from carrying out a 
firman ? They forced the Vazirate on me, and that was not my idea. I had no bad intention 
whatsoever in the case of the Khvajah and I favored the Khvajah's people.' Then he said 
'I have erred, and I am deserving of whatever punishment the Master orders, but our 
benificent Lord [i.e., God] will not abandon me. And I have renounced life, [but] my 
wife and children must be considered, and the Khvajah will pardon me.' And he wept. 
Compassion came to the faces of those present, and tears came to the eyes of the Khvajah 
and he said, 'From me [there is] a pardon, and he must not be so hopeless, for 
improvement is possible; and I considered and accepted from God the Mighty and 
Glorious that if the judgment goes against him, I will look after his people.' 
"Then Hasanak rose and the Khvajah and his people rose. And when they all turned 
and went, the Khvajah reproached Bu Sahl much and he wished the Khvajah much 
apology and said, 'I could not overcome my own anger [lit., bile].' And the Hakim of the 
army and the Faqih Nabih reported on this session to the Amir; and the Amir summoned 
Bu Sahl and abraded him well, [saying], 'I have gathered that you are thirsty for this 
man's blood. Our VazTr should have dignity and honor.' Bu Sahl said, 'I recalled that 
presumptuousness with which he treated the Master in Harat in the days of Amir 
Mahmud; I couldjiot control myself, and no more such oversights will occur.''' And 
from Khvajah-yi Amid-i cAbd al-Razzaq [son of Ahmad] I heard. ' 'That the evening be­
fore the day they executed Hasanak, Bu Sahl came to my father at Namaz-i Khuftan; my 
father said, 'Why have you come?' He said, 'I will not go until the master goes to sleep, 
for he must not write a note to the Sultan for intercession in the case of Hasanak.' 
My father said, 'I was going to write, but you have spoiled it, and that is very evil.' And 
he went to his sleeping place." 
And that day and that night they took up the plan of Hasanak's execution, and they 
fixed up two messengers in the clothes of messengers who [supposedly] had come from 
Baghdad and brought a letter from the Khallfah [saying] that Hasanak the Qarmatian 
must be executed and must be stoned to death so that no one another time in defiance of 
the Khah'fahs would wear an Egyptian robe of honor, nor transport pilgrims through 
those regions. When the[se] matters were done, the next day (Wednesday, with two days 
remaining from Safar) Amir Mascud mounted and headed for hunting and a three-day 
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revel, with [his] Nadims and special attendants and musicians, and in the city ordered the 
city's deputy to have a gallows erected on the edge of the Musalla of Balkh, below the 
town [itself], and people were heading there. Bu Sahl mounted and came near the 
gallows and stopped above it; and horsemen had gone with foot soldiers to bring 
Hasanak. When they brought him out from beside the Bazar-icAshiqan and he arrived in 
the middle of the city, MIka'Il had halted his horse there. He came up to him and called 
him a traitor and gave him all sorts of ugly invectives. Hasanak did not look at him or 
make any reply. The common people cursed him [i.e., Mika'il] for this bitter conduct he 
showed and for those ugly words he uttered; and the people of distinction themselves 
could not say what to do with this MIka'Tl. (And moreover after Hasanak [died], this 
Mrka'Tl, who had married the sister of Ayaz [a favorite slave of Mahmud], saw many 
afflictions and suffered misfortunes, and today is alive and occupied in prayer and 
Qur'an reciting. When a friend behaves in an ugly way, what escape is there from [his] 
being paid back?) And they brought Hasanak to the foot of the gallows (We seek refuge 
in God from a like fate!), and they had stationed the messengers who had [supposedly] 
come from Baghdad, and Qur'an-reciters were reciting the Qur'an. They ordered 
Hasanak,' 'Take off your clothes.'' He put his hand underneath inside and tightened the 
string of his izar [loose breeches gathered at waist and ankle] and tied the ankle strings of 
his izar and drew [off] his jubbah and shirt and threw them [away] with his turban and 
stood naked except for his izar, his hands together, his body like white silver, and his 
face [beautiful] like 100,000 images, and all the people cried in pain. A helmet sheathed 
in iron had been brought, intentionally narrow such that his face and head were not 
covered, but they [i.e., others] called out, ' 'Cover his head and face so that they not be 
marred by stones, since we are going to send his head to Baghdad for the KhalTfah.'' And 
they kept Hasanak just like this, and he was moving his lips and reciting something until 
they would bring him a larger helmet; and meanwhile Ahmad-i Jamahdar came mounted 
and faced Hasanak and gave him a message,' 'The Lord Sultan says, 'This is your wish, 
that you had requested of us: "If you become Padshah, execute me." We would have 
forgiven you, but the Amir al-Mu'minln has written that you have become a Qarmatian, 
and you are being executed according to his firman.'"' Hasanak made no reply what­
soever. 
After that they covered his head and face with the larger helmet they had brought. 
Then they called out to him, "Run!" He did not speak or pay any attention to them. 
Everyone said, ' 'Have you no shame? [At least] take the man you are about to kill to the 
gallows!" [or "To take a man you are about to kill to the gallows by running him 
there.''] And a big commotion was about to start; the horsemen rushed to the people and 
suppressed that commotion. And they took Hasanak toward the gallows and delivered 
him to the place [of execution], [seating him] on a mount he had never sat on [i.e., the 
gallows]. And his executioner bound him firmly and brought down the noose, and they 
called out for people to stone him; no one laid a hand on the stones and everyone wept 
bitterly, especially the Nishapuris. Then they gave out silver [i.e., money] to a handful of 
rogues so that they would throw stones; but the man himself had died because the 
executioner had thrown the noose around his throat and strangled him. This is Hasanak 
and his fortune. And his saying which he used to say (God's mercy upon him!) was this: 
' 'The prayer of the Nishapuris will save me." But it did not. And if the Muslims plunder 
the land and water, neither land remaining nor water, no amount of ghuldms and 
properties and goods and gold and silver and riches will avail. He went, and this group of 
people that had made this plot also went (God's mercy on them!); and this is a tale with 
many lessons. And all these causes of contention and strife for the sake of the vanities of 
the world, they left behind. How foolish the man who ties his heart to this world, which 
gives blessings but [also] takes them back in an ugly way. 
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When they finished this, Bu Sahl and his people returned from the foot of the gallows 
and Hasanak remained alone, just as alone he had come from the belly of his mother. 
And after that I heard from Bu'l Hasan KharbalT, who was my friend and one of Bu 
Sahl's intimates: "One day he [Bu Sahl] was drinking wine and I was with him; the 
assembly was well-arranged, with many ghuldms standing around; and the musicians 
were singing so pleasantly. Meanwhile he had ordered that the head of Hasanak be 
brought secretly to our presence and kept in a large dish with a domed lid; then he said for 
them to bring the first fruits for us to eat from. All said, 'Let's eat'; so he said, 'Bring it'; 
so they brought that dish and from far away they removed the lid. When we saw the head 
of Hasanak, we were all shocked and I fainted; and Bu Sahl laughed [and] with a cup of 
wine he had in his hand poured [some wine] into the garden; and they took the head back. 
And the next day in private I reproached him much and he said, 'You are a chicken­
hearted man. The head[s] of enemies must be [treated] like this.' And this story became 
public, and everyone censured him greatly on account of it and cursed him." And that 
day that they had executed Hasanak, my teacher [i.e., Bu Nasr-i Mushkan] fasted and 
was very sorrowful and pensive such as I had never seen him, saying, "What hope 
remains?" And Khvajah-yi Ahmad-i Hasan [Maymandi] was also in this condition and 
did not sit in the Divan. 
And Hasanak was left hanging for nearly seven years; his feet were worn down and 
withered so that no trace was left of them when they took him down, as instructed; and 
they buried him such that no one knows where his head is and where his body. And the 
mother of Hasanak was a very brave woman; I heard that for two or three months this 
story was hidden from her. When she heard, she did not complain as women are wont to 
do. Rather she cried in pain such that those present wept blood from her pain. Then she 
said, "What a great man this son of mine was—that a Padshah like Mahmud gave him 
this world and a Padshah like Mascud gave him the next!" And she held for her son a 
very fine mourning. And any wise man who hears this will admire it, and so he should. 
And one of the poets of Nishapur spoke this elegy about his death: 
They cut off his head, which was the head of heads, 
Which was the ornament of the time and the crown of the realm. 
Whether he was Qarmatian or Jew or Pagan, 
Lowering him from throne to gallows was reprehensible. 
And there has been a similar case to this in the world, which [has to do with the time] 
when cAbdallah-i Zubayr (God be pleased with both of them! [i.e., Abdallah and 
Zubayr, his father]) ascended to the Caliphate at Mecca, and the Hijaz and Iraq became 
committed to him. And his brother Muscab, as his deputy, took Basra and Kufah and the 
Savad [Lower Iraq]. And cAbd al-Malik-i Marwan [Umayyad Khalifah] headed for 
Muscab with a very large army that contained his men and equipment and provisions. 
And a great battle broke out between them, and Muscab was killed. cAbd al-Malik 
returned to Syria and sent Hajjaj-i Yusuf to Mecca with an ample and well-prepared 
army—such stories as are recorded in detail in the history books. Hajjaj arrived with the 
army and joined with cAbdallah in battle. And Mecca was besieged and cAbdallah took 
refuge in the Mosque of Mecca, and the battle grew fierce, and the catapults were 
prepared against the House [i.e., the Ka'bah], and stones were thrown until one pillar 
was brought down. AndcAbdallah, since his situation had become so restricted, stopped 
fighting. And Hajjaj sent a messenger to him [saying], "One or two days remain from 
your being taken, and I know that you will not come out on the safe conduct that I will 
give you; come out [then] by order of cAbd al-Malik so that I can send you to Syria 
without bonds, honorably and respectably. Thus will he know [i.e., you], what must be 
done so that no more ruin occur in the Haram [Sacred Precinct of Mecca] and no more 
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blood be shed.'' cAbdallah said,' 'Let me think about this.'' That night he took counsel 
with his own people who had stayed with him. There were many indications that he must 
go out so that civil strife not take place and no grief come to him. He came to his mother 
Asma', who was the daughter of Bu Bakr-i Siddiq [father-in-law of Muhammad and first 
KhalTfah] (God be pleased with him!), and discussed the whole situation with her. Asma' 
thought for a time, then said, "Oh my child, this secession which you made against the 
Umayyads [family of Arabs in whose hands was the Caliphate], was it for the faith or the 
world?" He said, "By God, it was on account of the faith, and the proof of that is that I 
have not taken one dirham from the world, and this is well-known to you." She said, 
' 'Then resign yourself to death and killing and mutilation as your brother Muscab did, 
for your father has been Zubayr-i cAwwam, and your grandfather on my side was Bu 
Bakr-i Siddiq (God be pleased with him!). And look what Husayn-i CA1I (God be pleased 
with him!) [cousin and son-in-law of Muhammad, who had also opposed the Umayyads] 
did. He was forebearing and did not yield by the order of the son of Ziyad-i Ubaydallah 
[Umayyad governor before Hajjaj]." He said, ' 'Oh Mother, I had also inclined toward 
what you are saying, but I asked for your opinion and wishes [lit., heart] to know them in 
this matter. Now I know and martyrdom has turned pleasant to me, but I am [still] 
thinking [about the fact] that when I am killed, they will mutilate me." His mother said, 
"When a sheep is killed, no pain comes to it from being mutilated and skinned." 
cAbdallah prayed and recited Qur'an all night; at the time just before dawn, he made 
his ablutions and performed the morning prayer with the community and recited Surah 
"Nun and Qalam" [Qur'an 68] and "Hal a'tlcala'l-insan" [Qur'an 76] [both of which 
encourage resisting the unrighteous and promise rewards to the righteous] in the two 
rakcahs [sections of prayer ritual]. And he put on his mail and fastened on his weapons; 
and among the Arabs no one had done war on foot like him. And right away he took his 
mother aside and bade her farewell. And his mother straightened his mail on him and 
stitched the armhole and said, "Chew these sinners up!", such that you would say she 
was sending him to eat paliidah; and certainly she gave him no complaint as women 
[usually] do. And c Abdullah came out. He found his army disbanded and disordered and 
disaffected from him, except for a group of people who were from his very own who 
wanted to be loyal to him, laden down with cuirass and mail and helmet and weapons. He 
shouted, "Show your faces to me." All showed their faces to him. c Abdullah recited 
these verses: 
Verily when I recognize my day, I am patient.

When they recognize it, then they deny [it].

When they arrived at the battle, they stopped. (The day was Tuesday, the seventeenth 
of Jumadah I, the seventy-third year from the Hijrah [Sunday, 6 October 692].) And 
Hajjaj-i Yusuf came out from that side with a great army and arranged them. He placed 
the Hims contingent opposite the Ka'bah and the Damascus men opposite the Banu 
Shaybah, and the Jordan men opposite Safa and Marwah [spots in sacred precinct 
associated with Hagar and Ishmael], the Palestinian men opposite the Banu Jamah, and 
the Qinasrin men opposite the Banu Sahm. And Hajjaj and tariq b. cAmr stood with a 
mighty army at Marwah and a large banner was placed there. cAbdallah-i Zubayr, when 
he saw a limitless army placed toward him from every side, turned to his own people and 
said [in Arabic], "Oh family of Zubayr, if you gave yourselves over willingly to me, we 
would be one family among the Arabs, cut off entirely from others than us and not 
associated with any disgrace. Now then, oh family of Zubayr, pay no heed to the clash of 
swords, for I have not been present in any place except that I was brought out wounded 
from amongst those who were killed. And I have not found any medicine for wounds 
worse than what I found in the pain of their occurrences. Take care of your swords as you 
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would take care of your faces. I have not known a person yet who broke his sword and 
kept his life. And if a man loses his weapons, he is like a barren woman. Cast your eyes 
away from the gleam of swords, and let every man busy himself with his opponents. And 
do not be distracted by asking about me and do not anyone say 'Where is cAbdallah b. 
Zubayr?' Should anyone ask about me, I will be in the first ranks." 
Then he said,'' In the name of God, oh freeborn men, charge!'' And he came out like a 
lion, attacking on every side, and there was no side into which he sallied forth with less 
than ten men, nine of whom fled in terror in front of him, such as foxes flee before lions. 
Lives were lost; the battle grew fierce, and the enemies were many. cAbdallah waxed 
powerful until he was contending with the group of men across from the gates in front of 
Hajjaj. And they were so near to being defeated that Hajjaj ordered the banner taken 
forward more. And fresh men and distinguished fighters came out from the heart of the 
army and [all] contended with each other. In this contending a stone hit cAbdallah-i 
Zubayr hard on the face and blood ran down his face. He cried out, saying, 
Our wounds do not bleed on our heels,

But rather the blood drips down on our knees.

And another stone hit him harder on the chest, such that his arms trembled from that. One 
of Abdallah's mawlas, seeing the blood, shouted, "They've killed the Amir al-
Mu'minTn." And the enemies were not recognizing him because he had his face 
concealed; [but] when they heard from the mawla, and realized that he was cAbdallah, 
many men rushed to him and killed him (God be pleased with him!); they removed his 
head and carried it to Hajjaj. He prostrated himself and shouted out that cAbdallah-i 
Zubayr had been killed. The Zubayrids forebore until all were killed, and the fitnah 
quieted down. And Hajjaj came into Mecca and ordered that that pillar that had been 
ruined by a catapult's stone be repaired and other structures built. And the head of 
cAbdallah-i Zubayr (God be pleased with both of them!) he sent to cAbd al-Malik-i 
Marwan, and ordered that his body be put on the gallows. The report of his killing was 
brought to his mother, who complained not at all, saying, "We belong to God and to 
God we return. If my son had not done such as he did, he would not have been the son of 
Zubayr and the grandson of Bu Bakr-i SiddTq (God be pleased with both of them!). And 
after a while she came out. Hajjaj asked, "What is this old woman doing?" They 
informed him of what she had said and of her forebearance. He said,' 'Praise be to God 
the Mighty! If cA'ishah, Mother of the Faithful [Muhammad's favorite wife], and this 
sister [of hers, Asma'] had been men, this Caliphate would never have reached the 
Umayyads. This is [true] courage and forebearance. A trick must be played so that 
perhaps she can be caused to pass by her son so [we can see] what she herself will say." 
Then a group of women were delegated to this task, and they conspired and made a trick 
so that Asma' was led to that side. When she saw the gallows, she realized it was her son; 
she turned to a woman from among the noblest women and said, "Will not the time come 
that the rider will be caused to alight from this horse?" And she did not add to this and 
went away. And this story was taken to Hajjaj, who remained astonished and ordered 
that cAbdallah be taken down and buried. 
And this story, however long it is, has many benefits; and I will bring up another two 
situations so as to establish that Hasanak had comrades in the world greater than him; if 
something happened to him which had happened to them, do not be astonished; and also 
if his mother did not complain and spoke such words [as I have reported], do not reproach 
me that this could not be, for between men and women there is much difference, and 
your Lord creates what He will and what He chooses. 
Harun al-Rashld, when he had ordered that Jacfar, son of Yahya-yi Barmak, be killed, 
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decreed that he be made into four pieces and hanged from four gallows. (And that story is 
well-known, and I am not bringing it up so that [my] words get drawn out to great length 
and [my] readers grow weary and forget thatta'rfkh [i.e., of Mascud's reign]: and also 
Bu'1-Fazl believes that [certain] things ought not be spoken.) And Harun had secretly 
appointed some people so that when anyone would pass under the gallows of Jacfar and 
show signs of grief and compassion, he would be seized [by them] and brought to him 
and punished. And when the time came that Harun came to regret his overthrow of the 
Barmakids, one day a man from Basra passed by. His eye fell on one of Jacfar's gallows. 
He said to himself, 
If it were not that our fear of the informers and spies of the Khallfah never sleeps, 
We would go around your trunk and touch it as when people touch the Black Stone 
[sacred object in Ka'bah at Mecca]. 
In an hour this story and these verses reached the ear of Harun and the captured man was 
brought before him. Harun said,' 'You have heard our decree. Why did you commit this 
blunder?" He said,  "I had heard, but the Barmakids have given me assistance [lit., 
hand] of a sort that is unheard of. I wanted to reciprocate, secretly, and I did. And a 
blunder occurred in that I did not observe the firman of my Lord; and if they [the 
Barmakids] should be in that state [that they are in], whatever happens to me I will deem 
rightful.'' Harun requested the story; the man told it. Harun wept and pardoned the man. 
And these long stories are not empty of rarities and fine points and lessons. [As 
promised, BayhaqT follows this with another story, also about the Barmakids.] 
6. SABUKTIGIN'S DREAMS OF GREATNESS (TB, pp. 201-4/253-55) 
Translator's Note 
Bayhaqi's khutbah on kingship, selection 2, established the idea that rulership and 
messengership are both God-given. The origins and behavior of rulers could make that 
hard to believe. The founder of the Ghaznavid dynasty, Sabuktigin, was even a slave, as 
were many Islamicate rulers. This story echoes the theme of God-given rulership, again 
through dream interpretation. 
The placement of this story is also of interest. It bisects a flashback description of the 
background and careers of the Tabbanids, a prominent Nishapurf family of legal scholars 
whose good will had always been cultivated by the Ghaznavid sultans. That flashback in 
turn interrupts the narrative that follows the account of Hasanak's execution (selection 
5), a narrative of the negotiation of a marriage contract with the Qadr Khan, another 
important ally of Mascud. The Tabbanid account comes in because one of the messen­
gers to the Qadr Khans is a Tabbanid. The Sabuktigin story comes in because the 
Tabbanids' relations with him are mentioned. Within that story is the story of Moses and 
the lamb (selection 7). Thus a four-level frame, or box, story is created, frame stories 
being, of course, an important technique of ancient Near Eastern narrative style, the 
most famous example being the 1,001 Nights. It also reminds us how complex are the 
problems of organization of materials within an annalistic framework. 
The Story That Had Gone on between Amir cAdil Sabuktigln

(God Be Pleased with Him!) and His Khvajah,

Whom He Had Brought from Turkestan, and

Amir Sabuktigin's Dreaming
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Sharif cAbdu '1-Muzaffar bin Ahmad bin Abu'l-Qasim al-Hashimi, nicknamed al­
cAlavi, told me a story in Shavval of the year 450[ 1058]— and this is a great free man 
with nobility and lineage, and learning and excellent poetry, and he has nearly 100,000 
verses about this dawlah and past Padshahs (God be pleased with them and preserve 
Sultan Mucazzam Abu'l-Shujac Farrukhzad bin Nasir-i Din Allah!). He said: 
At that time when Amir cAdIl [i.e., Sabuktigin] went to Bukhara to meet with 
Amir RazT [i.e., Nuh b. Mansur, Samanid ruler 976-97], he sent my grandfather 
Ahmad bin Abu'l-Qasim bin Jacfar al-HashimT to the Amir of Bukhara [ i.e., Razi], 
and he sent the Amir of Guzganan [territory in eastern Khurasan] with him by 
virtue of the fact that he was Sipahsalar, for them to fix things up [for the meeting]. 
And the Amir [Razi] complimented him [my grandfather] and gave amanshiir 
about his taking part of the khardj-i hdyeti [a kind of tax] that he [Razi] held. And 
when my grandfather died, Amir Mahmud assigned my father this rebate and 
ordered a manshur, because he had become the Amir of Khurasan and the 
Samanids were overthrown and he had become Padshah. And my grandfather said, 
' 'When we finished the war of Harat and were proceeding to Nishapur, every day 
the routine was such that the Amir of Guzganan and all his magnificent Salars, 
from those of Samanand Khurasan, would come to the entrance of the tent of Amir 
cAdil Sabuktigin after Namaz [-i Subh] and stop the horses [there]. When he would 
come out to mount, all these grandees would alight until he mounted, and [then] 
proceed to the next manzil [manzils are way-stations at fixed intervals from each 
other]. When he arrived at a manzil that they call Khakistar [which may be on the 
road from Mashhad to Marv], one day he held a levee there and ordered much 
charity to the dervishes; and after the Namaz-i Dlgar he mounted and rode out into 
those plains, and all the notables with him; and from place to place in those plains 
were elevations and mountain bases; we saw part of a mountain. Amir Sabuktigin 
said,' I found [ it].' And he halted his horse and made five or six ghuldm s get down 
and said, 'Dig in such-and-such a place.' They began digging and went down a 
little way; a thick iron pin was found such as might belong to a stable, its ring 
separated from it; they pulled it out. Amir Sabuktigin saw that, got down to the 
ground from his horse and thanked God the Mighty and Glorious and prostrated 
himself and wept much, and requested a prayer mat and made two rakcahs of 
prayer and ordered that [ they] bring this pin away and mounted and stood still. And 
these grandees said, 'What is this situation that has just happened?' He said, 'It is a 
rare story; listen.' 
'Before I fell into the sardy of Alptigin, the Khvajah from whose [^araj] I was 
transferred me and thirteen friends of mine from the Jayhun [Oxus River] and 
brought [us] to Shubruqan [place near Balkh] and from there to Guzganan. And the 
father of this Amir was then Padshah of Guzganan. We were brought to him. Seven 
people other than me he purchased. Me and five he did not choose. And the 
Khvajah passed on from there to Nishapur. And at Marv al-Rud and Sarakhs 
[northwest of Marv] he sold four more ghuldms. I remained, and two friends. And 
they used to call me ' 'Tall Sabuktigin,'' and by chance three of my master's horses 
had become [saddle-] sore under me. When we arrived at this Khakistar, another 
horse became [ saddle-] sore under me and my master had beaten me much and had 
put a saddle on my neck. I was very sad on account of my situation and life, and my 
misfortune that no one was buying me. And my master had sworn that he would 
bring me on foot to Nishapur, and he made to bring me just that way. That night I 
went to sleep with very great sorrow. In [my] sleep I saw Khizr [a well-known 
pre-Islamic servant of God associated with Moses in a story in Surah 18 of the 
Qur'an] come near me and question me, saying, "Why are you suffering [///., 
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eating] such sorrow?" I said, "From my bad luck." He said, "Have no sorrow. I 
give you good tidings that you will be a great and famous man such that sometime 
you will pass this plain with many important men and you the greatest of them. 
Have a joyful heart and when you reach this rank, do good with God's creation and 
give justice so that your life be prolonged and the dawlah remain for your 
offspring. "I said, "I give thanks.'' He said, "Give me your hand and make [me] a 
pledge." I gave him [my] hand and promised; he squeezed my hand tight and I 
woke up. And it showed such that the trace of that squeezing is [still] on my hand. I 
got up in the middle of the night, performed my ablutions and stood in prayer until 
the fiftieth rakcah had been done, and I supplicated much and wept, and I 
perceived more strength in myself. Then I removed this pin and came out into the 
plain and buried the sign. When day came, my master loaded up and searched for 
the pin but did not find it; he beat me much with a whip and swore mightily, "I will 
sell [you] at any price they want to buy you!" And I walked the two manzite to 
Nishapur, and Alptigm was at Nishapur as a Sipahsalar of the Samanids with a 
great retinue; and he [my master] sold me and my two friends to him. And the story 
after that is long, until I reached this stage that you see, and God knows best what is 
right.'" 
Story of Amir cAdIl-i SabuktigTn with the

Gazelle and Her Baby and His Taking

Pity on Them and His Dreaming

From cAbd al-Malik MustawfT at Bust I heard, also in 450 [1058] —this free man is a 
dabir and pleasing in speech and useful and an accomplished master [lit., a miracle, i.e., 
a marvel, a wonder] in accounts: 
At the time when Amir SabuktigTn (God be pleased with him!) took Bust and the 
Baytuzids were overthrown, there was a chieftain in the region of Taliqan whom 
they called Ahmad Bu cAmr, a man old and just and wealthy; Amir SabuktigTn 
admired him among all the men of that region and favored him and brought him 
near to him, and his trust in him was to the degree that each night he would 
summon him and he would be near the Amir till late, and he would also give him 
private audience [where] he would tell [him] of his joy and sorrow and secrets. And 
this old man was a friend of my father, Ahmad Bu Nasir MustawfT; one day he was 
telling my father—and I was present—"One evening AmTr SabuktigTn was 
telling me stories and explaining the circumstances and secrets of his goings-on, 
and then said: 'Much before I acquired Ghazna, one day I mounted near [the time 
of] Namaz-i Digar and went out into the plain at Balkh, and I had only that one 
horse and [it was] very fleet and had run in such a way that every prey that would 
come before me would not escape. 
I saw a gazelle and a baby with her; I urged my horse on and made a very 
powerful [effort] and the baby was separated from the mother and grew sad and I 
captured it and placed it on [my] saddle and went back, and the day had reached 
Namaz-i Sham. When I had ridden for a while, a voice came to my ear; I looked 
back again, [and] it was the mother of the baby who was coming after me and 
crying and begging. I turned [my] horse around in hope that she might be captured 
too, and I gave chase. Since the wind was blowing from in front of me, I turned 
back; and two or three times the same thing happened, and this little helpless one 
was coming [with me] and moaning until I arrived near the city; that mother of it 
kept coming and moaning in the same way. My heart went out [lit., burned] and I 
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said to myself,' 'What will become of this gazelle baby? Pity must be taken on this 
loving mother," [and] I threw the baby back onto the plain. It ran toward the 
mother, and they both cried and went into the plain; and I arrived home; the night 
had grown dark and my horse had remained without feed. I became very despon­
dent and went to sleep like a sorrowful [one] in chains. In [my] sleep I saw an old 
man very wise who came near me and said to me, ' 'Oh Sabuktigin, on account of 
that mercy which you showed to this gazelle and your giving this little baby back to 
her and leaving your own horse without feed, we will confer the city they call 
Ghazna, and Zavulistan, on you and your offspring; and I am a messenger of the 
Creator (Glorious be His Gloriousness! and Hallowed His names, and there is no 
god other than Him!)." I woke up and felt strong of heart. And I always kept 
reflecting on this dream, and lo, I have arrived at this station. And I know for sure 
that mulk will remain in my family and offspring until that period when God 
(Mighty be His remembrance!) has decreed.'" 
7. MOSES AND THE LAMB (TB, pp. 204-5/258-59) 
Translator's Note 
Stories like this about biblical figures appear less frequently in Ta'rikh-i Bayhaqi than 
they do in examples of other Islamicate genres like Mirrors for Princess and akhlaq 
(collections of incidents of exemplary behavior or speech). It is not clear how Bayhaqi 
came to use this particular story. It is interesting that a similar story appears in collections 
of the Midrash as well. Here it is used to give further time depth, and thus validity, to the 
exemplary behavior attributed to Sabuktigin in selection 6. It also reflects an interest in 
omens that occur in the youths of famous leaders, an interest that Islamicate historians 
shared with the historians of the ancient world. 
The Story of Moses the Messenger (Peace Be upon Him!) 
with the Lamb, and His Taking Pity on It 
When Pir-i TaliqanT had told this story [about Sabuktigin and the baby gazelle], my 
father said, "Extremely rare and fine dream it has been; this showing forgiveness and 
pity is fine indeed, especially on these speechless [creatures] like a cat and its like from 
whom there is no pain [i.e., who cannot force humans to pity them]; for such have I read 
in the stories of Moses (Peace be upon him!) that, at that time when he was shepherding, 
one evening he was running the sheep toward an enclosure. It was the time of prayer and 
a dark night and raining hard. And when he arrived near the enclosure, a lamb escaped. 
Moses (Peace be upon him!) became anxious and ran after it with the intention that when 
he found it, he would beat it with [his] staff. When he had caught it, his heart went out 
[lit., burned] to it and he led it aside and brought his hands down on its horns and said, 
'Oh helpless darvlsh, you are neither fearful for what is behind nor hopeful for what is 
ahead; why did you run away and abandon [your] mother?' And although it had 
happened in eternity that he would be a Messenger, for this compassion which he 
showed, prophethood became more confirmed on him." 
These two rare dreams and this story I have explained so that it will be known and 
confirmed that this daw I ah will remain in this great family for a long time. Now then I go 
back to the story which I had begun in order that it be completed. 
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8. THE DOWNFALL OF ARYARUQ {TB, pp. 220-30/282-96) 
Translator's Note 
Again here, as in selection 6, the role of good advisers is emphasized. Although 
Aryaruq is singled out as an unsophisticated Turk in need of professional assistance, it 
should be remembered that the Ghaznavid Sultans themselves were also Turks who 
relied on "Persian" professional administrators. Court intrigue is particularly well 
described here, in the persons of the so-called Pidariyan and Mahmudiyan—the old 
guard loyal to the deceased Amir and his appointee Muhammad. The Aryaruq in 
question had been one of Mahmud's generals who served him as commander-in-chief of 
the Indian army. During Mascud's reign his enemies at court are said to have managed to 
make his brashness and cockiness seem like a real threat to the throne. 
Mention of the Seizure of Aryaruq, Hajib-i Sahib of the Indian Army, and How 
That Went on up to When He Was Killed in Ghur (God Be Pleased with Him!) 
[Title in Arabic] 
I have brought up before this the situation of Aryaruq Salar of Hindustan in the days 
of Amir Mahmud (God be pleased with him!), how the swelling in his head became of 
such a sort that they took him as almost [lit., half] a rebel; and in the reign of Muhammad, 
how he did not give himself up to them; and how, in that time when Khvajah-yi Buzurg-i 
Ahmad-i Hasan drew him back from Hindustan by some ruse and when he saw the Amir, 
he said, "If Hindustan is [to be] of use [to us], Aryaruq must not be there again.'' And [I 
told about] the coming of Aryaruq each day to the palace with several functionaries and 
shield-bearers, together with GhazT Sipahsalar; and [about] the vexatiousness of the 
advancement and arrogance of these two individuals to the Mahmudiyan and Pidariyan. 
And the situation was of this sort because these two powerful [ones], Aryaruq and GhazT, 
did not have anyone from whom a [wise] policy could come. And these two Sipahsalars 
did not have two Kadkhudas able in Dablri, or experienced in ups and down [lit., who 
had tasted hot and cold], for it is obvious what can come from SacTd the Moneylender and 
lackeys like him, of obscure note and little worth; and the Turks hang around such men 
entirely, and do not look to the [possible] outcome so that inevitably damage will occur; 
since they have no experience, however energetic and generous they are with their own 
persons, whatever possessions and resources they have, nevertheless in DabTri they do 
not know their way around and do not know today from tomorrow [i.e., night from 
day] —what escape is there from the occurence of error? The Mahmudlyan, when they 
became aware of this situation and found an opening through which they could trip up 
these two men, stood together in plotting how they could "drown" these two Sipahsa­
lars. 
And chance befriended these circumstances. One [instance] was that the AmTr induced 
cAbdus to deceive their Kadkhudas; and he brought [them] in secret to the Majlis of the 
Amir. And the Amir flattered them and gave [them]hope and arranged with them that 
they "count the breaths" of their own masters [i.e., spy on them] and tell cAbdus 
whatever went on so that he explain it [i.e., to the Amir]. And those two of obscure 
stature and little worth were deceived by those blandishments that they received; and 
they never dreamed, and they did not know that when their masters fell, they would be 
"humbler than sandals and lower than the dust" [expression in Arabic]; and how could 
they know, for they were neither schooled nor well read. And these two men were 
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useful, and whatever went on, true or false, they would turn and tell cAbdus. And the 
Amir became more displeased with Aryaruq from what he heard. And GhazT also fell a 
little in his sight. And the Mahmudiyan became more outspoken, and when they would 
say something of these matters in the Amir's presence, he would take notice and listen. 
They persisted in the plot and arranged that first a trick must be played so that Aryaruq 
would be overthrown, and when he fell and Ghazi remained alone, it would become 
possible for them to be able to overthrow him. And the Mahmudlyan obtained a little bit 
of a story about the affairs of these two Kadkhudas, that while drinking they had boasted 
that they were the servants of the Sultan, and [thus] they demonstrated that they had been 
deceived [i.e., by the Amir]. And they [the Mahmudiyan] began to flatter them and give 
them something and imply that if it were not for their masters, the Sultan would order for 
them important tasks. 
And another misfortune came [out of the fact] that Sipahsalar GhazT was a sly one 
whom IblTs (God curse him!) used not to be able to ensnare. He had never drunk wine. 
[But] when he found his aims coalesced and his measure [of success] became full, he 
turned to wine and took up drinking. The Amir, when he heard, gave wine to both 
Sipahsalars. And wine is a great calamity when it is out of bounds, and anything can be 
done with excessive winedrinkers. And he [Ghazi] began, by virtue of the fact that he 
was a Sipahsalar, flattering the army and every day bringing a troop back home and 
providing an opportunity for wine; and Aryaruq would be nearby as well, and he would 
also be his guest; and in both parties when the wine took effect, the notables would praise 
these two Salars in Turkish and call Hajib-i Buzurg-i Bilkatigln a faggot and cAlTDayah 
female and the Salar of the Ghulams of the Saray—Buktaghdi—blind and lame, and 
others likewise; everyone they would fault and revile. 
From cAballah, who was the Kadkhuda of Buktaghdi, I heard it said, after these two 
Sipahsalars fell: 
One day when the Amir had not held a levee and was drinking wine, GhazT 
came back, together with Aryaruq, and brought many men with them and drank 
wine. Salar Buktaghdi sent me secretly to Bilkatigin and CA1T and gave the 
message that these two unself-controlled [ones] had gone too far; if he [read 
"they"] saw fit, they would mount on the pretense of hunting, with twenty 
ghulams, until he come near them with BucAbdallah and some ghulams, and they 
would make a plan of action for this business. He [read "they"] said,' 'It seems 
quite fitting; we will go in the direction of MTkhvaran until the Salar [i.e., 
Buktaghdi] arrives." And they mounted and went. And Buktaghdi also mounted 
and brought me with him, and they brought a falcon and a hunting panther and all 
sorts of birds of prey. When they had come two parasangs, these three persons 
stopped above with three Kadkhudas: I and Bu Ahmad TaklT, (the Kadkhuda of 
the Hajib-i Buzurg) and Amlrak (the confidant of cAIi); and they appointed the 
ghulams as bird-handlers for the hunt, and we remained six persons [i.e., 
Buktaghdi and cAbdallah, Hajib-i Buzurg BilkatigTn and Bu Ahmad Takll, and 
cAli Dayah and Amlrak]. 
[Our] masters entered into conversation and for a time despaired of the Amir 
and of gaining ascendancy over these two Sipahsalars. BuktaghdT said, "The 
surprise is that in the saray of Mahmud there is no one of meaner stature than these 
two persons, and they have kissed the ground in front of me a thousand times; but 
both are brave and manly. GhazT is a crafty one among the crafty—and Aryaruq is 
a jackass among jackasses; so Amir Mahmud pulled them up and placed them in a 
high rank so that they became respectable. And Ghazi attended the Sultan very 
agreeably at Nishapur until he reached this great rank. And although the heart of 
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the Sultan is not inclined toward Aryaruq, but [is] inclined toward Ghazi; since 
they turned to wine and are doing wanton things [pun on a kind of grape], the heart 
of the Sultan could also be turned away from Ghazi. But as long as Aryaruq does 
not fall, a plan cannot be made for Ghazi; but when the strands of the plot [lit., 
rope] entwine, then both will fall so that we will be delivered from this humiliat­
ing situation.'' Hajib-i Buzurg and CA1! said to make a plan [connected with] wine 
or to induce someone openly to ruin Aryaruq. Salar Buktaghd! said,' 'These two 
[suggestions] are nothing and will not turn out, and we will be dishonored and the 
affairs of both of them will become strong[er]. The [better] course of action is that 
we conceal this business and show friendship and assign some people to make 
instigations and whatever the Turks and these two Salars are saying, exaggerate it 
and inform [us] where the affair gets to." They settled on this and the ghuldm­
bird-handlers came back. And the day had grown late and the hunting chests were 
opened so that they could eat and the servants andghulams and attendants all ate. 
And they returned and took up that which had been prepared for these two 
individuals. 
And several days passed in this manner, and the heart of the Sultan became hardened 
to Aryaruq; and he held a private session concerning seizing him and expressed his 
dissatisfaction with Aryaruq to the VazTr, saying, "The situation has reached that point 
where Ghazi has been tainted from this, and certain things a king cannot endure. And it is 
not proper for Salars of the army to act independently, for proteges may not have such 
boldness. And it is obligatory to seize him; for when he has been seized, GhazTwill come 
[back] to well-being. What does the Khvajah say about this?" The Khvajah-yi Buzurg 
thought for a time, then said, "Long live [our] wise Master! I swear that in nothing 
whatsoever do I betray the well-being of the realm. And the matter of the Salar and army 
is a very delicate thing and entrusted to the Padshah. If the royal judgment sees [fit], he 
will excuse the servant [i.e., the Khvajah] in this one matter. And whatever he himself 
sees as right, he will do and command. If a servant says something in such matters, it 
may be that it does not happen to agree with the opinion of the Master and he will be 
displeased with me." The Amir said, "The Khvajah is our deputy and the most 
trustworthy of all [our] servants, and one must necessarily discuss such matters with him, 
so that he will repeat whatever he knows and we will listen to it. Then we will turn it over 
in our mind and command whatever seems necessary from reason." The Khvajah said, 
' 'Now the servant can make a statement. Long live the Master! That which has been said 
concerning Aryaruq, [i.e., previously by me] that day when he came back, was some 
advice that was made in the case of Hindustan, that there from this man issued 
transgressions and rashness, and also that there fell to him a great fame there and that he 
corrupted it to such an extent that the late Amir summoned him, and he showed sloth and 
negligence in going and gave [all sorts of] explanations for that; and that Amir Muham­
mad summoned him [and] he also did not go and [rather] answered that Mascud is the heir 
of [his] father. If he assents to the accession of [his] brother and does not head from Iraq to 
Ghazna, then he will come to attend him.' And when he heard the name of the Master 
and the servant [i.e., I] said what there was to say, he came with the servant [i.e., me]. 
And up to this point I have not heard that rashness and disobedience has come from him 
such that you must be concerned about. And this unceremonious behavior and manifes­
tation of excessive means and drinking of wine without [your] firman with Ghazi and the 
Turks is very easy [to take care of]; and I can make this right in one session [with him] 
in such a way that nothing will have to be said about these matters [i.e., publicly]. And 
the Master's jurisdiction has increased and there must be men of action [to help], and 
[ones] like Aryaruq are slow to come to hand. The servant has now explained that which 
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has occurred to him.'' The Amir said, ' 'I know, and it is entirely as you were saying. 
And this matter must be kept hidden until I qonsider it further." The Khvajah said, 
"I will carry out your firman," and went back. 
And the Mahmudiyan did not refrain from stirring things up to that point where it was 
thrown into the ear of the Amir, "Aryaruq has become disloyal and has arranged with 
GhazT to inititate some evil; and if they do not find the occasion, they will go [away]; and 
beyond this, the army is in allegiance to him.'' One day the Amir held a levee and all the 
men were together; and when the levee broke up, the Amir ordered, "Do not go; let us 
drink wine,'' And the Khvajah-yi Buzurg and the cAriz and the Sahib-i DIvan-i Risalat 
also sat with him; they began bringing trays, one before the Amir on his throne, and one 
in front of Ghazi and one [in front of] Aryaruq; and one before the cAriz-i Bu Sahl 
ZawzanT and Bu Nasr-i Mushkan and one in front of every two Nadims (and Bu'1-Qasim 
Kasir was seated according to the custom of the Nadims). And lagushtah and rishtah had 
been ordered and very much was brought. Then these grandees, when they had eaten, 
got up and came back to the Taram of the Divan and sat and washed their hands. And the 
Khvajah-yi Buzurg flattered these two Salars and said nice things. And they said,' 'From 
the Master all is warmheartedness and flattery, and we serve him our souls a ransom for 
him [i.e., we would sacrifice ourselves for him]; but we are anxious and do not know 
what must be done.'' The Khvajah said,' 'This is madness and wrong imagination; it will 
lift from your hearts right now; wait until I finish and you two will be summoned.'' And 
he went up alone and requested a private audience and repeated [their] point to the Amir 
and petitioned [him] to reassure them; after that, ' 'The judgement of the Master will be 
right in what he sees and orders." The Amir said, "Let me consider it." And all the 
people were called back and the musicians came and took up their work, and the revelry 
grew and every type of activity was going on. When the day reached Namaz-i PTshin, the 
Amir signaled the musicians to stay silent; then he turned to the Vazir and said, "The 
rights of these Salars are to such an extent that we had to order them recognized, if it is 
GhazI [who] made that service at Nishapur that no [other] servant made (and we were 
with the armies), and came from Ghazna; and [if] when he heard that we reached Balkh, 
Aryaruq hastened with the Khvajah and came to attend [us]. And we keep hearing that 
some individuals are showing envy concerning them and speaking idly, and they [Ghazi 
and Aryaruq] are anxious. One must not consider that; [rather] one must trust this view 
that we have spoken, for we will not listen to the statements of anyone concerning 
them." The Khvajah said, "There is nothing left to say, and what greater praise may 
there be than [what] issues from the royal utterance." And both Sipahsalars kissed the 
ground and also kissed the throne and returned to their places and sat down quite 
exultant. The AmTr ordered that two special qabds with gold be brought, and two 
sword-belts set with jewels, such as the value of both was said to be 50,000 dinars. And 
he summoned both again and ordered that the qabds of both be placed on their backs and 
tied with their own hands. And the Amir with his own hand threw the [shoulder] 
sword-belts over their necks. And they kissed [his] hand and throne and ground and went 
back, mounted, and left, all the functionaries of the palace with them, until they were 
back at their own residences. And I who am Bu'1-Fazl was keeping watch this day—I 
saw all this [and] recorded it in the diary for that year. 
After their departure, the Amir ordered two parties [for them]: gold goblets with long 
necks full of wine and fruit and sweetmeat plates and pots of narcissus were prepared for 
the two Salars; and he told BuTHasan Karkhi-yi NadTm, "Go to Sipahsalar GhazT and 
these will be brought after you, and three special musicians will come with you; and say, 
'From our party you returned incomplete; [now] drink wine with the Nadims, along with 
the sounds of the musicians.'" And three musicians went with him and footmen 
delivered these favors. And the Khvajah made several remarks concerning this matter 
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such as he knew to say, and went back near Namaz-i Digar. And the others also began to 
go back [i.e., from the Amir's party]. And the Amir, since it was near evening, got up 
and went eagerly into the saray. And the Mahmudlyan grew very despondent on account 
of this situation, which had taken a new turn. Neither they nor anyone knows what is in 
the Unseen. . . . 
And these two Nadlms came to these two Salars with these favors and musicians. And 
they performed the ceremonies of attendance and, when they heard the oral message of 
the Sultan, cheerfully drank wine and rejoiced much; and when they became drunk, they 
gave the Nadlms horses and gold and horse ornaments and clothes and silver and Turkish 
glmldms, and fortunately they were returned; and they even bestowed clothes and silver 
on some of the musicians; and GhazT fell asleep. And Aryaruq had such a habit that when 
he sat in wine-drinking, he would drink three or four days, day and night; and this night 
he drank until day from that joy and flattery which he had received. 
And the Amir held a levee the next day; Sipahsalar GhazT, more swollen with pride, 
came to the palace with much excessive ceremony. When he was seated, the Amir 
asked, ' 'Why has not Aryaruq come?" GhazT said, ' 'He has the habit of drinking wine 
three or four days and nights in a row, especially on account of today's joy and flattery.'' 
The Amir laughed and said,' 'Today we too must drink wine, and we will send Aryaruq a 
tray.'' GhazT kissed the ground as he went back. He [the AmTr] said,' 'Do not go''; and 
they began to drink. And the Amir ordered that Amirak-i Sipahdar-i KhamarchI be 
summoned (and he relished wine-drinking; and Aryaruq had complete trust in him; AmTr 
Mahmud had also sent him to Aryaruq, in India, [to tell him] to come to the palace; and 
he returned in that month he passed away, such as I have mentioned before this), and 
AmTrak came forward. The AmTr said, ' 'Fifty flasks of wine will be brought with you to 
the Hajib of Aryaruq; go and stay with him for he has complete trust in you, until after he 
gets drunk and sleeps. And say, 'We give you adastiir not to perform attendance [on us], 
but to drink wine according to your habit.' AmTrak left; he found Aryaruq as he had been 
told, and he was strolling around the garden and drinking, and the musicians were 
playing. He gave the message. He [Aryaruq] kissed the ground and wept profusely. And 
he bestowed money on AmTrak and the footmen, and they [the footmen] went away. And 
AmTrak stayed [with Aryaruq]; and Sipahsalar GhazT stayed there with the AmTr until 
lunchtime, then returned and took several Sarhangs and Hajibs with him and sat [down] 
to drink; and that day he bestowed a wealth of dinars and dirhams and horses and 
ghuldms and clothing; and Aryaruq also according to his habit fell asleep and got up and 
drank rishtah and went back to drinking wine until he did not have the slightest idea of 
what he was doing; that day and that night and the next day he rested not at all. 
And the AmTr held no levee the next day; he had prepared for Aryaruq to be seized. 
And he came and sat on the Khazra' opposite the Taram of the DTvan-i Risalat, and 
someone was coming secretly and reports of Aryaruq were being brought. In the midst of 
this, the time of Namaz-i PTshTn having arrived, cAbdus came and said something in the 
ear of Bu Nasr-i Mushkan. He got up, saying to the DabTrs to go away so that the garden 
would be vacated. Except for me [Bu '1-Fazl] all got up and went. He secretly said to me, 
"Send the horses back to the house and sit in the DihlTz of the DTvan, for it is of first 
importance that that be done; and be careful to be sure of whatever happens, and then 
come to me." I said, ' 'Such will I do." And he went, and the Vazir and the cAriz and the 
other people also went away together. 
And BuktigTn-i Hajib, the son-in-law of cAlTDayah, came to the DihlTz and went up to 
Amir and stayed one hour and came back to the Dihfiz; and he summoned Muhtaj Amlr-i 
Haras and spoke secretly with him and he left. He brought 500 foot soldiers with full 
arms from every side and sent [them] back to the garden so that they stay concealed. The 
Indian NaqTbs came and brought 300 Indians, and they were also stationed in the garden. 
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And a Pardahdar and a Sipahdar came to Aryaruq and said,' 'The Sultan is having a wine 
revel and summons you; some people [also] went to Sipahsalar Ghazi so that he come.'' 
And he was in such a state that from drunkenness neither his hands nor feet were 
working. He said, "In this condition how can I come? What attendance can come from 
me?" Amlrak-i Sipahdar, whom the Sultan had planted with him, said, "Long live the 
Sipahsalar! Thefirman of the Master must be observed and [you] must be at the palace; 
for when he looks upon this situation, he will forgive and send [you] back. And not being 
there is very ugly, and the [wrong] interpretations will be placed [on it]." And Amlrak 
helped his [Aryaruq's] Hajib, Altuntigln, to say with him that there was no escape from 
going. He called for clothes and boots and headgear and put [them] on, along with a mob 
of glmldms and 200 foot soldiers. Amlrak told his Hajib, "This is ugly—he is in his 
cups—ten shield-bearing ghuldms and 100 footsoldiers would be sufficient." He [the 
Hajib] sent back that milling crowd of soldiers, and Aryaruq himself did not have an idea 
in the world of it. When he arrived at the palace, Buktigin-i Hajib was again before him, 
and Amir-i Haras. They brought him in and preceded him to the Taram and seated [him] 
there. Aryaruq was [there] one moment, got up and said, ' T am drunk and cannot; I am 
going back.'' Buktigm said, "It would be ugly to go away without an order; [stay] until 
we inform the Amir." And he sat in the Dihliz—and I who am Bu'1-Fazl was weeping 
for him; he summoned the water-carrier and he came and held a water pitcher before him; 
he reached down and brought up some ice and ate it. Buktigin said. "Oh brother, this is 
ugly, and you a Sipalsalar are eating ice in the Dihliz of the Taram?! Go to the Taram and 
do whatever you warn.'' He went away and came into the Taram (if he were not drunk 
and they wanted to take him, it would have been a long task). When he was seated in the 
Taram, fifty Saray Sarhangs of the fighters of the vanguard arrived suddenly and 
Buktigin came in, took Aryaruq aside, and the Sarhangs came in from left and right and 
seized him so that he could not move at all. He shouted at Buktigin, "Oh unmanly 
brother, you have brought this act upon me?" Otherghuldms came in, took their boots 
off and in each boot had two short swords, and Muhtaj came in. Chains were brought, 
very strong, and put on his feet. And his qabd was removed; poison and amulets were 
found in the front of his qabd; all were taken away from him and he was taken out. And 
some fifty foot soldiers surrounded him and other foot soldiers ran and seized his horses 
and arms and ghuldms. And his Hajib escaped with three ghuldms openly; and his 
ghuldms took up arms and came onto the roof of the house; and a mighty commotion 
began. And the Amir was with Buktigln [while they were] seizing Aryaruq; and some 
[other] individuals had rushed to BuktaghdT and Hajib-i Bilkatigin and the notables of the 
army, who had beforehand [been assigned] the task of mounting up; all who had thus 
been prepared were mounted. When they bound Aryaruq, and his ghuldms and atten­
dants rebelled, this prepared group rode toward his Saray. And many other horsemen of 
every type were joined with them, and a great battle began. The Amir sent cAbdus to 
Aryaruq's people with a message: "Aryaruq was a man not knowing himself [i.e., 
misguided], and you were with him in [his] affliction. Today the public welfare lay in his 
being suppressed. And we are your masters; do not behave like children and [withdraw 
your hands from battle, for it is apparent that your numbers are such that you will be 
killed in one hour, and that will be of no use whatsoever to Aryaruq. If you keep to 
yourselves, we will look favorably on you and reward you." And he [cAbdus] took a 
message and very fine warmheartedness to his Hajib. When cAbdus delivered this 
message, water fell on the fire [of revolt] and the Hajib and his ghuldms kissed the 
ground; this fitmah settled [down] right away and the Saray was seized and the doors 
sealed. And the sun set [on it] such that you would say it had never been the dwelling of 
humans. And I went away and told my teacher[i.e., Bu Nasr-i Mushkan] whatever I had 
seen. And the Namaz-i Khuftan having been performed, Aryaruq was transported from 
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the f aram to Kuhandiz [FortressJ; and then ten days after that he was dispatched to 
Ghazna and consigned to Sarhang-i Bu cAfi Kutval; and Bu CA1I, by virtue of afirman, 
had him at the fortress a little while in such a way that no one realized that he stopped 
there. Then he was sent to Ghur to Bu'1-Hasan-i Khalaf to be imprisoned there, and his 
story came to an end; and I will bring it in its own place how his end and killing were. 
This seizure of him in Balkh was on Sunday, the nineteenth of RabT'l-Avval, 422 
[Tuesday, 17 March 1031]. And the day after his capture, the Amir sent to Aryaruq's 
Saray, Piruz-i Vaziri-yi Khadim and Bu SacTd-i Mushrif (who is still alive today and 
staying at Ribat-i Kundi; and they had still not given [him] [the title of] Mushrif because 
the Ishraf of the palace was in the name of QaziKhusraw) and Bu'1-Hasan-i cAbd al-Jalil 
and Bu Nasr-i Mustawff. And a MustawfT and a Kadkhuda of his [Aryaruq] who had been 
seized were brought there and the doors were opened and much riches removed; and they 
gave a list that there was very great wealth [also] in Hindustan. And it took three days 
until whatever Aryaruq had was completely copied down and sent to the palace. And 
those ghuldms of his who were choice were put in chains [and sent to the Amir]; those 
who were mediocre he bestowed on Sipahsalar Ghazi and the Hajibs. And Bu'Hasan-i 
cAbd al-Jain and Bu Sacid-i Mushrif he [the Amir] appointed to go to Hindustan to bring 
Aryaruq's wealth back. Both individuals left quickly. And before his being seized, swift 
Khayltashes had gone with letters so that the people of Aryaruq [i.e., in Hindustan] be 
observed carefully. 
9. THE AMIR YUSUF AND THE SLAVE TUGHRIL (TB, pp. 247-55/322-33) 
Translator's Note 
There emerge in this selection two themes common to many Islamicate dynasties— 
competition within and among lineages and the rise to power of parvenus. Since in these 
dynasties competition for the throne occurred frequently and often along kin-related 
lines, all male relatives, especially uncles, could be threats to a new ruler. The 
most well known decimation of a corps of uncles took place under the cAbbasid caliph 
Harun al-Rashid (r. 786-803). Here the conflict is between Mas^ud and his uncle Yusuf. 
The parvenu is Tughril. Again the level of detail is high (note the brief but especially 
effective scene-setting for the Tughril story) and the organization complex, involving 
both flashback and "flashforward" and a digression to tell a parallel story from the 
relatively recent past. 
Mention of the Seizure of

Amir Abu Yacqub Yusuf bin Nasir al-DIn and

Abu Mansur Sabuktigfn al-cAdil (God's mercy on both of them!)

And the seizure of this Amir was at this Balq [a section of Zavulistan near Ghazna]. 
And the story and details of this affair must necessarily be written for the matter to be 
fully understood. Amir Yusuf was a man quite without malice and would not chase after 
[lit., grab the tail of] any sedition or dissension. And in the days of his brother Sultan 
Mascud (God's mercy upon him!), he so occupied himself in rendering attendance two 
times a day that he would not accomplish any work, and in between, when he would 
finish attendance, he would be occupied in his play and revelry and wine. And in such 
circumstances, youth and good things and trouble-free desire, it is apparent he would 
acquire [only] a little experience. And when Amir Mahmud passed on and the elephant 
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driver was far from the head of the elephant [i.e., Yusuf no longer had supervision] and 
Amir Muhammad came to Ghazna and sat on the throne, he gave his uncle Amir Yusuf a 
Sipahsalarate, and there occurred those events such as occurred and [such as] I have 
brought in before this. The straightening out of [the question of] that Padshahship, and 
his term as Sipahsalar, took only a little amount of time, in which there could be for him 
[only] a little enlightenment. And then such an event occurred in the confining of Amir 
Muhammad in the KuhtTz Fortress at Taklnabad; and howsoever much they do out of 
desire for the great Padshahship and howsoever much getting close to them they allow, 
Padshahs at such a time accept such attempts to get close but do not rely on such people, 
as in the storiesjof Yacqub-i Layth [founder of the Saffarid dynasty of eastern Iran, which 
overthrew the tahirids 259/872]. I read such that he was heading to Nishapur to seize 
Muhammad bin tahir bin cAbdallah bin tahir, Amir of Khurasan, and the notables of 
the time of his [i.e., Muhammad's] dawlah had tried to get close to Yacqub and sent fast 
couriers with letters that he must hurry faster "for from this master of ours [i.e., 
Muhammad] no activity issues except playing'' so that the frontier of Khurasan, which is 
a large frontier, not dissipate. Three individuals from the most aged, most learned elders 
did not look toward Yacqub and did not try to get close to him. And they were at the door 
of the sardy of Muhammad-i tahir until Yacqub-i Layth arrived. And Muhammad-i 
tahir was taken and these three individuals were seized and brought before Yacqub. 
Yacqub said, ' 'Why did you not try to get close to me as your friends did?'' They said, 
"You are a great pads hah and will become [even] greater than this. If we give a true 
answer, and you will not get angry, we will speak.'' He said, "I will not; speak.'' They 
said,' 'The Amir has never seen us except for today?'' He said, "I have not seen [you].'' 
They said, "At no time has there been any correspondence or communication between 
us with him or him with us?'' He said, ' 'There has not been.'' They said, ' 'Then we are 
men old and aged who have served the tahirids for many years and in their dawlah have 
experienced favors and found ranks. Would it be proper for us to take the way of ingrates 
and try to get close to their opponents even if they cut off our heads?" They said, "So 
this is our situation and we today are in the hand[s] of the Amir and our master has been 
overthrown. Let him do with us what God (Glorious be His name!) approves and what 
befits his magnanimity and greatness.'' Yacqub said, "Go back to your houses and rest 
assured that free men like you must be preserved and are useful to us; it must be that you 
be associated with our palace." They went back secure and grateful, and Yacqub 
ordered that group of people who had tried to get close to him seized and whatever they 
had confiscated and [them] expelled. And he raised up these three individuals and con­
fided in them on matters of the realm. And I bring in such stories on this account—so 
the slanderers do not speak hastily about this great Padshah Mascud but [rather] say what 
is owing to him, for the nature of Padshahs, and their circumstances and habits, are not 
like others, and what they see no one can see. 
And it was in this connection that Amir Yusuf had a preference for Amir 
Muhammad—on account of [his] support of the inclination of heart [that] drew Sultan 
Mahmud to that side [i.e., Muhammad] so as to annoy this side [i.e., Mascud]. And Amir 
Yusuf had two daughters, one grown up and come of age, the other small and not come 
of age. And Amir Mahmud gave the former, come of age, to Amir Muhammad and the 
[marriage] contract was concluded; and the latter, not come of age, he betrothed to AmTr 
Mascud so as not to offend him, but the [marriage] contract was not concluded. And 
Amir Mahmud ordered a marriage ceremony, the likes of which no one remembered, in 
the sardy of Amir Muhammad, which is opposite the Maydan-i Khurd. And when the 
sardy was decorated and things made ready, Amir Mahmud mounted and came there and 
complimented AmTr Muhammad much and gave [him] a royal robe of honor and gave out 
many gifts; and they went back and left the sardy for the bridegroom and the women. 
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And by the arrival of fate, fever took the bride, and at Namaz-i Khuftan they brought a 
litter and the River of Ghazna became full of noble women and many lighted candles and 
torches in order that the bride be transported to the Kushk-i Shah; the inexperienced 
helpless one answered the Call adorned and laid out among gold and ornaments and 
jewels; and that affair was spoiled, and in one hour the news found its way to Amir 
Mahmud; he grew quite sad, but with the arrival of fate what could he do, for God 
(Mighty be His remembrance!) shows such things as that to [His] servants so that they 
know their own weakness. The next day he ordered that the contract be concluded for the 
other daughter who was betrothed to Amir Mascud to be betrothed to Amir Muhammad. 
Amir Mascud became very distressed, but did not have the nerve [lit., face] to say [so]. 
And the young[er] girl was very small; they delayed bringing her home and time passed 
and circumstances changed and Amir Mahmud answered the Call, and that affair came 
out in the end that this daughter reached the Saray-Pardah of Amir Muhammad at that 
time when he came to Ghazna and sat on the throne, and she was said to be fourteen years 
old. That evening when she was carried from our section, Sar Asya, from the sardy of 
her father to Kushk-i Imarah, I saw much ceremony, beyond [normal] bounds. And then 
after the accession of Amir Muhammad, this daughter was sent on to him at the fortress 
and was there a time and went back because she became despondent; and today she is 
here at Ghazna. And Amir Mascud was annoyed by this—for he saw such misfortunes 
[as coming] from his uncle—and overpowering fate helped with this until Yusuf fell 
from palace to pit, and we seek refuge in God from adversity [in Arabic]. 
And when things came together for Sultan Mascud at Harat and got straightened out, 
such as I have brought up before, he sent Hajib-i Yaruq Tugmish Jamahdar to Makran 
with a large army to clean [it] out, and he stationed Bu'l-cAskar there, [and] sent Amir 
Yusuf with ten Sarhangs and a troop of the army to Qusdar [in order] for him to back up 
the Jamahdar, and the affairs of Makran soon settled down. And this was a pretense 
insomuch as he wanted Yusuf to remain for a little while far from his and the army's eye 
and be at Qusdar [as] a city of confinement and those Sarhangs as guardians over him. 
And secretly, according to the firman of the Sultan, they deceived his Hajib Tughril, 
whom he held dearer than [his own] children, and made arrangements for him to be a 
mushrif over him [i.e., Yusuf], and report whatever went on so as to obtain the fruit of 
this service in the [form of the] great rank that he would acquire. And this stupid Turk 
swallowed this lie and did not know that ingratitude is [or may be] unlucky. And he 
assigned messengers from Qusdar to the task and would send [them] to Balkh, and they 
would explain the good and bad [lit., lean and fat] to cAbdus secretly and they would be 
transmitted to the Sultan; and Yusuf, how could he know that "his heart and liver and 
beloved" [i.e., Tughril] were spying on him; and all the time, and even more in wine, he 
would grumble and speak looser statements that "What was this that we all did to 
ourselves, that we will all succeed one another, and necessarily such must be that it may 
be that we act in bad faith and disloyalty until the affair reaches [who knows] where?" 
And they wrote all this and exaggerated it until the Sultan became more heavy-hearted. 
And [this went on] up to that point where Tughril reported, saying, "Yusuf is making 
to cast himself into Turkestan and has taken up correspondence with the Khans." And 
the Sultan secretly ordered letters to the notables who were his guardians [saying], 
"Great care must be taken in watching over Yusuf until he comes to Ghazna. When we 
head from Balkh to Ghazna, we will summon him. If he wants to go in another direction, 
he must not be allowed and must be bound and brought bound before me. And if he 
comes straight to Bust and Ghazna, certainly he must not be informed of anything of 
whatever we ordered.'' And those notables carried out thefirman, and whatever care he 
made necessary they accomplished. And we were at Balkh and at several times—3 or 4 
or 5—swift camel messengers arrived from Qusdar and brought Yusuf s letters—and 
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fine citrons and pomegranates and sugar cane—showing signs of subservience and 
detailing the condition of Makran and Qusdar. And the Amir again ordered favorable 
replies, and the form of address was this:' 'The Honorable Amir [my] Uncle Abu Yacqub 
Yusuf bin Nasir al-DTn." And he wrote, "On such-and-such a day we will move [out of] 
Balkh; and the affairs of Makran having settled down, it must be that you go quickly, 
right upon [receiving] this order, so as to arrive opposite Ghazna with us, so that [your] 
rights will be properly acknowledged." 
And Amir Yusuf went from Qusdar and arrived at Ghazna before Sultan Mascud. 
Since he heard that the army of the Sultan was planning to go from Parvan to Ghazna, 
they came for the ceremony of greeting, [he Yusuf] with his son Sulayman and this 
ingrate Tughril and fifty glwldms, very lightly equipped. 
And one watch remaining from evening, the Amir had removed himself from Sitaj, 
and facing Balkh had given [the order] that they set up the Saray Pardah there. And he 
was in a woman's canopied elephant litter, torches lit and couriers running to and fro. 
Near the city a torch appeared from afar in that plain beside Ghazna. The Amir said,' 'It 
may be my uncle whom I have summoned who wishes permission to come" and ordered 
two Naqibs to go with his permission. They rushed toward the torch and reached [it] and 
hurried back and said, "Long live [our] Master, it is Amir Yusuf." After one hour he 
arrived. The Amir halted [his] elephant and Amir Yusuf got down and kissed the ground; 
and Hajib-i Buzurg-i Bilkatigfn and all the notables and grandees who were with the 
Amir were on foot. And they called for his horse and helped him mount with as complete 
generosity as possible. And the Amir questioned him very warmly, warm beyond what 
was normal. And they rode along and he conversed with him the whole [time] until it 
became day and they alighted for Namaz[-i Subh]. And the Amir got on a horse instead of 
an elephant and they rode along, Yusuf on his left side, and they were conversing until 
they reached the campground. The Amir turned to cAbdus and said, "My uncle has 
come lightly equipped; right here in front of the Saray-Pardah tell [them] to set up a 
canopy and sofas [i.e., cushioned or carpeted platforms for sitting] and tents and [my] 
uncle will settle down here so he may be near us. He [cAbdus] said, "So will I do." 
And the Amir went into the tent [area] and alighted at [his] pavilion; and Amir Yusuf 
was seated in a little tent while they set up canopy and sofas; then he went there and they 
set up other tents and his ghuldms camped and low tray-tables were brought and set 
down—I myself was looking on from the DTvan—he did not touch anything and had 
become [turned] into himself quite beyond bounds because he had formed a slight 
[notion] of the abomination that was occurring. When the tray-tables were removed and 
the notables dispersed [to] the palace, the Amir retired and summoned cAbdus and had 
him [there] a long [time]; then he came out and went to Amir Yusuf, and they were alone 
and conversed for a long [time] and cAbdus was coming and going and conversing and 
his [Yusuf s] treacheries enumerated. And his end was that when the day reached 
Namaz-i Pishin, three Muqaddims from the Indians were stationed there with 500 Indian 
horsemen with complete arms and three Indian Naqibs and 300 select foot soldiers; and 
horses with saddles were brought and halted. And I saw Amir Yusuf, who got onto his 
feet, and he was still in headgear and boots and [sword?] belt, and he took his son in an 
embrace and wept and took off [his] belt and threw it down and told cAbdus, "I entrust 
this little one to God the Mighty and Glorious and after that to you." And he told 
Tughril,' 'May you be happy, oh ingrate. Was it for this that I fostered you and cherished 
you more than my [own] children, so that you did such [a thing] to me for the petty favors 
which you bought? May there happen to you whatever you are worthy of!" And he 
mounted his horse and they took him to the Sigavand Fortress. And after that I did not see 
him at all; and the next year, 423, when we went back from Balkh, on the road a letter 
arrived that he passed away at the Darvanah Fortress (God's mercy upon him!). 
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And the career of this Tughril, it is a short kind of story but it is rare; I cannot resist 
telling [it], and then I will return to the narrative. 
Mention of the Story of this Ghulam Tughril al-cAzd7 
This was a ghulam whose like would not emerge from among a thousand ghuldms, in 
visage, physique, complexion, grace, and skill. And Khatun-i Arslan had sent him from 
Turkestan for Amir Mahmud. And this Khatun was accustomed each year to send Amir 
Mahmud a rare ghulam and a virginal slave-girl by way of a gift; and the Amir would 
send him Egyptian linen and fine muslin and pearls and Byzantine brocade. The Amir 
admired this Tughril and had him after Ayaz [famed favorite of Mahmud, who was his 
chief cup-bearer] in a group of seven or eight ghuldms who were his cup-bearers. And 
two years having passed, one day it happened that the Amir was drinking in the Bagh-i 
FTruzi, among the roses, and so many 100-petaled roses were scattered around that they 
were uncountable. And these cup-bearers, handsome [as the] world [lit., moon-faced], 
were coming [around] in turn two by two. This Tughril came in dressed in a ruby qabd, 
and his partner had a turquoise qabd, and they were occupied in cup-bearing, both 
handsome. Tughril was standing still, colorful wine in hand, and had [just] poured wine 
for Amir Yusuf; his [ Yusuf s] eye rested on him and he fell in love; and however he tried 
to ignore him, he could not take his eyes off him. And Amir Mahmud watched furtively 
and was seeing the loss of sense and stupefaction of his brother; but he took no notice 
until an hour passed, then said, "Oh [my] brother, you are still father's little one, and 
father said to cAbdallah-i Dablr at the time of his death, 'It is decided that Mahmud will 
oversee the kingdom of Ghazna because Ismacll is not the man for that. Speak to 
Mahmud of my message, that' 'My heart is troubled for Yusuf. I entrust him to you; it 
must be that you bring him up according to his nature and cherish him like your own 
offspring.'" ' 'And you know that to this end we have ordered toward you many favors. 
And we supposed that you had grown up replete with adab; and you are not such as we 
have supposed. In a drinking party why are you looking at our ghuldmsl Does it [not] 
please you for no one to look at your ghuldms at a drinking party? And yet your eye has 
stayed on this Tughril for a long time, and if it were not for respect of the soul of [our] 
father, a most complete chastisement would come to you. I will forgive you this one time 
and present this ghulam to you, since for us there are many like him. Take care that such 
a blunder not occur another time, because with Mahmud such games do not go on." 
Yusuf was dumbfounded and rose to his feet and kissed the ground and said, ' 'I repent 
and another blunder like this will not happen.'' The Amir said,' 'Sit down.'' He sat. And 
that affair was cut off and the joy of wine rose; and the wine overcame Yusuf [so] he went 
away. And Amir Mahmud called a special servant whom they used to call SafI, and there 
were several ghuldms under him [i.e., in his charge], and said, "Send Tughril to my 
brother." He was sent, and Yusuf made much rejoicing and bestowed many things on 
his servants and gave much charity. And he raised this ghulam up and he became his 
Hajib and he held him dearer than his own children; and as when black night brings an 
end to its white day and eclipses the sun, he wanted a woman [for Tughril] from a 
distinguished family and took unusual personal pains in the marriage contract and his 
wedding such that the community of wise men did not approve. And [his] reward and 
recompense for that came out greater than that, as I explained. After the passing of his 
master, there occurred [for Tughril] a sort of rank from SultanMascud, but he became 
detestable both with him and with most men, and disloyalty twisted around in him, and 
he passed away in the youth of his days in disappointment, and the consequence of 
ingratitude is [always] the same. And may God (Mighty be His remembrance!) keep us 
and all Muslims in His protection and may He grant the best guidance so that it will lead 
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to gratitude for His blessings and of His servants who are the beneficiaries, through His 
benevolence and the abundance of His mercy [last sentence in Arabic]. 
And after the passing of Amir Yusuf (God's mercy upon him!), his servants were 
dispersed. Struggles for survival befell Bu Sahl Lakshan, his Kadkhuda, and he returned 
his monies under forcible extortion. And he was a man very learned, wise, and 
self-possessed, and his end came out that the governorship of Bust was given to him, 
since he was a man from Bust, and in [the course of] that employment he answered the 
Call. And Khvajah-yi Ismacil experienced many hardships and experienced plenty of 
ups and downs [lit., hot and cold] and looked after therights of this House [i.e., Yusuf s] 
and took upon [himself] the affairs of the children of this Amir [i.e., Yusuf], and held 
himself responsible in their cases, and fell and rose; and in the days of Amir Mawdud 
(God's mercy upon him!) he became better known and began [to do] the most special 
tasks for this Padshah and showed such competence and trustworthiness that inevitably 
he became prominent, so that today in the auspicious time of Sultan Mucazzam Abu 
Shujac Farrukhzad bin Nasir al-DIn Allah there are entrusted to him the job of deputy-
ship and special estates and many [other] tasks. And he has pursued these tasks for a long 
time in such a way that no fault has come back to him. And another was Amavl. And 
Amavi, when[ever] he looked work in the face, he successfully completed it [lit., 
grabbed the tail of its conclusion]; but after Yusuf, he removed his hand from earthly 
service and chose the Mihrab and prayer and Qur'an and devotion and has stayed like 
this; and several times Padshahs of this dawlah (God's mercy on all of them!) wanted 
him to work, and he did do the Salarate of the Ghazis of Ghazna a little [while] (God grant 
them peace!) and was very fine in that; but finally he caused intercessors [to help] him 
escape that; and on several occasions they wanted him to go with messages, [but] he 
made tricks so that he got out [of it]. And in the 449 they pressured him to take the Ishraf 
of the Avqaf of Ghazna, and from that they wanted [him] to receive all the glory; [but] he 
made tricks to terminate this affair. And it is a complete man who can do such and be able 
to break the back [lit., neck] of desire and greed. And any servant who keeps to the side 
of God (Mighty be His remembrance!), He (Glorious be His magnificance!) will not 
leave that servant lost. And Bu'1-Qasim Hakik, who was a Nadim of Amir Yusuf and a 
pleasant and useful man, also served no one, and he was generous and loyal. And today 
these two individuals are alive, here in Ghazna, and are friends. What remedy do I have 
if I have not acquired the friendship of all, for this [kind of information] is not far from the 
convention^] of Ta'rikh. And since I have completed this story, now I return to the 
narrative of Sultan Mascud, after the seizure of Amir Yusuf and the sending of him to 
Sigavand Fortress. 
10. BUZURGMIHR'S EXECUTION (TB, pp. 333-37/425-28) 
Translator's Note 
One could argue that this story, coming as it does in the middle of Ta'rikh-i Bayhaql, 
constitutes a kind of center for it. It is placed at the end of a series of descriptions of 
imprisonments and executions—Amir Muhammad, Hasanak, Aryaruq, Asaftigln 
Ghazi, Bu Sahl Zawzanl. An analogy seems to be indicated in the unusually brief, 
one-sentence introduction; and the shared question is obvious: How does an absolute 
ruler deal with other powerful individuals around him so as to maintain his absolutism 
without denying himself their usefulness? Over and over again the answer has been the 
same—imprisonment, exile, execution. 
The Buzurgmihr in question was alleged by Muslim writers to have been the chief 
minister or VazTr of NushTrvan, the Sasanian monarch at the time of the birth of the 
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Prophet Muhammad. Oddly enough, in Muslim lore Nushirvan was usually a symbol of 
perfect justice, but here the assessment of him is demonstrably other. It is now even 
thought by scholars that Buzurgmihr was actually a creation of early Muslim writers who 
then attributed to him all sorts of positive values. 
In the story that follows, Buzurgmihr's long speech made upon arrest is an encapsu­
lated version of many of BayhaqT's values, be they Qur'anic, Zoroastrian, Sufi, or other. 
The "miracle" of Buzurgmihr's "entombment" and "resurrection" follows a familiar 
pattern, too. 
When the report about this prisoner Bu Sahl Zawzani [financial officer of Mascud who 
fell out of favor in 1031] came to an end, I felt an obligation to tell the tale of [another] 
prisoner. 
A Tale 
I have read such that when Buzurgmihr the Sage left the religion of the Zoroastrians, 
which had been a harmful religion, and took the religion of Jesus the Messenger (God's 
blessing upon him!), he bequeathed to his brethren the following: "I have read in books 
that at the end of time a messenger will come whose name is Muhammad Mustafa (God 
bless him and grant him peace!). If I live long enough, I will be the first person to pledge 
[myself] to him; and if I do not, I am hopeful that our resurrection will be with his 
ummah. You bequeath the same message to your offspring so that you will obtain 
paradise.'' This news was carried to Khusraw Nushlrvan. The Khusraw wrote a letter to 
hiscAmil: ' 'As soon as you read this letter, send Buzurgmihr to the palace in heavy ropes 
and chains." The cAmil made to send him according to the,firman, and the report 
circulated in Fars [south central province of Iran, in which the Sasanian capital was 
located] that the prisoner would be transported the next day. The hukama and culama 
kept coming to him [i.e., Buzurgmihr] and saying: "Give us the benefit of your 
knowledge and do not withhold anything in order that we become wise. You used to be 
our bright star because you showed us the right way; you used to be our fresh water 
because we bloomed from you; you even used to be our fruitful abundance, because from 
you we acquired all different kinds [of things]. The Padshah has become enraged on your 
account and they are transporting you, and you are no longer one of those sages because 
you have left the right path. Give us a remembrance of your knowledge." 
He said, "I charge you to recognize God the Mighty and Glorious, the Unique, and to 
obey Him; know that He sees your good and evil act[s], that He knows whatever you 
have in your heart, that your life is according to His decree, that when you come to your 
end you will return to Him, that there will be a Resurrection and Judgment, with question 
and answer, reward and punishment. Speak goodness and do good act[s] because God 
the Mighty and Glorious created you for good; so take care not to do evil and to stay far 
away from it, for an evildoer has a short life. So be pure and keep [your] eye and ear and 
hand and private parts far from what is prohibited and from the property of [other] men. 
And know that death is the house of life; no matter how long you live, you must [still] go 
there. And wear the cloak of modesty that is the cloak of the pious; make truth-telling 
your practice, because it keeps the face bright, and men love truth-tellers, and truth-
tellers will not be ruined; stay far away from lie-telling, because the liar will not be 
accepted even if he give true testimony. Envy diminishes a person, and the envier will 
never have any peace because he is perpetually at war with the decree of God, Mighty 
His name! So envy people's future, not their past. The greedy one has no ease because 
he is [always] desiring something that perhaps will not be given him. And stay far from 
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[other] women, because they consume riches and destroy homes. Whoever desires that 
his wife stay pure does not go around among the wives of others. And do not find faults 
with people, because no one is without fault. Whoever is unaware of his own faults is the 
most ignorant of men. A good nature is the greatest gift of God, the Mighty and Glorious; 
so stay far from a bad nature because that is a heavy bond on heart and foot. A bad nature 
will always be in great pain, and people will be in pain from it; to a good nature belongs 
this world as well as the next, and it is worthy in both worlds. Whoever is greater in age 
than you, honor him more and take care to respect him and do not disobey him; and do 
not rely on hope [alone], such that you draw your hand away from your work. People 
who built cities and villages and buildings and canals and experienced [lit., ate] the 
sorrow of this world, they have all passed away and gone and all those things have been 
effaced. This which I have said should be sufficient, and this much I know, that we will 
see each other on the Day of Resurrection." 
When they got Buzurgmihr to the square of the Khusraw, he ordered, "Bring him 
before me just as he is, in ropes and chains." When they brought him forward, the 
Khusraw said, "Oh Buzurgmihr, what dignities and ranks are left that you have not 
obtained on account of our excellent opinion [of you] ? And you have reached the station 
of the Vazirate, and the management of our realm rests on you. Why have you forsaken 
the religion of your own fathers? Why have you, a worldly sage, made it appear to people 
that this Padshah along with [his] army and rfayah are not on the right path? Was this 
your desire—to excite the realm against me, and bring them, the elite and common 
[alike], out against me? I consider you fit to be killed, for no sinner has not been killed, 
and you have a great sin; nevertheless, repent and return to the religion of your 
grandfathers and fathers so as to gain forgiveness; for it would be a pity to kill a sage like 
you, and there is no other like you.'' He [Buzurgmihr] said,' 'Long live the king! People 
call me the sage and knower and wise man of the time; but now that I have come out of 
the darkness into the light, I will not return to the darkness, lest I become unknowing, 
without wisdom." The Khusraw said, "I will order them to cut off your head." 
Buzurgmihr said, "The Judge before whom I will go is just and does not require 
testimony and gives retribution and will take His mercy away from you.'' The Khusraw 
became angrier than he had ever been at any time before. He said, "Take him back until I 
order what must be done." They took him back. When the Khusraws anger subsided, 
he said, "It would be a pity to destroy this [one]." He ordered that they put him in a 
house, very dark, like a tomb, and that they bind him with iron chains and clothe him 
with very thick wool [suj\ and each day allot him two barley loaves and one heap of salt 
and a small jar of water. He [Khusraw] appointed mushrifs who counted his breaths and 
conveyed [them] to him. 
Two years he remained in this arrangement. One day they did not hear any words from 
him and told the Khusraw. The Khusraw became despondent and ordered them to open 
Buzurgmihr's prison. They brought his people to him so they could speak with him and 
perhaps he would answer. They brought him out into the light, finding him strong of 
body and in good color. They said, "Oh sage, we see you in thick wool and heavy 
chains, in a narrow dark place. How is it that your color is healthy and your body strong; 
what is the reason?" Buzurgmihr replied, "I have made for myself an aid to digestion 
out of six things; each day I eat a little of that so that I have stayed like this." They said 
' 'Oh sage, if you see [fit], teach us that medicine so that if something happens to one of 
our friends, and such a situation comes up, he will have it to take." He said, "First, I 
have sure trust that whatever God, Mighty His remembrance, has decreed will be; 
second, I am content with God's will; third, I have put on the shirt of patience because 
there is nothing like patience for misery; fourth, if I am not patient, I do not let the weight 
of desire and extreme impatience affect me; fifth, whenever I think that a created thing 
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like me has situations worse than this, I am grateful; sixth, thus I do not despair of God 
(Glory be to Him Most High!), who gives [me] comfort hour by hour.'' Whatever went 
on and whatever he said was conveyed to the Khusraw, who talked to himself like this, 
"How can such a sage be killed?" But in the end he ordered that he be killed and 
mutilated in order to set an example; and Buzurgmihr went to heaven and the Khusraw 
went to hell. 
Anyone who [has] read [this], I know he will not find fault with [my] bringing in this 
story because it is not without a moral and the narrative has been embellished by such 
stories, and now I return to the narrative [itself]. . . . 
11. AN OCCASION FOR A ROYAL DRINKING BOUT (TB, pp. 656-58/888-92) 
Translator's Note 
Theoretically, Islamic law prevented Muslims from drinking. Selections like this 
make it clear how much that prohibition was observed at court. Here the rapid transition 
from heavy drinking to prayer is particularly noteworthy. This story concerns a celebra­
tion of an event characteristic of many Islamicate courts—the assigning of a prince to a 
trusted adjutant, in this case Khvajah-yi Mascud, for training in the administration of a 
province. In this story and others, we are reminded of the importance of protocol. Here 
Bayhaqi introduces the man chosen by comparing him with another famous minister of 
Persian origin, Jacfar the Barmakid, who served (and was executed by) the Caliph Harun 
al-Rashld (r. 786-803). 
The Story of Jacfar bin Yahya bin Khalid Barmaki 
In the stories of the caliphs such have I read that Jacfar bin Yahya bin Khalid Barmakl 
was singular in his time in all the skills of administration and learning and etiquette and 
wisdom and self-possession, and sufficient to the degree that he in the days of the 
Vazlrate of his father used to be called "the second Vazir" and carry out many of his 
tasks. One day he was seated in the Mazalim and was reading petitions and writing 
answers, such as was the custom. There were nearly 1,000 petitions, all of which he 
signed with the royal signet that in such-and-such a matter such-and-such must be done; 
and in so-and-so, such; and the last petition was a whole book, more than one hundred 
lines crowded with cramped narrow writing, and it had come from a special servant to be 
released from doing additional work. Jacfar on the back of that petition wrote, "Look 
into it and let it be done in its case whatever is done in similar cases.'' And when Jacfar 
got up, those petitions were taken to the Majlises of Qaza and Vizarah and Ahkam and 
Avqaf and Nazr and Kharaj and scrutinized; and people remained astonished and 
congratulated Yahya his father. He replied, ' 'Abu Ahmad—that is, Jacfar—is singular 
in his time in every aspect of bureaucratic procedure [adab] except that he is in need of 
hardship to refine him [last sentence in Arabic]." 
And the situation of the Khvajah-yi Mascud (Peace be upon him!) was just the same 
[ in] that he came from home and school [directly] before the throne. Undoubtedly he saw 
in his time whatever he saw and experienced whatever he experienced such as I will 
explain in this work in its [proper] place. And today in the year 451 [1059] byfirman of 
the exalted lord, Mucazzam Abu'l-Muzaffar Ibrahim (God lengthen the rest of his life 
and help his friends!), he is sitting in his house until there will be ajirmdn to come before 
the throne again. And it has been said that adawlah must fall and rise to be stable, and 
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that adawlah that goes along level, according to intention and without any adversity, 
will fall at the same time as its lord. 
The Amir (God be pleased with him!) held a levee, and the VazTr and notables 
attended. When they were settled, Khvajah-yi Mascud was brought forward and per­
formed the ceremony of attendance and stood still. The Amir said, "We chose you as 
Kadkhuda of [our] child Mawdud. Be prudent and work according to the orders that the 
Khvajah [i.e., Badr, the Khvajah-yi Buzurg] gives." Mascud said, "[Your] servant is 
the prisoner of [your] firman.'" And he kissed the ground and went back, and they 
performed what was owing to him very well; and he returned home, was there one hour, 
then came to Amir Mawdud; and whatever of his had been brought, was brought there. 
And Amir Mawdud treated him very kindly, and from there he came to the house of the 
VazTr, his father-in-law; and the VazTr showed him much favor, and he returned. 
And Sunday the tenth of Muharram, AmTr Mawdud gave robes of honor to the VazTr 
and Badr Hajib-i Buzurg and ArtigTn-i Salar and others, so extremely fine that no one 
remembered their like in any time nor had such as these [ever] been given. And [their] 
people came forward and performed the ceremony of attendance and went back. And 
AmTr Mawdud was given two elephants, male and female, and two kinds of drums, and 
many additional gifts comparable to these, and others [i.e., people] likewise, and 
matters were completely prepared. 
And Tuesday the twelfth of this month, the AmTr (God be pleased with him!) mounted 
and came to the Bagh-i FTruzT and sat on the khazra 'of the Maydan-i ZarrTn. (And that 
building and square today have been altered, [but] at that time they were by themselves 
on their own.) And he had ordered a feast to be prepared with great formality and harisah 
[ thick grain dish with meat] to be set up. And AmTr Mawdud and the VazTr also came and 
sat[with him]. And the army began to pass in review, and first was the entourage of AmTr 
Mawdud—umbrellas and broad banners and 200 men from among the ghuldms of the 
saray, all with coats of mail and short hunting-spears and many led camels and riding 
camels, and foot soldiers and broad banners and 170 ghuldms with full arms, and his 
horsemen decorated with complete splendor; on its heels, [the retinue of] ArtigTn-i Hajib 
and 80 or so ghuldm s of ArtigTn; and on their heels a troop of 50 saray ghuldm s and 20 
Sarhangs, their leader much adorned, with many led camels and riding camels; and on 
their heels, much-adorned Sarhangs, until all passed by. And near the arrival of Namaz-i 
Pishln, the Amir ordered his son and the VazTr and the Hajib-i Buzurg and ArtigTn and 
the Muqaddims to be seated at table and he himself sat and they ate, and this group 
performed the ceremony of farewell and left. And the concluding of the covenant 
happened at the assembly of this king (God's mercy upon him!) [ last sentence in Arabic]. 
And the AmTr, after their going, said to cAbd al-Razzaq,' 'What [do you] say? Let us 
drink a few cups [of the large sort passed around after dinner] of wine.'' He said, "Such 
a day, [ my] lord rejoicing; my Lord's son having gone, according to plan, with the VazTr 
and notables; and [ along] with all this, [our] having eaten harisah, when [will] we again 
have such a day for wine?" The AmTr said, "It must be without formality, so we are 
going to the plain and drink wine in the Bagh-i FTruzT." And much wine was brought; 
[ and] right away he went from square to garden. And about 50 bumper glasses and up to 
50 two-handled glass pouring vessels were set up in the middle of a tent and the bumper 
glasses made ready to pass [around]. The AmTr said, "Pay attention to justice and keep 
the bumpers even so that no injustice occur." Then they were passed around, each 
bumper half a man [a weight measure of about three kilograms], and the revelry grew 
and the minstrels took up their song. Bu'1-Hasan drank five, with the sixth he weakened, 
with the seventh he became insensate, and [with] the eighth he threw up and his footmen 
took him away. Bu'l-Ala'-yi f abTb at the fifth dozed off and was carried out. KhalTl-i 
Dacud drank ten, and SiyabTruz nine, and both were carried to Kuy Daylaman. Bu 
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Nacim drank twelve and fled. Dacud Maymandi got drunk, and the musicians and jesters 
all became intoxicated and fled. There remained the Sultan and Khvajah-yi cAbd 
al-Razzaq. And the Khvajah drank eighteen, sought leave to go, saying to the Amir, 
"Truly, if I am given any more of this, manners and judgement will leave this servant [of 
yours]." The Amir laughed and gave him leave. And he rose and left with great 
politeness. And the Amir continued to drink happily and finished twenty-seven half-man 
bumpers, got up, requested water and a basin and his prayer mat, rinsed his mouth and 
made his Namaz-i PIshIn and Namaz-i DIgar. And he appeared such that you would say, 
"He has not drunk wine." And all this was within my sight and vision, I who am 
Bu'1-Fazl. And the Amir mounted his elephant and went to the palace complex. 
12. KHUTBAH ON HISTORICAL METHOD (TB pp. 666-67/903-6) 
Translator's Note 
This last selection contains the second of BayhaqT's two khuibah s. Here he concen­
trates on the nature of historical evidence in a way that reminds one slightly of Ibn 
Khaldun's (1332-1406) much later denunciation of historians who include "nonsense" 
in their writings. The khuibah serves to introduce a section that BayhaqT has taken from 
the famous author, Abu Rayhan al-Birum (362/973-ca. 442/1050), and apparently also 
to justify its potentially controversial contents about a very serious matter. The section 
taken from Birum concerns the province of Khvarazm, which came under Ghaznavid 
rule in 408/1017, when the Ghaznavids overthrew a local dynasty. BayhaqT is at pains to 
demonstrate that in so doing the Ghaznavids were not guilty of stealing the province 
from the cAbbasid caliphs at Baghdad, and goes to great length to do so. 
Since the situation of this province [Khvarazm] is of this sort [i.e., confused and 
controversial], I saw it necessary to place a khuibah at the head of this section and to 
speak a little of the uncommon stories and reports of that [province] in such a way that 
wise men will accept and not reject. 
K hut bah 
Know such, that men are called men by [the nature of their] heart, and [their] heart 
becomes weak or strong from hearing and seeing; for as long as they do not see bad and 
good, they do not know joy or sorrow in this world. So one must know that the eye and 
the ear are the lookouts and spies of the heart, for they transmit to the heart whatever they 
see and hear, and that which they transmit to it is useful for it; and the heart offers 
whatever it obtains from them to the intellect, which is the arbiter of justice, for it to 
separate the true from the false; and whatever is useful it takes in, and whatever is not it 
throws out. And for this reason it is the desire of man to know whatever is hidden from 
him and unknown and unheard, and to hear of the circumstances and reports of [other] 
times, whether passed or not [yet] come. And the past one can find with difficulty by 
traveling around the world and placing suffering on oneself and seeking out circum­
stances and stories, or [by] studying reliable books and rendering oneself knowledgeable 
of accurate stories from them. And as for what has not come, the way remains closed, for 
it is unalloyed unseen; for if man would know [that], he would find [it] all good and no 
bad would reach him. And no one knows the unseen save God the Mighty and Glorious. 
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And although it is so, wise men are tangled up in this and are searching [for it], and turn 
round and round that and speak about it seriously . . . [texts problematic to end of 
sentence]. 
And reports of the past are said [to be of] two sorts, and at third other than those is not 
recognized: either one must hear [them] from someone or one must read [them] from a 
book. And the requirement of the former is that the speaker must be trustworthy and 
truthful and also the intellect [ must] give testimony that that story is true; and the word of 
God supports that, as has been said, "Do not deem as true from reports anything that 
does not have reason in it." And a book is just the same, that whatever stories have been 
read which the intellect does not reject, those the hearer believes, and wise men hear 
those and accept them. And most common people are such that they like absurd 
impossibility better, such as stories of the demons and fairies and ghouls of the deserts, 
mountains, and seas, as when a fool gives a public entertainment and a crowd just as 
[foolish] as he comes round, and he says "In such-and-such a sea I saw an island and we 
500 souls landed on that island, and we baked bread, and set up pots, and when the fire 
got intense and the heat reached the ground, it moved; we looked [and] it was a fish." 
And, "On a certain mountain we saw such-and-such things, and an old woman conjurer 
made a man into a jackass," and again, "Another old woman conjurer smeared his ear 
with an oil so that he turned human," and whatever [else] resembles these from the 
fables that bring sleep to ignorant men when they are read to them at night. And those 
persons who want correct statements to believe are counted among the knowledgeable, 
and their number is very small, and they accept the good and throw out improper 
statements. And Bu'l Fath Bust! has said (God's mercy upon him!), and has said very 
well, the verses "Intellects have scales with which they assess the Tightness of 
matters,/And they are experience." 
And I, who have taken up this Ta'rikh, have made it a necessity that whatever I write 
either is of my own witnessing or of [my] correct listening [ to] a trustworthy man. And a 
long time before this I saw a book in the handwriting of Ustad Abu Rayhan, and he was a 
man who had no peer in his time in adab and learning and arithmetic and falsafah; he 
would not write anything foolish; and I have this long [passage] about that [i.e., about 
excluding foolishness] so that it be established what care I have taken in this Ta'rikh; and 
although these people of whom I speak, most have gone on and a very small number 
remain, and the truth is such as Bu Tammam has said, "Then there passed these years 
and their peoples,/And the former and the latter are [but] dreams," [still] I have no 
escape from completing this book [so] that the name of these grandees remain alive and 
also that a remembrance of me remain; for after me this Ta'rikh will be read, and the 
condition of greatness of this family (May it last forever!) be firmly established. And in 
these stories of Khvarazm I have seen fit to begin with the history of Ma'muniyan [i.e., 
from 385/955 on, before Ghaznavid control] just as I copied [it] from Ustad Abu 
Rayhan, who has explained what has been the reason for the length of their dynasty, and 
what is the connection with that province in the MahmudT dynasty [i.e., the Ghaznavids]; 
and when the dead Amir [i.e., Mahmud] (God be pleased with him!) went there, how it 
was that he brought that kingdom under his authority and established Altuntash there 
[408/1017] and himself went back, and after that what sort of circumstances occurred up 
to that point when the son of Altuntash, Harun, rebelled at Khvarazm and took the way of 
traitors and the House at Khvarazm was overthrown; for in these stories are many morals 
and wonders such that readers and listeners can acquire much enlightenment and many 
benefits. And I wish success from God (Mighty be His remembrance!) in completing this 
composition, for verily Glory be to Him, the Good, who prospers and assists! 

Glossary 
Adab. The manners, tastes, skills, habits, literature, and culture of the urbane gentleman 
Adib. One well-versed in adab and practicing it 
cAm\l. Local tax collector 
Amir. Literally, commander; used in early days of Ghaznavid regime for central 
Ghaznavid ruler; later supplemented but not supplanted by sultan 
Amir al-mu'minin. "Commander of the faithful," title reserved for the khalifah and 
adopted in early days of Islamic empire 
cAriz. Head of the DTvan-i cArz, which handled organization and pay arrangements for 
the army; title also used for his subordinates 
Ashraf. Plural of sharif, noble, but in this sense a nobleman descended from cAfi, 
cousin and son-in-law of the Prophet Muhammad 
Avqaf. See majlis-i avkaf 
Dabir. Employee of one of the Divans, synonymous with Arabic kdtib, who gained his 
position by serving out a successful apprenticeship with a master of the skill(s) in 
question 
Dabiri. The skills and normative rules, practices, and knowledge of a dabir 
Dastur, A type of order, generally in writing, authorizing, assigning, or giving permis­
sion for a specific act or task 
Dawlah. Literally, a change in fortune, applied herein to the passing of muIk from one 
group to another and the period of time they held it; thus, by extension, a dynasty 
Dihliz. Literally, vestibule, hall, corridor, or passage; here probably an anteroom for the 
tdram 
Dinar. A gold coin in use in much of the premodern Islamicate world 
Dirham. A silver coin in use in much of the premodern Islamicate world 
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Divan (diwdn). Literally, a recording or collecting of something; by extension, a 
government bureau (see also majlis) 
Divan-i risdlat. Bureau of correspondence 
Falsafah. Philosophy in the Greek sense, including mathematics, music, medicine, 
astronomy, and so forth 
Faylasuf. One who does falsafah 
Firman. An order or command, of an oral or written, general or specific, nature, 
generally used in connection with high-level authority, even in connection with God 
Himself 
Fitnah. A trial or temptation, applied by many Muslim historians to four internal 
conflicts in the Muslim community between 656 and 813: upon the murder of the third 
khalifah cUthman (656); upon the accession of the second Umayyad khalifah Yazld 
(684; the one in which cAbdallah-i Zubayr was involved); upon the assault on 
Umayyad rule that led to the founding of the cAbbasid dynasty (747); and upon the 
death of Harun al-Rashid and the accession of his son al-Amln (809); these Muslim 
historians viewed internal conflict as a mark of God's testing the loyalty and wisdom 
of His community 
Ghuldm. Slave, used for domestic and military tasks, often given as tribute from one 
high-ranking individual to another 
Hadi§ Qiadlth). A story or report about the Prophet Muhammad, or sometimes about the 
early Khalifahs or other Companions; many were incorporated into the four so-called 
sound collections of hadith by the tenth century 
Hdjib. A title basically meaning chamberlain, doorkeeper, but could be applied to a 
variety of individuals at the Ghaznavid court at different and sometimes more exalted 
levels 
Hdjib-i buzurg. The great hdjib, chief officer of the Ghaznavid court, used almost 
synonymously with vazir, but more often than the latter in this text 
Hdjib-i sahib. Commander of a large provincial army (cf. sipdhsdldr) 
Haram. An off-limits or sacred area, such as around the holy city of Mecca or around the 
women's quarters of a large household; also used, therefore, for the women's quarters 
and its occupants 
Harisah. According to Steingass, Persian-English Dictionary, "a kind of thick pottage 
made of bruised [i.e., cracked] wheat boiled to a consistency to which meat, butter, 
cinnamon, and aromatic herbs are added"; according to others, a delicacy that also 
includes sour milk 
Hukama . Plural of hakim, wise man, sometimes applied to philosophers and physi­
cians, sometimes generically 
Ishrdf. (divdn-i shughl-i ishrdf). Inspection; i.e., the bureau in charge of overseeing and 
spying on various matters for the ruler, composed of persons with the title mushrif 
Jihad. Self-exertion for the good of the faith, striving in the way of the Lord; came to 
mean legitimate militant acquisition of territory for Islam, either from non-Muslim or 
from Muslims of the wrong persuasion 
Kadkhudd. Quartermaster appointed by the central ruler for provincial armies and 
armies of other great men, like the son of the ruler; under supervision of thec Arfz; also 
a less official kind of adjutant or valet 
Khalifah (caliph). The title taken by the central leaders of the Muslim community after 
Muhammad's death and occasionally by strong regional rulers (e.g., Umayyads of 
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Spain, Fatimids of Egypt, Almohades of North Africa); in this text the word refers to 
the cAbbasid khaUfah in Baghdad 
Khdira . Judging from the usages in this text, any of a number of raised parts in a 
structure—a terrace, a balcony overlooking a rotunda, or second-story pillared 
observation portico similar to the one in the CA1I Kapu palace in Isfahan; perhaps 
related to Arabic meaning of sky 
Khayltash. Apparently a ghuldm trained to serve in the cavalry of the central army 
Khutbah. Literally, any public address; the sermon given in a mosque during the 
communal prayer on Friday; in this text a formal excursus of a quasi-philosophical 
nature 
Khvdjah. An honorific applied in general to a variety of men of distinction, from 
teachers to rich employers to court dignitaries 
Kutvdl. A man appointed directly by a ruler to supervise a fort and its supplies of 
provisions, fodder, and war material for the army 
Majlis. Literally, an assembly of any kind, used in many senses, including synony­
mously with divan in the sense of government bureau 
Majlis-i qdia. Bureau of matters pertaining to Sharicah law 
Majlis-i vizdrah. Bureau run by Vazir (chief minister), controlling civilian and some­
times military matters and probably the chancery as well 
Majlis-i ahkam. Bureau of government decrees (?) 
Majlis-i avqdf. Bureau of vaqfs i.e., pious foundations, as to endow mosques and 
schools 
Majlis-i Nazr, Bureau of matters pertaining to court of administrative complaints 
(mazalim) 
Majlis-i kharaj. Bureau of taxation 
Manshur. A royal mandate or diploma assigning or protecting specific tasks for an 
individual, sometimes not sealed with royal signet 
Maqdmah (pi., maqdmdt). A genre of adab mixing poetry and prose, in which episodes 
of adventures in the life of a heroic figure are portrayed with stylistic virtuosity in a 
series of separate compositions 
Mawla. in Bedouin society, a nonmember of a tribe attached to it for a period of time 
(sometimes prior to adoption) in a form of clientage; in early Islamic society, by 
extension, a non-Arab convert to Islam, who had to attach himself to an Arab tribe as a 
client to participate in conquests and receive concomitant benefits 
Muqaddim. High military rank, usually given to commanders of large elephant units 
Mulattifah. A short informal letter or note that summarizes the main points of essence of 
a matter 
Mulk. Literally, something possessed; thus, a realm, territory, or kingdom and what it 
contains and the authority over it 
Mushrif. One of a number of individuals who performed official surveillance for the 
Ghaznavid sultans on their subjects and reported their findings regularly 
Nadim. A boon companion, often used as confidant or personal servant by a ruler, with 
some degree of intimacy 
Namdz. Prayer, especially one of the five formal daily services prescribed by law 
Namdz-i subh. In the morning, just before dawn 
Namdz-i pisInn. At midday 
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Namdz-i digar. In the afternoon 
Namdz-i sham. In the evening, immediately after sunset 
Namdz-i khuftan. At night, before going to bed, two hours or more after sunset 
Naqib. Local officer in charge of maintaining records of an cAlid community (the 
ashrdf) of which he was a member; since cAlid descent meant special privileges, a 
prized position; apparently also an army rank 
Padshah. King, monarch; applied to great kings of the past and in this text in a generic 
way, but not as a title, to the Ghaznavid amirs 
Paludah. Thin noodles formed by pressing starch jelly through a strainer; also a sweet 
beverage made with such noodles 
Pardahddr. A chamberlain, porter, or eunuch of the liar am 
Qabd. A man's garment, applied either to a short tunic open in front or to a close long 
gown 
Qasidah. A longish, usually tripartite poem derived from pre-Islamic oral-poetic forms 
of the Arabs 
Qd'zi. A judge of the Shar'fah law 
Ra'Ts. One of the acyan or notables (in social status and wealth) of a town singled out by 
the ruler to represent the town to the central government and to cater to the central 
government's needs therein 
Rakcah. A unit of praying in which there are three postures: standing, genuflection, 
prostration; the daily cycle of five prayers includes seventeen ralfahs—two in the 
morning, four at noon and in the afternoon, three at sunset, and four later in the 
evening 
Rfdyah. The herd or flock; thus the term applied by some Muslim rulers, including the 
Ghaznavids, to all subjects not part of the court or army or ruling elite and symboli­
cally indicating their status and needs 
Rishtah. A kind of paste; also the name of soup made from such 
Rishtah and Idgushtah. Thick soup with rishtah and meat 
Sdhib-i band. Official in charge of imperial communications and spy network main­
tained by a ruler and essential to his authority 
Sardy. In general, a word for house, but here a household of a well-to-do individual, 
including extended family and other dependents and retainers 
Sarhang. A commander of an army (unit) 
Sharc. Acceptable to, or prescribed by, sharfah 
Shar'fah. The official law of Muslim territories, containing principles, norms, and 
prescriptions derived from revelation and the exemplary behavior of Muhammad and 
his Companions 
Sipdhddr. See sipdhsdldr 
Sipdhsdldr. A commander of an army, particularly of a provincial one 
Sultan. An Arabic term having to do with the exercise of authority that produces 
security; adopted as a title by most Turkic rulers, including the later Ghaznavids 
tdram (tdrum, tdrami): Generally, a (wooden) building with a dome or vault; or a 
portico, veranda, or balustrade around a garden; in the case of the Ghaznavid palaces, 
apparently some kind of rotunda off which were audience rooms of the sultan or in 
which audience was held 
Ta'rlkh. Literally, the act of arranging things of the past in chronological order; thus, the 
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genre of writing history according to that format, and a common title for a book of that 
sort, as well as a term for material arranged in narrative, chronological form 
cUlama'. Plural of cdlim; learned man, particularly those learned in the culum or 
branches of religious studies 
Ustad. A general word, honorific in nature, for teacher in the sense of mentor or master 
(of apprentices); sometimes used as master in the general sense 
Vazlr. Originally the term for a minister of the khalifah, sometimes the chief minister or 
adviser; in this text often used in place of Hajib-i Buzurg 
Zindiq. In early cAbbassid times (late eighth century) a word that tended to be applied to 
Manicheans; later a generic word for an individual with unacceptable beliefs 
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of, 39-48; birth of, 39; character of, 43-44;

choice of topics by, 52; claims to impartiality

of, 96, 166 ff.; composition of history by,

41 ff.; concern of, for reputation, 94; con­

nection of, with Persian prose style, 16;

death of, 43; defensiveness of, 53, 55, 62,

153, 167; diary of, 56, 183; dualism of,

87-88; effect of aging on, 94; ethical values

of, 91-93; evaluation of, as stylist, 104-5;

experiences of, 41,43; full names, 27; histor­

ical method of, 12; impact of, as stylist, 118,

125; interest of, in communication, 65;

moral views of, 86-94; motivations of, 47;

object of study of, 4; place of, in Persian

historiography, 124-25; relationship of, to

Arab humanism, 127 ff.; religious orienta­

tion of, 88-89; retirement of, 42; standards

of evidence of, 57 ff., 71-72; style of, com­

pared with others, 111, 121-125; summary

evaluation of, 131-33; use of direct speech

by, 65-68; view of causation of, 94-95;

view of, on consultation, 103 ff., 159-60,

169, 182; view of death of, 93-95; view of

evil of, 92-93; view of Ghaznavids of, 82;

view of government of, 98; view of history

of, 58-59; 196-97; view of kingship of,

81-82, 84-85, 99-103, 152-60; view of

Samanids of, 82; view of self-knowledge of,
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105; writings of, 44-48
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Professor Waldman challenges the prevail­
ing practice in Islamicate historiography by 
undertaking a multifaceted analysis of a sin­
gle text — a major historical narrative and a 
pivotal work in the history of new Persian 
language and literature since the tenth cen­
tury: the Ghaznavid period's Ta'rTkh-i 
BayhaqT. She proceeds on the basis of an as­
sumption that it is both impossible and unde­
sirable to keep the text subjected to analysis 
separate from its larger context; but when she 
examines the effects of patterning in theme, 
structure, and style, she argues that more is 
required to gain a full understanding of an 
older historical work than simply ascertain­
ing the deliberate intention of its author — 
who, in the case of a premodern Muslim 
historian, was, more often than not, an un­
systematic thinker who betrayed his funda­
mental and determinative attitudes well 
below the conscious level of deliberate inten­
tion. 
Dr. Waldman is able to identify a wide 
range of phenomena that suggest the close 
relationship between historical narratives 
like the one under study and other literary 
narratives. She demonstrates that theories of 
narrative developed by literary critics can 
and should be expanded to account for histor­
ical narrative, and explores the potential util­
ity of one critical approach — speech act 
theory. Her findings argue powerfully and 
persuasively for the use of historical narra­
tives primarily in the writing of the history 
of that in which they are events in and of 
themselves — the history of images and rep­
resentations of the past — and urge a corre­
sponding deemphasis on the present practice 
of extracting from them supposed historical 
realities. 
Dr. Waldman calls for a dramatic reversal 
in the traditional ways in which historical 
narratives have been used by historians—not 
in order to curtail their function, as some 
critics would do, to merely confirming what 
hard evidence suggests — but rather so as to 
allow them to provide their abundant and 
unique information about hitherto unappre­
ciated dimensions in the history of language, 
communication, ideas, and culture. 
Marilyn Robinson Waldman is an asso­
ciate professor of history at the Ohio State 
University. 

